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PREFACE

The title of this book is intended to be catchy,

but it should also convey in two words what the

book describes: a society which is "capitalist" on

a microscopic scale. Hiere are no machines, no

factories, no co-ops or corporations. Every man
is his own firm and works ruggedly for himself.

Money there is, in small denominations; trade

there is, with what men carry on their backs; free

entrepreneurs, the impersonal market place, com-

petition—these are in the rural economy. But

commerce is without credit, as production is with-

out machines. It turns out that the difference

between a poor people and a rich one is the differ-

ence between the hand and the machine, between

money and credit, between the merchant and the

firm; and that all these are differences between

the "modern" economy and the primitive "under-

developed" ones.

In laj^ing bare the bones of an underdeveloped

economy, this study hopes first to contribute to

the understanding of what such an economy looks

like. The community dealt with has only SOO

people (although the regional economy of which

it is part has a thousand times more) ; it is an in-

significant place m a rural area which Guatemala

thinks of as its backwoods. But it is just the

"backwoods" which must be explored, for an

economically undeveloped nation is undeveloped

to the degree that it has backwoods. The com-

munity which this book describes is in that way
typical of the thousands which must be changed.

From place to place m the world, on the other

hand, such communities are very different. Each
continent and each region has its own kinds, and

in the end, of course, every one is unique. The
culture of Mexico and Guatemala is very different

from that of Pakistan or Kenya. The first advice

one offers the administrator of a program is to

know the place and the people and the character

of the culture. In this instance a striking peculiar-

ity is the combination of a childish, magical, or

"primitive" world view with institutions reminis-

cent in microcosm of the Great Society. In most

"primitive" societies about which anthropologists

write, people behave in our terms irrationally,

since they try by devices strange to us to maximize

different, hence curious, satisfactions. This hap-

pens not to be the case in the part of Guatemala

about which I write, where the social institutions

and cosmology, strange as they may be to us, are

as separated from the processes of making a living

as are our own. For this reason the institutions

need concern us but little in a description of the

economy; for this reason also it is possible to use

the same terms to describe their economy that

are used to describe our o^vn.

There is no economic theory in this book. I am
simply describing the way a people live, picking

out those elements to describe that I understand

fit under the rubric of "economy." It might be

argued that by selection of the same things to

describe that economists select m writing about

our society, I prejudge the similarity of Panajachel

economy to our own. This really says that I am
asking about Panajachel some of the same ques-

tions that are asked by economists about our own

society. This is true. But the significant thing

is that I am able to answer the questions; and that

is because the Panajachel economy is like ours.

If I tried to ask about a tribe of Australian

aborigines what is its balance of payments, I

should soon have to reinterpret the question so

drastically that it would not be the same.

Although I purpose to describe the economy of

Panajachel, and at least by inference to show why
the material level of life is low, no solution is

offered. A very good reason for this is that while

the problem has its consequences locally, its cure

involves the whole region, the whole of the larger

society, and, indeed, much of the world. I have

studied a cell in an organism, an example of many
that are like it; but the organism consists of differ-

ent kinds of cells in complex interrelation, and

studies of the larger whole are essential to planning

its solution. For such studies, the theory,

methods, and techniques of disciplines other than
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antkropologj^ are needed. I once asked Jean

Learned, an economist who studied these mate-

rials on Panajachel, what she as an economist

would have done differently. The considered

reply was unexpected to me, yet whoUy obvious.

As an economist she would not have spent years

in a community of 800 people without records of

prices and the like. Panajachel is a place for the

skills of (say) an anthropologist, not an economist.

Conversely, an anthropologist is not trained to

cope with the problems of a nation in the world

community.

Let me not be understood to minimize the im-

portance of study at the local level, or of the use-

fulness of the antliropological (cultural) point of

view at all levels. But this is a study at the local

level, and essential as it may be to understanding

the whole, it is the study by an anthropologist of

an an tliropologicaOy oriented problem. The econ-

omist will learn from it much about the economy

of a community in Guatemala. Ho will also learn

something about antlnopologists (as he can leam

more from Firth and Herskovits and others) and

the way one anthropologist studies a place like

Panajachel. I do not expect that he will learn

any economics. Nor do I suppose my colleagues

in anthropology will learn economics from me.

What I offer is a conception of how one studies a

primitive money economy. My ovn\ work falls

short of an ideal because I had no model. Here is

a pattern from which others may depart.

This book has been long in coming. A fii'st

short draft was written dining the winter of 1938-

39. I was encouraged by Dr. W. F. Ogburn to

extend this to a full study. It was completed

in June of 1943, when Dr. Ogburn was also

kind enough to write a foreword. Delay of

publication, first because of the war and then by
desire to revise the manuscript, was fortunate,

both because in the intervening years I learned

much from colleagues at the University, and

because the long delay permitted a fresh approach

to the manuscript. I thmk it does not matter

that the economy is described as of a period 10

years past (and indeed from a 1936 base) because

if it is interesting it should be as representative of

a type, relatively independent of time and place.

My original field notes on Panajachel have been

microfilmed and as part of a series arc available

in many libraries, well enough indexed so that I

think a patient reader can use them in connection

with this volume. This is one of three books

which I hope to write from these materials; a

second describes the world view of the Indians;

the third, their social institutions. Meanwhile
the materials on these subjects may be studied in

their original form. Wlioever looks at them will

note that my wife and I (later with our young
daughter) lived in Pajiajachel on and off from the

autumn of 1935 to the spring of 1941, and that

Juan de Dios Rosales, an educated Panajacheleno

who was a school teacher ia 1936 and who became

my assistant (and eventually an anthropologist

in his own right) collected a great deal of the data

in the earlier years. It was not until the last

field season (1940-41), however, that I systemat-

ically collected much of the essential data on the

economy. By then I had done much work on this

book and had begun to know what I was looking

for.

From 1934 to 1946 I was on the staff of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington's Division

of Historical Research. This work was done as

part of the Division's grand plan for studying

various aspects of Mayan Indian cultm-e. How
much I owe to its recently retired director. Dr.

A. V. Kidder, for his patience and encourage-

ment, I attempt to say by dedicating this book

to him. From my colleague and teacher, Robert

Redfield, with whom I have worked so closely

both at home and in the field, I have received

much more than I can acknowledge. I recall

with pleasure the friends in Guatemala who
helped us, and especially our Indian friends, whom
we still miss; and jump without difficulty to my
colleagues at the University of Chicago, who
through the years teach me hmnility. I have

said that my wife shared with nie the experience

in Guatemala; this book is hers, too.

Sol Tax.

The University of Chicago,

May 1, 1951.



THE PLACE AND THE PEOPLE

LOCATION

Panajachel is one of three hundred fifty-odd

municipios into which the RepubUc of Guatemala
is divided. These municipios, not unhke our

townships, are political subdivisions, but in the

region where Panajachel is located they are also

important cultural and economic units (Tax,

1937). Although they have a common basis, the

Indians of each municipio differ in language and

general culture and, since there is a tendency

toward marriage within the municipio, in sur-

names and physical appearance. Not the least

significant of the differences among municipios

is in economic specialization, which may be

partly, but only partly, accounted for by local

variations of altitude and terrain. Since such

specialization in production leads to trade, and

since no municipio is economically self-suiEcient,

it is not possible to limit such a discussion as this

to Panajachel (or any other municipio) alone; nor

can it be assumed that any municipio is "typical"

and its economy representative of all.

Panajachel is 1 of 11 municipios (map 1) whose

lands form the circumference of Lake Atitldn

which lies about 45 miles west of Guatemala City.

The lake, at an altitude of some 5,100 feet, occupies

an immense caldera formed by volcanic crustal

collapse; it has been partially dammed also by
volcanic growth on the south shore (McBryde,

1933, pp. 83-64 ; 1947) . The volcanoes of Tolim&,n

and San Pedro start abruptly from the southern

shore ; cliffs rise precipitously and almost uninter-

ruptedly from the edge of the water to heights

of 1,000 feet and more. Consequently there are

few natural town sites on the shore itself and only

a small number even near the lake. Certain sites,

therefore, assume commercial importance. The
only good outlets to the rich coastal regions in

the south are on either side of the volcano of

Tolimin, where the ground levels off before meet-

ing the lake, and here are found the towns of

San Lucas and Atitldn, perhaps the most prosperous

in this region. On the north shore two streams

that flow into the lake have cut wide enough

valleys, and built sufficiently broad deltas, to form

natural town sites. One of these is the Panajachel

River, on the banks of which is situated the town

of Panajachel; the other is the Quixcap, which

forms the delta called Jaibal, the site (until it was

disastrously flooded three centuries ago (V&zquez,

1937, p. 171) of San Jorge, now situated far up

on the cliff above. Both Panajachel and Jaibal

are busy ports for the water traffic across the lake.

The former, however, is much more important,

because a town is nearby, because the main
highway from the capital to the west passes

through it, and because gasoline launches as well

as canoes may be accommodated. A glance at

map 1 will make this clear.

The lake towns as a group are in a particularly

strategic position in this part of Guatemala, lying

as they do between the warm lowlands and the

cold highlands. The great region of tropical

agriculture (coffee, bananas, cotton) of the Pacific

slope is in a belt lying at altitudes of from three

to five thousand feet. In the portion of this belt

lying just south of the lake are to be found great
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plantations and the important commercial towns

of Mazatenango, Chicacao, and Patidnl, whose
markets are centers for distribution not only of

the crops of the plantations, but of products (such

as cattle, fish, and salt) coming from the coastal

plain. The region above the lake, on the other

hand, is that of temperate agriculture (wheat,

wool, potatoes, etc.). This is the typical "Indian

coimtrjr," of small landholdings and of local spe-

cializations in crops and manufactures (pottery,

baskets, rope, leather goods, textiles), and here

such towns as Solola and Tecpan are vital market
centers for all the goods produced in the highlands.

The produce of the lowdands and of the highlands

is transported on the backs of Indians and ex-

changed in the market to^vns of both regions.

One of the most used routes between the two is

via Lake Atitlan, and the stream of Indian

merchants skirting or crossing the lake is con-

tinuous. Many of them are from the lake towns

themselves, especially from Atitlan; a large pro-

portion pass through Panajachel, with which San
Lucas and Atitlan share first importance in the

north-south trade routes.

Panajachel, more than other lake towns,

occupies a place of importance on an east-west

tradmg axis as well. There is considerable com-
merce between communities such as Quezaltenango

and Totonicapan Ln the western highlands and
Guatemala City to the east. One of the two
main highways passes through Panajachel, and
Indians afoot vrith their freight, or in trucks, and
no little Laduio passenger travel in busses and
private cars, keep the road busy. Most of the

traffic simply passes through, but some of the

travelers make Panajachel an overnight stop and

of course a portion of the freight has its origin or

its terminus here. Panajachel is the only lake

town that is thus on a major cross roads.

Nevertheless, Panajachel is commercially far

less important than Solola, some 5 miles (by road)

to the north and some 1,800 feet above it. Solola

is not only the capital ot the department to which
all the lake towns, and some others, belong, but
it has a population of 3,750 (1940)—mostly
Ladinos—and is the site of one of the largest

markets in the entire region (McBryde, 1933).

Almost all merchants passing through Panajachel

pass also through Solola, and a large part of

Panajachel business is actually transacted in

Solola. Besides, Solola is the goal of many mer-

chants from the north and west, and from the

towns on the west shore of the lake, who never

visit Panajachel at all.

GEOGRAPHY

Aside from a small alluvial area which is the

site of the main portion of the plantation "San
Buenaventura," the municipio of Panajachel is

conveniently divisible into what may be called the

"delta" and the "hDl" (map 2). The delta is

that of the Panajachel River. It is roughly

triangular, the tip to the north, the base bordering

the lake, and is bisected by the river. The sides

of the delta are sharply defined by rocky hiUs

which rise abruptly; the hillsides look down upon
the delta area, and confine it. The delta is

almost flat, sloping only slightly from north to

south, a lush region of coffee groves and green

vegetable gardens, all watered by an intricate

network of ditches having their source in the

river. The rough hills are cultivated only in

patches, and cattle occasionally graze on them.

Nobody lives on the hillsides, but all the length

and breadth of the delta is dotted with houses.

The hills are mysterious and dangerous, in native

belief, inhabited by supernatural beings. In them
strange things happen, especially at night and
when one is alone. The hiUs are called the monte,

best translated "wilds" (as well as "country")

;

the whole of the delta is called the pueblo or town.

The monte, of course, extends beyond the hill-

sides that border the town, both within and with-

out the municipio of Panajachel; most of the land

traversed from to^vn to town is monte. But
virtually all the monte lands owned or tUled by the

Indians of Panajachel are on the hillsides over-

looking the delta and the lake;' it is to them that

reference wdl be made in this paper when the term

"hill land" is used. The smaller delta, the site of

San Buenaventura, is also part of the municipio of

Panajachel; the plantation, which includes the

whole delta and the hills above it, is owned by one

family, and its Indian inhabitants are laborers

brought from other communities. This, as weU
as several other plantations in the northern monte

of the municipio, is not considered in the present

study. What will concern us here is the area of the

delta of the Panajachel River and its bordering

hdls.

' With the exception of a few pieces of land in the municipios of Santa

Catarina and San Antonio Palapo and in San Jorge.
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Map 2.—The mumcipio of Panajachel (scale= l:3,580).
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Chabt 1.—Temperature and precipitation in Panajachel, 1932-36. (Source: Mario Garcia S., courtesy F. W. McBryde.)
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The Panajachol delta has an altitude above sea

level of from 5,100 feet (the altitude of the lake)

to about 5,200 feet. The climate is mild, the tem-

perature rarely falling below 50° F. or rising above

80°. The mean temperature is remarkably con-

stant throughout the year, varying only between
64° and 67.5° F. The diurnal range varies, how-

ever, with the wet and dry seasons, from about 30°

in January to about 16° in June. The afternoon

temperatures during the dry season are consider-

ably warmer than during the rainy season. There

is some rain in the dry season, and there are many
days without rain in the rainy season; but it may
be said that from the beginning of May to the end

of October it rains heavily for a few hours each

day, and during the remainder of the year it almost

never rains.

In the rainy season outside work is often im-

possible for days at a time, and the Indians save

many inside jobs for these months. Sickness is

then much more prevalent. It is difficult to go

to market and to earn wages, just when the basic

breadstuff, maize, is scarcest and must be bought

at high prices. The river is high and impossible

to cross sometimes for days, and there is always

the danger of its overrunning and destroying one's

land and house.

The river, from which flow almost all the irriga-

tion ditches, is a narrow stream in the dry season;

but when it rains in the hills above, it becomes a

raging brown torrent carrying rocks and branches

and other debris down to the lake. At such times

the stream divides into three or four channels,

changing its entire course in a moment and, run-

ning along the banks, undermines and erodes the

fertile soil of the edges. Each summer hundreds

or even thousands of square feet of good agricul-

tural soil are washed into the river bed.^ Houses

have been destroyed, and families, losing all their

land, have been forced to borrow shelter or become
laborers on the coast. How long this condition

has prevailed I do not know, but the Indians have

a legend to the effect that the river has been on a

rampage since a deposed priest vengefully buried

a figure of Christ somewhere near its source.'

It would be arbitrary to divide the municipio

into m-ban and rural sections. The delta is

inhabited; the hills are not. In the delta a small

area laid out in streets contains the municipal

bxiildings, the church, and the market place. It

might be called the town, but since officially and

otherwise the whole delta is so designated, it

would be better to call it the town center. Over
the rest of the delta the people live rather evenly

dispersed, irregularly among the coffee fields and

the garden plots (map 3). The town center is on

the west bank of the river relatively near the apex

of the delta. Most of the outlying area extends

therefore to the south. The most strictly Indian

portion, where most of the pure Panajachel

Indians have their homes and fields, is on the other

side of the river where they live almost to the

exclusion of others. The town center, or west

side of the river, is occupied largely by Ladinos

and by Indians inunigrant from other towns. It

also contains such extraneous elements as hotels

and country homes of wealthy Guatemalans and

foreigners, for the most part along the lake shore

between the river and the west edge of the delta.

The Ladinos tend to live close to the town center;

the wealthier, the closer. This is general Guate-

malan custom, although in Panajachel the arrange-

ment seems to be breaking down because of the

development of a "gold coast" section along the

lake shore.

In the immediate town center there is almost no

cultivated land except the patio flower gardens.

But in the remainder of the delta it may be said

that the land is primarily devoted to crops, the

dwellings occupying only small pieces surrounded

by fields and orchards. In fact the houses are so

often hidden by surrounding vegetation that a first

attempt at mapping missed more than half of

them.

The automobde highway from Guatemala City

crosses the river from the east about a mile and a

half above the town center, runs south through

town and then west to the southwest corner of the

delta, whence it climbs steeply to Solol^ and points

north and west. In the delta it is a broad and

straight road, unsiu-faced except for cobblestones

in the center of town. The other wide roads shown

1 Of a half-acre piece of land used tor an esperimental cornfield in 193R, for

example, the river washed away in that one season at least 200 square feet.

' A rival story has it that when sugarcane was introduced in Panajachel,

jealous canegrowers of another town (San Martin Jilotepeque) caused the

river to become wild. The Maudslays visited Panajachel in 1894 and write,

"There are times during the wet season when the sudden increase in the vol-

ume of water threatens the safety of the to%vn, and we were told that not

many years ago an inundation caused great damage, washmg away some of

the houses, and cutting ofl the townspeople from all outside communication"

(Maudslay, 1899. p. 57). The photograph of Panajachel published by the

Maudslays in 1899 shows that at the time of their visit the river had a quite

different course from when McBryde photographed the delta in the early

thirties. The reader is referred to McBryde's excellent photographs,

published in 1947, for a general picture as well as for this comparison.
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on map 3 are also used by autoinohiles, except that

in the rainy season the river cannot usually be

forded. The main footpaths are from 2 to 4 feet

in width. The smaller ones, connecting the

houses with one another and with the main paths

and roads, accommodate only single files. Cid-

vcrts for the passage of the irrigation ditches are

covered over in most cases by logs and earth; but

crossing the smaller paths the ditches are usuall}^

left open, to be stepped over by the pedestrian.

The irrigation ditches vary in width from 1 to 2

feet. Only the main ones are shown on map 3,

but it can be seen that every part of the delta is

fed by the network. The truck lands that are

watered from the ditches are cultivated in small

raised beds and the v.-atcr flows between them when
it is required. Any of the ditches can be cut off"

by a barrier of branches, rocks, and earth; sluice

gates are not used. During the rainy season the

main ditches must be watched carefully at their

sources lest the water flow beyond control. Dur-

ing the dry season, on the other hand, there is often

a shortage of water and only part of the network

can be used at one time. A certain amount of

cooperation is therefore required throughout the

year among those who make use of the irrigation

system.
'

The census of 1921 (Guatemala, 1924, Fourth

Census, pt. 2, pp. 186-187) is the latest published

census report which subdivided the populations

of the mui^iciplos by location. (The detailed

results of the 1940 census are not published.)

The 1921 census subdivides the rnunicipio of

Panajachel as follows:

The puoblo of Panajachel, population 1,041

The hamlet of Patanatic, population 82

The plantations of La Dicha, Sta. Victoria, Nativi-

dad, Jesiis Maria, and S. FeUpe Bella Flcr,

population 2.57

The flour mill of S. Buenaventura, population 8

The lake ports of Tzanjuyii and Monterrey, popula-

tion 62

Of these divisions, the only ones included in

this study are the pueblo (which occupies the delta

portion of map 3) and the two "lake ports," the

first of which lies just beyond the southwest corner

of the map and the second a short distance to the

east. Both Tzanjuyii and Monterrey are sites of

hotels, and at the time of this study the second was
not a port at all. On the other hand, when this

study was made there was another port, called

Santander, still farther to the east.

Patanatic is a settlement of Indians who came
two or three generations ago from the municipio

of Totonicapan to the northwest. It may be con-

sidered a colony of Totonicapenos ^ who remain

socially and economically distinct from the Indians

of Panajachel. Patanatic is located in the hills

north of Panajachel along the automobile highway
just before it descends to the river and delta of

Panajachel (map 2). The plantations Santa

Victoria, Natividad, and Jesus Maria arc to the

north (map 2). La Dicha and Bella Flor are in

the east delta (map 3). They are not plantations

in the sense of having a permanent popuJation of

laborers. San Buenaventura, called a flour mill in

the census, was at the time of this study a large

and populous coff'ee plantation. The main portion

of it is near the lake shore on a small delta just

west of the Panajachel delta (map 2).

POPULATION

To the 1921 census figure of 1,041 for the

"pueblo" should he added the population of the

ports and the two plantations of the delta, for a

total of 1,113 living in the main delta portion.

Records in the municipal hall show that in the

15 years from 1921 to 1936, 365 more births were

registered than deaths (table 1). The pueblo's

portion of this increase would be some 288, and

the 1,113 of 1921 should have increased natinally

to 1,401. Such a figure takes no account of immi-

gration or emigration; but I know no reason to

believe that one outweighed the other greatly

diu-ing this period. The 1940 census gave an

"urban" population (probably including every-

thing but Patanatic) of 1,871. Yet in 1936, we
could account for only about 1,200 inhabitants in

the delta. A careful census of the Indians re-

vealed a few less than 800, and since ordy 62

Ladino families and 7 odd individuals were

casually counted, it is not likely that there were

more than about 400 Ladinos. Whatever the

cause of the discrepancy between my figures and

those inferred from official sources, for the pur-

poses of this study the population will be taken

as about 1,200.

The distinguishing characters of Ladinos and

Indians, the two classes of people officially

recognized in Guatemala, differ to some extent in

* Tlie Spanish manner of designating inhabitants of towns will be used in

this report; thus, an Atiteeo is from Atitl&ii. an .\ntoiiero from San .Intonio

Palopo, etc.
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different parts of the Republic, but in general a

Ladino is anybody who is not an Indian, and an

Indian is defined on the basis of cultural and

linguistic criteria rather than on physical features

(Tax, 1937, p. 432).' In Panajachel the Indians

are distinguishable from Ladinos because their

mother tongue is Indian and their command of

Spanish relatively poor, because they wear a

costume distinct from that of the Ladinos (which

is pretty uniform over the whole country), and

because their surnames are usually of Indian

rather than of Spanish origin. It is possible for

an Indian to come to be considered a Ladino by

both groups if he speaks Spanish like a Ladino,

bears a Spanish surname, and adopts the clothing

and the ways of life of the Ladinos. It must be

borne in mind that since the distinction is cultm^al

rather than physical, Indian and Ladino are not

primarily thought of as race designations in the

sense that Negro and WTiite are in the United

States. But there are important economic and

social differences between the two classes, and each

constitutes in large degree a community apart

from the other. This study is concerned primarily

and almost entirely wath the Indians of Panajachel.

Table 1.

—

Births and deaths,
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jachelenos speak a dialect, wear a costume, and

have certain beliefs and ways of life distinct from

those of the Indians of other towns; they are a

social and cultural unity. Secondly, there are

in Panajachel a number of Indian families, origi-

nally of other towns, who do not participate, or

who participate very little, in the social, political,

and religious community of Panajachelenos. They
wear the costumes of their own towns, and often

continue the pursuit of economic specialties

brought with them; their language and mentality

is more hke that of their blood relatives than of

their present neighbors. Some of these families

have lived in Panajachel only a few years; some

indeed came just before the time of this study and

have since left. Those that are more perma-

nently settled tend to marry their children wath

Panajachelenos and thus eventually become ab-

sorbed into the local community. The allocation

of particular individuals or families to one Indian

gi-oup or the other is therefore to some extent

arbitrary; and that is one reason why all locally

resident Indians were included in this study of the

economic life of the community.

The municipios of Guatemala (and Chiapas as

well: Redfield and Villa, 1939, p. 107) are of two

general kinds. In the one, the Indians live on

their farms in the country and come into the town

where they often set up housekeeping at intervals.

In the other, they live in the town itself and repair

to the surrounding countryside when necessary

to tiU the fields (Tax, 1937, pp. 427-433). Pos-

sible explanations of the difference need not be

discusse 1 here. A consequence of it is that in the

"vacant town" mmiicipios the Indians tend to

lead a dual life alternating between their isolated

country homes and the towni, while in the "town-

nucleus'" municipios the rural territory, which is

uninhabited, achieves importance only incident-

ally to agriculture. Unlike the Indians of Yuca-

tan, for example, the Guatemalans of this region

are not accustomed to live on their cornfields

during periods of work (Redfield and Villa, 1934,

p. 68) ; hence in tovm-nucleus municipios the men
leave their town homes for no more than a day at

a time to work in their cornfields.

It is apparent from the description already given

that Panajachel is a variety of town-nucleus

municipios. The Indians live in a restricted area,

and their cornfields are outside this area. It is

true that they do not live in a compact town, that

their homes are dispersed outside of the town
center, and that orchards and gardens lie around

their houses; but the whole delta is considered

the "town," the Indians have but one home, and
their cornfields, to which they go to work a day
at a time, lie outside. The allocation of Pana-

jachel to one town type or the other is not in itself

important; but it is well to remember that Pana-
jachel and the other municipios of the lake differ

in this fundamental ecological respect—with

whatever economic and social consequences are

involved^—from most of the other municipios of

the region.

THE INDIAN COMMUNITY

In the portion of Panajachel under discussion

there lived, in 1936, an Indian community of 780

persons. This figure does not include Indians

for the most part from other towns who lived as

servants in hotels or the homes of Ladinos or as

laborers on the plantations. It does include

Indians from other towns who lived as domestics

and hired hands in the homes of local Indians.

It does not include three families, part Indian,

who, in all respects but ancestry, are Ladino.

Of the 780 individuals, 688 might be called "Pana-
jacheleiios," having at least some Panajachel

blood or family connections, and entering into

the religious and political life of the local Indian

community. The remainder, 92 in number, were

"foreign" Indians with no Panajachel family

connections. Included among the Panajache-

lenos were additional foreign Indians, 8 men and
28 women, married to Panajachelenos,' having

thereby become part of the traditional community.

The remainder of 652 "ultra-pure" and part-blood

Panajachelenos does not represent the total of

the species in the wider region, however. Con-

siderable numbers have migrated from Pana-

jachel to other to\vns, to the capital, and to the

coast plantations and have lost their connections

with the local community. The genealogies

collected uncovered 46 such who are still remem-
bered (and some of whom occasionally return)

but there must be more.

Table 2 classifies the 780 Indians of this study

by sex and age. The figures on age, data for

which were not collected with sufl!icient complete-

ness or accmacy to be used, are based on the

' One man and three women were not married to Panajachelenos, but

related in other ways.
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assumption that the age distribution for the In-

dians of 1936 was the same as that given in the

1921 census (Guatemala, 1924, Fourth Census, pt.

1, pp. 303-305) for the whole population of the

municipio. Table 3, based on an analysis of the

census made in 1936 and taking into consideration

the age distribution shown in table 2, reclassifies

the population, adding a distinction between

"Panajacheleno" and "Foreign" Indians.

Table 2.

—

Indian population by sex and age '

Age group
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There was in 1936 only one household in which

an unrelated person, a man, lived with the family;

but there were four families with domestics and

hired hands, all of them foreig:n Indians in the

service of Panajachelefios.

Although there are evidences that in generations

past there was some kind of kinship or local unit

consisting of more than one household, today the

household is the only functioning social entity

within the community. True, familial relations

that cut across households in bdateral kinship

lines are recognized by formal visiting and gift

giving, as are also god-parental relationsliips; but

they do not crystallize into social segments. The

only effective social segment is the individual

household, whatever its constitution. That this

is so can be most clearly seen in the light of the

politico-religious organization.

Like the other municipos of Guatemala, all of

which are from the point of view of the central

government the smallest important administrative

units, Panajachel has a series of governmental

officials, some appointed and some theoretically

elected. Generations back, before there were

Ladinos, all officials (except a Secretary) were

Indians, as they still are in other pure-Indian

towns. Before 1935, when a new system was

invoked, all were chosen from and by the local

populace. After the Ladinos came, they were

given certain of the highest offices; but the Indians

continued to fill all offices unofficially from their

own ranks. After 1935, when some of the offices

were abolished and others became appointive

from above and outside the community, the In-

dians continued to name a complete roster of

officials; but then fewer of them were officially

recognized.* It was still possible, however, to

speak of Indian officialdom as consisting of a first

alcalde, second alcalde, first and second regidores,

first and second regidores ayudantes, first and

second auxiliar, first, second, thii'd, and fourth

mayores, and 24 ungraded alguaciles. There were,

thus, 36 civil offices to be filled.

At the same time, there are a series of religious

offices in the Indian organization, none of which

is officially recognized. These are connected with

the church (of which there is no resident priest)

and the cult of the saints. There are the first and

second fiscales, first and second sacr-istanes,

* In 1944, with the revolution, the Wgn\ system changed again in the pre-

lOS.'i direction.

cofrades of each of four cofradias, and two or three

graded mayordomos of each cofradia, for a total

of rehgious officials of about 16 (in 1936, 15). The
2 classes, civil and religious, are only partially

separable, however. In the system of succession

in the liierarchy the Indians alternate between the

2, and all offices are gi'aded in a single hierarchy.

The Indian officials, at least insofar as the In-

dians have anything to say, are neither elected

nor, strictly spealdng, appointed. The elders

(principales, who have passed through the suc-

cession) and the liigher officials together choose

the new officials each year; but since a person is

not eligible to serve in an office until he has served

in a lower one and since he is not obliged to accept

an office imless he has had a period of rest after

his previous service, the choice is limited, and often

automatic. Holding office entads pecuniaiy dis-

advantage, and when there is doubt as to who
shoidd get one, a poorer man can avoid it more

easily than a richer man.
What the system finally amounts to is that

almost every man (together with liis wife) gradu-

ally moves up through the series of offices, but in

any one year a man does not take an office unless

it is his turn. The point of the relationship be-

tween the family orgaiiization and the politico-

religious system is that "turns" are taken not by

individuals or blood-kin groups, but by house-

holds. There are some 52 offices to be filled an-

nually, nearly all of them every year, and 132

Panajachel households from which to fill them,

no household normally has more than 1 office-

holder at a time, and after a person finishes his

term no other member of his household is expected

to serve for at least another year.

In the same manner, contributions of money for

fiestas and of labor on public works come from

whole households, not individuals (i. e., a house-

hold, no matter the size, might be asked to contrib-

ute one man-day of labor to repair irrigation

ditches)

.

The household is therefore the primary social

unit. By definition it is also an economic vmit,

since it includes those who live under one roof,

or in one compound, and have a common kitchen.

But there is lacking in both the native ideology

and in family practice any complete economic

community. Each member of the family tends

to own property and to keep track of his own earn-

ings and contributions for common needs. Never-
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theless, no other segments of society even ap-

proach the households in social and economic

solidarity. In the household the members may
be economic individualists, but they do cooperate

on a noncash basis, while between even such close

relatives as father and son or two brothers who
Hve in different households, there is practically

no common enterprise on a basis different from

that between imrelated persons. In making this

study, it was striking to find in how many ways

the data had to be gathered by households rather

than individuals on the one hand or family or

neighborhood groups on the other. Thus, in dis-

cussing marketmg it was useless to try to deter-

mine which individuals went to certain to\vns

regularly, but it was easy to find out which house-

holds were regularly represented by one or another

mdividual in a given to%vn. Likewise, in land

ownership it was not difficult to discover which

lots were owned and worked by a certain house-

hold; but it would have required more time than

we were able to give to determine which persons

of the family actually owned each one.

THE WAY OF LIFE

^\Tien a tom-ist comes to Panajachel, the road

takes him past the little tovm center where, sitr-

rounding a small square park, he sees the ruins of

the sLxteenth-century church and the drab adobe

town hall, library, and jail. Driving over the

cobblestones he finds the road lined for a few

blocks with whitewashed adobe houses, most of

which present to him a small store front and
grilled windows imder a red tile roof. Then for a

kilometer he is out in the country, the houses

spaced far apart along the road, coffee groves

and open fields and garden patches between them.

He arrives shortly at one of the hotels near the

lake shore, from which he has a view of the broad

expanse of water and the striking t\vin volcanoes

that dwarf it. Perhaps after a trip across the

lake to Atitlan, San Pedro, or San Antonio, and
perhaps a stroll through the countryside near the

hotel, he leaves the hotel to continue on his way.
He will remember the lake, certainly. If ques-

tioned he may recall that he did go through a

little town called Panajachel when en route to his

hotel, but that there was nothing there to attract

attention. Indeed, there was not. But in most
cases the tourist has not seen Panajachel.

Nor have more than a few of the Indians seen

the tourist, at least as more than a passing cloud

of dust. The Indians live away from the highway,

most of them on the other side of the river. They
live in little thatched houses hidden in coffee

groves. The tourist has seen, for the most part,

the Ladino and Gold "Coast sections. Along the

roads he has seen more Indians from other tovvTis

than Indians of Panajachel. The latter he would

probably not have recognized anyway, since,

unlike Indians of such towns as Chichicastenango

that wear unique costumes, there is little to dis-

tinguish them.

Yet the Panajachelcnos are distinguished from

all other Indians in details of costume, as well

as in language, institutions, customs, and beliefs.

Their economic base is different and many of

the techniques in which they are proficient are

foreign to inhabitants of neighboring towns.

Differ as they may from each other, the norm of

behavior in the community undoubtedly differs

in greater or less degree from the norms of be-

havior of each of the other surrounding muni-

cipios. That is the way of this region of Guate-

mala, and Panajachel is not the only community

different from the others; for each municipio

tends to have its own cultural variant, and its

own economic specialties. Panajachel is no

doubt less colorful than some other commu-
nities; but its sociology and culture and certainly

its economy is no less interesting.

Panajachclenos arc almost exclusively agri-

cultural. The women weave part of the clothing

worn; the men build the houses and make a few

things like tool hafts for their own use; the

women cook raw materials into most of the food

that is consumed; but that is as far as industrial

technology goes, and none of its products are

sold outside the community. AU household

utensils—pottery, grinding stones, baskets, gourds,

china, and so on—and practically all household

furnishings such as tables and chairs and mats,

must be brought in from other towns. So must

many articles of wearing apparel, such as material

for skirts and cloaks, hats, sandals, blankets,

and cariying bags, as well as cotton and thread

for weaving the other things. So must most

of the essential foodstuffs: the greater part

of the corn, all lime, salt, and spices, most of

the chile, and most of the meat. To buy all

these essentials the Indians go to market, either
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in neighboring S0I0I& or in the local town center.

To get the money they depend upon the sale of

agricultural produce that is unimportant in their

own diet and grown almost solely for the market.

Onions and garlic, a number of fruits, and coffee'

are the chief commodities produced for sale.

To produce them consumes the great preponder-

ance of the Indians' productive time, and to take

them to market consumes much of the remainder.

Corn is the first essential of life to the Indian

as a consumer; he thinks often in terms of his

tortillas and his beans which are, in a way, his

bread and butter. But his life as a producer

and in business is oriented toward onions, garlic,

and the other products of his truck farming. It

is to them, and the prices they bring, that his

fortune is tied.

The Indian is perhaps above all else an entre-

prcnem-, a business man, always looking for new
means of turning a penny. If he has land enough

to earn a good living by agriculture as such,

he is on the lookout for new and better seeds,

fertilizer, ways of planting; and always new-

markets. If his land is not sufficient, he begs

and borrows land where he can, often paying a

rental price that is, for him, high. If he must,

he works as a day laborer for another. But

he would rather strike a bargain of some kind;

perhaps he can buy the harvest of some fruit

trees to gather and sell, or buy up onion seed

to take to MLxco or the capital. Even adolescent

boys and girls make deals when they can, perhaps

renting a piece of land and working it on their

owTi; and young children are alert to small

opportunities.

Yet, although money is that which everybody

tries to get more of, it is not of highest value in

the culture. It alone does not bring the highest

respect, although it is, among other things, a

means of quicldy ascending the scale of ofBccs

to become a respected principal. The richest

man in towm is also the first principal, and possibly

the most higldy respected pcson; but he also

happens to be good and kind and religious and
wise. The next-to-richest man is probably one

of the most disliked, and he happens to be irritable

and tactless—and suspected, as weU, of having

killed off, by sorcery, most of his relatives for

their share of the inlieritance. People seem

• Which is important in the diet; the Indians trequently sell their entire

crop, however, and buy coffee grown elsewhere, at retail.

to be respected for their personal virtues (as

evaluated by the community) : industry, friend-

liness and amiability, willingness to share in

communal duties; and in a town as small as

Panajachel such virtues cannot be long simulated.

Yet it caimot be gainsaid that wealth is at the

least an obvious evidence of industry, and its

reward.

Nor is business exempted from the ordinary

rules of decent behavior. People franldy try to

make a living, and to get rich, but not at the

expense of their self-respect; they do not ordi-

narUy try to cheat; a debt, unless it is secured,

seems to be a moral burden; they do not, when
sober, beg; when they ask a favor they bring a

gift, and when they do a favor they do not ordi-

narily accept payment for it; when they receive a

gift they return a gift. Loss of face is probably

worse for most people than loss of money; a man
may stay in the house for days at a time because

he is ashamed to face his to\vnsmen.

This is a study of the economy of a group of

people who by our standards live in the most

primitive condition. Their houses have no floors or

window's and are filled with smoke from the open

fire. They are often in rags. Their diet has few

luxuries, and hardly a person is fatter than thin.

A newborn baby's chance for life is something less

than good, and with medical care at a minimum,
life is always precarious. A few dollars' capital

can, with hard work and good fortune, be run up

into what is, according to local standards, a tidy

nest egg. But the accumulation of years can dis-

appear with one prolonged sicloiess, or one spell

of drinking, or the acceptance of a public office

at an inopportune time. With good luck and

hard work a poor family can in a generation

become a rich family; but the largest fortune can

as quickly be frittered away.

The community as a whole is not poor. At

least it is able to indulge in luxuries beyond the

needs of food, clothing, and shelter. It sup-

ports a rather elaborate ritual organization

requiring the expenditure not only of time but of

money, especially for liquor. It allows people

to go to festivals and to markets even when
these serve no commercial needs. It sustains a

no-work-in-the-fields Sabbath and a number of

holidays. It permits its youth their fashion

fripperies. All this in the face of perfect knowledge

that time is money and so, definitely, is a penny.
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But the Indians work for such luxuries. Rich

and poor, men, women, and children, bend over

the soil or imder their burdens from morning to

night; and when it is too dark to work they go to

sleep. There is ordinarily no fireside hour, no

roistering in the evening. If there is any fun in

workaday life, it must be in the work itself. Or
perhaps the Indians derive satisfactions from the

well of inner life that is a heritage of their cultm-e.

For while in their ways and means of getting along

with nature and with each other they are not so

different from ourselves, their view of the world

about them—the sun and the earth, the heart

and the soul, plants and animals, God and the

Devil, butchers and bakers, life and death—is

not only different from ours, and naive and

picturesque, but is a coherent whole that may well

be as satisfying as it is self-explanatory.

If the Indians are on the whole a cheerful lot,

however, it is neither because they are satisfied

nor because the com^e of life runs smooth.

Ambition, a desire for the security and prestige

that more land will allow, seems to be a generous

current flowing through Indian life. Worry, with

both health and fortune so tenuous, can never be

long absent. But beyond the recurring major

griefs and sorrows, perhaps the most persistent

obstacles to peace of mind are the continued

vexations of social life: fear, envy, fear of envy;

rumors, slander, gossip, fear of gossip; quarrels;

insults; faithlessness; ridicule; enemies. Passions

are close to the surface and continually running

over into words that feed them. Withm the

family, between lovers, among neighbors—any

day some little thing may send one scurrying to

the courthouse for redress and revenge.

The community is rich enough to support that,

too.

TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMY

THE KIND OF ECONOMY

The Indians of Panajachel, and the people

among whom they live and with whom thej' do

almost all of their business, are part of what may
be characterized as a money economy organized in

single households as both consumption and produc-

tion units, mth a strongly developed market which

tends to be perfectly competitive.

Although as consumers the Indians enter, in

minor ways, into the world economy of firms—for

many years, for example, they purchased matches

manufactm-ed by a monopoly granted the Krueger

interests—their production is accomplished quite

strictly on a "household" rather than a "firm"

basis.'" The producing unit is the simple family;

'^ Following a suggestion of my colleague Bert F. Hoselitz (to whom I

am much indebted for advice on this section), I am using the terminology

of Oscar Lange (1945-46, pp. 19-32) who distinguishes as "units of economic

decision" households, whose decisions by definition have the objective of

satisfying consumpf ion wants of the unit, from ^rms. whose objects are money
profits, and says that "The economic organization that leaves production to

firms is called capitalism." By this definition the title of this book appears

to be a misnomer. However, Langc goes on to point out not only that firms

have "nonrational" ends but that households may be "rational" in maxi-

mizing the magnitude of utility, as I believe that those of Panajachel tend

to do, and he adds (p. 31) that there seems "to be some difference between

households operating in the capitalist economy and households of the domes-

tic economy of pre-capitalist societies. The dominance of business enter-

prises with a tangible and quantified magnitude (money profit) as their

objective has created a mental habit of considering all kinds of decisions as

a pursuit of a single objective, expressed as a magnitude. Some authors call

this mental habit the 'capitalist spirit.' It spreads beyond the specific

decisions of business enterprises and affects the mode of operation of other

units, including households. Under the influence of the mental habit

there are no factories, no estates, no cooperatives.

But because of the regional specialization of labor,

it is also very strongly a market economy. In

many, if not most, communities, a large proportion

of what is consumed has to be purchased. The
chief products of Panajachel, for example, are

onions, garlic, and fruit produced almost entirely

for sale, while the staples of the diet—corn, beans,

peppers, salt, meat, bread—and the clothing or

the materials from which it is made, and almost

all tools and utensUs, must be purchased.

^\1I business is done on a money basis; barter

almost does not exist. Moreover, almost all of

it is done on a cash basis. It is possible to borrow

money, at interest, in various ways; but although

lending may sometimes become a business (and

Ladinos may earn part of their hving from the

proceeds) credit institutions are undeveloped. A
person borrows money because he needs it for

some consumption rather than business purpose;

Indian merchants work almost exclusively on the

basis of funds actually accumulated and saved.

mentioned, households are encouraged to order their preferences along a

scale: i. e., to maximize utility. In capitalist society, therefore, the decisions

of households are more likely to conform to the deductions derived from the

postulate of rationality than in societies which preceded the rise of modern

capitalism." I think it will appear in this description that the economy

of Panajachel (which is a market rather than a domestic economy of isolated

tmits of decision) has these characteristics of the capitalist society. Whether

Lange would prefer to call Panajachel households "firms" or to accept an

intermediate class of what I call "permy capitalism" 1 do not know.
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The idea of borrowing money either to buy
merchandise for resale, or to rent land and hire

agricultural labor, is virtually nonexistent.

In the regional economy, market places are

exceedingly important. There are stores owned

by Ladinos, but most transactions of both Ladinos

and Indians occur in established outdoor market

places. Occasional peddlers distribute their wares

to homes, some merchants buy produce at the

establishments where they are produced, but such

practices are exceptional to the more general

pattern. And in any case, it is in the market

place where a number of buyers and a number of

sellers meet that prices for all tend to be set."

In the market place, frequently the central

plaza of the town, vendors spread their wares and

buyers come to purchase them. Almost every

town has its market day once or twice a week;

the larger towns have them daily. The people

who have produce to sell know where and when
the markets are held, and they make their choice

of markets in accordance with their particular

circumstances. They know that if they go to a

farther market, they will—other factors being

equal—get better prices for their goods, which are

worth more the farther from their source they are,

but they may prefer to spend less time in travel

and get a smaller price. Or the men may go to

far markets with large quantities while the women
go to sell in the local markets. Likewise, the

purchasers of goods make a choice of markets

according to what they want to buy and how
much time they are willing to spend to get it more

cheaply and closer to its source. Everybody in

the region I have studied Icnows that Tecpan is

the place to buy lime, that bananas are cheaper

in Atitlan, that pitch pine and pigs are cheaper in

Chichicastenango. If one wants a few ounces of

lime for the weekly cooking of corn, he will not

go to Tecpan for it. But if he wants a hundred

pounds for the building of a house, it may pay
him to take the journey. Nobody will normally

take a day's trip to Chichicastenango for a few

cents' worth of pitch pine, but if a person wants

to buy a little pig or two for fattening, it will pay
him to go there.

This basic knowledge about markets is known
even to a child, and it is consistently acted upon
when conditions permit.

" McBryde (1933) describes the Sololi market particularly and (1947) the

niftrbet system of the entire region.

People arrive at market at 9 or 10 in the morning

and take their usual places, generally arranged so

that vendors of the same product sit one next to

the other. The vendor unloads his wares, arranges

them on a mat or table in front of him, and waits

for the customers. A prospective buyer comes up
and looks over his tomatoes, for example, touching

them at will. He asks how much they are. "Two
cents a pound." The buyer offers a cent a pound,

and the merchant shakes his head. The buyer

passes on, presumably to look for tomatoes else-

where. He does not return. The same happens

with several other prospective customers. The
tomatoes are not selling at 2 cents a pound.

Perhaps one of the buyers, when that price is

mentioned, remarks that he is asking too much,
that others are selling tomatoes for less. Even if

this does not happen, the vendor after an hour may
notice that he is selling no tomatoes at his price.

Another customer comes. "How much are the

tomatoes?" "Two cents." "One cent," says the

buyer. "No; my bottom price is IM cents." The
customer takes some at that price. The next

customer perhaps counters the 2 cents proposal

with an offer of iK cents. "Take them," says the

merchant.

Sometimes a merchant finds that he is the only

one who happens to be selling tomatoes in this

particular market this particular day. Seeing

this, he perhaps asks 4 cents a pound. He soon

finds, let us say, that despite his fortunate position,

people prefer to do without than to pay more than

2 cents a pound. And eventually his price comes

down to that. Or he may unluckily discover that

everybody has the intention of selling tomatoes in

this market this day; and our merchant who may
have bought these tomatoes the day before in a

market near the tomato-producing area for a cent

a pound, may find himself unloading at half that

price. Tomatoes are highly perishable, so the

factor of chance is important. With respect to

nonperishable items, however, there is still

fluctuation in price with the supply and demand
of the particular time and place, since if supply is

short people will pay a little more to get what they

want when they want it, while if supply is long a

merchant will reduce his price at least to the

point where the loss will be no greater than the

value of the time spent in repeating a trip to

market. Generally speaking, however, and par-

ticularly with respect to less perishable items,
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prices are established over longer periods of time

in all of the market places together; hence there

tends to be a competitive market. The price

itself of course varies with the product, the season,

the distance of the market from the center of its

production, and so on. Beyond such accidental

factors as the toughness and business acumen of

the merchant and upon his immediate financial and

other circumstances (a sick child at home may
cause a vendor who needs money quickly to accept

a lower price and possibly depress the whole

market) prices are fixed in accord with the usual

ways of the market.

This is so even when recourse is not had to

the common, open market place. In Panajachel,

where merchants come to the farm and bargain for

beds of onions even before they are harvested, the

farmer calculates his chances of getting more by
har\-esting the onions, taking them to market, and

so selling them at wholesale or retail. In doing

so he calculates the value of his time; and in doing

so, both he and the buyer also use their knowledge

of what market prices are apt to be when the onions

are taken to to^vn. Since there are several mer-

chants going the rounds, and since there are many
onion growers, here again competition enters the

picture. The price is established in a particular

case in terms of the various factors that enter in;

and that price in the particular case influences

what may be called the market price.

Since most of the people in the region are

illiterate it may be questioned whether they are

capable of the mental bookkeeping that is involved

if we arc to call them economically wise. Are they

able to figure their costs of production with some
accuracy? I think that in most cases the answer

is unequivocably in the affirmative. In Pana-

jachel where I laboriously calculated costs of pro-

duction I had frequent occasion to remark the

accuracy of the estimates given by the Indian

producers themselves. They know when they are

doing well and when they are doing poorly. My
favorite example is the woman weaver with whom
I spent some days calculating the costs of various

garments. She wove her garments for the use of

her family, and never—as far as I know—made a

practice of selling her textiles. Yet when I fin-

ished my silent paper calculations, taking into

consideration the value of her time as well as of the

materials, she could tell me almost to the half-

penny what the result should be; and if I did not

have it, I—not she—was wrong.

This rather impressionistic description suggests

that the regional market ''—whether thought of

in a general or abstract sense, or as the market
place—may be characterized as perfectly com-
petitive insofar as it tends to be (a) atomistic, (6)

open, (c) free, and (d) based on "rational"

behavior.

(a) It is atomistic, of course, in that the

buyers and sellers are small (no one of them able

significantly to affect the market) and act inde-

pendently of one another. Characteristically, a

number of small vendors of identical merchan-

dise—standard ])unches of onions, or peanuts sold

by the pound, for examples— sit side by side in

the market place, competing for the money of a

large number of equally small and independent

buyers who appear during the space of a few hours

to pm'chase the same merchandise either for con-

sumption or for resale. Likewise, an employer

is able to choose among a number of potential

workers, independent of one another; and each

worker characteristically has a choice of employers

none of whom is so large as to affect the wage
rates substantially more than the others.

(6) It is open in that there is no barrier to new
competitors entering or old ones leaving the

market. I have never heard even a suggestion

of an attitude that vendors or classes of vendors

ought to be excluded from a market, much less

any organized effort to do so.

(c) The market is relatively very free in that

prices arc set by the interplay of supply and

demand with almost no authoritarian regulation.

I detect three kinds of "interferences" to the

"free play" of the forces of supply and demand.

The first, which hardly needs discussion, is that

of the wider world economy. Since the local

economy is not autonomous, events in the world

(wars, depressions, etc., and the less startling

economic changes) influence local prices, which

are not, then, determined wholly by the free play

of local buyers and sellers.

The second class of mterferences are those

caused by Government intervention. Leaving

aside the monetary system, to changes in which

the regional economy must adjust, the more

" Here defined as any given area] and temporal space In which a given

commodity is sold for a fixed set of prices; "the market" includes all insti-

tutionally recognized exchange relations.
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important of these interferences, such as import

and export taxes, have few direct effects on the

regional economy, since the goods entering the

local economy are with few exceptions not only

domestic but even regional. Such revenue-produc-

ing taxes of the National Government as stamps

and stamped paper for legal documents, and those

on real estate, affect the regional economy very

slightly. Taxes on tobacco and liquors, and the

governmental controls on their manufacture and

sale are of greater importance. It is difficult

to say, however, whether people would drink or

smoke substantially more if the price were lower.

License fees, and market taxes, although not

very large, affect merchants and certain producers

and of course prices. Almost all taxes are levied

solely for the purpose of raising revenue; once

Panajachcl levied no market tax on vendors of a

scarce item (pitch pine) to encourage an increase

in the supply; this may be more common than I

know. Except as sumptuary taxes (liquor, to-

bacco) may have a moral element in their motiva-

tion, I know of no other such use of the power to

tax.

There is occasional interference with the price

mechanism. Once during the period of this study

the Government controlled the price, and to some

degree the distribution, of corn when an extraor-

dinarily short supply produced a crisis. The
case emphasizes the rarity of such interference.

On the other hand, the Government has always

had laws respecting both land and labor. The
former, regulating the distribution of public lands,

etc., have had virtually no effect on the regional

economy; but the labor laws, always in effect dis-

criminatory against Indians, who by one means or

other have been forced to go to plantations to work,

have influenced the local economy. In the thirties

there were minimum wage laws, and similar pieces

of social legislation that in fact had little if any
effect. '^ Similarly, there have always been mecha-
nisms to supply labor on the roads and in other

public works; males are subject to head taxes that

may be worked out or paid in cash. Finally, the

Government enforces weights-and-measures regu-

lations (which in terms of economic theory need

not be thought of as hindrances to free compe-
tition).

'> Since these data were gathered from 1936 to 1941, no accotxnt is taken of

changes that may well have occurred since the revolution o( 1944, after which
social lefrislation became much more important.

The third class of interferences are those which

customs, institutions, and beliefs impose on the

"free play" of supply and demand. These are, I

think, remarkably few and unimportant. There

are a few beliefs that perhaps impede the most

efficient production, such as that lumber and

corn are to be cut and harvested only in certain

phases of the moon. There are some sentiments

impeding the most economic allocation of time and

resources; for example, in Panajachel it is felt

that every housewife should have chickens, even

if they do not "pay." There are social con-

siderations that prevent land, for example, from

being treated absolutely as a commodity, though

in Panajachel it is nearly that. But on the whole,

one is hard put to find clear examples of any
"cultural" interferences ^vith economic behavior;

even those just mentioned are equivocal. The
difficulty here is the methodological one of having

to document a negative statement. As one

examines the materials contained in this mono-
graph, it becomes clear that "cultural interference"

is largely absent; but there is a possible exaggera-

tion involved in the very bookkeeping method
that is employed. All I am able to say is that in

worldng out the economy of Panajachel I rarely

came across anything not quickly reducible to

economic terms. Customs, beliefs, sentiments,

and institutions seem, where they are not divorced

from, to be rather affected by, than affecting,

economic behavior.

((/) The last paragraph drifts toward discussion

of the fourth criterion of a competitive market

—

the assiunption of "rational" behavior on the part

of its participants. Rationality implies (1) con-

sistent behavior in terms of cultural values, prices,

and quality, (2) indifference on the part of buyers

and sellers as to their trading partners, and (3)

information on the part of buyers and sellers con-

cerning prevailing prices.

With respect to the last, it is difficult to deter-

mine how much knowledge members of the market

have of what others are doing. The practice

of shopping in the market place is a device to

obtain information; a buyer rarely makes his

purchase at the first try, and I suspect that a

vendor does not begin to reduce his price imtil he

understands that others must be doing so. More
important is the fact that money values are the

favorite topic of conversation. The typical first

question is, "How much did you pay for it?"
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People interestedly report news of market prices,

as well as wages and business transactions in

general. They seem to have Icnowledge of price

differentials in various local markets, and calculate

comparative advantages. But it would require

much close study to determine the accuracy and

cm-rency of such knowledge.

With respect to the second point, there is

remarkable indifference. There is no discernible

tendency to attend the personality of the vendor;

the buyer will accept a commodity from a stranger

in the market as readily as from his o\vn brother,

from a Ladino as from an Indian. There are also

few artificial distinctions, such as in advertised

brands; recognized differences in quality tend to

be real differences (in types of oranges, for ex-

ample) that distinguish commodities.

Obviously, it is more difficult to determine

"indifference" in the hiring of labor or the choice

of employer; the work is often not the same, the

workers and employers have different expectations

of one another; and there are nonquantitative

factors that necessarily confuse the picture. To
say that there is indeeed indifference in the "labor

market" to the degree that the "commodities"

are subject to no unportant difference might be

justified; but it seems futile as only repeating, and
not appl^ang, a theoretical concept.

The criterion of rationality which involves

consistent behavior is (for me) the most difficult

to apply, since rational behavior is now being

defined as that behavior which a given consumer
displays, provided that he is consistent. Both
cultural differences and personal idiosyncrasies

are permitted in the definition. On this basis the

Indians of Panajachel appear as rational as any.

Similarly, Lange says (1945-46, p. 30) that "a unit

of economic decision is said to act rationally when
its objective is the maximization of a magnitude.

Firms thus act rationally by definition, while

households do so only when their preferred alloca-

tions of resources among different wants can be

ordered along a scale." I have already suggested

that by this definition the households about which
I write act rationally.

On the other hand, there is the special conception

of rationality as Max Weber (1947, pp. 16S-171)

uses the term: economic activity is rational insofar

as it involves plaimed distribution of services at

the disposal of the economizing person (or planned

acquisition of those in possession of others) in

accordance with his estimate of the expected cost,

thus taking into account marginal utihty. In

this sense also most economic behavior in the

Indian economy of this region of Guatemala is

generally highly "rational." The Indians may
of course be wrong in their "estimates," but they

weigh choices in accordance with the economic

principle. Weber calls exchange "economically

rationaUy oriented" when it concludes by com-
promise a struggle of interests in which either both

parties have expected to obtain advantage, or in

which one of the parties is compelled by economic

power or need to participate. To this "rational"

exchange be opposes the "customary" exchange

involved in gifts among friends, chiefs, and so on

—

although he adds that such gift-exchange may also

be rationally oriented. In this sense again the

local economy is highly rational, for even gift

exchange (in marriage, for example) and cere-

monial disposition of goods and services are

notoriously rationally oriented, with the cost

carefully counted and often resulting from com-
promises of conflicting interests.

However, Weber also opposes to "rational"

exchange those exchanges that have as their

purpose not gain (the claance to make a profit in

the market) but the provision of commodities for

the sustenance of life. In tlie latter case, condi-

tions of exchange are determined individually, and

exchange is thus irrational. "Thus, for instance,

household surpluses ^vill be valued according to the

individual marginal utilities of the particular

household economy and maj^ on occasion be sold

very cheaply. Under certain cu'cumstances the

fortuitous desires of the moment determine to a

very high degree the marginal utility of goods

which are sought in excliange [p. 171]." In this

sense, the economy described here cannot be very

rational, since most persons are too close to a

subsistence level of life, too subject to the vagaries

of fortune, to avoid frequent exchanges to obtain

commodities necessary to life. Indeed, only in the

cases of real merchants is there much "rational"

excliange in this sense. Statistically, in the

economy as a whole, "rational" transactions must

be in the very small minority. This is another

way of saying that the economy is not "capitalist"

in the sense of having business firms, for as Weber
points out (pp. 171, 192) a "rational" struggle for

exchange develops in its highest form in transac-

tions for commodities whicli are used bv or ex-
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changed between business firms. Wliere units are

household groups, with consumption needs, wholly

rational business transactions must be few.

But even though the regional economj' lacks

firms, I find it hard to imagine a people more
endowed with the spirit of business enterprise than

the Indians (and Ladinos) that I know best.

There is probably no Panajachel Indian over the

age of 10 who has not calculated a way to make
money with his available resources. Just as boys

in our society begin to "trade" at a tender age, so

the Indians early take and make opportunities for

profit.
—"for keeps," or, put another way, in terms

of advantage accepted by adult society. I know
of boys 8 and 10 years of age who have set them-

selves up in business, buying and selling independ-

ently of their parents. Boys of 12 or 14 are apt to

be pretty sophisticated traders. I doubt that I

know even one man in the region who is not

interested in new ways of making money, who does

not have, typically, an iron or two in the fire, and

who does not make his living partly as a business

enterpriser. His wife is often the brains behind

the business, too, and women also independently

engage in business enterprises of one kind or

other. It is therefore easy to go for descriptions

of Panajachel to the writings of classical econo-

mists, for (as Adam Smith says; 1937, p. 421):

"Every individual is continually exerting himself

to find out the most advantageous employment for

whatever capital he can command."
The ethic of the community seems admirably

suited to such an economy. There is frank ad-

mission that wealth is good. It is money that

makes possible the fulfillment of recognized duties

to the community and to one's family. Indeed,

money is one of the sacra of the Indian culture,

together with such other socially valuable items

as corn, fire, and the land. Before the Conquest

cacao beans were used as money, and entered into

mythology and ritual as well as the market place;

the substitution of coins and banknotes has oc-

curred in both realms, and money is both ordinary

and a subject of esoteric belief and sacred attitude.'*

Industry and intelligence (together with hones-

ty) are perhaps the most valued single traits of

character. In folklore it is the lazy person who
gets into trouble (although in folklore he may

'* To he documented with publication of material on the world view of

Panajachel. Meanwhile, material is available in my microfilmed Panajachel

Field Notes, 1950 (hereafter referred to simply as my microfilmed notes), es-

pecially pp. 550-554 and the sections on beliefs, and in many stories.

come out on top, Cinderella fashion) and wily

tricksters are spoken of with appreciation. It is

clearly recognized that luck is important in de-

termining man's prosperity; I think there is no
notion of damning a man's character siniply

because he is poor (perhaps the community is too

small, and the people too informed about one

another to permit such stereotypical thinking).

But by the same token, the successful man is

recognized to have had more than good fortune:

he has been industrious and intelligent as well.

By and large, m a simple-agricultural-small-busi-

ness society, this is of course a valid diagnosis.

Honesty is highly valued. In assessing the

place of this good in the economy, however, two

points seem relevant. In the first place, the defi-

nition of what is honest permits sharp business

practices, such as "let the buyer beware"; nobody
is expected to tell the whole truth, and it would be

unintelligent to do so. To recognize and repay

debts (even without documents to prove them);

to keep a bargain; to give full measure—all these

are expected. But to be fooled is also expected.

Two incidents perhaps illustrate the difi'ereiice.

The one is the furor that occurred in the market

place one day when a buyer claimed to be short-

weighted (by an outside merchant); nobody
thought it was funny, and the law was called in.

The other incident was funny, though it concerns

short weight no less. The Indian women of

neighboring Santa Catarina weave red huipiles

that make attractive tablecloths in the eyes of

Americans. In 19;?7 the Catarinecas were not

engaged in any considerable tourist trade, but

we were buying such huipiles. At first we paid

$2.50 or $3, bargaining as is customary Ln such

cases, and piu-chased quite a few. The women
came with greater and greater frequency; and since

they were making the cloths primarily for us, we
felt an obligation to continue buying. In order to

put a stop to it, we lowered om* price, and began

paying no more than $2. They kept coming. We
lowered our price to $1.50 and eventually to $1,

and stiU they kept coming. (How foolish we had

been to pay $2.50!) Eventually, a particular

friend who had not before come to sell us textiles

came to offer a huipil she had made; she wanted

$3 and would not come down in price. When
we told her what we had been paying, she asked

to see the textiles; a comparison showed that hers

weighed at least twice as much as those we were
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currently buying. The Catarineca women had

simply kept pace with our price, and nobody could

of course complain.

The second point is that honest}^ is not so firmly

established in the culture that it can be taken for

granted. That the moral sanctions in Indian

culture are not such as assure honesty, even in

weights and measures, is shown in the fact that

buyers carefully watch the scales. It was shown

more dramatically one afternoon when an Indian

from nearby San Antonio came to sell onion seed.

He needed money, and had 2 pounds of seed;

he would sell the 2 pounds at a bargain price, and

1 decided to buy them both to favor him and to

favor any local Indian to whom I could resell the

seed at this bargain price. I was with two of my
Panajachel friends when I made the pinchase;

and when I began to look for a scale to weigh out

the seed, one of my companions said, "Oh you

don't have to weigh it; if this man says there are

2 pounds, there are 2 pounds; he's a creyenie."

Aly friends were normal Indians (i. e., not

creyentes); the Antonero was a convert of the

American Protestant missionaries; and the Pana-

jacheleiios recognized that a "believer" would not

short-weight us. The inference is clear that the

usual Indian morality, in contrast to creyente,

offers no such guarantee.

Perhaps most significant is the fact that the

supernatural sanctions that govern business deal-

ings are essentially secular in effect, punishments

that fit the crime. If one commits a sin like

s])ittiug in the fire, or complaining at having to

climb a hill, the punishment is sickness; but the

punishment for stealing (in the form of robbery or

of business dishonesty) is rather bad luck in busi-

ness affairs: stolen monej^ just does not do one

any good, and ma.y cause poverty.

Here is an ethic, in short, that encourages in-

dividual industry, acumen, and enterprise in a

struggle to gain wealth.

At the same time, the culture tends to value

everj'thing in consistent monetary terms. It is

true on the one hand that money is not an end in

itself; that is, miserliness is certainly not a value,

and one gains prestige by devoting both time and
money to duties to the community; but, on the

other hand, such spendmg is the contrary of

anonymous, and it is as carefully accounted as

business transactions. Religions and social pat-

terns do not limit the operation of the economic

system (although they consume wealth and are a

factor in maintaining a more equal distribution of

personal wealth); rather, the pattern of ritual is

in part cast after the image of a money-exchange
and competitive economy. Surplus wealth is

nowhere "given away"; it buys prestige and politi-

cal and social power; and at each step in the

process, everybody knows the cost. Wealth
brings with it obligations, but they are measured
and limited and involve equivalent returns.

Nor is there conflict between the kind of im-

personal relations characteristic of this type of

economic system and the pattern of interpersonal

relations general in the society. It is perhaps a

tour deforce that a community of 800 people living

in a small territory should achieve such, but it is

a fact that relations among members even of the

Panajacheleno community appear extraordinarily

impersonal. Documentation of this assertion

must await publication of material on the social-

political-religious structvu-e of the commimity."
It must suffice now to say that, for its size, the

commimity is surprisingly "atomized"; that is,

individuals tend to be separate units, each related

to others with respect to a single role. Just as in

our society there are many relationships (such as

teacher-pupil, storekeeper-customer, physician-

patient, employer-employee) binding individuals

by single sets of behavior, and thoroughly scram-

bling the population; so m Panajachel most of the

ties that bmd tend rather to unite many people

lightly and ephemerally than to bind a few in

tightly knit groups. The family group tends to

break up as the chiklren matm'e; neighborhood

ties mean next to nothing; the groups of political

and religious officials unite individuals arbitrarily

and temporarilj\ The social system uses indi-

viduals, or simple household gi'oups, as its units,

and— to continue a figure of speech—moves them
about according to external criteria. The inter-

personal relations characteristic of the free econ-

omy are, in short, to be subsumed in a class of

impersonal and individualized relations more
general in Panajachel society.

TECHNOLOGY

The kind of economy that I have described

characterizes an entire region; the Panajachel

Indian economy is like this because, of course, it

"Partially documented (Tax, 1941).
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is part of the region. In matters of technology,

on the other hand, there are class differences within

the region. In order to understand better that

practiced bj' the Indians of Panajachel, it is

therefore necessary to make some general dis-

tinctions for the whole area.

It takes only superficial familiarity with western

Guatemala to notice that there coexist three tech-

nological "layers" roughly connected with the

difference between the city and the rural areas.

The top layer is the thin veneer of modern in-

dustrial art; the middle layer, a very substantial

one, represents European technology of the cen-

turies before the Industrial Revolution; the bottom

layer is what remains of the technology of the pre-

Columbian Indians. A general problem is posed

by the fact that even today, after 400 years of

contact, Indian culture is still largely charac-

terized bj' a pre-Conquest or "primitive" tech-

nology. Living in juxtaposition with Ladinos

whose culture partakes of the middle (European,

preindustrial) layer and even of items of modern
technology, and entering with them into a single

economy, it seems remarkable that the Indians

should be so "backward." A brief discussion of

the general situation will serve to introduce de-

scription of the technology of Panajachel in its

relation to social and cultural differences in the

community.

The top technological layer in Guatemala pre-

sents no problem. It is obviously new: an ex-

tension to this country of the modern material

culture of the western industrial world. It con-

sists of such elements as electric-light plants,

telephone and telegraph and radio, the steam

shovel working on the highwaj^, and motor
vehicles. To the south of the region that con-

cerns us, there runs the railroad that connects

Guatemala City and the Mexican system of rail-

roads. In a town called Cantel there is a modern,

cotton-textile mill; in another touTi, Amatitlan,

there is a smaller woolen textile mill. On the

colTee plantations there is some modern farm

machinery. In the city and in the larger towns

there are also corn-grinding machines operated

by gasoline motors. This modern tecluiology is

clearly connected with Ladino culture—much of

it with educated-Ladino culture—as well as with

the citj'. Everj'thiug electrical, mechanical, and
automotive is owned and operated by Ladinos.

Even their use bv Indians is minimal. The

Indians very occasionally have an electric-light

bulb in the house; they sometimes send telegrams;

they occasionally listen to the radio owned by a

Ladino or by the Ladino community. They also

buy and use such things as flashlights, hair clip-

pers, and sewing machines, which may be said to

have entered Indian culture in some degree.

They do not, of course, 7no/:e any of these things;

and except for sewing machines, they do not oper-

ate mechanical devices.

In Panajachel, specifically, there are Ladinos

who enjoy the fruits of modern technology. The
Indians are quite typical, however, in sharmg
it—if at all—strictly as observers. It happens

that Panajachel Indians have no sewing machines;

so that full technological "participation" is con-

fined to the using of flashlights and, in the hands

of the local barber, hair clippers. They use some
Cantel-spun cotton and machine-woven cotton

cloth; they ride on trucks and busses; they oc-

casionally hear radios and patronize itinerant

photographers. They have not, of course, the

faintest notion of how these things work. A cur-

rent folk belief is that (somehow) people's heads

must be chopped off to make electric light. It was
seriously assumed by my friends that because I

came from the United States where such things

arc made, I "know how" to make an airplane.

An amusing incident illustrates the naiivet^ of

Indians faced with gadgets of modern society: I

had given a friend a cheap alarm clock, telling

him to wind it every 24 hours. A few weeks later

he reported to me a narrow escape he had had the

previous afternoon; he had gone to the Solola

market, and was delayed; he suddenly remembered

the clock at home and^—Cindercllalil^e—had
dropped everything and run the 5 miles to his

house, just in time to wind the clock.

Analysis of Indian and Ladino participation in

the "middle" technology is much more difhcult.

It presents, first of all, a methodological problem

of the distinction between Indians and Ladinos.

It will be recalled that the difference is, essentiaUy,

that Ladinos are the carriers of European culture

—

are Spanish-speaking, wear our type of clothes,

etc., and are part of the national society, while the

Indians are members of small local societies whose

cultures are in large part descended from the pre-

Columbian regional cultm-e. The Ladmos tend to

have more white blood, and the Indians more

Indian blood; but the physical distinction gives
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way in importance to the cultural and linguistic

one. Now it must be pointed out (Tax, 1942)

that the Ladino population is recruited from the

Indian communities. That is, over the course of

time individual Indians learn Spanish, and become

acculturated to Ladino ways, and leave their local

Indian societies and come to form part of the

Ladino population. In some regions of Guatemala

this process has already destroyed the Indian com-
munities; all of the people are Ladinoized and

recognized by most people as Ladinos. In west-

ern Guatemala this is not the case; most Indians

live in easily distinguishable Indian communities.

When I speak of Indian culture I speak of the

culture of communities that are still identifiably

Indian. When I say that such and such a Eiu-o-

pean trait is not part of Indian culture, I mean
that it does not enter into the normal life of the

Indian connnunities. Wlien I say—and I shall-

—

that certain European techniques are practiced by
Indians who are partly Ladinoized—who have

entered European culture in some degree, it may
seem that I am arguing in a circle by saying that

knowledge of the European technique makes a

man a Ladino. What I shall mean, however, is

that such an Indian is partly Ladinoized in that

he has in some degree departed not only from the

practices of his local Indian culture, but he has

in doing so left his local Indian society to enter

in some degree Ladino society. For example, I

shall point out that some Indian men make pottery

on the wheel, but that they do so in shops in the

towns where the Ladino wheel potters live, and
that they lead lives that are in many respects

like those of the Ladinos. They are not full

members of typical Indian societies.

In this discussion of which traits of European
technolog}' arc shared by Indians, I am therefore

thinking of Indian culture and of Indians defined

as participating fully Ld Indian culture.

What, then, are included in the technologies of

the two layers that I call "primitive" and "pre-

industrial European" and how are their traits now
distributed in Indian and Ladino cultures?

Sixteenth-century Europe, which sent its sol-

diers, missionaries, and colonists to the New
World, had a material culture little different from
that of classical times. The chief domestic ani-

mals were horses and mules, cattle, sheep, swine,

and chickens and other fowl. There was a com-
plex of dairjang—milk, butter, cheesemaking, and

so on; of leather tanning and soap and tallow-

candle making; of the use of animals for draft and
fertilizer. The important grains were wheat, rye,

barley, and oats. Rice, of course, came in some-

where. There was a technical complex in agri-

culture that included beast-drawn circular

threshers and round millstones, powered by water

wheels. There were brewing and wine making
and bread making; there were baking in an oven

and frying in animal fat. There was metal work-

ing, especially in iron. Guns and gunpowder
supplemented metal swords and knives as weapons

of war and the chase. There were carts and plows

drawn by animals. There were spinning wheels

—

cotton, wool, flax, and silk were woven on upright

foot-pov\^er looms with continuous warps. There

was also tailoring of garments and of leather

shoes. There were brick baking and some ma-
sonry, and bouses with windows. And so on.

There is no point in extending a list that is obvious

in our own culture.

Now let us note what the Indians in Guatemala

had when the Spaniards arrived. Besides the

dog, the only important domestic animal was the

turkey, whose meat and possibly eggs were used.

As in Europe there were bees, honey, and wax.

The skins of wild animals were cured and used.

With no beasts of burden, and no vehicles, loads

were carried on the head (women) or the back,

with the tumpline. The only gi-ain was maize;

there were, as in Europe, a number of vegetables

such as beans and squash and chile. Corn was

planted with a sharpened stick; there was no im-

portant preparation of the soil. Tools were pre-

sumably stone and wood, for although copper and

bronze as well as gold were known in some parts of

America, they were not used in common imple-

ments, certainly not in Guatemala. The weapons

of war were stone-pointed arrows and lances. The
techniques of cooking were barbecuing, toasting

and baking on the griddle, and boiling in pots.

Cotton was grown, and spun with the hand whorl.

It was woven on the backstrap loom, one end

attached to a tree or post. There was a minimum
of tailoring, and the footgear consisted of a leather

sole attached by leather thongs round the foot.

Stone masonry was of course known, but domestic

architecture probably used walls cither of canes or

wood or of unbaked mud bricks or daub, and

without windows.

If one compares the uiventory of imported
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European items with the teclinology of the Ladino

population of Guatemala, the striking faet emerges

that every item is still an integral part of Ladino

culture. New items have been added, but nothing

(of the list given "') has been lost. Since Ladmos
and their culture are important in western Guate-

mala, this European technology is therefore part

of the regional technology that I am describing.

All of these items, similarly, are known in Pana-

jachel, and are part of the culture of at least the

Ladinos of Panajachel. The question is, which of

these items are also part of the Indian culture of

the region, and of the Panajachel Indian tech-

nology in particular.

Complementary questions need to be asked

about the survival of pre-Columbian Indian tech-

nology. With the exception that stone tools and

aU items speciiicall}' connected with warfare (such

as the bow, shields, etc.) have utterly disappeared,

every item listed in the Indian inventory is still

part of the Indian culture of the region. Again,

the Indians have added new items but (with small

exceptions such as those noted) they hav^e lost

nothing. Therefore again, since Indian culture is

ubiquitous in western Guatemala, the pre-

Columbian technology is also part of the regional

technology, and of that of Panajachel.

But, with one exception, every item of the pre-

Columbian technology that survives in Indian

culture is also part of the Ladino culture of the

region. The exception is the use of the spinnhig

whorl and the backstrap loom, confined (as far as

I know) to Indian women. Indian agricultural

and cooking techniques, and crops and foods, are

as much part of Ladino culture as of Indian. The
Indian technology is therefore general in the

region ; and at least the Ladinos have combined it

with the old-Eiu-opean.

The questions reduce themselves to one: the

degree to and the waj's in which traits of old-

European technology have entered Indian culture.

Therefore, we may now check the items of the

European inventory to see which have, during

these four centuries, become part of the Indian

technology of this region of Guatemala.

Only two European complexes are as much a

part of Indian culture as they are of Ladino:

chicken culture, and wool technology. The chicken

i« Wint^ is not made—grapes arc rare— but it is kuown; beer is brewed only

in the city and largest tnwus. Neither the European nor the Indian "in

vcntorics" pretend to be more th-in exemplary.

is more important than the aboriginal turkey; it

enters importantly into ritual and social life as

well as economic. True, Indians do not eat much
chicken or many eggs, but only because of their

poverty, for these are salable lu.xiu-y goods eaten

by the Indians chiefly on special occasions.

Wool technology in the higher highlands to the

northwest of Panajachel is more important to

Indians than to Ladinos, and is thoroughly part of

Indian culture. The whole complex includes the

raising of sheep (and their use in fertilizing hill-

sides), the shearing and washing of wool, the use of

metal carders, the spinning wheel, and the foot-

loom—all strictly European. The men of many
Indian communities earn most of their livings at

wool spinning and weaving, and occupy the time

of the women as well in the technical processes

involved.

Otherwise, domestic animals are not fully part

of Indian culture. Horses and mules are used

more in some regions than others, and the more
Ladinoized Indians sometimes use them for pack-

ing. But in general Indians do not have pack

animals, they almost never breed them, and they

so rarely ride them that one can be virtually

positive that any man on a horse is a Ladino.

As for women—1 do not recall a clearly Indian

woman on a horse.

Pigs are much more common in Indian com-

munities; but again they are on the edge of, not

really part of Indian culture. Some communities

breed and raise swine, and there are even Indians

who icnow how to geld them. In other com-

munities they are only bought to be fattened and

sold again. But only rarely, that I know of, are

they processed by other than Ladinos or pretty

Landmoized Indians. Pig butchering is typically

a Ladino trade. Nor do the Indians typically

use the lard—for that matter beef is preferred

to pork, too; the frying techinque is still by and

large confined to Ladinas and to Indian women
who have worked in Ladino homes. Indians

do use the soap made of the pork fat ])y the pig

butchers.

Cattle, similarly, have been only in small part

adopted into Indian culture. Beef is commonly
eaten, and if the Indians coidd afford to, they

would eat much more. Usually they buy the

meat in Ladino butcher shops, but there are

Indian butchers—usually in or from towns where

there are no Ladinos or where there were none
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until recently; obviously if some Indians had not

learned to butcher cattle, there would have been

no meat in the all-Indian communities. But

the tanning of leather is as far as I know a Ladino

monopoly; and although a few Indians make
tallow candles, this is not a common household

art. But a more important lack is the entire

dairying complex. An occasional Indian owns
and milks a cow, selling the milk to Ladinos; but

I do not know any who makes butter or cheese.

Furthermore, Indians do not normally drink

milk, even when they can afford to. They do

not like it.

Animals, as I have indicated, are not used to

draw carts or plows. Plows arc used, with oxen,

by Ladinos in some parts of the country; and

there is the exceptional case of northwest Guate-

mala—near the Mexican border—where ox-drawn

plows are regularly used in Indian agriculture.

I am not acquainted with the circumstances of

this exception. Oxcarts are used on Ladino

plantations, of course driven frequently by
Indian laborers; but they are not found in the

Indian communities.

In the sheep-growing regions the fields are

systematically fertilized by the sheep; the Indians

move their corrals periodicallj' from place to

place on the hillside. Otherwise manure is only

occasionally used by Indians; of course there

normally is not very much. The institutions of

the stable and the barn are completely lacking in

Indian cultm-e.

Wheat is grown in some regions by Indians as

well as Ladinos. I do not know how they usually

thresh it—I have never lived in a wheat-growing

community—but in passing I have seen horses

used by Ladinos and not by Indians. Indians

usually sell the grain, however; the milling of

flour is a monopoly of wealthy Ladinos. In one

case where wheat is grown I was told that wheat

is mixed with com and prepared in the manner of

com in the Indian kitchen.

The Indians like bread, and eat it when they

can afford it and when they can buy it. It is not

a part of the normal diet, but it is an important

part of Indian ritual and festival life. Baking is

not a domestic art, however, any more than

among the Ladinos. Except in some all-Indian

communities, the bakers, furthermore, are almost

always Ladinos.

Very few Indians drink bottled beer from the

city. The favorite beverage of both Ladinos and
Indians is the hard liquor made in licensed dis-

tilleries. The making of liquor is not confined to

the Ladinos and their distilleries, however.

Indian bootleggers are not uncommon. Further-

more, nobody can say that distilled liquor, a

European import, is not thoroughly integrated

into Indian culture.

Metals have entered Indian culture in the form

chiefly of tools, particularly the steel hoe and

machete. In some other parts of Guatemala iron

tools are made by Ladino blacksmiths (I have

never heard of an Indian smith) but most of the

tools are imported from Germany, England, and

Connecticut. Carpenters and masons and such

also have their imported tools of metal. Enamel-

ware utensils are occasionally used. Tinware is

also common. Imported sheet tin is elaborated

into cups and kerosene lamps by Ladino tinsmiths

in the city and elsewhere; if there is an Indian

community somewhere that specializes in the

trade, I do not know it, and there are no tinsmiths

among the Indians of the region I write about.

Gasoline tins find many uses among Indians.

During Holy Week they buy canned fish. Metal

money is of course also used; I trust that no In-

dians make it!

The footloom, with one major exception, is

distinctly part of Ladino, and not of Indian

culture. The Indian women use the backstrap

loom exclusively with the strange exception of one

Indian town in which there are shops of Indian

weavers, both men and women, using the footloom.

The major exception is in the wool processing that

I have mentioned. In a whole large region of

western Guatemala, the European techniques

of cardmg, spuming—on the wheel—and weaving

woolen cloth and blankets, is definitely part of

the culture of the Indian communities. Unlike

the Ladinoized Indians who weave cotton textiles

on footlooms, these wool weavers are clearly not

Ladinoized. Nor is the spirming wheel used by
other than the wool weavers.

I shall return to this later.

Tailoring, curiously, has also not entered Indian

culture except with woolen goods. In the same

areas where woolen cloth is made there are Indians

who are taOors to fashion the cloth into Indian

garments.

On the other hand, there are no Indian shoe-

makers; nor have shoes ever become part of In-
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dian culture. However, built-up sandals

—

hua-

raches, as they are called in Mexico—are becoming

popular among the more LadLnoizod Indians, and

they seem to be primarily neither a Ladino nor

an Indian manufacture but are made chiefly by
Ladinoized Indians, who also make such items as

leather belts and coin purses and saddles, which

are otherwise made by Ladinos.

I shall go no further in this rather tedious in-

ventory, because I want to discuss some of the cases

m more detail and point out their- implications.

Obviously, some of the cases involve matters of

taste, like the Indian food complex that has been

little affected by the Europeans. I shall not dis-

cuss why rice or bread have not replaced tortillas

and tamales. I assume that one cannot go much
beyond saying that it is a matter of preference

that goes back through the generations. Cer-

tainly nobody but a nutritionist could raise the

question of the relative efficiency of diets. The
same applies to another example. Indian houses,

at least in large regions of Guatemala, do not

have windows. \Mien I asked the Indians why
not, they took the view that they did not want

people to look in. This again approaches a

question of taste, and only an expert in hygiene

might debate that of relative efficiency.

"What we can more profitably explore are those

culture elements in which a prima facie case for

difference in value can be made. Clearly, there

is no question as to why, everywhere in the world,

a rifle replaces the bow, or metal tools replace

stone tools. They do their jobs better. Some
teclmiques and things are clearly dominant over

others. Among the Indians of Guatemala, the

pack-animal stage, and the wagon stage, were

skipped over. However, an increasmg number
of Indians are now riding on busses and trucks,

simply because they luaow that the roimd trip

from SololU or Panajachel to the Guatemala City

market that takes them 6 days to walk can be

made with double the load in only 2 days; and

they earn more money, even taking into account

the fare, if they ride the bus. It is more efficient.

We may take it for granted that if, on the other

hand, the European culture element is not more
efficient than the one it is to replace, it will not be

adopted. However, efficiency is relative to

particular cases, and cannot be judged except in

the context of particular circumstances. Thus,

for example, the beast of burden. It would seem

more efficient to have a mule carry the Indian's

load than to have him carry it on his back.

Our whole culture history seems to prove that

beasts of bm-den are useful and we ought there-

fore to be surprised that they are so little a part of

Indian culture. But if we examine the case,

we find that its circumstances cast doubt on the

efficiency of the beast in the particular instance.

A man can carry 100 pounds on a long journey;

a mule can carry 200 pounds. A man has to

accompany the mule, and the mule is no faster

than the man. If the mule were a free good, it

would obviously be better to take 200 pounds

than 100 pounds in the same time. Indeed, it

would be better still to have a string of a dozen

mules and transport 2,400 pounds in little more
than the same time. In fact, it would be so

advantageous that the investment in mules

would soon be repaid. However, mules must eat.

In a region where pasturage is good, that is no

great problem. Indeed, even without much
pasturage, but a plentitude of com land, it would

still be no great problem, since the mules could

return to the soil, in fertilizer, much of what they

take from it.

In much of western Guatemala there is not only

a shortage of pasturage, however, but a shortage of

land. Most Indians do not grow more than

enough com for their own use, and many grow

even less and have to buy corn to make up the

difference. Since com is the major part of the

human diet, and must become the major part of

the mules' diet, corn must be purchased if the

mules are to be fed. The more mules, the more
corn that has to be bought. It turns out cheaper

in most cases to hire two men to carry the extra

goods than to feed one mule."

It could be argued that the Indian could get

out of this difficulty by buying com when it is

plentiful and storing it. But (in western Guate-

mala) he has no technique—neither do Ladinos

—

for storing corn in the grain, so that it does not

rot. He successfully stores corn only on the ear;

'^ The question arises why Ladinos use pack mules, as they do. The
answer is, first of all, that Ladinus are richer. They own land in much
greater quantities than do Indians; they are the ones with surplus corn as

well as some pasturage. Furthermore, corn is a less important part of their

diet. They eat bread and moat and rice and vegetables and fruit; If they

turn most of their corn into transport by feeding it to mules, they can buy
the other foods with the profit. If an Indian tries to do this, and does make a

profit, and has money to buy corn, he may find no corn on the market when
he runs out of his own. And unlike the Ladino, he cannot comfortably

eat anything else.
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and as it happens, people never sell corn on the

ear, but only in the grain.

One could then argue that the whole system

might be changed. But if we do that, we only

see what is involved in the question of why mules

are not today important in Indian culture. Much
of the whole technological sj'stem, and the eco-

nomic system, that at first sight does not seem

to have anything to do with mules, would have

to be altered to accommodate them. The mule

comes as part of one culture with which it grew

up, so to speak; it is not immediately adaptable

to another culture with a long history that did

not take account of mules. From the point of

view of an individual Indian, the mule is not

efficient. And the only way mules can become
part of Indian culture is for Indians to take to

using them.

There are reverse cases, too, that could be cited

to the same point. For example, many of the

Indians of Panajachel laiow that it does no^t pay

to raise chickens, and yet some of them do it.

The chickens are their bank account, a way of

saving in their peculiar situation. Also, for an-

other example, they raise beans when they could

buy them cheaper than it costs them to grow
them; that is because they want the beans when
beans cannot be surely obtained in the market.

Sentiment enters into the matter, too, but the

peculiar circumstances of the case are the main
key to an apparent anomaly.

But questions of efficiency—even as broadly

interpreted as I have been using that word—are

not the only guiding factors in explaining why more
European elements are not part of these Indian

cultures.

Take the case of the potter's wheel. Here
surely it ought to be evident that this Old World
invention was a great technical advance. Pottery

can be turned out quickly and well on the wheel.

Let us see what has happened in Guatemala.

It is the women, not the men, who make pottery

by hand. It is strictly a household art. The
woman of the house, and her children, gather the

clay and grind and knead and mold it in the kitchen

and courtyard between kitchen chores. The men
usually help to fire it, and they take it to market.''

Pottery in Europe is made on the wheel pri-

marily by men, specialized artisans who work in

I' I am writing particularly of the Indian community of Chimcnte, a rural

district of TotonicapSn in which considerable pottery is made.

their shops in the towns. When the Spanish

colonists came to Guatemala, it may be assumed

that potters were among them, and that they set

up shops in the towns. Wliat may we expect to

have happened? Should the Indian women have

taken to the wheel simply because the wheel had
come to Guatemala? But cultural diffusion is not

a process of osmosis; the Indian women would

have had to learn to use the wheel. Perhaps

they would have had to apprentice themselves to

the Spanish potter. This was outside the culture

of the Indian women, clearly; also, typically the

women speak no Spanish and are shy of strangers;

also the Spanish potter would doubtless never

have thought to take a female apprentice—and

an unlikely one, too. Besides, even were those

olistacles overcome, what chance was there that

the woman would have gone back to her com-

munity to ply and teach her new trade? She

would have become Ladinoized and still the

potter's wheel would have remained outside of

Indian culture.

The alternative was for Indian men rather than

women to learn the trade. This was much easier

from all points of view. Of course, it happened,

too, and there are Indian male potters using the

wheel; at least, in the town of Totonicapan there

are many of them. But they are partly Ladinoized

and definitely town dwellers, outside of normal

Indian communities.

With many people—the Ladino descendants of

the Spaniards and of the Indians who learned the

trade, plus the Indians only partly Ladinoized

—

making pottery on the wheel, what should have

happened to the Indian women potters in com-

petition with the more efficient professionals with

their wheels? One might expect the women to

give up their art as a losing battle against superior

economic efficiency. They should long ago have

stopped coiling pots, and then Guatemala pottery

today would be like that of Europe, all made on

the wheel, exemplifying the triumph of a superior

technique.

But no. As it happens, the tune of the women
who make the pots has no economic value. They

live in an area in which the ordinary field crops are

dominant; in the agricultural division of labor, the

women play small part. The culture grew up

with men working in the fields and marketing

pottery and with women doing the domestic work

and molding pots. If a woman stopped making
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pottery, she would have nothing to do with her

time. But she would not even think of that pos-

sibility. Actually, since her time has no economic

value, the pots cost nothing to make, unless for

some purchased materials. The family could

clearly earn more money if she continued to make
pots than if she stopped. The competition with

wheel-made pottery is under such circirmstances

only theoretical. So women continue to make
pottery, and in the old-fashioned way. In some

places, as it happens, women's time is worth

money. For example, in Panajachel they work

in the onion beds. In a town across the lake

—

San Pablo—they help their husbands to make rope

and hammocks. In both places the women are

rapidly dropping the auxiliary household arts that

they once practiced. Spinning was the first to go,

and then weaving. In San Pablo, the women no

longer weave at all; in Panajachel, fewer and fewer

learn the art.

Perhaps, it may be suggested, the women who
made pots should have found some more lucrative

way of making their time earn money. Actually,

in the place I am thinking of (Chimente, municipio

of Totonicapan), the women do not even weave;

presumably pottery drove out weaving there some
generations ago. just as rope making drove out

weaving in San Pablo. Some new art would have

to be introduced or some old art expanded. Or
the women could help in the fields as they never

have. But consider again what changes are

demanded simply to get wheel pottery to replace

hand pottery in Guatemala.

Spinning and weaving are other interesting

cases. I do not know whether the Spanish women
who colonized Guatemala brought spinning wheels

with them. If they did, spinning may have been

an "accomplishment" like playing the piano.

Whether they might have tried to teach Indian

women to spin, I wmII not try to imagine—since, I

repeat, I do not even know if they knew the art

themselves. Today, nobody in Guatemala spins

cotton on the wheel. Ladina women do not spin

at all; the Indian women who spin use the hand
whorl in a bowl. The big mill at Cantel now
supplies most of the cotton thread that the weavers

use, so Indian women are rapidly forgetting how to

spin cotton." The mill has not, however, replaced

the hand loom, chiefly because it does not yet make
the patterns of cloth that the women use in their

garments. Besides, now there is great foreign

demand for the hand-woven textiles, and for this

market the mill will never be able to compete.

Foot looms, on the other hand, can and do turn

out material which is used in Indian garments and
which is also, incidentally, purchased by foreign

lovers of native arts and crafts. Indeed, Indian

women have almost universally stopped weaving

material for their skirts because they prefer to buy
that of the foot looms. The blouses of the women
have more individuality from town to town, so it

will take longer for the foot looms to supply the

small individual demands, if they ever do. More
likely what will happen is that the Indian women
win give up their distinctive local blouses and wear

the more generalised types that are made on foot

looms, just as with the skirts. This will probably

happen, however—as in the cases mentioned—only

if and when and where other occupations for

women give their time more value than it has at

their looms. And this may never happen, now
that foreigners are buying their textiles.

The foot looms, like the potter's wheels, are in

the hands primarily of Ladino artisans in shops in

the towns. As in the case of pottery, some
Ladinoized Indian men have learned the art. The
same explanations that are used to explain why
Indian women do not replace their backstrap

looms with foot looms obviously applies here as

well.^ Not only culture traits, but entire eco-

nomic complexes come into competition.

The case of the Indian adoption of the European
wool complex mentioned above confirms this

thesis. There is no question of the Ladinoization

of these wool-working Indians. They are rural

dwellers and as much part of Indian societies as

any in Guatemala. But it should be recalled that

the Indians keep the sheep; sheer, wash, and card

the wool—aU in the European manner—as well as

spin it on the wheel and weave it on the foot loom.

Obviously, we are here dealing with an entire

complex of European origin. In the manner that

one would exi)ect, it has diffused to the Indians in

" Unlike the case of pottery, the efficiency of the mill has its expected effect

for two reasons— first, because raw cotton in the highlands is not a free good,

but has to be bought: and second and more important, all women who spin

can also we^ve, so with cheap thread from the mill, they simply spend more

time at their looms.

2" I cannot explain the exceptional case of the women of San Pedro Saca-

lepequez (Dept. of San M.orcos), where Indian women work at foot looms in

the shops. This is an extraordinary town, the only one I know that is a

Spanish-type town in every respect except that it is populated exclusively by
Indians. Perhaps if one studied the place he would discover that in some
sense all of the Indians have become Ladinoized; and that might explain the

anomaly of the women foot-loom operators.
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its entirety, except that many of the designs are

typically Indian. This complex was not called

upon to replace anything in the culture. Wool was

something new. Not only new but obviously, in

that cold mountainous country, something very

desirable. The men and the women both took

something that gave them a source of income; the

women do the washing and carding and the men
the spinning—wheel spinning, learned from Ladino

artisans—and the foot-loom weaving.

The lesson to be learned is that where other

things are equal, an advantageous, or more

efficient, trait of technology %vill impose itself upon

an alien culture; but that other things are not of

course equal, and the particular circumstances,

economic and social, override the element of

abstract or objective differential in efficiency.

The further lesson to be learned, I think, is that

the phenomena of diffusion and culture contact are

to be understood only in the very intimate terms

that are afforded by intimate contact with the

situations in which the actual people are involved.

It need not surprise, therefore, that history and

circumstance have supplied the Indians of Pana-

jachel with its o\vn peculiar roster of technological

traits. This roster is amply inventoried in the

course of this monograph. Here need be made
only a general statement to show the sense in

which Panajachel has a "primitive" (even though

not pre-Columbian) technology.

Panajachel is outside the highland sheep-raising

area; therefore, nothing of the entire wool complex

(except the wearing of woolen garments woven

elsewhere) is present. Like^vise, pasture could

hardly be scarcer than in Panajachel; and there is

a shortage of corn even for human consumption.

So horses and mules are little used; no domestic

animals except fowl are fully part of local tech-

nology, although pigs are fattened, a few head of

cattle are kept and the cows are milked, and there

are a few sheep.

On the other hand, the culture of vegetables of

European origin is the chief commercial enterprise.

The fruit and vegetables grown in the Lake region

were introduced soon after the Conquest; whether

the irrigation technique that makes possible the

year-round gardening characteristic of Panajachel

was introduced from abroad, or was adapted from

old Indian ideas to the new crops, is impossible to

say. The technology involved (given the idea of

taking water off the river by means of a network of

ditches) is simple and nonspecific and could have

been an invention suggested by local geography,

here or elsewhere in western Guatemala.

It would be reckless to say that European tech-

nology is entirely absent in Panajachel; but it is

clear, at the same time, that the technology of

Panajachel is on the whole "primitive" or pre-

Columbian. Panajachelenos use the products

of animal husbandry (leather, soap, candles,

lard, meat) but do not make them. A few metal-

tool types (hoes, axes, machetes, etc.) are used, but

none are manufactured; carpentry and masonry,

with their specialized tools are not specialties

typical of Panajachel. I doubt if there is a screw-

driver, even, in any Indian's tool chest. There

are no smiths. Plows are not used; the wheel is

not used (not one Indian famOy has a cart or

wheelbarrow or anything of the sort—even a

pulley). Pottery is not made at all, so there is no

question of the potter's wheel. Spinning (what

httle there is) and weaving are done in old Indian

fashion; and only sewing and embroidering (with

the needle—there are no machines) are perhaps

European additions to textUe arts.

Except that the relatively recent coffee culture

has been taken over as a complex which happens

to include a hand-turned rotary cylinder to remove

the pulp from the bean, agriculture is accomplished

by means of hand techniques entirely. Skill is

important, but is confined to skill in the use

primarilj' of the hands, aided only by simple tools

lilce the hoe and the tin pan used in sprinkling the

gardens. The Indians are skillful in preparing

and fertilizing neat gardens, in planting, trans-

planting, watering, and obtaining the seed.

Garden culture is careful and very intensive; but

it is strictly "hand" work.

If the Indian technology of the region as a whole

is "primitive," that of Panajachel happens to be

particidarly so.

TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMY

As we all know, it has been a popular theory

that the free functioning of the system of economy

that permits each individual to pursue his own

interest in competition with other individuals is

the system that in the long run produces the

greatest wealth in the community.^' Mercan-

'< Adam Sniith (1937, pp. 11-15) argues that self-interest lies behind the

division of labor wbieh is mainly responsible for the wealth. It is not

clear to me how he relates division of labor to technological progress. His
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tilism was assailed because it interfered with free

trade and free competition and hence slowed the

accumulation of the nation's wealth; and fre-

quently any governmental planning is deplored

because our high standard of living is claimed to

be the result of the rugged individualism of free

competition and the free functioning of the laws

of supply and demand.

In the light of that theory—that it is the free-

competitive economic system that makes for the

production of wealth and the high standard of

living—there may occur to the reader a simple

question. V\'hy is it that this region of Guatemala,

which has so close an approach to the ideally free

competitive economy—where rugged individualism

is not bothered by governmental red tape or by

labor unions or trust.s—why is it, then, that the

region is so poor and the standard of living so

abysmally low? Here, where there should be

wealth, the day-labor rate of pay is 10 to 15 cents

a day. The people, entering the second third of

the twentieth centiu-y, live without medical aid

or drugs, in dii't-floored huts with hardly any

fm-niture, the light only of the fire that smokes

up the room, or of a pitch-pine torch or a little

tin kerosene lamp; the mortality rate is high; the

diet is meager and most people cannot afford

more than a half-pound of meat a week. The
chickens or oranges that thej'^ grow they eat only

on special occasions because they are worth more
on the market than their growers can afford to

consume. Schools are almost nonexistent; the

children cannot be spared from work in the fields.

The freight of the country is carried up and do\\ai

the steep mountain in loads on the backs of the

Indian men or on the heads of the women. Life

is mostly hard work, and one is apt to get sick if

he worries or complains about it. And if he

does get sick, and is kept from work for a few

weeks and has to hire a medicine man—there go
his life savings, and his land and his means of

nuiking a decent living. For one lives here with

a precariously bare margin of safety, and the

difference between wealth and poverty is a slim

little piece of bad luck.

I do not know if the level of living among the

emphasis is on the skills of men that it improves rather than in accumu-
lation or technical icnowledge, although when he argues that water carriage

made possible large scale, hence more effective, division of labor, hence (?)

improved technology, an inference may be drawn that wealth comes from
both improved division of labor and technology. In later chapters. Smith
makes very clear his realization that technological improvements (e. g.

in weaving, p. 246) bring about reduced prices and abimdance.

Indians of Guatemala is one of the lowest in the

world; it is difficidt to compare with such places

as China and India. But it is surely low enough

to give meaning to the question: "WTiy does not

the fact that everybody works hard for himself

alone, and seeks to ma.ximize his own rewards,

have the effect of creating wealth for all?

I suppose the answer is pretty obvious. The
main reason is that the technology of the region,

as described above, is inferior. It may be argued

that the land is poor, that natural resources are

lacking. This may be true: if there are important

mineral deposits, they are not known; the land is

perhaps not too rich. But clearly the use of

natural resources is relative to the technology.

The England of King Arthur's time had more
coal in the ground than it has today. England's

teclmological development is certainly as much
cause as it is consequence of its natural resources.

There may not be coal in this region of Guatemala,

but there are streams of running water, and they

could be harnessed for use. In these days when
we seem on the verge of getting energy from atoms

perhaps of some common materials, it seems futile

to speak of natural resources unqualified by con-

siderations of technical knowledge.

No—what seems to be lacking in Guatemala is

the beginning of the accumulation of technical

knowledge that eventually results in improvement

in the material standards of life. This technical

Icnowledge need not be indigenous; it could be

diffused from without. Nor may it require "in-

dustrialization"—the area might well remain

largely agricultural and still take advantage of

better technology. How this might happen is

illustrated by the case of motor vehicles. Al-

though the Indians failed to adopt many items of

sixteenth-century European technology, I have

mentioned that contemporary Indians are taking

to the use of motor-vehicle bus or truck lines that

are owned and operated by Ladinos. A continua-

tion of this trend alone (even if nothing else

changes) will eventually contribute to raising the

level of living in the region. I do not know how
many man-hours of time are spent in carrying

produce to market on foot, but it must run into

the millions in the whole region. At least half

of this time will be saved when it becomes common
practice to ride in busses and trucks, and when
these are available between all points. In con-

sequence, either there will be more leisure—and
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possibly more mischief, of course—or more pro-

duction, which usually means a higher lev^el of

living; or, more important still, it will make easier

the education of children which, eventually

—

given the reasonably practical rural educational

system that one can without danger forecast—
will facOitate the introduction of new agricultural

and industrial techniques which will in turn agam
raise the level of living and give new impetus to

the whole process.

This is bound to happen in Guatemala; and if

the social system permits the rural Indians their

share of such improvement, physical conditions

will surely improve. The point is, however, that

the improvement will be the effect not of the

economic system as such, but of improvement in

tools of production and communication. It seems

clear enough that no matter how successful the

individuals of a society may be in pursuing their

own interests, they will not increase the wealth of

that society unless they have something with

which to increase it.

This is doubtless not a new observation,

although I have never seen or heard it expressed;

but it seems to me to come out rather dramatically

in the Guatemalan situation here described. I am
led to observe also that it is perhaps a significant

fact of our social history that modern economic

theory had its beginnings in a period of increasing

technological perfection. Probably no economic

system could have prevented the increase in the

wealth of industrial nations. Yet, because of the

coincidence in time—if it was a coincidence, which

it probably was not—this increase in wealth has

been attributed at least in part to the effectiveness

of the economic system from which, it was pre-

dicted, it would result. If the economists had

been living not in Europe or America but in

western Guatemala these past two hundred

years, they could not have credited to free compe-

tition the glory that progress in technology

has deserved. But of course if they had lived

in Guatemala, they would not have been econo-

mists—they would have been very enterprising

peddlers.

THE LAND
NATURAL RESOURCES

If "nature peoples" are contrasted with "city

peoples," with the criterion simply the directness

of the use of natm-al resources, Panajachel

probably falls closer to the artificiality of the city

than it does to nature. Although the Indians are

dependent upon the vagaries of nature, live close

to the elements, and are reasonably adapted to

the climate, their positive direct utilization of

what the wild flora and fauna offer is slight. In a

statistical sense the products of the wild play

virtually no part in the economy.

The Indians realize fully their dependence on

the orderly processes of nature. They fear the

end of the world, which may come from flood or

an eclipse of the sun or moon or from a violent

earthquake. But except that such fears may
encourage prayer and some avoidance of sin, they

hardly affect daily life. The Indians avoid

lightning and sharp winds when possible. When
rain or drought is untimely, and the erodmg river

becomes unruly and threatens the town, thej' call

upon all of the spiritual resources available.

Wlien sickness comes, they often exhaust not only

their spiritual but their material resources.

Some beliefs about nature materially affect

everyday life. For example, the physiology of

plants and animals changes with the phases of the

moon so that lumber is cut and corn harvested

chiefly diu-ing alternate fortnights. Or, because

supernatural beings are abroad at night, com-

merce tends to cease at nightfall. But in the

main, economic procedures are dictated by

practical considerations—even on our stand-

ards—alone. This is least true when the pro-

cedures concern elements old in the culture and

close to the basis of life (such as corn) and most

true with newer elements and those whose value

is reckoned only in terms of money (such as

oranges or onions). But it is a strong tendency

tlu-oughout. The following discussion of the

Indian adjustment to his surroundings can there-

fore be made largely by economic criteria; for

although in Panajachel action is grounded in a

matrix of presuppositions distinct from those of

our culture, it is guided by what we regard as the

practical.

CLIMATE

The seasonal rain is essential to cornfield agri-

culture and saves watering of the irrigated gardens.
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But considering the occasional torrential rains that

destroy land and crops, and enforce idleneps, the

rains are also a liability. The Indians frequently

feel it as such. The rainy season is a time of

sickness and of poverty with granaries exhausted

just when corn is scarcest and highest and when
cash income from garden and market is lowest. It

is also a time of tension, and fear of the elements.

It is a relief to the Indians when the short dry

period in August permits them to do their outside

chores (such as supplying firewood) and freely

take the mountain trails. The release is greater

when the rains end entirely. The corn harvest is

at hand, and gardening and commerce reach their

full tempo. Even so, in the rhythm of the year

the first rains of May, after the windy and dusty

dry season, are welcomed by the Indians and (in

their words) by the thirsty earth alike.

The clothing and shelter of the Indians is

reasonably well suited to the climate. The
women's garments seem too heavy for comfort in

the heat of the day; some have changed their

costume partly for this reason. Footgear is in-

frequent and all are accustomed to getting their

feet wet frequently. Merchants on the road wear

sandals and in the rainy season carry raincapes

made of palm fronds. Around town there is httle

formal protection against a sudden storm. While

not completely weatherproof, the thatched-roof

cane-and-adobe houses are substantial, and the

kitchen fire helps to keep them warm. At night

a light blanket often covers three or four persons,

with the temperature below 50° and the fire out.

An assessment of the Indian adjustment to the

climate must take into account both that the

people are hardened and accustomed to what they

have, and that the death rate is high, especially

in the rainy season.

THE RIVER

The river is less curse than bles,sing. The bed
of the river is a wide, rocky nuisance. In the

rainy season the quiet stream in the center divides

into rushing torrents of brown water carrying

rocks and timber from the hills above, is impass-

able for days at a time, and causes particular

difficulty for those who live on the side opposite

the town center. Worst of all, the streams at

times wash away acres of the fertile soil of the

river banks, including the houses of some and all

of the real possessions of a few. But the river is

also the source of the irrigation system basic to the

garden agriculture that in large part supports the

Indians. The irrigation system serves every part

of the delta, and through both an appropriate

technology and communal effort and control the

water is very effectively utilized. When water is

short and there is moonlight, many of the Indians

water their gardens at night. Although people

are accused of many kinds of nonsocial acts,

Indians are rarely if ever charged with wasting

water. The teclmique of watering fields requires

a minimum of water. Various farmers may use

the same ditch at once by filling single gutters

through their fields and shutting off the egress of

water while using it. Land is flooded only for

special purposes; ordinarily water is simply dipped

out of the gutter in a tin basin and tossed onto the

garden bed.

Most families get most of their kitchen water,

and do their laundry, and the women wash their

hair, in the river or in the nearest large irrigation

channel. (Bathing is done in the sweat bath;

relatively few Indian men, and more boys, bathe

in the lake.)

In the rainy season the river provides firewood

washed down from the hills, and rocks for launder-

ing and fireplace stones, sand for building, and
small fish thrown out of the rushing streams.

The few springs in the hills above town might

be better utilized, perhaps by following the isolated

example of one family which planted a dry-season

garden below such a spring.

THE LAKE

For the towns along its shores. Lake Atitl&n is

important not only as a source of water for per-

sonal, household, and agricultural uses (for which

purposes Panajachelenos use the river instead),

but also as a means of easy travel and a source of fish

and crabs, and of sedge used in making a popular

type of mat.

In contrast with those of the south shore, par-

ticularly Atitlan and San Pedro, the Indians of

Panajachel do not regularly travel over the water,

mainly because their trade routes do not often

carrj^ them to or through the towns across the lake.

When Panajachel Indians do go to Atitlan or San

Pedro, they go by water (when they go to San

Lucas they often go by land because it is not so

much more difficult); however, they rarely go to

Atitlan or San Pedro, for their communications
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are with Solola, Tecpan, and the east rather than

with the southland; therefore they infrequently

and only exceptionally use the lake for travel.

None of the Indians (even those of Atitlan or San

Pedro) are fond of water travel; the lake becomes

suddenly rough and dangerous. Thus, for ex-

ample, Pedranos often go overland to Solola when

the lake is rough, a journey of a day that is made
on the water in 3 hours. Probably the major

distinction between towns is that the Indians of

the south shore have strong incentives to water

travel because they frequently and in great

numbers go to Solola and Tecpan.

Canoes are made only by the Indians of the

south shore where suitable timber is found.

Canoes m Panajachel (and Santa Catarina, which

has more) are all bought from canoe makers of

Atitlin, San Pedro, and San Pablo. Possibly this

fact influenced the establishment of trading pat-

terns so that the Indians of the south rather than

those of the north shore carry the merchandise

between the highlands and the lowlands.

Distribution of the use of canoes for commercial

fishing, crab fishing, and sedge gathering is like

that for transport except that Santa Catarina

has a great fishing, crab fishing, and matting

industry. Save on general grounds of economic

speciahzation, it is very difficult to explain why
Panajachel (or San Antonio or Santa Cruz), for

example, does not engage in such activities.

Take fishing for example.

The lake abounds in tiny fish; one variety is

about an inch long, another twice that size, and

a very few weigh up to a half pound. Some parts

of the lake may be better stocked than others;

the Panajachel Indians claim that a generation

ago there were many more fish than now in their

neighborhood. In Panajachel, informants said

canoes were never used in fishing; but they de-

scribed four other methods once used here, all of

which are still known in some villages. According

to informants who claimed to remember the old

state of affairs, by one method of shore fishing,

in which a party of some 20 boys drove the fish

into a large conical trap, each of the boys caught

as much as 25 pounds of fish after 3 hours' work.

If this is true, fishing was a better business

(at present-day fish prices) than anything else in

Panajachel. The question is, why was fishing

virtually abandoned? The Indians say that the

rising of the lake has destroyed the beach (the

lake has risen) and that there are fewer fish near

Panajachel than there once were. But another

reason that was mentioned is that the people are

too busy with agriculture.

Or take crab fishing. The most prominent

crab fishers of the lake are the Catarinecos, who
in season seem to spend most of their nights with

pitch-pine torches and a long baited line of tree

filament that is lowered into still water. The
fishing is apparently best close to the shore, and

some of the favored spots are off Panajachel.

Although Panajachelenos once did much crab

fishing in this manner, now only two or three

exceptional persons do so occasionally. Local

Indians also find crabs on the beach and among
the rocks near shore, and there is considerable

folklore about the piu-suit; but on the whole

crab gathering is rare and unimportant. The
excuses made for not fishing do not all hold for

crab fishing; for there are crabs near Panajachel.

In this case, at least, it is obvious that the Indians

are too busy farming to spend their nights crab

fishing, particularly since it requires investment

in canoes and equipment. The Catarinecos

specialize in fishing and crab fishing just as the

Panajachelenos specialize in vegetable growing;

and the immediate explanation cannot go far

beyond that.

The same may be said of the sedge that grows at

Panajachel as well as at other parts of the lake

shore. But if a few Panajachelenos use canoes

for fishing and crab fishing, not one cuts sedge,

and no Panajachel Indian manufactures mats.

They are made in Santa Catarina and in other

towns of the south shore, the industry evidently

connected with the use of canoes.

Owners of the three canoes of Panajachel were,

in 1936 and 1937, a half-Ladino and two yomig

Indians who are brothers-in-law. They used

them to ferry passengers across the lake, and

around the impassable river in the rainy season;

they also fished a little, with hooks and nets (new

techniques learned from Ladinos) and traps bought

from the Catarinecos; and they crab fished oc-

casionally. All three are more clearly entrepeneurs

than remnants of a cultural tradition.

The Atitecos and to a lesser degree the Catari-

necos use their canoes to hunt the waterfowl which

come in the dry season, hitting the birds with

stones. The Panajachelenos say they used to

hunt them from the shore with slingshots, never
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in canoes ; but few of the Indians do this now, and

never commercially.

It may be concluded that as far as the economy

of the Panajachel Indians is concerned, if a magic

wand should cause the lake to disappear overnight,

it would hardly be missed.

WILD FAUNA

There are a few large animals in the hills of the

municipio, and in neighbormg hills where Pana-

jachelenos hunt as freely: deer, coyotes, wildcats,

and "honey bears." (See Glossary.) Tlie meat

and/or skins and other parts are valued. The
Indians generally do not hunt this large game,

although Ladinos, who own rifles, do.

There are more smaller animals. Rabbits,

skunks, opossums, and weasels are to be found

both in the hills and on the delta. They are

killed when possible, for they damage the crops;

but except that the weasel's skin has some value,

they cannot be used for anything. Porcupines,

taltttzas, coatis, raccoons, armadillos, tepescuintles,

and squirrels are found in the hills. They are

occasionally hunted, and the meat of the last four

eaten ; skins of raccoons, tepescuintles, and squirrels

and the shell of the armadillo are used or sold;

the penis bone of the raccoon or coati has special

uses. It may be doubted, however, whether from

one year to the next more than a dozen of all of

these animals are killed.

Birds are more numerous. Besides the water-

fowl, 44 kinds were described as being very

common. Of these, 16 are found in the delta

portion, 21 in the delta and the hills as well, and

6 exclusively in the hills; one migratory species

simply passes over Panajachel twice a year.

Most kinds the Indians, particularly the small

boys, occasionally capture or kill. One man
estimated that his family killed 80 birds in a year.

A bird not hunted is the carrion buzzard which

is of no use dead (except in a cure for madness)

and of very considerable value alive. Some
birds are killed not because their parts are utiliz-

able but because they are dangerous alive; such

for example, are the grackles which prey on the

cornfields, and the hawks which prey on barn-

yard fowl. On the other hand, Indians will not

usually kill birds that are considered augiu-s of

iU because they fear the supernatiu-al conse-

quences; or birds otherwise "dangerous," like one

supposed to change into a snake when about to be

caught; or others, like the swallow, because they

are holy. In these cases, however, the Indians

also say they woidd have no use for the birds

killed or captured. Twenty-two species are listed

as edible, and said to be killed and eaten. Fifteen

are specifically said not to be edible, five of these

"because they feed on insects" (but so do a few

edible birds), two "because they eat e.xcrement,"

and one snakes; two others are birds of ill-omen,

and one is connected with sickness; the swallow

is not eaten because of its saintlike character.

In the cases of three birds (including the buzzard

and the chicken hawk) no reason was given.

A few birds have medicinal and other uses.

A few are caught and caged; but if the Indians

catch them they usually sell them to Ladinos,

for the Indians themselves almost never keep

caged birds (except pigeons) in the house.

Few Indians own guns, licensed expensively

by the Government. Sticks and stones and
machetes are the commonplace weapons. A few

blowguns (through whi(-h pebbles are shot) are

used to kiU birds, but the most commonly used

weapon for birds and small animals is the sling-

shot, an<l most of the men and h)oys are adept in

its use. It is a forked branch thi'ough which a

stone or large seed is hurled with the aid of rubber

bands made from inner tulles and bought in the

market place. Indians know but do not have

hunting dogs, although they take their ordinary

dogs when they hunt the larger animals. Traps

are used, not to capture game for food, but to

protect fields and barnyard. Thus, coyotes are

caught in pitfalls with roosters and corn as bait;

grackles are usually caught by tying kernels of

corn to a string so that when they swallow the

corn they are held fast; rats and mice and some
of the larger animals that invade the cornfields

are caught in a variety of deadfalls. Boys catch

songbirds to sell to Ladinos by smearmg on the

branches of trees a sticky substance made from

bird lime which holds the l)irds fast.

Relatively few snakes (probably not poisonous)

are to be found in the neighborhood. The Indians

do not mind killing them, but the meat is not

eaten; or other parts used. The several varieties

of lizards found locally are not used and are usually

avoided as poisonous. Frogs and toads are also

for the most part avoided.

Insects are abundant, but except for bee culture

and the use of insects in certain remedies, the
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Indians do not utilize them in a practical way.

Such smaller forms of animal life as worms and

grubs and weevils are, in their relations to the

Indians, only detrimental.

WILD FLORA

Much more important in Indian life than the

fauna are the tlu-ee hundred trees and plants,

most wild, some semicultivated, described as

growing in Panajachel. I have information on

uses of about 200 of these. In the discussion

which follows, they are divided roughly into classes

such as trees, bushes, herbs, etc.

Although trees are often planted in particular

places, either for shade or fences, they are almost

never cared for. Since the same may be said in

some degree of fruit trees, it is not easy (or im-

portant) to distinguish the wild from the culti-

vated, especially since shade trees in coffee fields

serve a purpose clearly commercial.

At least 10 different trees furnish posts and

poles for building, the hardwoods guachipilin and

oak preferred. Oak is said to be the best firewood,

but almost all are equally common. Fruit trees,

especially those standing at crossroads, are felled

supposedly only at the risk of one's life, and hence

are rarely used in building, and only the branches

are commonly used in the fire. Some woods are

not used for firewood for reasons that may not be

sound: jiote (madrone) wood when burned gives

a sickness of the same Spanish name, which is

the word for mange; guachijnlin is too hard to

split; to burn wood of trees that yield fruit in the

rainy season causes the fruit to be wormy. But
since the Indians normally cut and gather all the

firewood they need, and rarely if ever import any,

it must be supposed that their reasoning, if false,

is not economically harmful.

The uses of trees in agriculture are many.

Ilamo, eucalyptus, and silk-oak trees (as well as

bananas) are planted for shade in the coffee fields

;

rotted leaves of the coffee bushes are the most

common fertilizer in the vegetable gardens; wil-

low, ilamo, and silk-oak branches and certain

large leaves such as banana are used to cover

newly planted seeds to shade them while they

germinate; and willow is planted along the river

edge to prevent erosion, and around springs to

keep them from drjang up. From guachipilin

and oak, taxisco, avocado, and citrus come the

hafts of iron tools as well as wedges, stakes.

harvesting nails, and mortars. Cudgels (com-

monly coral and citrus branches) may be chosen

poorly because a hardwood supposedly becomes

soft and a softwood hard in dealing with super-

natural beings. Fences are made from jocote

(Spanish plum) and the very thorny coyol

branches; but small trees (especially madrone,

coral, yucca, and amate), supposed never to die,

are often planted for the purpose. Fiesta deco-

rations for houses, streets, and saints come mostly

from local trees—pine (needles, branches), cypress

(branches), silk-oak (flowers), citrus fruits (flow-

ers, leaves, fruit), coyol (branches), and pacaya

(leaves)—and plants. Parts of trees are also used

as children's toA's (e. g., soapseed and paterna

seeds, acorns, coral flowers, castor leaves) and to

make toys (e. g., guava wood for horns, and
citrus-fruit branches for slingshots).

Trees furnish very little of the Indians' food.

Salable fruit is usually sold and varieties not inter-

esting enough to be marketable are usually left

to rot. Although aware that certain branches,

flowers, seeds, and fruit of local trees are used in

cooking elsewhere, Panajachel Indians make
almost no use of them. On the other hand, many
parts of trees are used in the preparation of medi-

cines; for examples may be mentioned pine pitch;

"buzzard tree," nance, and coral bark; madrone
bark and gum; amate "milk"; guave, eucalyptus,

and nogal leaves; citrus-fruit leaves, juice, and
skins; and avocado and anona seeds.

The following miscellany, finally, will give an

idea of the variety of uses of parts of trees. Yucca
leaves and capulin bark are substitutes for leather,

and the fibers of the first are used for tying; a soap

is taken from the soapseed tree; pine pitch is used

to repair canoes; tuna-\e&i gum is mixed with the

lime to make whitewash stick; thorny tuna leaves

are placed in paths to keep people and animals

out; the oil of cross-sapodilla seeds is used as a

hairdress by some men; silk-oak gum is used as

paste in kite making; taxisco branches are used as

hangei-s in the house; the toronja is used cere-

monially as a candle holder; coral seeds are used

by diviners; and so on.

Yet, certainly, the Indians do not make full use

of their trees. For example, the cajete tree is

used in other places to make boxes; but the Pana-

jachelcnos do not know how. Nor do the local

Indians engage in lumbering; they use the lumber

undressed for their houses, and if they need boards
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or beams they must buy them from other Indians.

Nor is there a carpenter or a cabinetmaker among
the Panajachelenos.

Much the same can be said of other plants.

The partial inventory that follows indicates their

diverse uses; yet the Indians know that other

peoples utilize them in ways that they do not.

For example, a half-dozen varieties of tree fila-

ments are known and substituted for rope in

tying and binding, and in the case of one kind the

leaves and flowers are used medicinally. But
the Indians of Santa Catarina make special use

(as crab-fishing lines) of one variety foimd in

Panajachel.

Other examples are a small plant that grows

along the irrigation ditches in Panajachel, not used

locally, but gathered by Santa Catarina Indians

who take it home to food to their barnyard fowl;

laurel leaves, not eaten here but known to be used

in cooking by Ladinos and by Indians of Tecpfi,n

and Patzun; a plant called "white soap," used by

Solola Indians for soap, and even sold by them in

the markets, but not used by Panajachel Indians

who buy animal soap. The century plant is a

good example of one not fully utilized. It grows

wild, and is occasionally planted. Indians say

that they used to beat out the fiber to make rope,

bags, etc. (as is done in towns across the lake)

but during the years of this study no Pana-

jacheleno practiced the art. The only part of

the plant used is the thorn at the end of the leaf

which is used in the backstrap loom and to extract

chigoes from the toes.

The flowers of two tree parasites and the leaves

of two others find use in ceremonial adornment.

Bird-lime fruit is used to trap birds. Several

kinds of mushroom are eaten. A vine caUed

"bird's claw" is used for tying, and its flower is

made into a whistle by the children; animals

browse on the leaves of another, pega pega; the

flowers of the choreque are used in food; the

"mouse ear" is placed under the vegetable-pear

vine to induce it to produce fruit as abundantly

as it does; and the leaves of five difi'erent vines are

used medicinally.

Besides one cultivated fodder grass, at least

three wild grasses are used primarily for fodder.

Although most thatch straw is imported from

towns where it is cultivated (local land is said to

be too valuable for such use), three wild grasses

are suitable. A grass called sabagasta is used by

muleteers to stuff pack-saddles. Another called

"lime tea" is a common medicine. Wild canes,

and a semicultivated variety (as well as corn-

stalks) are widely used in building the walls and

roofs of the houses, such structiu-es as granaries,

furnishings like shelves and beds, for fences

around the vegetable gardens, for beanstalks, and
for other things requiring poles and hollow tubes.

Cane leaves are used to wrap tamales and the sap,

leaves, flowers, and stem tips of some varieties

(o. g., the elder tree) are used medicinafly.

Bushes like chilca, barrejon, and pus furnish fuel

for the sweat bath, as do cane and smaUer branches

of many trees. Tziquinay and sajoc and many
other bushes are used for kitchen firewood.

Tamarisk-shrub wood is used for ax hafts, the

branches of the "sunflower of the rocks" as bean

poles, and "little broom," "sweat-bath plant," and

chichicaste branches to beat the body while in the

bath. Chilca, "little broom," and a plant called

qneche, make good brooms. Chilca branches are

also used as bean poles and spits, and its leaves

are used to cover young vegetable plants. Leaves

of the "deer's tongue" bush are edible, those of

many other medicinal.

The longest list of plants includes the smaller

shrubs, flowers, and herbs. To many known by
name, no use could be ascribed. Some two-

thirds of the 34 plants on which I have information

have medicinal but no other uses. In some cases

it is the whole plant, in others the stem or leaves

or both, in still others the juice or sap that is used;

and of course the medicines are prepared in a

number of difi'erent ways. To list the plants

would be tiresome. It is noteworthy that wild

plants are not of great importance in the prepara-

tion of food. Besides those mentioned above, of

which the fruits are of greatest importance, I can

add only 15 plants that find any place in the diet.

Of these perhaps 4 are commonly used: the

chipilin herb, purslane, amaranth, and the roots

of the "mother of maize" plant, which the poor

are said to use as a substitute for corn when the

latter is not available. But on the whole the wild

vegetable foods constitute only a negligible part

of the total diet.

The other uses of the many small plants are not

many. The leaves of one are burned in the sweat

bath; those of another are used to wrap tamales,

and of a third to line baskets of fruit and to protect

other things. Tliree of the plants are good for
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animal grazing. One (skunk plant) is used to

keep mice out of newly planted corn; another

(bitter sunflower) to drive ants out of the milpa;

a third (rosemary) is burned in the house to keep

out evil spirits. A number of plants, especially

flowers, are used in ceremonial adonmaent;

among them are "mouth of the dragon," bougain-

villea, "flower of death," "easter flower," and the

red geranium. Many flowers in addition are

cultivated for secular adornment, much less

frequently by Indians than by Ladinos.

LAND USE

In explaining why the utilization of "wild" prod-

ucts is relatively slight one must remember that

they are not free goods. It takes time to hunt

or fish or gather. Simply, the Indian usually makes
more profitable use of his time tilling the fields or

marketing produce. The community lives, on the

whole, well above a bare subsistence level; it

does not eke out a living with what can be found

in woods or water; it has an element of choice in

the use to which human resources will be put ; and

therefore it can put market-selected food above

what may be "freely" collected, and does. At the

same time, the community is not so rich that it

can choose less rather than more profitable em-
ployments of time.

In tliis competition for time, agriculture is the

clear victor. The Indians have taken advantage

of the alluvial plain, or "delta," and its possi-

bilities of dry-season farming to develop a year-

round intensive horticulture; and above all else

in both an economic and a sentimental sense

—

above even the cultivation of milpa on the hill-

sides—this is their life.

It is with respect to land use, depending as it

does so largely on local conditions, that the vari-

ous to\vns of the region differ most greatly. The
culture—in the sense of technology and consump-

tion habits, of beliefs and customs, and of religious

and political organization—follows rather closely a

single pattern with but minor differences from one

community to the next. But the economic base,

in the sense of what the people exploit to earn their

living, differs more widely. Most of what is

reported here about the use of land in Panajachel

is necessarily unique to Panajachel, where the

topography makes special demands and affords

special opportunities. The argument, however,

that the Indians have achieved an adjustment to

the land that (given the technology) is highly

efficient is doubtless more generally applicable.

Each community of Indians has developed a

modus vivendi relative to its peculiar conditions

that may strike the observer as efficient—and

there is no intention here to extol as peculiar the

efficiency of the Panajachel adjustment.

To answer the question of how, and how well,

the community utilizes its resources and fulfills

its potentialities, it is necessary to accept the

technologj' as a constant. The techniques of

agriculture that are used by the Indians differ-

entiate them on the one hand from hunting or

gathering peoples, and on the other from societies

with machinery; that is not difficult. But those

techniques also differentiate Panajachel from other

Indian communities; for the meticulous kind of

intensive garden agriculture common here is

quite different from the field agriculture practiced

generally in the region. An acre of Panajachel

garden land can require 33 times as much labor

as an acre of ordinary mUpa! The problem of the

relations between land and labor must be very

different in Panajachel from what they are in

corn-raising communities like Chichicastenango or

in communities which combine milpa agriculture

with time-consuming industries like basketry,

pottery, rope- or mat-making, or foot-loom weav-

ing. The industrial communities frequently

employ the time of men, women, and children as

much as Panajachel, but not on the land. At the

same time, the land may be just as "intensively"

used, given the kind of agriculture. The situations

are simply not comparable.

Since technology is evidently not constant-

—

either in the world, or as between towns in

Guatemala—it is evident that one cannot assess

the success of a people in making use of its re-

sources. When one says that an Iowa farmer

"makes better use of the land" because he gets

so many bushels of corn per acre as compared

with some other place, one means that Iowa

technology is more advanced. Given Panajachel

technology, it would be difficult to argue that the

Indians do not get more out of their land than

the best Iowa farmers. But again such compar-

isons are meaningless.

HILL LAND

The area of the municipio of Panajachel in-

cluded in this studv is showTi on the insert in
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Map 4.—Land use.
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map 4, and comprises by my calculation, " 1,530

acres of land surface, divided as follows

:

,.icrM

Delta "'80

West hill -420

East hill 530

" Based on laborious calculations on the map itself, with corrections for

slopes, checked by information on areas of all of the individual pieces of land.

McBryde's maps (see McBryde, 1947) and personal advice were helpful.

Figures on hill lands are subject to much greater error than those on delta

lands, both because the survey problem is much greater and because the

importance of the delta lands is reflected in correspondingly more information.

'.VEST

HILL

The use of this land, as estimated for 1936,'' is

summarized in chart 2. The west hill rises more

precipitously than the east, is more rocky and

barren, and is imwatercd. In places near its

summit it is lightly forested, a source of firewood.

Corn grows only in a few small fields near the

base of the hill north of town, and a large one

2' The figures and description, unless otherwise noted, are all for the base

year 19.3(1. The present tense is frequently used with reference to that year.

Cornfield At Rest Unutilizable

Pasture Coffee - Ten Acres

Chart 2.—Hill land use.
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high above the delta. A piece of land is used for

pasture. Otherwise the west hill is sterile. The
measure of its unproductivity is the fact that in

1936 only about 50 acres, 45 cornfield and 5

pasture, produced more than firewood and perhaps

a few wild plants. Very few more than these 50

acres, certainly less than 12 percent of the whole,

is utilizable agriculturally.

A much greater proportion of the east hill, more

irregular in its rise, can be put to agricultural and

pastoral uses. The entire slope is not part of the

territory of Panajachel, or included in this study;

perhaps the upper third is land of the neighboring

municipio of San Andres. The 530 acres of

Panajachel land, including territory from the base

of the hill to the San Andres line and from the

boundary with Santa Catarina to the plantation

"Natividad," are not aU show^n on map 4, but

their limits may be seen in the insert map.

The figures in chart 2 are accurate to within a

few percentile points except for the uncertain line

between the land "at rest" and unutilizable,

which is little better than a guess. The cornfield

land classified as "resting" had been used before

1936, as evidenced by the land itself and specific

information from many informants, and some of it

has been planted since 1936, while other cornfields

have since lain fallow. The unused land, like that

which is never utilizable agriculturally, is mean-

while a source of firewood and useful plants.

This east hill is watered by three streams and a

spring that is tapped for the town's water supply.

In 1937 a small fraction of an acre of land watered

by the largest of the streams, in a relatively level

pocket half way up the hill, was utilized for vege-

table growing in the dry season. By 1941 this

vegetable area had grown to several acres. By
1941 also, the hillside acreage devoted to cofl'ee

had grown to 50 or 60 acres, at the expense of

cornfields.

If fallow land, including pasture, is called agri-

cultural, it may be said that all potentially agricul-

tural land was so utilized in 1936. No case ap-

peared in which apparently suitable land was said

to be left indefinitely untilled for anj^ reason. This

is not to say that all land was used optimally.

Evidence to the contrary is the fact that after 1936

some was cultivated more intensively by replacing

corn with cofTee and vegetables. Nor do I have a

way of knowing if some of the land that was resting

should not really have been planted, or that some

that was planted should not have been resting.

But it seems clear that by and large all suitable

hill lands are, over the course of years, put to

agricultural uses.

DELTA LAND

It is with somewhat more confidence that I

turn to data on the delta portion of Panajachel.

First, because the area is much more easily

delimited (as shown on map 4) as being confined

by the two hills, the lake, and the boundries of the

fincas to the north. Second, because the land,

bemg level, is relatively easily paced off; the topog-

raphy presents few problems, even to one not ex-

pert in such matters. Third, because once the

area is mapped to scale, the accuracy of the

dimensions of plots of land, as furnished by in-

formants, can be checked by measurements on
the map itself.^*

The area of the delta comprises about 581

acres, divided as follows:
Aeret

West of river bed 319

River bed 130

East of river bed 132

The river bed is an expanse of stones, sand, and

gravel; although in places small foliage has taken

root, the whole of it may be considered sterile

waste. A few garden beds made during the dry

season on reclaimed patches at the east edge of the

river bed occupy less than a fifth of an acre. A
generation before, according to all reports, the

river bed was only a half or a third of its 1936

width; and it has continued to widen by erosion

of the fertile banks. At the time of study, stone

walls near the right bank helped to protect it (the

other was without any protection at aU) ; since

then, a flood serious enough to be reported in the

United States has doubtless made this statement

obsolete.

Aside from the river bed, almost all delta land

is utilizable agriculturally. During one rainy

season an avalanche of rock and water from the

'I The deltii was originally mapped, with the help of natives and o( a simple

compass, in April of 1936. Data on land use, and ownership, as well as houses

and other fe:itures, were plotted. When this map, reduced and printed,

was shown to Dr. F. W. McBryde, 4 years later, and compared with a sketch

of the same area that lie had made in September 1936. it was apparent that

revisions would be necessary. Therefore in 194(M1 the map was revised In

the field; McBryde himself came to Panajachel in the course of his work and

together we checked a number of points. Later, using McBryde's revised

map (see McBryde, 1947, map 23) as a base, I went over every part of the delta

and made further small corrections. Map 4 is thus the result of collaboration

between McBryde and me; but final responsibility for errors is mine.
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east hill rendered a strip of land useless. Some
of it had been reclaimed by 1936; some 3 acres

remained untilled and presumably untillable.

In two places on the west side of the delta, irriga-

tion ditches had cut small ravines and rendered

fractions of an acre unsuitable for farming. In

addition, land within a few feet of the lake edge

cannot be cultivated because of the sweep of

the waves. Otherwise all of the land is utilizable

for agriculture. However, as seen in the following

estimate, 48 acres are diverted from agricultural

purposes for Iniildings, roads, irrigation ditches,

etc., not counting the narrowest footpaths and

irrigation ditches or the little land occupied by

fences and land boundaries, which are themselves

frequently paths and ditches.

Acreage not utilizable agriculturally:

Buildings, cemetery, houses and patios, etc

—

31

Streets, roads, larger paths 13

Main irrigation ditches 4

Unsuited to agriculture: riverbed 130

Otherwise unsuited to agriculture 7

Total 185

Potentially agricultural-pastoral 396

Total acreage of delta 581

Of the 396 acres remaining for agricultural uses,

only about 10 were not so used in 1936. In

other words, almost 97 percent of potentially

agricultural land, almost seven-eighths of non-

sterile land, and about two-thirds of all delta

land, including the river bed, were used agricul-

turallj' or pastorally. As will be seen below, not

all this is so used during every month of each year,

but if the information compiled is correct, all

of it was used during at least part of 1936, and

the general picture had not changed by 1941.

Actually, somewhat more than the mentioned

seven-eighths of the nonsterile land is regularly

in production, for in the patios and gardens of

the houses are always to be found fruit trees

and flowers, and even vegetables, with commercial

value; and lining the roadsides are numerous

fruit trees.

The proportion of land in cultivation is greater

on the east side of the river than on the west by

about 4 percentage points, owing chiefly to the

fact that the Ladinos, whose houses and patios

occupy much more space per family, live almost

exclusively on the west side. The large white

spaces west of the river shown on map 4 are the

houses, stores, and hotels OMmed by Ladinos (and

one Ladino-owned piece of land used in 1936 as

a public playing field and since brought under

cultivation). It is a main thesis of this section

that land use cannot be discussed without refer-

ence to the class of owner, for the questions resolve

themselves into discussion not so much of "What
kinds of land are used for what purposes?" but of

"To what uses do different kinds of people put

their land?" Suffice it to say here that the geo-

graphical differences are less important than the

"racial," and that specifically the Indians cultivate

a much greater proportion of the land at their

disposal than do the Ladinos.

The following summary, dealing only with land

put to agricultural-pastoral uses, classifies it some-

what arbitrarily:
Acres Percent

Truck 142 37

Coffee 193 50

Cornfields only 14 4

Pasture only_^ 38 10

Total 387 101

The classification "coffee" is clear, for occupation

by coffee bushes is visible and year-round. The
term "truck," on the other hand, requires explana-

tion. On the irrigated land of the delta a wide

variety of vegetables is grown, with growing

seasons of 2, 3, 4, 6, or 11 months. In a large

number of cases this land, devoted to onions,

garlic, beans, etc. in the dry season, is planted

with corn during the rainy months. In some cases

this program is carried out year after year. In

any case, I have called such land "truck" even

though I would prefer that the word not include

corn. Some land, however, is never cultivated

except during the rainy season, and then is planted

only with corn. This land, usually of different

quahty from truck land, I have classified separately

as "cornfield only." The land called "pasture

only" is land that was not cultivated in 1936 but

on which animals regularly grazed. Animals also

grazed along the edges of the river bed and the

lake shore, on a few parcels of the truck lands for

several months during the year, and in the dry

months also on land devoted to corn in season.

This land of course is not classified as "pasture

only."

A thesis will be developed that in general Pana-

jachel lands are utilized as intensively as possible,

especially those owned by Indians. Explanation of
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the 38 acres of land used only for grazing is there-

fore required. It is not far to seek. About 4 acres

are unsuitable for agriculture, or marginal: 2 acres

near the lake shore are niarshy, another acre was

affected Ijy the wash of a few years before, and two

other small pieces are stony. One of the latter

might be tilled, but the owner happens to have

sufficient better land for his needs. The remaining

thirty-four-od<l acres of pasture that could have

been tilled in 1936 belong almost entirely to

Ladinos who own a few cattle, who thus need the

pasture, and who are wealthy enough to be able to

divert part of their land to this use. One large

piece was in family litigation in 1936 and could not

therefore be rented to Indians for vegetable grow-

ing as it has been since. Disregarding such an

exceptional circumstance, it appears to be true

that only when a man owns considerable land, and

happens to need pasture, will he sacrifice some of it

to the purpose. That Indians are rarely in such a

position explains why only five Indians had pasture

land in 1936. Two of them owned the stony mar-

ginal plots alluded to above. The third, a land-

rich Indian, had a small piece on which to keep

his mule. The fourtli, a dairying Indian with

sufficient land, had a small pasture for his cattle.

I do not have data on the fifth case, involving less

than one-fifth acre. The exceptional cases help

make it clear that the Indians tend to use all their

land as intensively as possible. Statements by

Indians suggest that such use is explicitl}' valued.

The smallness of the percentage (3.6) of delta

land confined to the cultivation of corn also con-

firms the tendency, especially among Indians, to

more intensive cultivation. Most "cornfield only"

lands are at the foot of the hillsides, chiefiy the

west hill north of town (map 4). This land is often

irregular, stony, and not irrigable and thus not

suited to vegetables. The plot at the base of the

east hill was rendered unsuitable for gardening by

the wash a few years before. The two pieces of

land in the delta interior happen also to be too

irregular and stony for the easy cultivation of

vegetables. Some of the "cornfield only" land,

however, appears to be suitable at least for coft'ee,

and by my argument sliould not be left for corn.

The largest single piece ("K acres) is owned by a

relatively poor Ladino family, and I do not know
why they do nothing more profitable with it.

Another piece is owmed by a Ladino who actually

has coffee planted in all but this corner of a large

parcel of land. The remaining hill-base cornfields

are owned by three Indian families, and two Indian

families share with a Ladino the two parcels in the

center of the delta. The five Indian families are

all well above the average in the amount of land

they own and control and so can, perhaps, afford

to make less intensive use of these marginal lots.

Perhaps the ultimate explanation is that sacrifices

arc frequently made for the sake of corn growing,

since corn is of such great importance in the

kitchen.

The statement that land is usually devoted

exclusively to corn only when it is unsuitable for

more intensive use also explains the cornfields in

the hills, most of which are good only for rainy-

season rnilpn. It is significant that parts of the

hills suitable for coffee or vegetables are being

more and more converted to such crops. This

fact suggests another point about the delta. It

seems likely that in years past more land was less

intensively used than was the case in 1936 and

that the continuing tendency has been to culti-

vate more and more coffee and vegetables, and
to leave less and less land idle or planted only

with corn. Informants talk about "new land";

i. e., land with no recent history of vegetable

growing; and, as do the other facts available, they

indicate that such new land is disappearing.

Some of the new land of course is now in coffee,

but a good part of what there evidently was,

especially on the west side of the delta, is now
devoted to truck gardening.

COFFEE OR TRUCK

The reason why lands are alternatively devoted

to coffee or to truck demonstrates contrasts

between the economies of Indians and Ladinos.

Some land may be more suited to coffee than to

truck (probably never the reverse); however, the

land of the delta is sufficiently homogeneous to

make it unlikely that this limiting factor is

important. Certainly it is negligible compared

to the easily demonstrable fact that the Ladinos

tend to grow coffee and the Indians truck. The
large blocks of coffee lands shown on map 4 are

seen by a comparison with map 6 to be also blocks

of land owned by Ladinos; and those where

vegetables are grown are predominantly Indian-

owned. Chart 3, a, a comparison of the two

sides of the delta, shows that there is no great

difference in the distribution of crops geographi-
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calh'. On the other hand, chart 3, b, as clearly

shows that coffee is grown very much more on

Ladino land than on Indian land. Actually,

78.3 percent of the delta coffee land belongs to

Ladinos, while 73 percent of all truck land is

Indian-owned. If the land rented by Indians

from Ladinos is added, the Indians indeed have

82 percent of all of the truck land. The dif-

ference between Indian and Ladino is the over-

ruling factor in the use of land: wherever Ladinos

own land they tend to grow coffee; wherever

Indians own land, the\' tend to grow truck

crops. In order to test this rule in detail map 5

compares the relationship in sections of the delta

that were divided arbitrarily for another purpose.

The figures (table 5) show that there is an ex-

ception to the rule; the following analysis both

explains the exception and gives additional

insight into patterns of land use.

Table 5.

—

Location of Indian and Ladino coffee and truck
lands
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LAKE ATITLAN

Map 5.— Coffee and truck lauds.
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the pertinent facts in explanation are (a) that in

these sections there are more Indian houses than

in any others, and (6) the Indians favor coffee

around the house site because children and

animals damage gardens close by. In terms of the

second statement, the explanation might be that

truck, the crop of the group dominant in the

ownership of E2, E3, and E4, influences the crop of

other owners in the same direction (as in the case,

above, of section W5). This explanation could

not cover W4, however, where Ladinos own almost

70 percent of the land. Nor would such a rule be

applicable in the contrary direction, since it is not

true that the largest proportions of Indian coffee

are in sections most dominated by Ladinos.

(4) Two dominant patterns may be identified.

In one, comprising sections Wl, W2, W3, W4, El,

and E5, the Ladinos own the great bulk of the land

and have it largely in coffee, while the Indian

land, smaller in extent, is largely in truck. Section

Chart 3.—Coffee vs. truck acreage. a, Ea.st side and West, crop distribution much alike; 6, Ladinos grow coffee, Indians

grow truck.
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El is atypical only in tliat the land is almost

equally divided between the "races." El and

E5 are unusual in that the Ladinos have extraor-

dinarily large proportions of their land in coffee

:

the statistics are upset by the fact that in each

section there happens to be a coffee plantation

accounting for a large part of Ladino-ownetl land.

Section W4 is atypical in that the Indians, instead

of having a large percentage of their land in truck,

actually have a little more in coffee than they have

in truclc. Most of the disproportion is accounted

for by one large-land-holding Indian family that

came to Panajachel from Soloh'i two generations

ago and has planted coffee on most of its land. In

the area of the delta comprising sections W3, "\Y4,

and Wf) tlie soil tends to be sandy rather than

black. Tlie Indians say tluit until recently they

thought it was not very suitable for vegetables.

They were proved very wrong, but the fact

remains that vegetables were not grown much in

the area. Sections W3 and ^4 are particularly

stony, since the river once flowed through them,

and probably little cultivated until coffee (easier to

plant under the circumstiinces than truck) was
introduced. It is likely that tlie family of S0I0I&

Indians (whose coffee groves are indeed very old)

planted most of the land in coffee because at the

time any other course seemed impracticable. In

any case it will be seen that there are good reasons

for a large landowner to plant a large proportion

in coffee.

In the second pattern, comprising sections Wfi,

E2, Ea, and E4, the Indians own the great bulk

of the land and have it largely in truck, while

the Ladino land, smaller in extent, is largely in

coffee. Section W5, atypical in that the Ladinos

reverse their usual condition of having more coffee

than truck (although they still have three times

as much of their land in coffee as the Indians do)

has been discussed above.

TRUCK LANDS

The specific uses to which truck lands are put

are exceedingly complex, differing with the class

of owner, the season, and to some extent the kind

of land. Most of the data obtained concern lands

used by resident Indians whose use patterns are

also described below in connection with agricul-

tural practices. In anticipation some general

points are pertinent.

A given piece of truck land is utilized in one of

three ways:

(1) Com may be grown during the rainy season,

in which case the soil is prepared much as in the

hills. The niilpa occupies the land for about 7

months. Sometimes while the corn is drying the

cucumberlike melon locally called pepino is

planted between the corn plants. The land is

not otherwise utilizable during those 7 months.

(2) Pepinos, usually planted in small individual

hills, occupy the land for from 9 to 11 months;

with the exception noted above, it camiot be

othenvise used during that time.

(3) Most frequently the land is made into the

rectangular garden beds, called iablones, in which

are grown onions, garlic, sweet cassava, sweet-

potatoes, and various other vegetables including

cabbage, carrots, radishes, etc. These crops have

different growing seasons, and some—notably the

tubers—are grown simultaneously with others.

Thus there results great complexity. But where

and when there are tahlon crops, neither com
nor pejnnos are grown.

Between crops, some land is usually idle. How
much land is idle in a particular case depends upon
the crops customarily planted by the owner.

There are several very common patterns in this

respect, which may be listed as follows:

(1) A season of corn followed by a crop of

garlic, and repeated. This sequence crowds the

land, for since garlic grows for at least from 5 to 6

months, and corn for at least from 6 to 7, obviously

the planting of one must coincide with the harvest-

ing of the other. The land is never idle. This

sequence is not considered favorable for the garlic,

so frequently corn succeeds garlic, but another

crop succeeds the corn.

(2) A season of corn followed .by a crop of beans,

and repeated. This is a popular sequence,

especially with the rich (notably Ladinos). It

usually allows 2 months' rest for the land each

year, and no doubt is preservative of the richness

of the soil; it is not an economically intensive use

of the land.

(3) A season of corn followed by one or two

crops of onions and other vegetables, and repeated.

Depending upon the amount of onions grown,

there may be 2 or 3 months of rest, or none.

(4) The whole year devoted to onions and other

vegetables. Onion niu-sery grows for 2 months,

the transplanted onions for another 3, and the
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tablones allowed to go to seed for another 5 or 6.

Since it is a rare individual who can regulate his

time and land perfectly, part of such land is

usually idle for a month or two once or twice a

year. In most cases very little is planted during

the rainy season, so frecjuently there are 4 or 5

idle months during that time.

(5) A crop of garlic followed by a crop or two

of onions and other vegetables. As in the case

above, there is apt to be considerable idleness of

the land during the rainy season.

(6) A crop of pepinos, occupying most of the

year, followed by one of the various yearly patterns

mentioned above. Most frec[uently, perhaps,

pepinos are alternated with one of the combina-

tions including corn, and in such cases the pepinos

may be planted while the corn is still in the field.

Pepinos are rarely grown in consecutive years on

the same land.

A particular landowner may follow several of

these patterns on ditTerent plots of his land.

For example, it is frecpient among Indians for a

man to use two pieces of land in manner \o. (i, but

to alternate them so that in any one year he has

both pepinos and the other crops growing.

Notwithstanding such complexity, it is possible

with some confidence to calculate how the truck

land is use<l in any one year, for particular families

and "race" groups usually follow consistent and
commonly knowni patterns. Table 7, which

brings togetluT the myriad items of land-use data,

calculated for every plot of land, reports the

acreage devoted to each of the important truck

crops during the year.

The situation whereby so great a proportion of

idle land is to be found diu-ing the rainy season

when tablon crops are relatively few could be

avoided if all the land were planted with corn

during the rainy season. Actually, the Ladinos

do plant corn on virtually all their tablon land, and

their idle land is found rather in the dry season;

this results in less intensive cultivation of the most
valuable money crop of the dry season, onions.

Most Indians cannot afford this. Garlic and corn

might seem the optimum combination from this

point of view. But garlic supposedly cannot be

grown j^ear after year in the same land; it is also

said that garlic land should be prepared months

in advance to allow the turned-under grass to rot,

so that a repeated sequence of garlic and corn is

uncommon. Of course continual use of land is

not the only measure of intensity of use; as wdl

be seen later, when compared with corn or any

other crop, the labor and the gross income involved

in vegetable growing is out of all proportion to

the acreage involved.

Table 8 compares the percentage of acreage

devoted to various crops throughout the year

(the arithmetic mean of the monthly figures) on

Ladino lands, resident Indian lands, and those of

outside Indians virtually all of whom live in San

Jorge. Tlie comparison is instructive: unlike the

resident Indians who strike a lialance, the Jorgcnos

devote almost 57-percent of their land to onions

(and grow neither corn nor garlic) and the Ladinos

the same proportion to corn (and grow no j^epinos).

In the case of the San Jorge residents, the explana-

tion evidently is that they have acquired these

lands for onion growing; on the one hand they

doubtless have cornfield lantls back home that

occupy their rainy season time and give them the

grain they need, and on the other, onions rather

than garlic are a traditional crop in San Jorge. The
case of Ladinos, who grow so niuch corn on truck

Table 7.

—

Panajaclul truck acreage
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lands, is particularity illustrative of the tliflcrence

in economies of the local Indians and Ladiiios.

Corn is the important breadstuff to both, and it is

advantageous to grow at least enough for house-

hold needs. But only the rich are able to do so.

Few Indians, but most Ladinos, arc independent

enough of the need to earn a livelihood through

money crops to be able to grow corn instead.

(The same may be said of beans, another food

staple, which are grown disproportionately by

Ladinos.) A complementary reason for the differ-

ence is that Ladinos depend upon Indians for

agricultural labor, hence prefer crops that depend

less on intensive labor. Another case is the noted

Ladino preference for coffee as opposed to truck.

Table S.— Truck-land use of Ladinos and resident and
nonresident Indians
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organizing infonnation for 161 pieces of Indian-

planted land, will give an idea of their kinds and
relative frequencies.

In the section where the value of the various

crops is discussed (pp. 1 OS- 116), some light is

thrown on the problem of the relative efficiency of

some of tlio uses. But since other factors besides

profits during a year must be taken into consid-

eration, that discussion is hardly definitive. The
crop combinations favored by indivichials ap])car

little related to their total wealth. A thorough

comparison of the truck crops planted and of total

land wealth, or truck-land wealth (for which data

are available) is not made because a quick survey

shows that this would probably not be worth the

effort. E.xamination of the crops planted by 25

of the poorest, 10 medium rich, and the 8 wealthi-

est families shows little diiference except that the

rich, baving more land, tend to plant one piece

more unifonnly than the poor and achieve the

same variety by planting different pieces with

different crops. I looked for the rich to plant more
corn in their truck lands on the same principle that

Ladinos do, but the difference is not obvious.

AGRICULTURE

THE MILPA

In the niilpa, or cornfield, grow maize, beans,

and squash or pumpkins. Beans are rarely if

ever planted in delta cornfields; but in about

two-thirds of the hill cornfields they are planted

with every fifth or sixth corn plant. ^' Beans are

*' In some plac«3 in Quatomah beans are plained nut only together witb the

corn, so that the vines climb up the cornstalks, but also iu rows between the

rows of corn.

Chart 4.—The use of truck land by resident Indians: 1, Corn; 2, corn-pepino; 3, pepinos; 4, onion nursery; 5, onions;

6, onion seed; 7, idle (resting); 8, vine beans; 9, ground beans; 10, miscellaneous vegetables; 11, garlic.
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also widely ijrown in the delta in the dry season

entirely apart from corn, in separate gardens;

these beans will he discussed separately. Squash,

of the kinds called ayoies and chilacayotes, are

very infrequently grown in the delta cornfields,

but almost universally in the hills, planted between

the rows of corn at wide intervals, and never

except in cornfields.

Corn is grown only in the rainy season -' on

the hillsides, where it is virtually the only crop

" Occasionally a rich Indian plants a tew stalks of com In Irrigated delta

fields during the dry season. The Indians recognize the practice as uneco-

nomical; some insist that for some reason such out-of-season corn does not

produce.

Table 9.

—

Resident Indian truck crop patterns '
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On new land in the hills, the trees and brush are

cut away with machetes during March and early

April, and burned over during the last of April,

when it is ready for planting. On land used the

year before, the soil is thorouglily hoed and the

weeds and old cornstalks piled and burned.

Ashes are thought to be good fertilizer. Seed

has been kept on the ear from the year before,

carefully selected by picking over. Seeds from

the same piece of land are usually planted each

year, for each altitude and region has its appropri-

ate variety. After the first rains of May, a

number of men plant together, each with a small-

bladcd hoe and a small bag in which the seed is

carried. A 6-inch hole is dug with the hoe and
five or six seeds are carefully placed in it, after

which the hole is covered over with the hoe and the

earth patted down. Every fifth or sixth plant,

chosen so they will not form rows, is planted also

with three or four beans. *' Squash are planted

(between the corn plants) only after the corn is up.

On a slope, planting is begun at the top, and the

rows follow the contoiir lines, apart either a vara

and a half (4.1 feet) or a vara and three-quarters

(4.8 feet), apparently depending on the practice

of the farmer rather than on the type of soil.

The distance between plants in a row is the

same as between rows. Some Indians say that on

new land, known to be richer, the distances are

reduced by a foot, but the few data I have do not

seem to bear this out. I have seen corn growing

on slopes as steep as about 45°. In irregular

fields, odd niches of soil are utilized simply by
planting as many stalks as the space permits; no

land is ordinarily neglected if it can be planted.

Until the seed sprouts, at least, the fields are

carefully guarded against gracklcs, mice, etc.

Scarecrows and traps of various kinds are used ; but

children are frequently on the field a good part of

the time. Seeds which do not sprout are replaced.

After the danger of small animals is past, the milpa

need be visited only every few days. The field is

usually cultivated twice, sometimes tlu-ee times:

when the plants are about a yard high, the field is

weeded and the earth lulled around each plant to a

height of about a foot; then with the second weed-

s' There is no fixed pbn for the distribution of corn and beans. The planter

actually places about 2 pounds or corn and a half pound of beans (foT a cuerda—
0.178 acre) in his bag and draws out a handful for planting. If there happen

to be less than five or more than six liernels of corn, he malces a correction. If

there are one, two, or three beans, he plants them—provided that he has not

planted beans in the immediate vicinity. What goes into each hole, is

tberefore, partly a matter of chance.

ing (when the "points" begin to form on the

plants) the mound is built to about a foot and a

half; at the same time the leaves of the bottom of

the stalks are often cut away. Like the planting,

each cultivation is done by a group of men with

hoes. When the ears are formed, some are

usually picked for eating or sale and the leaves

around them cut for use. Wlien the ears are

fairly ripe, the tops of the stalks may be cut off for

use as fodder. Now in delta fields the stalks are

nicked above the middle and the tops bent over so

that the ears point downward. The tall corn in

the delta is particularly vulnerable to wind; the

reason given for "doubling" it, however, is that it

protects the ears from the birds and the last rains

which otherwise rot the grain. While the grain

ripens, the field is especially protected from the

larger animals: deadfall traps are used.

In December, the men harvest, again work in

groups, each witii his shoulder bag, a large mesh

bag,'" and a harvesting nail, a 6- to 8-inch hard-

wood or bone spike with which he separates the

ear from the husk to remove the bare ear. Large

ears are taken with the husk. Harvesting begins

at the upper edge of a hill so that ears that fall

can be retrieved later (the poor later are permitted

to glean anything left). The harvesters carry

the corn back at noon and at night, emptying

the bags in the courtyard of the house where the

ears dry for several days before being stacked on

the ear in the granary. Practically every part of

the corn plant, from the stalks to the silk, has

important uses which need not be detailed here.

Of course the grain itself is the basic food staple.

CORN YIELDS

The corn yield varies not only from year to

year but with difTering terrain and soil fertility,

hence also on the length of time the land has been

in use. Indians ordinarily report their harvest

in number of bags whose content varies with their

size and, since they are filled with whole ears,

with the quantity of grain on an ear of given size.

Since the land harvested is also not exactly

measured, it is little wonder that ofiicial statistics

(not themselves too carefully gathered) should

" Marie of maguey fiber in towns outside of Panajachel, and bought in

the markets. The bags are closed at both ends by means of drawstrings.

They differ in size, depending on the number of meshes and the size of each.

According to intormimts, those most commonly used in Panajachel are of

meshes 50 by 10 or 5f) by 9. Some are 40 by 10 and 36 by 12. One informant

uses bags of 56 by 12, but he says these are uncommon.
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be unreliahlc. Production of corn in the Depart-

ment of Solnifi in 1935 3G was oflicially esti-

mated at 62,249 hundredweight on 4,094 man-

zanas of cultivated land," or aljout 13.7 bushels

per acre, next year at 136,484 hutidredweight on

5,952 manzanas ,^'' or 23.6 bushels per acre. Ac-

cording to the same source the yield per acre in

the R(!public as a wholes dropped from 17.2 in

1935-36 to a litth- less than 16 in 1930-37. Even

were these estimates reliable, tht^ yield in Paiia-

jachel might b(\ (juite different from that of the

Department of Solold.

In Panajachel tlie Indians consider "three bags

per cuerda" an average yield; they say they may
get only half of that or as much as four bags or

more. Offhand they say that om; bag gives 100

pounds of siiclled corn,'-' so that tlieir "(hree bags

per cuerda" may Ik; translated 30 bushels per

acre. Tins yield is attributed to hill land, un-

fertilized (except by the yeaily wild gi'owth and the

cornstallis burned or tvu-ned under. Town land is

known to produce more Ix^'ause, it is level and

usually fertilized with rotted leaves of coffee

bushes. Indications are that the Iiulians figure

too optimistically. In delta truck lands where

the soil is fertilized, the field easily guarded, and

the j)lants can even be watered if necessary, it is

true that tlu! yield is high. A reliable informant

for 15 consecutive years harvested from a cuerda

(0.178 acre) of sucli land as much as 46 bushels

per acre, which appears to be about the nnixi-

nunn. Judging from other data, the worst yield

from that piece of land is about 20 bushels per

acre. My only other information on delta yields

comes from an tixperimental milpa wc planted

in 1936;^* the area was small and the year bad;

too much reliance must not be placed on the re-

sidts. The yield for the whole plot was at the

rate of 25 bushels per aere, the range; between 57

and 4. In the portion i)lantcd in the siime manner

<i Mrmmin. I)i>pt. Aprl., 1937, p. M2 (OllatPmala. 1938).

" MemoTia. Ilcpt. AKri-, I'J.tH, ji. 213 (auateitmla. 1939).

" EstirTi:it<'Sof t'risiial infdrrnaiils rant'cl frorii r.o li> \M pounds for a "laipi'"

bag. In good harvests, with more and larger kerneKs to the ear the net weight
of Uie grain is greater per liagfiil of harvested (jiirs. Sinew bags difler in size.

It is dlllicult to bo .satisfied in llie matter. I helped thresh only one bagful

of corn, so must depend upon statements of three reliable informants. They
seem to agree that in times of good harvest a standard .')0 by 10 bag—the

numbers refer to tlie number nf mesties -liolds eaoiigli ears to give 1110 pounds
of shelled corn. One says that a good harvest gives 11.'; poun.ls from a full

bag of this siie, but that in bail years the yield is only 100 pounds. Another,
who uses oversize (.W by 12), bags, gets 120 pounds, but that in tlio poor year
1939 each bag yielded only 95 |)ounds.

" The experiment and its results aie outlined iu my mii'i<ifilmcd notes,

pp. HU-194.

as the Indians nonnally do in the delta, the yield

was about^ 30 bushels per acre. However, the

experimental plants suffered extraordinary vicissi-

tudes. It. seems on the whole probable that the

normal yield in tin; delta is well over 30 bushels

per acre, and that it rnn to about 35 in 1936.

The yield on the hillsides is certainly less.

Thn^e reliable informants furnished the following

information on their own harvests over a period

of years:

(1) Ten cucrdas (1.78 acres), near the foot of the East

slope; mediinii incline; stony soil (consitlored good);

the land had l)con at rest tip to 193-1, when the vegetation

had been felled and tjurned and milpa planted. In 19.35

the informant .sowed tliis sccond-.vear land in the usual

manner, half with yellow and half with white corn. The
weather diirine; the growing season was favorable. The
yield was at the rate of 28 bushels per acre for the yellow

corn, 20 busliels per acre for the white; average yield, S4

huahcts per acre.

(2) Same land as No. 1; [ilanli'd in 1930 with yellow

corn only. The weather conditions were loss favorable

tlian in lOS-'J; average yield, 25 bushels per acre.

(3) Thirty cuerdas (.'j.3! acres) on the East slope; the

soil is black and loose, witli few stones; since 1914 it had

been used annually for milpa, but the cornstalks were

always tnrncfl back into the soil, and only occasionally

were the leaves removed from the field. The higher part

of the field is much more inclined than the lower, whicli

is almost levt-l; a barren rock cliff also shades jiart of the

liigher portion. In 1937 the informant planted one-half

of the piece, including higli and low portions. Cultivation

was as usual, except that hard i>laoes (in which clumps of

grass grew) were hoed up. Fourteen of the fifteen cucrdas

were sown with yellow corn; the other, at the liighest edge

of the land, at the foot of the rock cliff, was sown with

wliite corn. The harvest of yellow corn was at the rate

of 14,3 bushels, of white corn, 20 bushels; average yield,

l.'f,7 bu!:hels per acre.

(4) Same land as No. 3, l)iit the entire pieces planted by

the informant and his family. Cultivated in the same
manner as usual, in 1938 white corn was planted in a strip

along the higher edge, occupying 8 of the 30 cords. The
rest was planted with a y(41ow corn that a local Ladino is

supposed to have brought from Puerto Barrios (on the

Atlantic coast) 2 years before and planted in I'anajachel.

The land was divided acro.ss the contour into four equal

stri[)s, each planted by one mc^mber of the family. The
yellow corn yielded 22. .'J bushels per acre, the center

strijjs 21 bushels and the other, 1 9. fi bushels per acre. The
white corn liid very piHirly, yielding at the rate of .5

bushels per acre; nveragv yield, 17.8 bushels per acre.

(.')) Same land as No. A, i)lanted in 1939 entirely with

yellow corn. lieaiis were also i)lanted, l)Ut yielded nothing

for lack of rain. The weather was very unfavorable. One
outside strip yielded 18 bushels per acre, the other, 16.5;

one inside strip yielded Hi. .5 and the other, 1 1.-1 bushels per

acre; average yield, 15.6 bushels per acre.

(G) Four cuerdas of 34 varus (0.784 acre) on the hillside,
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near th<^ lake shore, of San Bueiiavoiitiire; stony soil that

had been used for seven consecutive years. Informant

l)lanted niilpa in 1939, burning the old cornstallcs and
using no other fertilizer; sowed the yellow Puerto Barrios

seed referred to in No. 4, at intervals of 1% varus instead

of the more usual l}^. Weather unfavorable; average

yield, 19.6 bushels per acre.

(7) Three and a half cuerdas (0.623 acre) at the foot of

the cast hill and the lower part almost level; soil clayey;

protected on one side by neighboring niilpa, and below by
truck garden. The land had been continuously cultivated

with milpa since 1924 by the informant, who burned the

stalks and leaves each year as its only fertilizer. Planting

yellow corn in the usual manner, except that lie cuts away
the first growth before the "first cultivation," and at

intervals of 1% varus, the informant says that good harvests

have yielded 287 pounds. This is at the rate of 29 bushels

per acre. In 1939, however, when the weather was very

unfavorable, the yield was at the rate of only 15 bushels

per acre. Probublc average annual yield, some 25 bushels

per acre.

(8) Four and one-half cuerdas (0.8 acre) contiguous and
similar to No. 7. Tliis land has the same history as No. 7,

except that from 1933 to 1937 it was mortgagc<l to and
iLsed by another Indian who, according to the informant,

planted the same seeds by the same methods as he does

himself. This was planted in 1938 with the same yellow

seed; yield, S3.1 bushels per acre. In the year 1939, witli

unfavorable weather, the harvest was like that of No. 7;

yield, 15 bushels per acre.

These arc records of informants. In 1940 I was
able to check some of them:

(9) The owner of the land of cases Nos. 7 and 8, who
planted the whole 8 cuerdas (1.42 acres) in 1940, measured
oS a cuerda in the cent(!r of the field and harvested the corn

of this section separately. The harvest consisted of three

50 by 10 mesh bags, one containing small huskc^d ears, the

second large ears in tlie husk, and the third some of each.

I could not shell the corn (for the owner would have no way
of storing the grain), but I weiglicd tlie bag.s on an accurate

balance. The first bag weighed just 150 ijounds, the

second 140, and the third (which was not full) just 75.

We carefully calculated that we should reduce the total

by 40 pounds for the bags, husks, and cobs. The re-

mainder was 325 pounds of grain, which meant that the

measured cuerda yielded at the rate of 32.6 bushels per

acre. The measured-olT cuerda obviously yielded better

than the field as a whole, as the center usually does. We
calculated, simply by counting the total number of bags

husked and of unhusked corn and a.ssuming that they

weighed the .same as did our samples, that the yield of

the wliole field, including white maize that did poorly,

was at the rate of just So bushels per acre. This is just

what we had previously calculated from his information

alone.

Tlie iufdiiiiaiit said Ihal (he yield in 1910, that

we had just niea.sured, was ulxml the same as

that of 19:58, and nuieh better than that of 19:59.

A i^lance at tlie fij^iires of cases Nos. 7 and 8,

inch'pendenlly colleeted in 19:59, will show how
nearly correct his judgment was. ''{''hei-C! seems
little qnestion that the yields nu^ntioned in these

last three cases are very nearly correct. It is

especially signilicant, therefore, to note again

that this land began to produce corn in 1924 and
without the addition of any outside fertilizer in

1940 it still yiolch^l 25 bushels per acre.

(10) An informant who had not previou.sly supplied me
with information allowed me to weigh the harvest of corn
yielded by what he said were 3 cuerdas (0.54 acres) of

steep Santa Catarina hillside which he had rented. I did

not see or measure the land, but I saw the five small bags
of corn that it produced and noting that they were equal,

we shelled but one of the five and weighed the grain.

The grain weighed 05 pounds, so that it may bo calculated

that the total yield was 325 pounds, or at the rate (if the

land area was correctly calculated) of 11 bushels per acre.

Unfortunately, I neglected to ask th.e informant how much
corn he had oaten before the harvest; since he is poor, it

may be that such a factor was impoitant in the case.

A casual informant said that his 1940 yield from

4 cuerdas was four large bags, each containing ir)0

poTuids, or at the rate of 20 bushels per acre. A
very reliable Indian told me that a e(>rtain 30

rtirnld.'i (5.4 acres) planted for the second year,

yielded 48 large bags; if tlu; bags averaged (as in

case 9) 1:50 pounds of shelled corn, the yield per

acre on this largo })iece was 21 bushels per acre.

If sueli iceords are typical, the yield of hillside

corn rarely if ever reaches :5I) l)ushels per acre.

The range in eases icporled is fi-om 29 down to

11 bushels per ncrc (leaving out the disastrous

white corn of case No. 4), the average of

good and bad years about 20 bushels per acre.

In the long run "bad"' years may be less frequent

and the long-lime average yield closer to 30

than to 20 bushels, as tin; Indians believe. Never-

theless, for 1930 I have set it at 20 bushels. It

shoidd be emphasized that Panajachel hill land

is not exhausted as (juickly as reputed here and
elsewhere using the same system of agriculture.

(McBryde, 1947, i)p. 17-18). The land of cases

3, 4, and 5, in use continuously since 1914, yield-

ed 22.5 bushels per acre of yellow corn in 1940,

com|)ar(>d with the yieUls of 28 and 25 bushels

per acre for second and third year land (cases 1

ami 2). Cases 7, 8, and 9, in continuous use since

1924, show a yield of 25 bushels per acre in 1940.

The evidence is not conclusive; soil analys(>s were

not madcr, it is also conceivable that tlu^ Indians

who say that animals W(>re never grazed on the

land err in their historical accounts.
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The normal return in corn appears to be close BEAN-SQUASH YIELDS

to two-hundred-fokl in the hills and four-hundred- j . ,.
i i

• . t
, , ^, -, ,. , , ,, , .1 Information on milpa beans is scant. In one

fold in the della. The Indians' report that they .if u , a i i i i.

, , , , , ,
'

case, the farmer harvested 1 pound per plant
sow about a pound of seed to the cuerda, or o.6 ,,,_ , n c i i i i -.

i .
'

' (1]2 pounds per acre) of black, white, and red
pounds to the acre, appears reasonable. Kernels , n r i

•

i i i i ii a .i •
i^_ • ,, r ,^o . inr, i .1 beans, all of whicli yielded equally. Another said

of corn suitable for sowinp; run 100 to IJO to the .i ^ i
• • i i r i i" i i "

i i
• ,r,.i^

., , , ,
r ^, ,,,,•, that his yield of black beans on new land in 19.?5

ounce; if planted 5 kernels to the stalk at inter-
. "oo

i i a t i i-
' ' /, T^ ,• , ,• ,s - 1 came to 8.S pounds per acre and tliat an addi-

vals of 1.5 rams (4.1 English feet), some 7 pounds . \ , i \ * i i i * i t
,

^ , '^ m/ i-iT- 1 tional (unknown) amount had l)een st()l(>;i. In
would be used to the acre, the ditterence be-

, i i
•

t i i . ^i , t 'n
. . ^ , . „ , 1, 19'^h the same land yielded at the rate of 5.3

tween this figure and 5.G pounds may result
, a ,i r r" .

i i
•

i * i
,"7 r / .1 * pounds. Another Indian reported haviii!' planted

because usually not everv foot of the acre is
, -„ r i i i i ,- i

.,. , , ^ -^
, ", • r ^ 1 r 84 bean plants per acre, .)() of black, and 1/ each

utilizable. Even on the basis of 6 pounds of
c i •. i if i

•

i i i ^ i ,i
, , .,, . , ,

of white and red, from which he harvested (he
seed to the acre, a conservative normal lull yield • i\ oq i f i i i i i . i

, , '. Ill, said) 28 pounds ol lilack beans, and an unreported
of 20 bushels gives a return one-hundred-and- ., ^ ,, ,, . . •

, .i ! f
, , , , . . 1,1, quant itv ol tlie ottwrs. Another said that fi'oin

eighty-seven-fold, and a minimum normal tlelta ,' "; /, -o , i i . i .->- if
• , , r „„ 1 1 1 . 1 II 1 10 cucntas [l.ii, acres) he harvested 2o pounds of

yield of 30 bushels, a return two-huimred-and-
, ^ at - / i ^ xi i i i i

'.
, , , , XT , • 1 .1 f 1

beans, in case Wo. o (above) tlie beans yielded
eighty-fold. No account is here taken of seeds . n i f ,u i f • ,, V\ ,i'^

'. , . , . , , , , ,, 1
. nothing at all because ol lack ol ram. On the

used in replanting, which would lower the relative , . •

i
, , • i<r- u, f - ,

' ^ basis ol such data it is dithcult to lorm a, judgment
'

, •, 1 /- • f 1
as to average or normal yield. As calculated from

In all the cases cited, live grains of see<l per n- •

i c '

.i • iT- .i i i ^^
, , T X- 1 .1 1 - ,1 1- olncial hgures, the yield in the whole Department

plant were used. In cases A os. 1 through .), the dis- =
, . ,„.,^„„„ ,„.,., ,

'
, ,11. , , f r • .1 was 66.3 pounds m 19.3.j-,36 - and 9.5.1 pounds per

tance between the jilants was 4.1 leet, m the re- . '.,,. .>.,,.„,,, , .
•

i ,.,,„.,, • ,, . • 1 ,1 acre in 19,i6-37.^» Jiut these reports must include
mainder 4.8 feet. Assuming that m each case the ,, n i i t •

, , , ,, 1 r . • , 1,1. ground beans as well as miiiia b<'a;!s. 1 estimate
seed was planted throughout at even intervals, that Vi . ,i i . f i i , -,1

, . , 1 • ,1 /- . that the harvest ol beans planted with corn in
7 pounds ol seeil were used per acre in the nrst ,, • i i i m i

• ,r>., . i -r-
,^ 1 • ,1 ,1 .1 ,

lanaiachel hul milpas in 19.50 averaged ^5 pounds
cases and 5 pounds in the others, the returns were:

, .i -,7
o i

to the acre.-*'

^°- ^' Data on the yields of squash are also inadequate.
Yellow Two-huncired-and-t\ventv-four-f(il(l. t ,i i i < . ,

,,.,.. r, 1 I I 1 • t <•" u f'l the seven cases recorded—nonc^ trom trained
White One-luinared-aiid-sixtv-fola.

I,Tp 2 Two-hundred-fold. informants— the number of plants range<l from 17

No. 3: to 315 per acre, and tlu^ yield between 3 and 5

Yellow One-hundred-and-fourteen-fold. chilacayoles and between 5 and 10 ayotes per
White One-hundred-and-sixty-fold.

pij^,j^_ Pj.,-,j^j ^j^j^ information I estimate an av-
^°'

Yellow One-hundred-and-eighty-fold.
^^'^^^ YK'W of 50 chllacnyntr. ail.l 100 ai,'Oles per

White Forty-fold. acre.

No. .I Or.e-hundred-and-twenty-five-fold. TRUCK FARMIN(;
No. f) Two-hundred-and-eighteen-fold.

No. 7: The chief crops in irrigated llelds in the delta
Average Two-hundred-and-eighty-fold. (besides corn) are onions and garlic, beans, and

No
8-*^'* One-hu„dred-and-sixty-eiKht-fold.

^^,.j^ vegetables as cabbugi.s, .•arrots, turnips,
°'

1938 Two-h,i„dred-and.f,ftv-eight-fold.
nidishes, etc., sweet cassava and sweetpotatoes,

1939 Onc-hundred-and-.sixty-cight-fold. "'1^1 pepinos. Garlic and pepinos have fixed

No. 9: I)lanting and harvesting times; the others may be
Whole area Two-hundred-and-eighty-fold. found at any time at any stage of development.
Measured por- Three-hundred-and-sixty-five-fold. £^^^^3 may be grown at any time, l)ut in practice

are generally planted in delta milpas between
In the one case of the delta lan;l mentioned above,
,, . ,, . , ,

, 1 . r 1, r^^ " A/€morm, l>..pt. Agr., I'MT. p. 332.
the yield was tour-hundred-and-si.\ty-told. the => A/fmo™, ixi.t. .\sr.. lyss, p. 211.

return m those portions of the experimental milpa " '^'^'^^'^ '^ '''*' ""^ 'lucstiim m the effect or miipn beans on the com yield.

1,1 1 fi. i.L T 1- r , • On that i)oint there is no informution from the Indians; hut from the incon-
planted more or less after the Indian fashion was elusive results of the experimental ooruflelditappearsth.it beans do adversely

two-hundred-and-twenty-eight-fold. Probably the ''''^''' "^"^ '^"™ y'*^'''- '° ''^"^ "^^^ '"'""'= '''^^"^ "'<''" planted, the corn

111, • 1 1 • li 1 ,1 1 1 , c 1 1
yield was smaller (and in all hut one case much smaller) than in corresponding

iioniial delta yield is well above three-hundred-fold. pUnts wiihout he.ms.
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milpa seasons to fill in the remaining 4 months.

The tools employed in truck farming are the pick-

ax, the hoc, a i)ointed wooden stick, and a tin basin

or a gourd for watering. In general the techniques

employed are those of a home gardener; a great

deal of meticulous hand labor is involved.

All except a few plants, especially pepinos and

tomatoes, are grown in rectangular garden beds

called tabUmcf:. These beds, neatly and sharply

raised above clean straight troughs that separate

them, are characteristic of the irrigated lands of

the town. Singly or in patches of a dozen or two

they are to be fountl in all parts, surrounded by

coffee and fruit trees. The amount of land avail-

able sometimes limits the leiigth (ideally 32 varas

or about 88 feet), but rarely changes the width

from its apparent optimum of three rams (about

8 feet). If a bed is wider than this, it is difficult

to reach the center from the gutters; if narrower,

too much space is wasted by the gutters. The
standard is a bed 3 by 32 varas, with eight beds to

a cuerda. Most of the working time of the

Indians, at almost any time of the year, is spent- in

making the beds or planting, transplanting, water-

ing, weeding, or harvesting the vegetables.

In the dry season, the land is first thoroughly

flootled; the softened soil is then dug up with a

pickax and the raised rectangles are formed by
moving earth from gutters to beds. Even a bed

that is remade from an old one is carefully dug up

to a dei)th of 2 feet and the soil turned. Every
twig and stone is removed, but leaves and rubbish

are left for fertilizer. The edges are carefully

tamped down, work that requires the greatest

sldll. After a few days the bed is watered and

then smoothed: every lump must be broken and

the bed made perfectly level lest water collect in

depi'essions.

ONIONS

If seed is to be planted, tlie lied must be especial-

ly carefully smoothed ami even small pebbles re-

moved. A pound of onion seed is sprinlded

evenly over the surface, the planter moving along

the trough, then covered with an inch of damp
black soil containing rotted coft'ce leaves, and the

whole carefully covered with broad leaves to keep

off the sun. Every 3 days the leaves are lifted

and the bed is watered. Watering is alwa\'s done

by standing in the flooded trough and with a tin

basin or a gourd sprinkling fron.i above. When

the plants come up, in about 9 days, the leaves are

removed; then the plants are watered daily with a
fine spray until 2 inches high, after which they are

watered only once in several days, or when the

plants seem to need it. In 2 months the seedlings

are ready for transplanting. Beds for transplant-

ing have been readietl, and now with the aid of a

pointed stick the plants are uprooted and placed

in a basket. Half of the head and a quarter of the

green is' cut off, and dried leaves are removed.
The seedlings produced in one tablon are sufficient

to plant eight iablones of onions.

Transplanting is usually women's work. Each
seedling is, witli the aid of a stick, inserted in the

earth with the thumb. The onions are evenly

spaced 4 inches apart, unless large onions are

desired, when 5 inches are left between. Onions

(or other vegetables) are also usually planted

along the oblique edges of the bed. Some people,

when they transplant, sow seed of other herbs on
the bed at the same time, and the best of these are

left to grow with the onions. As the onions grow,

they are regvdarlj' watered and weeded. When
they begin to flower, the tips of the greens are cut

off. Before harvesting, the ground is softened

with water. After pulling up the onions, the

hairy root and any wilted leaves are cut off (and

often left on the bed for fertilizer), the onions are

graded by size and tied into bunches of 10 for

market.

Some beds of onions are allowed to go to seed,

almost always in October so that the seed may
mature during the drj^ months. They are

fenced off' and carefully watched, and the soil is

fertilized with the droppings of barnyard fowl.

At the time that- seed rejjlaces flowers, the field is

flooded for an hour or more. Seed is produced

from mature onions in about 5 months, thus from

seed in 10 or 11. When ripe, half the stalk is cut

off", and a number of stalks are tied together and
hung heads down in the kitchen to dry. ^^Tien

dry, the seeds are removed from the stalks and

painstakingly husked with the fingers, the chaff

picked out by hand. Seed is sold as well as

usetl. A tablon of seed is enough to grow about

an acre of onions.

Yields.—The yield of a standard tablon of

onions varies considerably according to the soil,

the care, the weather—hence the season—and the

health of the plants. Onions may be graded as

"large," "medium," and "small" and a tablon
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noniially yields onions of diflVrcnt sizes. Actual has been properly prepared, only one weeding is

counts in a number of iabloves show that there nnpiired; otherwise two. Watering is done as for

are about 5,000 to a standard all-onion iablon. onions, except that after the plants reach the

The proportion of onions of different sizes was surface they are not watered for 3 weeks; after

carefully worked out with a reliable farmer and that, every 3 or 4 days. Preparing the harvest

checked against other data. The yields per for market is a long task, often saved for evenings

onion bed (1/45 acre) result as follows: and rainy days, when the greens are carefully

Good harvest 3,333 large onions. braided into bunches for market.^*

I,tjti7 iiu'diuin onion.s. ot^atmc
Fair harvest 2,500 large onions.

l,G67 medium onions. Bcatis are the third important tahlon crop of

833 small onions. Panajachel. Both vine (pole) and shrub beans
Poor harvest 1 ,667 medium onions.

^^_^ ^^^^^ ^ j^^^ ^^^^^^ Y>^^ni<iA in January and
3,333 small onions. ,^ , , • . , ,

, ,. , ^^„ tebriiary where a corn crop is harvested, beans
Since there is no reason to believe that 1930 was . • T i t i . * • o a

, ., . , ... not picked green for market mature in 3 or 4
an abnormal vear, I am supposmg that vields on .i m i i i i r

-, '
^ ^

~ n montlis. 1 hc garden beds are prepared as for
Indian omon lands approximated these figures. . • , ,, r u

' ' ^ onions or garlic, and three or four beans are
We also calculated that about

pj^^^^^ ^^ intervals of about 9 inches. Since
10 percent of all tahlones yield nothing.

^^ ^^^ j,^^ ^^^^^ i^^ ^^^ ^j months,
20 percent of all lablones yield poor harvests. .

-^

30 percent of all tablones yield medium harvests, and watering must bo frequent and regular; they are

40 percent of all tablones yield good harvests. weeded once. Shrub beans require considerably

Using these figures, which I believe are as good as 1l>ss labor than vine beans, both because the grow-

could be had except with enormous efl'ort not worth mg season is shorter and because ])oles have to be

the possible difference, it may be concluded that gathered and set for the vines to climb,

an average acre of onions (containing 45 tablones) OTHER VEGETABLES
-'

' Other vegetables of relatively minor importance
Large onions ',)3, 7,")0

ji i.
• u i i i i u •

,, J. , ., .„_ that are grown in ranajachel are huskcherries.
Medium onions d/, .:jOO ,- , i ,

Small onions 11 250 cabbages, radishes, peas, lettuce, carrots, beets,

turnips, kohlrabi, inetabel (a beetlike plant), and
Total 202,500 swiss chard. Occasionally part or even a whole

GARLIC tablon is occupied with one of these crops. More
often they are grown along the edges of beds of

Garlic, the second most important truck crop,
^^^^^^^ „^^^^^^ or beans, or (for their nurseries)

IS grown (in this region) almost exclusively at interspersed among these other plants, thus
Panajachel. It takes about 6 months from the ^^^^^.^ iucidentally and involving no easily sepa-
Ijeginmng of November to April for garlic to grow.

^^^^^^ expenditure of effort. Huskcherries actually
Since garhc is supposed to thrive better in land g^.^^ Yvko weeds and are allowed to mature during
that has been at rest, a greater proportion of

^j^^ ^^^^^ g^^s^^ -^^ the -arlic beds. The other
tablones than in the case of onions are probably

vegetables are planted from seed imported from
made m new land. Garlic also requires consider-

^j^; United States. Cabbages and beets are
ably longer use of the land, for not only is the

pi^.^t^^ -^^ n^^e^.^ ^eds and transplanted like
growing season longer, but the land is usually

o,,,^,^^ Cabbages are planted either 18 inches
prepared several months ,n advance to allow the

^,,^,t ;„ ^ b^j, or at 54-inch intervals along the
wtM.^ds and other vegetation to rot thoroughly.

^jg^ ^^ ^ ^ed of another crop. A cabbage bed is
Smce garhc is planted not with seed but with

,,,^^j^j ^^j^^, beets only once; swiss chard and
sections of the bulb, neither nurseries nor seed

„^^^^j^^ ^^^ ^1,^ transplanted, but I have no
beds are involved. The growing of garlic thus

^^,^^-^^^ ^n their culture. Radishes, carrots, and
corresponds to the growing of onions from onion

^^^^^:^^^ ^.^ pl^,^t^,j i„ nurseries, weeded once,
seedlings. After the beds have been prepared, and thinned only as they are harvested.^
the sections of garlic are inserted at 4-inch intervals

\

with the fingers, and left uncovered. If the soil •< For esUmawrot yields of these vegotablw, see intra, p. lU.
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TUBERS

Sweet cassava and sweetpotatoes are g^o^v^l

along the oblique edges of the garden beds (as are

several varieties of peppers) about a dozen of the

first and 140 plants of the second in each of most

onion tablones in town. They arc planted from

shoots, svveetpotatoes some 9 inches apart (usu-

ally in December for August harvesting) and

sweet cassava about 6 feet apart. Since cassava

grows for as long as 2 years, it is planted at any
time; the other crops of the field are harvested

and the tablones remade while it grows.

PEPINOS

Pepinos, with onions, garlic, and beans, are the

fourth major truck crop, and a Panajachel special-

ty. They are rarely grown in tablones, almost

always in individual hills in an open field. They
require, like garlic, relatively fresh land, so are not

usually planted in remade tablones. They grow

from July to June; the crop occupies the soil for a

year, therefore, or sometimes even more, since on

new land the soil is first prepared in May. After

the soil has been turned with a pickax and pulver-

ized, and stones and weeds removed, circles 2 to 3

feet in diameter are marked off about 2 yards

apart and shoots of pejnno bushes inserted in the

center of each. At this point a special soup made
of the hoofs of cattle is put on each plant. The
field is usually fenced. \Ylien the rains stop, the

plants must be frequently watered because pepinos

are usually grown in sandy soil. Watering is done

by flooding the field between the plants, the hills

of which are carefully ridged and reridged to keep

the bushes growing inward and to keep the water

from rumiing off. A monthly weeding adds to

the labor required. Plants bear fruit different in

both size and number, both varying with the

quality of the yield. Results of calculations made
with one thorough informant checked so well with

other data that I had that I am basing my estimate

of yields on the conclusions we reached:

Pepino yield:

Best 52,552 large.

56,594 medium.

60,637 small.

Average 33,249 large.

30,318 medium.
35,270 small.

Worst 13,946 large.

4,042 medium.

9,903 small.

The best harvests come on rented land, for renters

look for "new" land. On land that has not been
planted with pepinos for 2 years, the harvest is

average. If land is planted in consecutive years,

the harvest will "surely" be poor the second year.

(People who do tliis"know no better.") If pepinos

are planted too late, I was told, a sickness attacks

them and the j-ield is very poor. These rules hold

for any year, it was said.

The list of garden plants cultivated is by no
means exliausted; there are a number of herbs such

as coriander, rue, mint, and cintula, a few addi-

tional vegetables such as peas, tomatoes, and cu-

cumbers, and some miscellaneous plants such as

strawberries. But those of any considerable

economic importance have been discussed, and for

the rest the data available are too scant for inclu-

sion even if discussion should be warranted.

COFFEE

Coffee grown by Indians is found exclusively in

the delta, virtually all of it on land that might
otherwise be used for truck. The techniques used

are similar to those of local Ladinos, which prob-

ably do not difi'er much from those practiced by
small producers elsewhere in Guatemala. Groves

are begun with saplings that are either found in

the fields where they have sprouted and grown
wild, or have been planted in nurseries. Even
when nursery-grown, however, they most fre-

quently are planted not from seed but from wild

seedlings transplanted to nursery when 2 or 3

inches high. The nurseries are simply garden

beds less carefully made than for vegetables.

The seeds or seedlings are planted from 4 to 7

inches apart usually at the beginning of the rainy

season. One weeding is usually required. Dur-

ing the ensuing dry season the bed is watered

twice weekly. At the beginning of the following

rainy season, the saplings, now a foot or two high

and with four or five branches, are ready for trans-

planting. The bed is flooded for an hour or two,

the young bushes carefully pulled out, and the

roots wrapped in banana "bark" (layers of the

trunk) and bound with fibers of the same. The
bushes are frequently sold to Ladinos.

Meanwhile, in tlie field destined to receive the

coffee, holes about 2 feet square and deep are dug

at intervals of from 5 to 7 feet. The bushes are

unwrapped, carefully set into the holes, and the

earth stamped down around them. Other trees,
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including banana and othor fruit trees, but es-

pecially silk-oak, are planted from 10 to 15 feet

apart, in boles tbat arc a little larger than those for

coffee. Silk-oak seedUngs are sometimes planted

in nurseries, but most trees are simply traiisplantcd

from their wild state. Bananas, of course, are

easily planted from shoots.

\^^Jen the coffee bushes are still young, corn is

frequently grown on tiie same land. Occasionally,

vegetables are. But after the second year the

amount of shade makes this imju-acticable. Some

people occasionally water tiic young bushes. In

the third year there are some berries, and the an-

nual work of caring for the grov(> and harvesting

the berries has begun. Twice yearly, once in the

rainy season and once just before the harvest, the

grove is weeded and cleaned; the underbrush is

removed from between the rows so tiiat berries

fallen during the harvest arc more easily retrieveil.

Men, Vvomen, ami children alike do the harvesting,

which begins in November and continues tlu'ough

January. No special tools arc used, except a

hooked pole to pull down pliable branches antl a

ladder used by children. The lierrics are picked

one-by-one, carefully, or (when the worker is i)aid

by the quantity harvested) carelessly by running

the hand down tlu^ branch. They arc collected

in baskets or bags. The same grove must be

picked over several times as the berries ripen.

To remove the beans from the pulp, women use

the grinding stone; but many families own hand
pulpuig machines and othere rent them by the

day. The beans are then placed in earthenware

pots buried in the ground. The ne.xt day water

is added. On the third day the beans arc placed

m baskets, washed, and then sumied on mats for

about 3 days. Then they are reaily to be sold.

Alternatively, they may be shelled of their outer

parclmient on the grinding stone or in a mortar

hollowed out of a tree stmnp, after which they

may be sold at a higher price or else consumed.
The yield varies from field to field (depending

partly on the age of the bushes and th(> care they

receive) and from year to year—usually alternat-

ing lietween heavier and lighter 3'ields. A good
informant said that in the third year after trans-

planting, a ciierda produces 20 pounds, the next
year 50, the fifth year 75, the sixth, 101), the

seventh, 125, and the eighth, 150 pounds. Then
for 2 or ;'. years the yield drops to 125 pounds and
after that to 100 pounds (502 pounds per acre)

for as many as 30 years (with good care). His

own yield, in the past few years, ran from 75 to

150 pounds per cuerda (422 to 843 pounds per

acre) ; but his grove is old. Another owner of an

old grove harvested but 87 pounds per cuerda in

1936. Two other informants said their groves

produce, from 200 to 250 pounds per cuerda (1,125

to 1,400 pounds per acre) ; another, that when the

harvest is good, he gets 125 pounds per cuerda

(703 per acre), and otherwise a little under 100

pounds (562 per acre). Official statistics show
that in 1935-36 the yield in the w-hole Republic

was at the rate of 45G pounds per acre and in the

Department of Solola, 409,*" and in the next year

455 and 443 pounds per acre respectively." It

is hardly conceivable that the Panajachel yield

should be two or three times the general yield;

yet it must be above average. Most probably

the Panajachel yield in 1936 ran to some 100

pounds per cuerda or 502 per acre.

FRUIT

Very few fruit trees are actually planted by the

Indians; most of them grow wild. Sometimes the

seeds of papayas, peaches, oranges, liinas, limes,

and Spanish plums are planted in onion nurseries

and the seedlings later transplanted. Occasion-

ally a seedling of a cross-sapodilla is found and
brought to the house to be planted in the yard.

Bananas and occasionally other fruit trees are

planted in the coffee groves. But mostly fruit

just grows. Likewise, the trees receive almost no
attention. Some people occasionally weed and
fertilize the ground around young trees, which

three or four times during the dry season are also

watered by the women or children of the house.

It is the custom to smear honey, vinegar, or lard

on appropriate trees during Holy Week. That is

the main care they receive.

Harvesting of the fruit takes most of what effort

is needed. The most common method is to twist

off the stem of a fruit such as an orange with a

long notched pole. Or the tree may be shaken so

that the fruit drops. Or one may climb the tree

and pick the fruit by hand and deposit it in a bag.

The time involved depends upon the kind of tree

and the extent to which it is laden. For example,

it takes about an hour to gather 100 oranges, but

if the tree is heavily laden, 300 maj^ be gathered

" Memorla, Dopt. A'jri., 1930. p. 330 (nuatemab, 11137).

•1 Memona, Dept. .\Bri.. 1937, p. 211 (Guiilemala, 1938).
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in the same time. Spanish phims, growing much
more thicklj', are gathered by the thousand rather

than by the hundred.

VEGET.\BLE-PEAR

The vegetable-pear vine is quite another matter.

Phmted from seeds or shoots in only a few minutes,

the young plant is frequently fenced in and usually

a trellis is built for it to climb and small pots are

suspended to encourage the growth of large fruit.

After the fin-t harvest, in October or Noveml-er,

the vine is primed. Then it must be watered

occasionally until, in March or April, there is

another harvest. After 2 years, fruit is usually

no longer produced until the root, which has grown

large, is harvested. Then for 2 or 3 years fruit

grows again. Koots can be cut twice before the

vine dies. Each year, therefore, there are two

harvests of fruit, and every 2 years one of roots.

Agriculture is what Panajachelenos think of

when they think of the land. For the most part,

when they think of agriculture they thinlc of

business. In The Business of Agriculture (pp. 108-

132) there is extended discussion of costs and re-

turns in this main Panajachel business.

LAND OWNERSHIP AND
PRACTICES

COMMON LANDS

Four kinds of land are in some sense publicly

owned

:

(1) The law of Guatemala"" claims for the

Government 200 metei-s of the shore of such navi-

gable inland waters as Lake Atitlan, so that legally

the State could dispossess the private owners of

land along the lake shore. But the traditional

owners, at least through the time of this study,

were permitted to retain and use this land and

to buy and scU it at will. I have heard, but not

verified, that foreigners (but never Indians or

local Ladinos) who have bought such land on which

to build homes have had to make financial arrange-

ments with the central Govenmicnt on what
appears to be a rental or lease basis. Local people

have titles to their lake-shore land and appear to

<• Decreio No. 4S3, 1S94, Article IK, which piovidi-s that 200 meters from the

shores of navigable lakes are reserved to the public domain. The local im|>res-

sion is that the figure is 100 meters; perhaps the law has been changed, hut I

find no subsequent laws relevant to the point in Leyes \'iyentex, Guatemala,

1927.

suffer no interference, although one lake-shore

landowner was denied exclusive wharfing privileges

and during the period of study the Government
set aside a piece of shore land as a public bathing

beach. Neither of these events deprived Indians

of land, although a road-building program in 1941

did.'^ In the following discussion, I shall treat

lake-shore land as privately owned, as, practically,

it is.

(2) Streets, roads, main paths, and main irriga-

tion ditches are publicly owned. So also arc the

church and cemetery (which are not church
property), the plaza, and the edifice housing the

town hall, post office, etc.

(3) The sterile river bed may be considered

public. Anybody may collect firewood or stones

from it, and when stones are collected commer-
cially for building purposes, permission must be had
from the town authorities. Since in the past

generation the river has continually eroded its

banks there are legal titles to land that "the river

has taken away." But the ownere appear to

consider such land as irrevocably useless and do
not raise the question of its ownership. Nobody
seems to know if reclauned lands would be

returned to the original owners. Since none has

been reclaimed," all the river bed is best treated

as publicly owned.

(4) There is one piece of truly communal land

on the west hillside. Generations ago all hillside

land, at least, was probably communally owned
and parceled out to different families who obtained

permission to plant their cornfields on it, as La

other towns. If this is true, communal tract on
the west hill is doubtless the last remnant of such

land in Panajachel, not allotted because it is not

utilizable agriculturally. Wliatever the history,

this piece of land is universally recognized as

communal property.

This tract of land is divided into two parts,

however. A strip at the foot of the hill is usually

thought of as privately owned, and only the upper

part is legally, practically, and indisputably com-
munal. The private owners of land at the base

of the hill claim as their own from 300 to GOO feet

of adjoining slope, but the town officials have
estalilishod the rights of the municii)ality over it

*- The right to take land for roads was recognized in the then Guatemalan
Constitution (Article 28); although compensation is mentioned as mandatory,

for some reason none was given in this case.

*3 Except a miniscule portion on the very edge of tlie river bed ^\ Inch h;is

been reclaimed for truet.
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Map 6.—Land ownership.
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and in tlic only case where such disputed land is

utiHzed as;rieultu rally, the "owner" is required

to ask permission of the authorities to plant his

cornfield. In one case a claimant actually in-

eluded about 300 feet of the rocky hill base in

the deed of land that he sold, but since the land

is worthless, the minor dispute that arose was,

and appears to remain, purely academic. Never-

theless, most peopl(^ seem to think that this dis-

puted strip has individual owners, and for prac-

tical purposes it has. On map G, and in most of

the following discussion, this land is therefore

treated as if it were privately owned.

Chart 5 separates private from public land, as

classified above. About 2.3 percent of the land

is publically owned, or 19 percent not counting

that which is privately claimed and used. Almost

DELTA HILL

.'.;•. •••.••5 5 '.:•:'•'•.:•.'.•

Privately
Owned

Roads,
Buildings,
Etc.

Privately
Claimecf

River Bed

Communal
Land

I
j=

20 Acres

Chart 5.—Laud ownership.

26 percent of delta land has no private owners;

21 percent of hill land is communally owned or

claimed, but the undisputed (and agriculturally

useless) part constitutes but 15 percent of all hill

lands. Of the public lands of the delta, 87 percent

consists of the sterile river bed. Of the remainder,

most (65 percent) is taken up by streets and
roads and the smaller portions by irrigation

ditches (20 percent) and public buildings, the

plaza, and the cemetery (15 percent).

PRIVATELY OWNED LAND

Chart 6 shows graphically how the privately

owned and claimed land of the area studied was dis-

tributed in 1936" among Ladino and Indian land-

owiiers, both resident in Panajachel and absentee.

It shows clearly that the Ladinos own the lion's

share—so much so that even the absentee Ladino

landowners own a third more than all the Indians

combined. This is a fact of importance, for the

Indians of Panajachel depend upon the land

almost exclusively for their living, and they con-

stitute more than two-thirds of the resident

population. Nor is this the whole picture of the

disparity, for the Ladinos to an extent not at all

approached by tlic Indians own land outside the

area studied. At least eight resident Ladino

families have large landholdings not included in

this study; indeed, the acreage of lands outside

owned by local Ladinos is far greater than the

entire area of Panajachel studied. (Probably aU

the absentee Ladino owners own more land in

other places.) On the other hand, the resident

Indians own relatively few acres of land outside

of Panajachel. (Again absentee Indian land-

owners no doubt have larger holdings elsewhere.)

In the area studied, however, the disparities are

not as great as the gross figures would indicate,

** Unlike crop distributions, which can be observed, ownership informa-

tion must come from informants. On the oi igin;il work map, made In 1936

with a scale of 40 inches to a mile, land bomidarios were plotted as exactly as

possible, with the help of several native informants. In 1940 independent

information on the size of Indim lots was obtained from informants and corn-

pared with corresponding data taken from map measurements. .\t the same

time, the base map was corrected to conform to Dr. McBryde's findings,

and the land boundaries—now corrected in some instances to conform to

informants' statements—plotted again on the new base. The map was then

rechecked on the ground, and with Ladino estimates of the size of Ladino

plots. Most inconsistencies were ironed out so that, finally, the sum of the

extensions of the lots of a t'iven small aici as given by inforraauts, about

equaled the extension of that area as measureit on the map. This was con-

sidered a final clicck on the accuracy of the individual land bomidaiies

as plotted on the ma|). The sizes of resident Indian holdings are probably

more accurate than those of the other classes, however, for only for resident

Indians was the information of informants obtained entirely independently

of the original and corrected maps.
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Absentee Indiim
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Chart G.—Distribiition of inivately owned land.

for Iinliiins own ;i <^r(':)ter sli:n( of liie iiKire val-

uvAAv delta lands. Tlioy own didy is. 7 pei-cciil

of all land, tnit :i7.'2 jxTcent of deltn land. For
resident Indians; tlie fi2;iires are 1(1.2 and 30.')

percent. The Ladino advanlai;-e is far greater in

the least valuable lands than in the most valuable,

and the rtile continues to hold as one analyzes
the delta lands alone: the Ladinos have progres-
sively larger jiroporlions of coffee, niilpa, and pas-
ttire land, and a smaller proportion of the inten-

sively cultivated high-income-jirodiicing truck
lands.

Aljseixtee Ladino holdings are not nearly as val-

uable as the gross acreage figures would indicate.

Not only are they primarily (89 percent) on the

hillsides as opposed to the delta but three-fifths

of the total (actually one large piece) is located on
tlie nearly sterile west liill. In the delta as well,

the absentee Ladinos make less productive use of

tlieir land, agriculturally, than do the resident

Ladinos, or, for that matter, than any other class

(chart 7). Almost one-fourth of their land (as

compared with 12 percent of that of resident

Ladinos) is itUe or occupied by buildings, includ-

ing the chapel cpiarters of the American mission-

aries and the hotises and gardens of otitsiders who
maintain vacation homes here. On the other

hand, absentee Ladinos devote a larger proportion

of their tilled land to truck and coffee than do the

resident Ladinos, chiefly because they own con-

siderable lake-shore land especially suited to truck

farming, including a large experimental farm and

orchard owned by a foreigner.

With their high proportion of coffee to truck

crops, with their truck land rented to Indians,

and the remainder disproportionately planted to

corn, it has been shown that Ladinos cultivate their

land less intensively than do the Indians, probably

because (1) they have more land to cultivate;

(2) they have other sources of income, hence less

need to make the most out of their soil; and (3)

since they rerpiire more hired labor than do the

Indians, they find intensive cultivation both more
difficult aiid less profitable than do the Indians.

Land owned by Indians, as compared with that

of Ladinos, exists in very small parcels. Hill lots

are much larger than delta lots, but in hill and delta

alike Ladino parcels are fewer and larger than

Indian " (chart S). Likewise delta lots of the

west side are consistently larger than those of the

east. This is so despite the fact that 111 of

157 Ladino delta lots (71 percent) and 192 of

325 Indian (59 percent) are on the west side.

Nevertlieless, one reason is that the cast side is

where most resident Indians live and own land,

and it has long been cut and recut by inheritance.

The Ladino land of the east delta is in relatively

*' Fifteen of the Intal of Si\'c luni'ireii and .seventeen lots extend from tfie

delta onto the liill and for pur[)oscs of this cliart are called two. one a delta

lot anii the other a liill lot. The ease of an absentee Ladino hill lot of 215

acres hides the fact that most parcels of land owneil by resident Ladinos are

larger than those of the absentee owners. The number of Ladino hill lots

(21) is too small for statistical treatment. Tlie fact remains despite some
exceptions, however, that Ladino lots are much larjrer than Indian lots and
that hill lots arc very much larger than delta lots.
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small parcels becaiisp much of it was acqiiiretl by

the foreclosure and purchase of Indian plots.

It will be recalled, also, that the land of the east

delta has been in intensive use for a longer time,

and was thus valuable at a time when (like the

hill lands today) much land of the west side was

not prothicing or was less intensively cultivated. ^°

It is seen in chart 9 that the average of 47

resident Ladinos who own Panajachel land owns

"" As late as 1834 (Maudslay, IS99, photograpb) the river jiasseil through

wli it is now the west side of the delta. The land of the west side is still

st'i-iy; no doubt much of it lias only recently come Into proiiuetlon.

100-

S!: times as much land as the average of the 127

resident Indian landowners, but the disparity is

only 5 to 1 if the riuestion concerns owners of delta

land alone (45 Ladinos, 127 Indians). When
only resident owners of coffee and truck lands (34

Ladinos, 126 Indians) are considered the dis-

parity is again slightly larger not because Ladinos

own a larger proportion of such land, but because

they are few in number. In general the disparity

in average landholdings of absentee owners (for

all land, 30 Ladinos and 32 Indians; delta land, 25

and 32; and coffee-truck land, 12 anil 32) follows

LADING

Kutiident

INDIAN

Abs.

10 Acres Mi^M iuiiLil!

Coffee Milpa Pasture Bldgs
: ]

Nothing

( 'iiAKT 7.—Delta kiiid use.
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the same pattern, but residents who own land in

Panajachel own more each than absentee land-

lords. Neither among Indians nor Ladinos is the

land equally distributed. In each class a few

families tend to own a large proportion of the land,

but this is more true for Indians than for Ladinos.

Chart 10 and table 10 summarize the distribution

of land owned by resident Ladinos and Indians.

(There is no point, of course, in discussing distri-

bution of Panajachel lands among the absentee

owners). It should be noted again that the data

on Indian lands are more reliable than those on

Ladinos. These were independently and com-

pletely checked with informants, while the sizes

of Ladino parcels, determined originally by map-
ping to scale and measuring, were only partially

verified in other ways. It will be noted that with-

in each class the disparities are less in the case of

delta lands than of all lands or of coffee-truck

lands.

LADINO OWNERS

Thirty absentee Ladinos own 40 parcels of

land in the area studied: one of them four pieces,

two others three apiece, and three others two

Bv* •

Resident Absentee

LADINOS

ResAbs.

INDIANS

n /^C/}£
IV£ST D£LTA

\-:::.-:-\ £AST oetTA

apiece; the remaining 24 own one lot each. The
average acreage per owner is 12.3 acres, the dis-

tribution as follows:

1 owns 215 acres, all hill land.

1 owns 80 acres, all hill land.

1 owns 22 acres, 12 of which are hill land; 10, delta.

1 owns 10 acres, all hill land.

1 owns 8 acres, all delta land.

1 owns 5 acres, 3 of which are hill land; 2, delta.

1 owns 5 acres, all hill land.

1 owns 2 acres, all hill land.

5 own from 1 to 5 acres, all delta land.

17 own less than 1 acre, all delta land.

Table 10.
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ing ill Pauajacliol land. But miiuy of the Latliuo

owners from such neighboring communities as

Solola and San Andres have long owned Pana-
jachcl hind, especially hill land, for reasons other

than the resort potentialities of the place.

A not-too-careful census counted 62 Ladino

families in 1036. besides officials, teachers, mis-

sionaries, and otiiers not permanently resident.

Of these 62 families, l.j owned no Panajachcl land

at all, while 2 families owned 22 (and 9 families,

48) of a total of 140 lots. Including the landless

families, the average of 13.6 acres per landowner

= Coffee- - truck
(delta land)

Cir.\RT 9.—Average acreage per land-owning family.
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is reduced to 10.o per family. But among tlie

landowners themselves, one. family alone owns 230

acres, or o6 percent of all Ladino-owned laml.

Eight families own 75 percent of the laml, wliile

21 own more tiiau 95 percent of all Ladino hold-

ings in Panajaehel. Those figures include the

less productive hill land as well as delta land; but,

although the order of individual owners changes

100
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60

m IT
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10

% of J_adino Indian
l^"d ALL

LAND

m̂
m

ijumo Indian

DELTA LAND
ONLY

-rt -t.^^ -*-, '4-

Twentieths
of the
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\M

m

Ladmo Indian

TRUCK &. COFFEE
LAND ONLY

Chart 10.—Distribmion of land among Ladino.s and Indians. (Data from tat.lc 10.)
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when delta lands alone are counted, the general

picture remains pretty much the same, as seen in

chart 10 and the following summary:

6 families own more than 51 percent.

12 families own almost 75 percent.

19 families own almost 90 percent.

25 families own more than 95 percent.

34 families own 99 percent, leaving

11 families owning together only 1 percent of the land,

and 17 families landless.

Put another way, less than 10 percent of the Ladi-

nos of Panajachel own more than 50 percent of

Ladino-owned delta land, while on the other end

of the scale almost half of them own together but a

hundredth of the total. Even less evenly distribu-

ted are the very valuable coffee and truck lands

of the delta, of which

5 families own almost 51 percent.

11 families own more than 76 percent.

17 families own about 91 percent.

21 families own about 95 percent, and
30 families own 99 percent, leaving

4 families owning together 1 percent, and

28 families without any.

Since the Ladinos are usually only partly de-

pendent upon agriculture for their living, this

distribution is ordy a partial index of the distri-

bution of wealth among them. Moreover, land

owned by Ladinos outside of Panajachel are not

included. Since the large landowners of Pana-

jachel tend also to have other sources of income,

and to own land outside of Panajachel, inclusion

of additional data would probably show even

greater difference in the wealth of the rich and the

poor.

INDIAN OWNERS

It has already been pointed out (charts 6 and 7)

that Indians owti only 18.7 percent of all Pana-

jachel land, but twice the proportion in the delta

(37.2 percent), and that the proportion of Indian

land in intensive cultivation is relatively great.

Wliat land they do not own probably passed from

Indian into Ladino hands in the past two or tlu-ee

generations. This seems likely both because

there were virtually no Ladinos in Panajachel

before about 1850, and because they would have

had little incentive to exploit such land as is found

in Panajachel until coffee became a commercial

crop. Probably as much as half of what Ladinos

own came to them in the two decades preceding

this study, which was the period of increasingly

profitable coffee culture, as well as of the arrival

of city families who found on the shore of the lake

sites for hotels and chalets. Indeed, a good part

of their land was lost by the Indians during the

depression years of the thirties when they de-

faulted on debts or were forced by some necessity

to sell. The general rule is that transfer of land

from Indian to Ladino is a one-way process:

Ladinos obtain Indian land, but the reverse is

rarely true." However, at the time of study

the peak of such transfers may have passed, for

there was growing resistance to sell land to

outsiders, and when an Indian needed money he

seemed to go first to other Indians.

It should not be supposed that with so much
land alienated, the Indians have been reduced

largely to worldng for Ladinos. Among compen-

sating factors are (1) that the Indians are able to

rent a large proportion of Ladino land; (2) the

diminution of Indian holdings was accompanied

by a decrease of Indian population (from 2,092 in

1893 to 1,145 in 1921 ") as many no doubt mi-

grated to plantations;" and (3) increasingly

greater exploitation of and larger returns from the

sale of their fruits and vegetables to the growing

Ladino population.

Nor does the transfer of lands to Ladinos neces-

sarily mean that there are more landless Indians

now than formerly, since before the land was so

monopolized by Ladinos, a few rich Indians may
have owned as much.

Absentee owners own 13.8 percent of Indian

land, and 18 percent of Indian delta land. Their

proportion in intensive cultivation is higher than

that of the resident Indians (their proportion in

truck a third greater—see chart 7) and they have a

particular preference for onions and pepinos.

All but four of the absentee Indian owaiers live

in neighboring San Jorge, the hamlet of the muni-

" A few cases of sales of land by Ladinos to Indians were noted. Bolh

groups seem to follow the custom of otTering land first to a previous owner, or

one who owns adjoining land. Thus I have a note (November 1939) con-

cerning an Indian who supposes that the Ladino owner of land formerly

his did not offer it to him before others because he was presumed too poor

to be able to buy it back. I had assumed this custom to be Indian until an

Indian recalled that one of the ways the first Ladinos enlarged their holdings

in Panajachel was by suggestmg to their Indian neighbors that—to be good

neighbors—they should offer land to them first.

<• 4th Census, Part I, Guatemala, 1924, p. 186. From 1921 to 1940. the

number of Indians increased again to 1.524 (6th Census, 1942, p. 222).

" In some cases they probably left when for some reason they lost their

lands and in others they doubtless went to plantations for other reasons and

theu more readily sold their Panajachel lands. In 1936-37 several Indian

families freed from plantation obligations by new laws returned to Pana-

jachel; but having no land, and no way of making a living, they soon left

again.
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cipio of Solola that is half way up the road to the

city of Solola. Althouj^h Jorgenos and Sololatecos

have almost identical language and costume, and

presumably culture, San Jorge has been recognized

as a separate community since the earliest recorded

times.'" Panajachelenos say that a Jorgeno

obtained Panajacliel land about a century ago; his

name is known, and so are some of his descendants.

He is said to have owned most of the lower west

delta when it was almost uncultivated pasture land

with large patches of cane. He planted vegetables

on some of the land and sold or rented other parts

to his compatriots for the same purpose. His

descendants, some of whom live now in Panajachel

and are counted as resident Indians, still own some

of the land.

Besides the Jorgenos, three Sololatecos and an

Indian living in the hills above San Andrds own
Panaja(;h(il land. The number of Jorgeno land-

owners depends on the exact ownership of two of

the pieces of land said by local people to be owned
by "about three" and "about eight" Jorgeno

families, respectively. If the "about" is dropped,

there are 28 Jorgeno owners, thus 32 absentee

Indians who own a little over 31 acres of Pana-

jachel land, almost 29 in the delta. Tlie average of

something under an acre compares with 12.3 acres

for ab.sentee Ladinos. In the delta the average

holding of 0.9 acre compares with 1 .7 acres for

absentee Ladinos, 4.7 acres for resident Ladinos,

and 0.9 acre for resident Indians. The average

coffee-truck acreage is however relatively high

(chart 9). The land of the absentee Indians in

1936 was the most intensively used hi Panajachel,

in most striking contrast to that of absentee

Ladinos. It may be said that outside Ladinos own
land in Panajachel while outside Indians have
farms in Panajachel.

RESIDENT INDIANS

It is with the land of the resident Indian com-
munity that this study is chiefly concerned.
Data on resident Indian land ownership as well as

population are both more complete and more
accurate than on that of other classes.

In 1936 the 155 Indian households in Pana-

jachel " owned slightly less than 200 acres of

Panajachel land and about 24 acres outside the

area studied. Only 127 of the 155 families owned
land, however, so that the average of 1.5 acres

per household is increased to almost 1.8 acres per

landowning household, as compared with 10.3

and 13.6 acres, respectively, for resident Ladinos.

Almost two-thirds of the landowning families

own at least two parcels. Indeed, almost two-

fifths of them own at least three. At the other

end, 10 percent owTa from 5 to 15 pieces each.

The parcels in the delta are usually very small

—

90 percent of them under an acre (table 11)—but

by purchase or inheritance the family typically

accumulates several of them.

Of the resident Indian lands, 6 households own
almost 25 percent (chart 10 and taVjle 10); 15

almost 50 percent; 38 about 75 percent; and 105

more than 95 percent. As with the Ladinos, 10

percent of the households own half the land, while

at the other extreme more than a third of the

people own less than 1 percent. Delta lands

exclusively are less unequally distributed:

26 families own about 50 percent,

54 families own about 76 percent,

82 families own about 90 percent,

100 families own more than 95 percent, and
116 families about 99 percent, leaving

1 1 families with 1 percent and
28 landless.

Table 11.

—

Size of Indian delta lota

Size of lot (acres)
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families, only 2 own land in Panajachel, and only

one-fifth acre between them. It is also useful to

leave out of account two Jorgeno families resident

in Panajachel; they own laud and are farmers as

are the Panajachelefios, but they enter into local

life hardly more than do then- relatives who live

in San Jorge. The remaining "Panajachelefios"

(as opposed to "foreigners") number 132 families."

« Including two dual (polygynous) households here counted as one apiece.

They own about 222 acres, 129 of which are in the

delta; the average per household is 1.7 acres for

all land, and just under 1 acre for delta land.

Of the 132 Panajacheleno households, all but 9

own land. Of these 9, 2 are not really landless;

their inheritance had simply not been turned over

to them in 1936, although they worked the land.

There were, then, 7 families of the 132 with no

land I'esources. The distribution of the land of

25'7c
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20

15

10

% of 1

Land

1st

(20th of

familie^

1st

(20th of

families)
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Chart 11.—Distribution of Panajacheleno land.
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the Panajachelefios giving equal shares to house-

holds sharing land (chart 11) may be summarized

as follows:

Of all land:

6 families own 25 percent,

16 families own 50 percent,

39 families own 75 percent,

68 families own 90 percent,

85 families own 95 percent, and

109 families own 99 percent, leaving

7 familie.s landless.

Of delta land alone:

9 families own 25 percent,

20 families own 50 percent,

53 families own 75 percent,

80 families own 90 percent,

04 families own 95 percent,

116 families own 99 percent, leaving

9 families with 1 percent and
7 families landless.

In other words, an eighth of the families own
half the land, while at the other end a sixth of

them share a hundredth of it. But the distribu-

tion of valuable delta land is much more equitable:

27 percent of the families own half of it while at

the other extreme onlj' a ninth of the households

are left with the last hundredth. The difference

results because only a fourth of the families own
all Panajacheleno hill land, including that in other

communities.

Table 12 shows the distribution of Pana-

jacheleno land wealth with areas of different types

Table 12.

—

Distrihulinn of all Panajacheleno land, areas
reduced to value

20ths of population
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owner. More important as a limitation is the

high value placed on o\\Tiership of land: to

buy it increases and to sell it decreases not only

wealth but prestige. Finally, the individual's

freedom is restricted by his family: if a man's

children object strongly enough, he may desist

from selling his land, especially since public

opinion supports their argument that he is wrong
to fritter away their inheritance. With these

qualifications, ownership is unrestricted: land

can be bought and sold, rented or mortaged,

or given for security for a loan.

There are apparently two kinds of legal title to

lands, and two khids of corresponding transfer of

title. Deeds prepared by lawj-ers may be regis-

tered in and transferred through a Government
land office in Solola, in which case taxes are paid

on the land. Or titles may be privately drawn

up and transfers privately arranged, in which case

an amateur lawyer draws up the papers of transfer

on stamped paper, they are signed by the prin-

cipals and witnessed and kept in the possession

of the purchaser. Such imofficial transfers are

apparently legal but not considered very safe and
watertight. The proportion of Panajachel lands

the ownership of which is registered in the land

office in Solola is probably small. The three cases

in which I was a principal to a land transaction

were all cases of unregistered documents. (I do

know what happens if an owner of lake-shore land

attempts to transfer title in Solola, since legally

the land there is of the public domain.)

Land can be, and is, owTied by incUviduals re-

gardless of sex; thus part of the land of a family

may be owned by the husband and part by the

wife, each of whom has separately inherited it or

acquired it in some other manner. Men in general

own more land than women, both because they

are often willed more and because the husband
rather than the wife takes title to land bought by
the family. Young sons and daughters may under

certain circumstances own land, but if they are

living under the power of their parents or step-

parents the latter actually use the land for them
until they become independent and come into

their inheritance. In a similar manner, the hus-

band as agriculturalist generally controls the use

of the land of his wife. Neither husband nor

wife is sole master of the home or the family purse,

and neither is likclj^ to buy or seU laud without

the other's permission. Certainly neither can sell

what belongs to the other. In one case a pro-

spective bu.yer erred seriously when he approached
a man about land which his wife owned; whatever
the real reason may have been, the wife subse-

quently refused to sell at any price even though
her husband seemed to favor doing so. After

that he refused even to talk about the land except

in his wife's presence. In another case an Indian

obtained his wife's permission to sell a piece of her

inheritance to a Ladino; the sale was consum-
mated, but the wife's mother then objected so

strongly to her duaghter that she induced her

husband to return the money.

In general, Indians appear to be loathe to sell

their land, and sell only when they deem it abso-

lutely necessary. One class of exceptional cases

has come about in recent years with the willingness

of outsiders to pay high prices for lake-shore land.

Indians have in such cases sold land, but have
bought other land to replace it. There are also

cases in which people have sold land to pay for

prolonged drinking, and even (after coming into a

substantial legacy) to live an easy life. Such sell-

ing of land is not only unusual but frowned upon
in the community. It is generally felt that parents

should keep their land for their children. In one

case where a land-rich Indian sold all of his land, I

heard nothing but censure for him who had had so

much and who left nothing to his children. I have

several notes on similar cases: I shall cite tliree

that seem especially significant.

(1) An informant described how a man who had
been left considerable money and land by his

father quickly spent the money and then eventual-

ly pawned or sold almost all the land. He added,

"Now he is not even able to work well; his phys-

ical weakness is undoubtedly an infirmity sent

him by his father because he has lost all the land."

(2) I tried to buy a piece of land from an Indian

friend. "What would I have to leave my chil-

dren?" he asked, and added, "You can dig and dig

in your land, and the land is still there. Put in

fertihzer and the land grows. But mone\'- . .
.?"

Several months later he was still reiterating this

position; he told me that others also wanted to

buy the land, but that he would not sell. He said

that he was considering trading it, however, for a

larger piece in a less favorably situated place.

(3) An American in Guatemala City who was

trying to buy a certain smaU piece of land from a

local Indian asked me to intervene. The land was
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the wife's inheritance. For a time I thought she

was holding out for more money, but when she

refused to sell even for 10 times what the land was

worth by local standards, I became convinced of

the sincerity of her insistence that she wanted it

for her son.

It is true that there are special objections to

selling to Ladinos and to foreigners, but in too

many cases they i)roved too weak to interfere

with negotiations to suppose that they were the

major consideration in the last two cited. In

1941 an Indian proved anxious to sell me a piece

at a very moderate price; mistakenly thinking

that I had bought it, an Indian who lived on

adjoining land complained at its having been sold

to a foreigner. But the fact remains that had I

wished, I could have made the purchase (nor was

the seller a friend of mine: I did not laiow him

before negotiations began). In the case of a

family that did sell to foreigners, some Indians

blamed them for the opening of several new roads

which took away the land of others; but nobody

seemed to take the matter to heart. I tried in

vain to get a serious condemnation of sales to

outsiders from the richest landowner in town (who

himself had never sold land) or from almost any

body else. Wliat feeling there is is both mild and

sporadic. The facts are that for generations land

has been sold to Ladinos and to foreigners, that

Indians if they must sell prefer to sell to other

Indians, but that they almost surely put money
(in this matter) above sentiment.

Until recently when lake-shore land began to

bring high prices from foreigners, so that some
sold it to better themselves by buying larger

areas of agricultural land elsewhere, it could be

said that Indians do not sell land for business

reasons but only because they need or want the

money for consumptive purposes. Cases that I

have, as well as statements of informants, all

indicate that sickness, death, and the assumption

of municipal or religious office are by far tiie most
important events leading to loss of land. Even if

land is not immediately sold in such ciiciimstances,

debts eventually lead to its sale, or to il-; loss by
being pawned and never redeemed. Protracted

drinking, which also often leads to debt, is itself

frequently begun at funerals and during the

performance of duties connected with civil and
religious offices. There are cases in which land

is sold in order to liquidate debts, and these may

in a sense be called sales for business purposes.

In one case cited below, one of two pieces of land

was sold to enable the owner to redeem the other.

In another, an Indian was anxious to sell a

heavily mortgaged piece of land, having no hope

of redeemmg it, to enable him to pay other press-

ing debts. But I have never heard of land's being

sold to furnish capital, probably because land itself

is the only really profitable investment available

to a Panajachelciio.

The last land to be lost, if all is lost, is almost

always the house site. If it is pawned, the family

continues to use the house—the creditor using only

the land; but if it is sold, the family can remain

only by the kindness of the new owner. There

were only five cases in 1936 (besides that of a

man who kept a second wife and family in a

"borrowed house") in which families who owned
land did not live on their own property. In none

of these cases was the house site sold or otherwise

given up before other land, and the evidence is

clear that such would be an extraordinary practice.

On the contrary, landless Panajachelenos buy land

first from a desire for a home site. This means, of

course, that while land is the source of wealth and
economic security, it also makes possible an owned
home site, desire for which may be as important

as desire for wealth. In other words, Indians do

not live on borrowed land in order to make the

most, agiicultu rally, of their own land.

WTiile it is true that the sale of Indian land to

Ladinos and outsiders is in general a one-way

process, our notes record six cases of the reverse,

four of them in very recent years. It is, obviously,

a matter of relative wealth: Ladinos usually are

not forced to sell land, and when they do sell, it is

apt to be in quantities that Indians cannot afford

to buy, and often for prices higher than they will

pay. Of the six cases, four concerned wealthy

Indians, and the other two poorer Indians who
bought very small lots from relatively poor Ladi-

nos. Most of the land that Indians buy is pur-

chased from other Indians. The number of such

tiansactions, probably four or five a year, is

difliodt to estimate from my incomplete notes,

partly because in all-Indian transactions the line

between pawned lands and purchased lands is very

hazy. Discussion of pawning is anticipated in the

following cases inserted to show the confusion

that often surrounds land transactions among the

Indians.
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(1) Norberto and Petroiia Salanic were brother and

sister, the latter widowed and with one son, Leandro

Resales. Petrona and her son had no land, and lived in

various borrowed houses. Norberto, sorry for them, gave

his sister 2 cuerdas (0.4 acre) of coffee land on which to

build a house; this was half of a certain piece of land he

owned. The whole piece had been pawned to a Ladino

for $50, so Norberto could not give his sister immediate

legal title. Instead, he took her to the town hall, and

there, before witnesses, turned over the land. Shortly

afterward, in 1936, Petrona died. Her son Leandro

inherited the land, which had never come into Petrona's

possession. In order to pay for his mother's funeral,

Leandro pawiied the land for $20 to Ag\istfn Yax6n, the

informant. No document was turned over, but there was
a witness. Norberto paid to the Ladina $33 to apply on

his debt of $50; he expected to pay the remaining $17 that

year, and thus redeem the land and turn the half of it

over to his nephew, Leandro.

In September 1937 Norberto himself died, leaving as

sole heiress to his property a daughter, grown but unmar-

ried. She recognized that half of the land had been given

to her aunt, Petrona, and now belonged to her cousin,

Leandro, who had meanwhile gone to the lowlands to look

for work. However, she did not have money with which

to bury her father, and she now made an agreement with

Ventura Lopez (her father's father's brother's son) : she

would give bim her half of the land mentioned and he

would pay the funeral expenses and also repay the $17

still due the Ladina. Ventura accepted, and after the

funeral tried to sell the land. He asked $50 for the 2

cuerdas, and nobody would buy it. Then he went to

Solold, where lived the Ladina to whom the land was

pawned, and offered to sell it to her. The woman had

not previously heard of Norberto's death. Now she ar-

ranged to repay Lopez the funeral expenses and to keep

possession of the land herself. A few days later she came
to Panajachel and in the presence of Norberto's surviving

relatives took {possession of the entire 4 cuerdas of land

(to which she had the document), refusing to recognize

Norberto's gift to his sister, hence Leandro's rights to

half the land.

Now Yax6n, worried about the $20 he had given to

Leandro, received a letter from the latter, who had heard

of what had happened, asking if it were true, and if he

should come to Panajachel to try to reclaim his land.

This letter was answered to the effect that Leandro should

come, and 2 weeks later he did come and was unsuccessful

in his suit in the local courthouse. He then went to SololA

to complain of the lack of justice, but nothing ever came
of the matter. Meanwhile, Yax6n forgot about the land

itself and simply obtained recognition by Leandro of his

$20 debt to Mm.

It would be difficult to conclude from this

account whether any land sales were involved,

and yet there were several land transfers—all but

one in the end illegalized.

(2) Quirino and Vicenta Quiche are two of several grown
and married children of Santiago Quiche, a rich Indian.

Quirino is married to one Elena Resales (Juan Resales'

father's sister). On November 12, 1936, he explained to

Resales difficulties he was having with his father, Santiago.

Elena's mother long ago ceded to her a cucrda (0.2 acre)

of truck land with the proviso that she should net take

full possession until after her (the mother's) death. Before

she died, however, the mother pawned this piece of land

to Santiago Quiche for $3.33. When she died, Santiago

let Quirino use the land "because it really belonged to his

wife (Elena) anyway." Some years later, Quirino and
Elena pawned the land to Vicenta, Quirino's sister, for

another $1.67. When Santiago heard of this, he told

Quirino that since he and Elena now considered the land

theirs to pawn, they should repay him the money he had
given Elena's mother with the land as security. Quirino

had no money, however, and suggested that his father

pay Vicenta what she had given him (Quirino) and take

full possession of the land himself. To avoid difficulties,

Santiago did so.

Years later, Santiago divided his lands among his chil-

dren, stipulating that this particular piece should go to

Vicenta. Now Quirino reported that he liad $5 in his

possession and wished to redeem the land. He said that

he had offered the money to his father but that they had

quarreled when his father refused it, saying that the land

now had a new owner, Vicenta, with whom he should deal,

while he himself insisted that since the money had been

borrowed from Santiago, it should be returned to him.

He added that no written documents were involved in the

transactions, nor witnesses, and that he was considering

going to the courthouse in the matter.

On January 7, 1937, Santiago Quichfi told Resales his

side of this story. He said that 18 years before, Elena's

mother had sold him the cuerda of land for $3.33, the deal

made without documents and only before witnesses. Now
in his old age he had divided his lands, and had given this

piece to his daughter, Vicenta. But now Elena, the

daughter of the woman who had sold him the land, had

come to claim it, ofTering him $3.33 and saying that the

land had not been sold, only pawned. "The worst thing

is that she who is quarreling with me is my daughter-in-

law." Santiago went on to say that he could not give

her the land, for he has other heirs to consider; besides,

he continued, both Quirino and Elena had sold lands

inherited from their parents, because they do not work.

He added that if Elena went to court, he would not only

prove his case but would shame her by recounting all that

she and her husband had done to their parents.

Elena won her case (having obtained the original docu-

ments) and on July 20 Vicenta Quiche reported to Juan

how badly she had been WTonged by her. She said Elena

had taken away the land, her inheritance, because of

personal animosity. She added that her hope now came
from the fact that another brother (Rafael) had promised

to give her a cuerda of coffee that was part of his inherit-

ance; and the purpose of her visit was to ask Resales to

draw up a document for this so she would have no further

trouble.

There are probably few pieces of land without

some confusion in their histories, for most are the
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objects of transfers of one kind orother—frequently

without written evidence—and disagreements as

to the nature of the transfers are easy and common.

INHERITANCE

The rules of inheritance are simple, but too

flexible to be easily stated. Land is usually the

most important property inherited. As a general

rule it is divided equally among all the cliildren,

male and female. But the parent may divide

his land wliile still living (the division to take

effect either before or after his death) in wliich

case the division may be unequal and a child may
even be disinherited. Since such divisions are

rarely made with full legal procedure, a disin-

herited son cognizant of his legal rights may still

get a share after liis father's death. However,

every child should get some of the land of his

parents; usually only one who has left town perma-

nently, or has fought seriously with the parents,

is deprived of his share. The shares should be

about equal, but sons are often favored over

daughters, and it is sometimes thought proper

that the eldest son get more than the others,

especially if family responsibilities come to him.

It is a rule, frequently broken, that the eldest

son inherits the house and house site of his father,

even though the division in terms of value is

even. The whole matter is complicated by the

frequent division of lands before the dcatli of the

parents, and the separation from the family of

one or more sons who are then given all or part of

their inheritance whUe their parents still live.

Thus, the eldest son frequently builds his house

elsewhere; then when the parents die, a younger

son inherits the parents' house; thus if the parents

live long and several sons are set up independently,

there may even be a complete reversal of the rule

so that in practice the youngest one inherits the

homestead.

What actually happens to land in the course of

two or three generations can be shown by a few

case histories."

THE INHERITANCE OF HOUSEHOLD NO. 49

Juan Yach had three children growing to

maturity: son Santos, daughter Tomasa, and
youngest son Nicolas (chart 12). Santos and
Tomasa received their inheritance when they

married, and when they died (before their father)

the land went to their children. Nicolas still lived

and worked with his father when the latter died, at

which time the land remaining came to Nicholas

without question. It consisted of two pieces: the

inherited house site of a little less than a half acre,

on which Nicolas continued to live; and a quarter-

acre piece on the river's edge which Nicolas had
helped his father buy in his later years.

«3 .Summarized from fuller accounts in my microfilmed notes, especially

pp. 109-131.
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Chart 12.—Genealogical reference to the inheritance of household No. 49.
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Nicolas married Rosaria Xingo, the daughter of

Lucas Xingo who owned considerable land, long

distinct from the holdings of his brothers, not

divided between liis two children. Nicolas and
Rosaria had been long married, and had a family

when Lucas (who had drinking debts) sold to

Nicolas a piece of land (IK acres, mostly hill) at

the foot of the east hill for 40 silver pesos, a bargain

"because he did not wish to leave his daughter

without any remembrance of him (i. e., in-

heritance)." Lucas' brothers competed to buy
the land; Lucas refused them because "they were

already rich." Nicolas, though poor, obtained the

money and gave it to his father-in-law in the

presence of the brothers and thus avoided later

quarrels. Nicolas was grateful to his father-in-

law for selling him land cheaply which might have

come to him later by inheritance, and when he

died, Nicolas showed this gratitude by furnishing

the cofRn. Cousin Tomas later inlierited a piece

adjoining the land that Lucas had sold to Nicolas.

Tomas pawned this land for 300 pesos (paper)

(now $5). The boundary between Nicolas' and
Tomas' land was not well marked. A boundary
dispute arose between Nicolas and the pawnee of

Tomas' land. Then "since they were relatives,"

Tomas permitted Nicolas to redeem the land for

him and take deed to it.

Nicolas thus in his lifetime acquired four pieces

of land: the two parcels of hill land, now con-

sidered one, had come in some measure through his

wife, another was his inlierited paternal house

site, and the last had been pm-chased by his father

with his help. \^Tien Jose, the eldest, married, he

and his wife stayed with Nicolas for the few years

until he died. His widow married again, and their

daughter did not live to matiu-itj'. Jos6 had not

owned land; there was no problem of inheritance.

Nicolas died suddently in the midst of negotiations

for his second son's marriage to Petrona Quiche,

and Rosaria survived him by only a few months.

Santiago, his wife, and his young sister Agustina

were thus left with undivided house and lands.

Petrona died in a few years; a young son did not

long survive her. Petrona's father had not

divided his land, which went on the death of

Petrona and her son to Petrona's only sibling, a

boy. Santiago gainetl no land by this marriage.

While Petrona still lived, Augustina married

(against Santiago's wish) a drinker who soon sold

all of his own land ; the couple lived with Santiago

and Petrona without working until made to move.
After Petrona died Agustina brought action in

court for a division of the inheritance. Santiago

claims that Agustina virtually bribed the Ladino
judge; whatever the reason, the settlement forced

on Santiago was nearly an equal division. Agus-
tina obtained half of the house site (but not the

part where the house stood) and the whole of the

quarter-acre piece near the river; Santiago kept
the 1%-acre piece at the foot of the hiU, including

a quarter-acre of delta land.°* Agustina immedi-
ately sold or pawned to an Indian for 600 pesos

the river land (since eroded completely away),
and her half of the house site land for 350 pesos.

She and her husband then left, and (with their

only child) died.

Not until years after his second marriage did

Santiago discover that his wife, Andrea Quiche,

owned land. Andrea had a brother Esteban and
a sister, Petrona. Their father had divided all

his land among the childi-en on condition that

they treated him well for the rest of his life.

Petrona later quarreled with her father, and he
sold her portion and left her nothing. Andi-oa's

share consisted of a piece of coffee land and a piece

of truck land, each about 0.18 acre. When he

was ill before he died, the father pawned the coffee

land for GOO pesos ($10) and Santiago had supposed
that it had been sold. The truck land had been

used for years by Esteban, who claimed the right

to use it because—he said—he had lent his father

200 pesos. After a quarrel with Esteban, Andrea
told Santiago about both pieces of land; they

then sold the coffee land for 1 ,000 pesos, repaid the

debt on it, paid Esteban the 200 pesos he claimed,

and took possession of the piece of truck land.

Santiago and Andrea thus own tliree pieces of

land: the house site udierited by Santiago, which

is half of the "original" house site left by his

father; the land at the base of the hill which his

father was able to buy because of its connection

with his mother's inheritance; and the piece re-

maining of Andrea's mheritance. They were

never able to buy land. On the contrary, in 1936

Andrea's land, a coffee-planted piece of the house

site, and haff of the hill land were all pa\vned, and

" Santiago argued in court tbat this settlement was unjust because h^ had
in effect bought the land by paying for the burial of his father, mother, and
two brothers, and by assuming his father's financial obligations when he had

died daring his term as a religious oificial. Had .\gustina helped at all (he

added) he would give her some land. If Indian custom rather than Ladino

enforced law had ruled, Santiago might have won his point.
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another piece of the house site had just been

redeemed.

THE INHERITANCE OF HOUSEHOLD NO. 58

Manuel Cululen (chart 13) was widowed and

then died himself while son Santiago and a female

ward (parentage unloiown) were still children.

The orphans took residence with Miguel Quiche

(their mother's brother) who also had children of

his owai. Manuel had about two-thirds of an

acre of truck land (including his house site) on

the west side of the delta. Miguel took the

furnishings and utensils from the abandoned

house, a bull that Manuel had left, and the use of

the land, as if they were his own. However,

nobody questioned that the land belonged to

Santiago and (presumably in smaller share) his

foster sister. When the girl matured, she married

and lived on the coast and both she and her hus-

band eventually died without ever claiming any

of the land left by Manuel.

Santiago stayed with his uncle until the latter

died, then remained with his cousins until they

quarrelled, when he went into the service of the

local priest under whose uifluence he learned

Ladino ways, continued to work the land left him

by his father, and saved some money. He
eventually left the priest, married Francisca

Matzar, and built a site of his father's. For some

reason they later left this house and after living

for awhile with Francisca's parents on the east

side of the river, built another on a quarter-acre

(also on the east side) which Santiago bought.

He sold the land that his father had left him,

partly because of the difficulty of working it during

the rainy season, and with the money bought

from Lorenzo Matzar (who later became his

wife's step-father) another third-acre a little

above his house site. There was money left for

the burial of his four eldest children who died

within a relatively short period. (All together five

of his six children died without reaching maturity.)

Later Santiago was able to buy another fifth-acre

near his house site.

Although Francisca's parents owned seven or

eight acres of land, besides two steers, Francisca

inherited nothing. Apparently her father did not

divide the land before he died. When Francisca

(the youngest of three) married, her brother Jorge

and sister Micaela remained at home, both of them
married. When the parents died they began to

sell land "in order to eat well and to drink."

Francisca at first demanded her share ; but Santiago

told her that he would provide more land if they

needed it, and her sister and brother would suffer

later for the wi-ongs done her. He did however

remove from pasture and sell one of the two steers

to pay for a mass for her deceased parents.
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Chart 13.—Genealogical reference to the inheritance of household No. 58.
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Eventually both Jorge and his family and Micaela

with hers went to the coast, where both Jorge and
Micaela died before Santiago did.

Francisca died, leaving Santiago with the one

surviving child Bonifacio (the informant) still a

young boy. Santiago married a woman named
Sabuyuc who had a son, Leoncio, who came with

her, and a married daughter, Margarita. She

owned some land, part of which she had already

given to Margarita. After a short while they

separated, but when Santiago's third wife died,

she returned with Leoncio who, like Bonifacio,

was now a young man. When she in turn died,

Leoncio continued to live with Santiago and Boni-

facio. Leoncio's mother left a small piece of land

which Santiago pawned for 60 pesos to pay for

her funeral. Meanwhile, Margarita had pawned
to Santiago two-thirds of an acre of hill milpa land

for 30 pesos.

Now Bonifacio married Toribia Castro and
moved to her house, leaving Santiago and Leoncio

alone in bachelor housekeeping, bujang their food

ready-made, and working Santiago's land. Until

he died, five years later, Santiago refused to give

Bonifacio any land. Bonifacio therefore helped

work his father-in-law's land and also worked for

others.

Santiago left three pieces of land, all bought
during his lifetime, totaling four-fifths of an acre;

but two of the pieces were now pawned for 240

pesos ($6) to pay for his burial. He also left con-

trol of the piece of land pawned by Margarita

Sabayuc for 30 pesos (50 cents). Santiago had
left no indications as to the disposal of his land.

His only living child was Bonifacio; but his step-

son Leoncio had been living and working with

him.

Leoncio came to live with Bonifacio; they

agreed to work the land together and pay off the

debts, whereupon Leoncio would receive the land

left by his mother and also one of the three

pieces left by Santiago, the other two to remain
with Bonifacio. However, the two men quar-

reled, and after 8 months Leoncio went to

live with Margarita, whereupon Bonifacio worked
alone, redeemed the two pieces of paAvned land,

and kept all tliree pieces of land that his father

had left; while Leoncio alone redeemed his

mother's land and gained possession of it. Since

Leoncio went to live with his sister, Bonifacio

returned to her the land she had pawned to his

father. After some time living with his wife's

parents, Bonifacio built a house on land destined

to be Toribia's inheritance, near the river's edge.

Eventually the river washed this land away, and
he built a house where his father's had faUen into

ruin. Thus, he now lives where he was born.

Bonifacio thus inherited the three pieces of land

that his father had owned, and his right to them
has not been questioned. His wife, Toribia,

brought him no land that still exists. Her
parents had owned considerable land, but almost

all of it had been washed away by the river, and
only a small piece remained to her widowed
mother at the time this study was made. Since

she had six living brothers and sisters, including

a brother living with the mother, Bonifacio

thought it most unlikely that she would ever

inherit anything. (As it tm-ned out, Toribia died

before her mother; and when their grandmother

died, Bonifacio's children inherited nothing.)

Bonifacio has five sons living. Only one is

married, and now has two children. He has not

sold any of his inheritance. He added to it in

1937 when he bought about five and a half acres

of cornfield hill land. Before making this pur-

chase, Bonifacio thought of dividing his land aa

follows (assuming that all of his sons continued to

live and work with him and to respect him): the

one-third acre farthest from the house to the two

eldest sons equally; the nearer one-sixth acre to

the third son; and the one-fourth acre house site

to the two youngest equally, with the houses

themselves going to the youngest.

THE INHERITANCE OF HOUSEHOLD NO. 55

Manuel Rosales was born in San Crist6bal

Totonicapan. As a young merchant in the 1830's

or 1840's, he came frequently to Panajachel to

buy produce to sell in markets in the west. In

Panajachel, he stayed with one Francisco Quiche,

and eventually with the help of this family he

bought a piece of Panajachel land, married

Antonia Quiche, the daughter (chart 14), and

settled down. He budt a large adobe and tile-

roof house and prospered and continued to buy

land. The five children (Jos6 Gil, Antonio, Ber-

nadino, Tomasa, and Coronada) remained in the

house working for and supported by their parents.

When Manuel became old and infirm, he willed

that upon his death his property remain for his

wife to divide when and how she would decide.
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Soon after Manuel died, son Bernadino, who
was married, asked for land on which to Hve

independently, and was given a half acre on the

original home site (from which the parents had

since moved). Bernadino was dissatisfied, and

bad blood arose between him and the rest of the

family. Therefore before she died the mother

legally divided the land in 1888-89. She gave

most of the property to the four children who
remained with her because "Bernadino had re-

ceived his inheritance previously; because he had,

without consulting her, sold a mare worth 10

silver pesos; because, unsatisfied with his share he

had in a state of intoxication come to fight with

her and had struck her; and because he had, after

she had already taken to her bed, fired a shot at

his blind uncle, Ventm-a Alinan—and onlj' luckily

had not killed him." She directed that her son

Jos6 Gil should keep daughter Tomasa's share for

her until she should marry and should always

manage daughter Coronada's share because she

was blind. She also left a mule and 5 pesos to

her brother's daughter, Francisca Alinan, in grat-

itude for having served as a grinder in the house

"in spite of her being a mute," and 12 sheep and

5 pesos each to two adopted orphans—Andr6s

Can and Maria Saquil—whom her husband had
"bought for three silver pesos" and were living

with the family. She also directed these orphans

to leave the house at her death so that they would

not be mistreated by their foster siblings.

The will named and identified each of 10 pieces

of land totaling about 131 acres. ^^ Tomasa re-

ceived tliree delta lots: one of 0.6 acre (part of her

Antonia's own inlieritance) valued at 6 silver

reales {ji peso); one of 1.4 acres that Manuel
Rosales had bought for 10 silver reales (1% pesos)

;

and one of 1.1 acres that Manuel had bought fur

1 silver peso. She also received 50 sheep and
images of Santo Domingo, San Pablo, and Santa

Eulalia.

Blind Coronada was left one piece of delta land

of 2.2 acres (part of Antonia's inheritance) valued

" There were also at least 124 sheep, 6 debtor laborers, 5 imaRes of saints'

a credit of 100 pesos (paper) owned by a Ladino on 8.9 acres of delta laud be

had bought for 200 pesos. Half this moaey was to bo used for Antonio'a

funer.ll.
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at 2 silver pesos; 50 pesos (paper for clotliing);

50 sheep; images of San Francisco, a Christ, and
the Holy Ghost; anil 6 debtor peons, 3 each of

San Andres (owing a total of Q% pesos) and Santa

Catarina (14)2 pesos) who, if they returned to

woi-k, were to servo Coronada.

Jose Gil (the eldest) was left more than the

othei's "because, since the death of her husband,

he had taken care of his mother's and his sisters'

exiK'Uses." Three pieces of land came to him:

a 41.7 acre piece of the delta (now virtually all

part of the river bed) that had been bought by
Manuel and Antonio and was worth 75 silver pesos;

a pi(>cc of ecjual size in the municipio of San Andres,

worth 100 silver pesos; and a 27.8-acrc piece on the

cast hill, bordering lands of Santa Catarina and

coming down to the lake, worth 50 silver pesos. ^°

Ho also received images of San Antonio and San
Sebastian, and 50 sheep.

Antonio was left one piece of land, of 8.9 acres.

Bernadino was left two pieces of land. One, the

remainder of the parcel already received, now
totaled 2.8 acres. The other, also in the delta,

was the same size.

Shortly after Antonia died, Tomasa married

Jesiis Choguaj and took possession of lier land.

Jos6 Gil bought her sheep for three reales each,

and, since the couple had no place to keep them,

he also kept Tomasa's tlu'ee images. Soon after

son Caspar was born to the couple, Jesiis died.

A few years later Tomasa married Ventura Ton6n,

at which time Caspar went to live at the house of

a local Ladino, where he learned to read and write

and eventually married an Indian servant of the

house, Francisca Castro, by whom he had two

sons, Valeriano and Narciso Castro, who now live

and work in Guatemala City.

Meanwhile, because of sickness, Tomasa gradu-

ally sold to Jose Gil all three pieces of land, after

which she and Ventura remained on one of them
by arrangement with her brother. When Tomasa
died, Ventura became a laborer in Jose Gil's house.

The blind Coronada was still living with her

brother, and when he discovered that she was with

child by Ventura, he gave them Coronada's in-

heritance and they lived together openly. Coro-

nada's one child died at the age of 8, when she

began to sell her sheep to Jos6, followed (when her

husband died) by the land.

" Contradictury information says it was only 3.6 acres in size and worth

but (j pes<»s.

So, finally, Jose Gil cann' into possession of all

but three pieces of his parents' lands, all five of

their images, and all of their sheep. ^Meanwhile,

he had himself bought a large amount of land.

His wife brought him no land, for she was of a

poor family, her mother having been a servant in

the Rosales home. But by the time he died in

1906, he was (on local standards) fabulously

wealthy, owning some 700 acres of land, as well

as numerous domestic animals and a hoard of

silver money, and having many laborers in debt

to him. His lands, as nearly as they can be re-

constructed with data available, consisted of at

least the following:

1. Cliimucun, 41.7 delta acros worth 75 po.sos " (in-

heritance).

2. Chilocon, 41.7 hill acres worth 100 pesos (inheritance).

3. Tzansiguanay, 27. S hill acres worth 50 pesos (in-

heritance).

4. Chisoloyd, 0.0 delta acres W(jrth % peso (bought from

sister).

5. Chuarrainos, 1.4 delta acres worth Hi pesos (bought

from sister).

6. Panaj, 1.1 delta acres worth 1 peso (bought from

sister).

7. Chimatzar, 2.2 delta acres worth 2 pesos (bought from

si.ster).

8. Chitonon, 2.5 acres for 7 pesos (purchased).

9. Chisanto, 4.4 delta acres for IG pesos (purchased).

10. Chuichiniila, 0.7 delta acre for 4 pesos (purchased).

11. Chialindn, 1.2 delta acres for 50 pesos (purchased).

12. Chigertrudis, 1.1 delta acres for 200 pesos (purchased).

13. Pachichiyut, 53.4 hill acres for 150 pesos (purchased).

14. Tzampetey, 400 acres near San Lucas (purcha.sed).

15. Tzantzajcap, 100 acres near San Lucas (purchased).

No Indian m Panajachel today o^vns nearly

that amount of land. Nor, in fact, does any

Ladino own as much Panajachel land as did Jos6

Gil Rosales. If the present study had been made
40 years earlier the figures on the distribution of

lands would have been c[uite different, largely be-

cause of the extraordinary extent of the lands of

Jose Gil Rosales, many of which have now passed

into Ladino hands.

Jose is recalled as a miser who spent little on

himself and liis family. He died there clutching

" Values and purchase prices arc given in silver pesos, not the paper money

of lower value that came into use later. The valuations put on the inherited

land are seen to be much lower than purchase prices of other land. A partial

explanation is the time factor: the valuations put on inlierited land came down
from previous generations when prices may have been much lower, while

purchases occurred when Ladinos were already in Panajachel (some of the

land was bought from Ladinos) and land had increased in value. JosS Oil

Rosales was the first coHee planter in Panajachel, and the coming of coffee

may also have sent land prices up.
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the key to a chest in whicli he had tMo or three

thousand silver pesos. He had not divided any

of his land or chattels. He left no will except

directions that he be buried in Solola rather than

in the local cemetery which was always in some

danger of being washed out.

Besides liis widow, Jos6 was survived by four

sons and two daughters. The sons, in order, were

Jos6 Maria, Julian, Leandro, and Juan Francisco;

the daugliters were Maria and Elena. The first

three sons were married. All were living at home
except Julian, who married against his parents'

wishes and quarreled with them when he asked

for a share of the land. The widow, Francisca

Calel, thus foimd herself the head of a considerable

establishment with much money which (according

to the disaffected son, Julian) they were not averse

to using. Several years of neglect of the proper-

ties, and fiestas shared by many Ladino friends,

and the 30-odd laborers attached to the house-

hold, end with the money gone and the family

selling mules and small parcels of land.

Son Julian then stopped the sale of property

and invoked the laws of inheritance by which the

widow received half and each child one-sixth of

the other half. In general the widow and daugh-

ters were given lands closest to town, the sons the

lands farthest away. In general also the larger

pieces were split several ways among the heirs

while the smaller ones remained intact. Tools

and utensils were divided between men and women
according to their use.

The widow survived Jos6 Gil 22 years, and died

in 1928. She continued to sell her property, part

to others and part to son Julian (the only child

to increase rather than lose his heritage), and died

owning no land at all. Jos6 Maria, the eldest

son, kept two families—one with a San Pedro
woman. He gradually sold all his land, and in

1932 he died in poverty, leaving four daughters.

Four of five children by his first wife, meanwhile,
lived on plantations on the coast and the fifth, a

woman, married in Panajachel; none inherited

land.

Leandro did not long survive liis father. What
remained of his property went to his wife, Petrona
Salanic, and young cliildren, who continued to

live with Francisca and to sell land. Petrona
married again. Eventually she and her son Lean-
dro lost the rest of their land, and when widowed
again Petrona became one of the poorest women

in town. Young Leandro went to work on the

coast.

The two daughters, Elena and Antonia, married

and eventually lost their inheritance. Antonia

died early, childless. Elena married Quirino

Quich6 and they still live with their surviving

children. Quirijio as well as Elena mherited land,

most of which they sold. Now thc}' own but one

small piece of land (No. 10 above) inherited by
Elena.

The youngest son, Juan Francisco, was a child

when his father died and rcmamed with his mother

even for a time after he married. When she died,

he sold what remained of his land and became a

day laborer for his brother Julian. At the time

of this study he was landless and homeless and

"not quite right," working for Jos6 Resales,

Juli&n's son.

Juli&n was independent of his parents when
his father died. Ho soon had much of his in-

herited land under cultivation and began to

augment it and to buy livestock, including cattle.

His success aggravated the strain of relations

between hun and his mother and sisters who
(he claims) employed black magic to destroy him.

Eventually the rest of the family became suffi-

ciently reconciled to sell land to him rather than

to outsiders so that he recovered a large part

of his father's estate. By 1928, at the apex of

his fortunes, Julian was probably as rich as his

father had been, possessing less land, but more
of it in cidtivation, and having more domestic

animals.

He owmed at least 60 acres of delta land,

including the parcels above numbered 1, 8, 9, 11,

and 12, (the first was flooded by the river in

about 1924 and rendered nearly useless) and

seven or eight hundred acres of hill land including

the lots numbered 13, 14, and 15. He grew

large quantities of corn, beans, anise, chile,

coffee, and vegetables. Some 20 laborers were

in his debt, each as much as 8,000 pesos

(paper, now worth $133.33). He had 5 riding

horses, 2 or 3 pack mules, 20 head of cattle, 5 milk

cows, 6 sheep, and a canoe. The profits from his

operations he put back into the land, for domestic

expenses were paid by his wife from the sale of

fruit, of the eggs of her 60 chickens, and of the

ducks and rabbits and of the 10 pigs she fattened.

Celestina Garcia, Julian's third wife, was the

mother of all seven of his surviving children, thi'ee
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sons (Jos6, Lorenzo, Juan) and four daughters

(Cresencia, Francisoa, Basilia, Gloria) who could

have looked foi-ward to a rich inlieritance. But of

a sudden Julian's fortunes turned and in 8 years he

lost literally all that had taken generations to

accumulate. In 1926 he sold Tzampetey (No. 14)

and invested in cattle. The enterprise failed in

some way. In 1928 his wife sickened, and he spent

a lot of money in a vain attempt to cure her, even

taking her to the hospital in distant Quezal-

tenango. On her death he began to drink. He
opened a tavern and lost interest in his farming.

He let bis laborers go. He entertained his Ladino

friends, took up with a woman, became estranged

from his sons, and began to run up debts. One
piece of land after another was pawned to Ladinos

and eventually lost. In 19.36 son Juan bought the

last piece (the house site) to keep it in the family;

there Julian lived in 1936, sobered but not em-

bittered, earning his living as an entrepreneur on a

small scale. He died in 1942, leaving nothing to

his children. Jose (an industrious worker) bought

land after his marriage, with the aid of his wife's

inheritance. Juan (vvho had gone to school in the

city as a child) is not a member of the local com-

munity, though he owns the home site. Lorenzo is

a professional soldier in the Capital. Cresencia is

married to a Ladino and lives on the coast; Basilia

was married to a local Indian, but she died re-

cently. Antonia is married to a local Indian and

they have become medium-rich. Gloria, the

youngest, is a servant in a Ladino household.

SUMMARY

In spite of the free market in land there is clearly

a family feeling about it. If it must be pawned or

sold, it is desirable that it go to a close relative

—

especially one who would fall heir to the land if it

were not alienated. One should not leave his chil-

dren landless, but conscience in the matter appears

to be salved if the heirs arc permitted to buy the

land. This is a method by which aged parents

obtain support from their children when they are

no longer al)le to work. The parent demands
money from a son or daughter due to get the land

with the threat to sell it if the money is not paid.

A bargain price frequently indicates that the trans-

action is not purely a commercial one. In one case

when an old widow demanded support from a son,

arguing that he was using her land, and the son

pointed out that he had bought the land, she

retorted that she had sold it to him very cheaply.

This practice does not so much indicate unwill-

ingness to support the aged (probably no Pana-

jachel Indian would let his parents starve) as a

desire on the part of parents to justify demands
less on the ground of filial duty than of moral or

legal, even commercial obhgation. In the same
way the heir who has supported his parents and

paid for their burial has greater claim to their land

than his brothers and sisters. Likewise, the son

who stays at home and helps his father work the

land and hence buy more land is entitled to a

greater part of the inheritance than one who works

for himself. This is one reason why daughters,

who more frequently than not marry away, get

less of the family land than their brothers. But all

of the children, including the daughter or son who
has lived independently, are considered entitled

to some of their parents' land.

The following generalization of rules of in-

heritance is all that the data permit.^ All per-

sonal property is inherited. E.xcept for the

clothing in which the l)ody is dressed, nothing is

destroyed at death. All privately owned land is

wholly alienable, but it is thought good to keep

it for one's children if possible. The children are

all entitled to a share, but sons—because they

generally remain with the parents to work the

land—to larger shares than daughters. The

eldest son ideally becomes the head of the house-

hold when the parents die, and usually gets a

larger share. The portions of yoimg siblings, and

especially of girls imtil their marriage, are given

to the eldest son to hold in trust for them. He
frequently takes advantage of them, but in any

event he is not expected to turn over to them the

profits of the land—only their shares of the orig-

inal land itself—on the theory that he is support-

ing them meanwliile. Sons and less frequently

daughters are sometimes given all or part of their

inheritance some time after marrying. The

practice is not by any means always accompanied

by quarreling. Thereafter they may also buy land

from their parents (as well as from others).

A surviving widow usually keeps control of all

" To learn more about the rules of Inheritance one could obtain the history

of the ownership of each piece of Pannjachel land for several generations liack.

Or. short of that di/licult task, one could with data at hand relate the distri-

bution of lands owned by the Indians to their genealogies. The result of

such a formidable task would be subject to much error, since it cannot be

assumed that two brothers owning adjoining lots in s district where other

members of their family also own land have both inherited rather than bought

ttie land.
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not liitherto-divndcd land, Imt the dcalh of the

father tends to hasten the further division. A
dependent son who dies without heirs generally

has no real property to leave. If he has, it

presumal)ly (I have no cases) goes back into the

family pool. If he dies with heirs, and before he

has received his mheritance, his share belongs to

his children; but if they are young, and years

pass before the division is made, they are likely

to get less than a fair share.

The laws of the country are infrequently applied.

LAND AS COLLATER.iL

I Icnow of three ways by which money is bor-

rowed with land as collateral. (1) The title

is deposited as informal security; (2) the land is

mortgaged; and (3) most commonly the land is

given in pawn to the creditor.

In the first case, an Indian borrows money,

usually at mterest, and leaves with his creditor

the deed to a piece of laiid without making any

agreement conccrnmg the land. The document

is left as an evidence of good faith; for ^vithout

it the land cannot be sold or palmed. Thus in a

nimiber of cases where Indians came to borrow

money they brought titles to land to leave UTth

me. A case outside ])ersonal exjK'rience demon-
strates that no question of forfeit of the land is

involved. An Indian borrowed $5 from a Ladina,

at 5 percent, per month payable monthly,^' and

left with her the deed to a piece of land. For 5

years interest was ])aid pretty regularly, and
receipts given. Then the Indian took sick and
stopped paying interest. Two years later, his

cretlitor (the son of the Ladina, who had died in

the interim) took the matter to the local court-

house where, after the Indian showed he had paid

more in interest than the tunount of the original

debt, the remainder of interest was canceled and
he was given 3 months to pay the $5. He paid,

and received the deed to his land. In the litiga-

tion the India,n had assured the Ladino that he
woidd pay lieeause he wanted his document re-

turned. No question vwis raised of forfeiture,

and during the years that the delit ran, the

Indian continued in possession of the laud.

Mortgaging of land, with a sti]Hdatiou that the

land may be forfeited, is not common and perhaps
never occurs among Indians. However, I have

" Such a rate is now illegal, thoush in Informal cotitr.icts interest is often

higher than the legal ruaximam.

record of three cases in which Indians mortgaged

land to Ladinos. The Indians continued to use

the land, simply paying interest on the money
borrowed. In all three cases, the Indians finally

lost by foreclosure; in one, the Indian lost his

home.
LAND PAWNIXG

By far the most common way of borrowing

large sums of money is by giving to the creditor

the use of the land for the loan period or until

the money is repaid. I know of no case in which

the land was forfeited by any legal process when
the term of the loan expired, although Ladinos

are reputed to foreclose in such circumstances.

(However, there are cases in which the land has

been pawned again by the person who has it

ou pawn.) What happens instead is that after

a long time even the owner or his heirs forget

that it only has been pawned and not sold, and

the community thinks of the land as having

changed hands. In such cases, with deeds not

registered, the land has in fact changed hands.

The custom of pawning land was probably

the onl}^ way Indians borrowed on land in genera-

tions past when written documents were not

common. It is convenient. There is no problem

of collection of either interest or principal. The
creditor simply takes possession of the land until

the money is repaid. The fruit of the soil is so

profitable a return that the investor does not

care if the money is never repaid. Indeed, with

land virtually the only profitable investment

in Panajachel, and control of land the way to

wealth, people with money are anxious to lend

it on these terms. The wealthiest Indian of

Panajachel obtained his start this way. The
converse is that Indians pawn land only when
they think they must, knowing that loss of their

land curtails earning power and makes redemption

of the land difficult. They are therefore motivated

to borrow less rather than more money on a piece

of land, to redeem it more easily. Borrowed

money is usually spent for food, medicines, and

liquor, at times of sickness, death, or the assump-

tion of office, when cash is needed at a time the

earning power is reduced. With the abolition

of debt peonage in 1936, advance payment for

labor became illegal. This left borrowing as

the only way to get money for emergencies, and

the easiest way to borrow is to pawn land. Pos-

sibly the pawning of land has therefore increased
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in recent years. From 1935 to 1938 the average

number of pa^vnings of Indian lands was about

eight per year and tlie number of redemptions

about four. In 1936 the number of contracts

generally knowm to be in force was 38, the oldest

of them dating from about 1930. Thus more
than 11 per cent^" of the 330 Indian-owned lots

were wholly or partly in pawm in 1936. Of the

38, 27 were pawned to other resident Indians,

5 to Indians of other towns, 5 to resident Ladinos,

and 1 to the author. Lands pawmed totaled

about 20.6 acres (table 13) including more truck

land than coffee. Indians own twice as much
truck as coffee land, but pawn almost 2}2 times

as much, for two reasons: (1) The lender prefers

truck land, which brings him more income than

colYce land and his bargaining power is gi'cater

than that of the borrower with a sudden need;

(2) many Indians sell their coffee crops to Ladinos

long before the harvest as a way to get money
without borrowing; nobody is likely to take on

pawn land which will yield nothing for over a year.

Table 13.

—

Pawned land
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rental period is a year or only a season. In the

case of truck land, on the other hand, the time is

important. While most frequently the land is

rented for a whole year, there are cases of rentals

for but 3 or 4 months—the growing season for

onions. One rich Indian habitually rents out

land only for the bean-growing season (4 months)

in exchange for one cornfield stint of labor for each

cuerda rented. Between bean seasons, he plants

corn on the land. Coffee land is never rented be-

cause, of course, the annual crop is almost pure

profit.

Very often a renter keeps the same land year

after year. This is convenient for both parties;

certainly the renter planting onions finds it in-

convenient to break into the annual cycle at any
point. On the other hand, pepino growers usually

rent a difi'ereut piece of land each j'ear in the con-

viction that "new" land gives a better crop. The
most common practice among Indian renters is to

seek to rent appropriate land for a particular pur-

pose. The fact that each tends to rotate crops

after a favorite pattern is a motive to keep one
piece of land for several years.

The right to harvest a crop still growing when
the rental period is over, appears to be recognized

by the Indians. In 1936 an Indian pawned a

piece of truck land to a Ladino who then rented it

on an annual basis to another Indian. In 1941

the land was redeemed and the Indian owner took

possession. The renter had harvested a crop of

beans, but still had sweet cassava growing on the

edges of the tablones. He worried over what
might become of it, but the owner recognized his

right to the plants; he planted corn and no techni-

cal problem was presented.

In 1936 there were 72 pieces of land rented by
the Indians. Of these, 43 involved cash rental.

Seven cases required the payment to the land-

owner of half the crop. All these involved delta

land, but in one the land was used only for corn.

The other 22 cases required payment in labor

—

the planting of coffee or shade trees, or a certain

number of stints in the cornfield or the cofJee

grove. In general it may be said that the renter

comes out most favorably by paying cash, and
least favorably Ijy sharing his harvest. Payment
with lal)or is cheaper than cash when the owner
rents cheaply to assure himself labor when he needs
it. Table 14 summarizes the cost of the rental in

the various arrangements recorded.

Neither the very rich (who have more of their

own than they can manage) nor the very poor

(who have neither the monej' to rent land nor the

time to work it) rent much land. Land renting

as it relates to wealth is discussed in the section

on Land and Wealth (pp. 192-193).

LAND VALUES

How much Panajachel land is worth depends

first of all on its kind and location. Hill land

useful only for cornfield is worth less than hill

land that is relatively level, or has a water supply,

and can be used for coffee or truck. Delta land

is worth more than hill land, but delta land good

only for cornfield is worth much less than delta

land suitable for vegetable growing. Land on

wliich coffee is standing is worth more than any
other kind. In recent years, land along the lake

shore has become especially valuable. Land in

the center of town, where the Ladinos have their

stores and houses, is more valuable than other

land except that on the lake shore. Furthermore,

there is one scale of prices (however vague) for

sales of land to Ladinos and foreigners, especially

by Ladinos, and quite a different scale governing

sales within the Indian community. Finally, the

price of land perhaps more than anything else is

influenced by particular circumstances surround-

ing each sale. Thus, an Indian in sudden need

who can obtain monej' only by selling a piece of

land is not likely to get as much as another who is

approached to sell a piece that he would just as

soon keep.

Although I shall evaluate lands by standards of

Table 14.—Rental cosls in 1938

Num-
ber of

cases
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what Indians pay for them, it is interesting to

note first the differential for outsiders. Hill

land, as we shall see, is normally worth from $2.50

to $8.50 an acre. In 1940 a Ladino owner offered

to a foreig^ner a large piece of such land (extending

to the lake) for a sum that figured to $33.33 an

acre; there were indications that he would come
down as low as $17.05. Another Ladino offered

a large piece of hill land (parts of which were

planted in coffee and vegetahles) at the rate

of $126.84 an acre. When the prospective buyer,

a North American, refused, the owner half

regretted not having come down in price; but the

lowest price he woidd have considered came to

$84.56 an acre, and he was sure that the land for

its coffee yield would eventually be worth more
than that to him.

Delta truck land is usually sold for from $50

to $150 an acre. When favorably situated it was

sold to foreigners for much more in 1940. One
well-situated piece of land of 1.4 acres sold at

the rate of either $813.75 or $1,968.75, depending

upon which of two coimtrymen who were involved

in the deal I chose to believe. Another North
American paid a Ladino at the rate of $525.58

an acre for a piece of lake-shore land. He refused

to pay a broker $562.50 an acre for an adjoining

piece, and finallj'^ offered the Indian owner at

the rate of $1,135 an acre and was unable to buy
it. Another Ladino was asking a sum that worked

out to $562.50 an acre for a very small piece of

land overlooking the lake. Perhaps the clearest

example of \\ hat is happening to land values near

the lake is this: In 1935 a Ladino oft'ered me a

hillock (8 acres) on the lake shore between Santa

Catarina and San Antonio for $90. Eveiitually a

German in Panajachel bought it for $80. In 1940

he told me that he had turned down a North

American's offer for $500 for a small piece of tliis

land, and that he valued the whole at $5,000.

Obviously, Indians cannot begin to buy land at

such prices; and thvy buy, even from Ladinos

(but not lake-shore land) for much less. The
following evaluations of land according to the

Indian standard arc based on both statements of

informants and a nimiber of cases.

HILL LAND

Only ordinary hill land, useful for growing mdpa
in season, is o\vned by Indians. Informants

usually set its value as between about $5.50 and

$9.50 an acre. I have records of three sales,

t%vo of them of Santa Catarina land to Panajachel
Indians, well ])elow the lowest figure ($3.94 and
$4.30), but none above the highest figure. (For

a time the Santa Catarina Indians were in great

need, and sold cheaply.) I have two well-

authenticated cases of purchases of Santa Catarina
land at $9.35 an acre, and one at $S.50. I vras

ofTercd by a Ladino a piece of Panajachel hill

land at $8.50; a Panajachel Indian wanted me to

help him buy it at that price. In another case I

assisted an Indian in the purchase, from another

Indian, of 5.4 acres of Panajachel hill land at

$9.35. It seems reasonable to set the usual

value of hill land, in Panajachel or Santa Catarina,

at about $8 an acre.

There are also records of the pawning of six

pieces of hill land. Two parcels of Santa Catarina

land were pawned to Panajachel Indians for

$5.13 and $5.76 an acre, respectively. Three
pieces of Panajachel land were pawned—Indian

to Indian—for $4.16, $5.15, and $5.62 an acre,

respectively. A fourth and similar piece was
pa^^^led at $1.87 an acre. Of course, minunum
pawning-prices are of no significance in this dis-

cussion; but since people would not usually lend

more on a piece of land than it is worth, it is

obvious that hOl lands are considered worth at

least $5.62 an acre. Pa\\'ning values thus check

fairly well with sale values.

It has been noted that hill milpa land rents, for

cash, at $1.41 an acre. LTsing the figure $8 as

the value of such land, the relation of annual

rental to the value of land is 1 to 5.7.

DELTA TRUCK LAND

Irrigated land in the delta not planted with

coffee is valued by informants (in 10 cases) from

$56 (2 cases) to $235 (1 case). The value in 5

cases was given as $187.50, in another as $140.63,

and in the last as $78.12. One Indian, who has

been buying land from others, and from Ladinos,

told me he usually expects to pay at the rate of

$140. One may discount the statement of an
Indian that long ago he had bought a cuerda for $5

($28 an acre); more probably he obtained the

land on pawn. The lowest price otherwise noted

figures to $62.50 an acre; this land was bought
from a Ladino many years ago. Another piece

was said to have been bought at the rate of

$93.75 an acre. The other prices, including those
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in all recent transactions, range between S112.50

and $187.50. Perhaps overinfluenced by the

roundness of the ligure, I have set the value of

truck land at the average of these extremes, or

$150 an acre.

Records of money lent with pa^\aied land as

security indicate that this is at least not too low.

1 have 25 cases of the pa\\^nng of truck land. The

amounts were at the rate of:

Pit !l'T(^ Per acre

2 cases *22. .'jO lease $02.55

4 cases.. 2S. 12 lease 07.42

3 cases.. 37. .')0 lease 7<). 68

lease 43.00 lease 93.03

Teases 5(1.25 4 eases 112.50

The cash rental price of truck land has been

noted as between $22.50 and $33.75, with the

norm near the higher figure. If we consider the

usual rental price as $30, it is seen that—using tlie

valuation of $150 an acre—the proportion of

annual rental to land value is 1 to 5, not far from

that of hill land.

I have only one case by which to judge the \alue

of delta land that is useful onlj' for milpa. In that

case, the figure given comes to $28 an acre. Com-
paring this with the value of hill milpa land, it

seems about right. The yield on such land is

considerably higher than on the less level hill laud,

it lasts much longer (if not indefinitely) without

fertilizer, and, being closer, such land requires less

work time than do hill lands. If this delta land is

thought of as potential coffee land, it should

probably be valued even higher.

COFFEE LAND

Land on which colfeo is already growing should

be worth more than truck land, depending on the

condition of the coffee. One informant set the

value of coffee land as double that of vegetable

land, but he also set the value of vegetable land

unusually low. Other informants estimated coffee

land to be worth from $85 to $187.50 an acre. I

have but two cases of sales of coffee land, one at

$215 and the other at $225 an acre. In both cases

sales were to non-Indians, and it would probably

be safer to set the value of delta coffee land at

about $175 an acre.

Recorded are only 10 cases of money lent on
pawTied coffee land. In one case the sum was

$28.12, in iliree cases $37.50, in two cases $50.25,

and in one case each, $75, $84.37, $93.75, and
$112.30. The amounts tend to run, therefore,

about the same as for truck lands. (From one

point of view they should run higher, since the

money lender witliout much labor is alile to

harvest al)out $34 worth of coU'ee each year he has

the land; but for the same reason the pawner

ought not to ask for more, so that he can redeem
the land f|uickly.)

Since the land on which Indian houses are built

is un|)roductive, it has no value comparable to

that of coifee and truck lands. But since before

it became a house site, and after it ceases to be

one (if it does) it was or will be good truck land,

it may be given the same value—$150 an aci-e, not

including the improvements.

The total value of lands recorded as belonging

to resident Indians in 1930 may therefore be

summarized as follows:

Hill lands (at S8 per acre):

In Panajachel, 68 acres .$544.00

Elsewhere, 20 acres 208. 00

Delta lands:

Coffee (at .5175 per acre), 39..3S acres. 6, 891. .50

Truck (at SJ.50 per acre), 78.52 acres. 11, 778. 00

House lots (at S150 per acre), 5.08

acres 762. 00

Other (at .$28 per acre), 8.35 acres... 233. SO

Total 20,417. 30

Of these totals, 0.45 acre of coffee land, 1.8 acres

truck land, and 1.0 acres hill land—with a total

value of $301.55—were pawned to Ladiuos or

others outside the local Indian community. The
value of the land owned and controlled by the

resident Indians in 1930 was, therefore, $20,045.75.

In addition, they had on pawn at least $80.18

worth of hill land and about $150 worth of truck

land in Santa Catarina. Tbey therefore controlled

land with a total value of about $20,282. This

figure takes no account of lands borrowed or

rented from Ladinos or others.
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THE USE OF TIME

Besides the land, nature gives to the Indians of

Panajachel, as it does to others, 24 hours a day

for 365 days a year. How are thej' used? To
answer the question would require a complete

description of the round of life of the society.

In a hook on the economy alone it may better be

asked how time is used in relation to production.

In dointr so it may appear that a position is taken

that the more time spent ad(lin<,' to wealth, the

more "efRcient" is the use of time. This i?

nonsense (since presumably in most contexts

wealth has ends other than itself) as is the position

apparently taken in the section on land (pp. ;j4~47)

that land ought to be in production, the more

intensively the better. I do not mean to take

either. In the case of the land, the site where

the house stands is not wasted, nor only a necessi-

ty; nor are the yard and its fiowers luxuries. In the

case of time, likewise, the hours spent sleeping and

eating are not wasted, or merely necessary; nor

is the time spent in church or in a drinking bout a

luxury stolen from work. Nevertheless, with

this underetood, it is still useful to consider how
efficiently from the point of view of production the

community of Panajachelenos utilizes both its

main resources—land and labor.

Table 15 classifies the way the entu'e community

spent the year 1936. Whether the percentage

for economic or strictly productive activities is

high or low compared with other people, or the

differences in this respect between men, women,
and children one cannot say without comparative

data. My suspicion is that Panajachelenos work
more than is typical either of primitive tribesmen

or of urbanitcs. Where they fall within the range

of peasant and rural peoples— in comparison with

Chinese or Roumanian villagers, or Bantu or Iowa
farmers (or for that matter the Indians of neigh-

boring Solola) remains a question. Panajachel is

probably more hard-working than its neighbors

who depend chiefly on the growing of corn, in

which work is seasonal. How it compares with

neighboring communities which have industrial

specialties I do not know. In comparison with

North American farmers, it seems probable that

the difference is that here the farmers work
longer (and much harder) during some seasons

than in Panajachel, but that in general more
time is taken with recreation, visiting, school, and
study. The Panajachelenos "waste" time by
bits, American farmers in large doses. But such

a comparison is better made by those v.-ith closer

acquaintance; with American farm communities.

I have no data enabling me to handle quantita-

tively the question of intensit\^ of work; however,

the Indians of this study would surely be de-

scribed as slow, easy-going workers whose pace is

not comparable to that of industrious northern

workers.

A description of how Panajachelenos use their

economically devoted time is the main subject of

this section. Full documentation of the time not

devoted to economic activity would require de-

scription of the social, political, and religious prac-

tices and institutions of the society. What is

given here is less than a brief summary.
The total amount of time available to the

Panajachel Indians in 193G was simply the popu-

lation multiplied by the number of hours m the

year. In working over the data, however, it

was found expedient to subdivide the population

by sex and age, and to reduce the hours to units of

9-hour "days." The 9-hour day was standard-

ized because the usual work day in Panajachel is

9 hours. The data (e. g., table 15) arc reported

in these units. Insofar as in this description the

c|uantities are reduced to proportions the unit is

immaterial.

Little more than a third of the total time is

potentially usable for productive purposes because,

first, none of that of infants can be included and,

second, everybody must eat and sleep. Although

such information may seem to presuppose consider-

able private knowledge I am confideut that little

error is involved in the estimate of eating-sleeping

time. Adults and children alike normally retire

at about the same time, from 8 to 9 in the evening,

and rise at from 5 to 6 in the morning. Doubtless

everybody sleeps a little less in the season of short

nights, which happens to fall in the dry months

when there is also moie agricultural work and

more vending in the markets; but the average

throughout the year is ahnost surely close to 9

hours. The three meals a day tak(! .something

less than 3 hours, but additional time is usually

taken, especially after the evening meal, with rest.

85
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The class of activities labeled "Personal and

Social" (tal)le 18) attempts to eateh all other non-

productive activities. Although each figure is the

result of close calculation on the basis both of case

materials and general impressions, some are

subject to greater error than others. "^^ The first

item assumes that a woman spends al)out 2 hours

a week on personal hygiene, a man hut an hour,

because women wash and dress their hair fre-

quently, and bathe more often in the sweat l)atli

—

a time-consuming operation. In the matter of

sickness, I was reduced to pretty rough calcula-

tions, assuming that on the average everybody is

sick at home or in bed 2 days a year; that nursing

(chiefly by women) takes an average of '.i hours a

day from other activities; and that in each of the

200 cases that a shanum is called, a day's time is

lost to call for and accompany him.

That in each of the 74 cases of births the woman
loses an average of 10 days' time is probably a

sound statement, for the lying-in period is recog-

nized and I have a number of cases in my notes.

That in each case a father—to call the midwife,

assist her, and register the birtli, etc.—loses 2

days, is not nearly as certain. In the matter of

baptism, it is assumed on the basis of a few cases

that the parents each lose a day and the sponsor

a half day. In the estimated five eases of mar-

riage, consequently five "askings" and courtships,

it is calculated that both sets of parents, and the

principals, each lose 24 hours, and that six other

men and women each lose 6 hours.

Tlie time that funerals cost is based on knowl-

edge of customary differences when adults,

children, and infants die. It is supposed that the

people of the family (on the average a man,
woman, and two children) each lose 3 days at the

death of an adult, 2 at that of a child, and 1 at the

death of an infant; and that (on the average) five

other men and five other women lose 2, 1, and a

half day, respectively, in such cases.

Only general observation and more scattered

cases are the ])asis of the other figures; yet it

seems to me, wholly unlikely that the totals of

table 18 are off more than about 20 percent.

Chart LO omits sleeping-eating time, and tiiat

T.\Bi,E 18.

—

Personal and surial aclivilies

•' And SdniPtiiiies crfiUfr error than woiiM have been thp rase lui'J I known
I wasgoinp to u.sc Ihe data in this iiianiicr. For example, I dici not f^elolhcial

data on attendance in scliool whirh would have been available, and which
might have been more aeeurate than my cxtrai)olati()ns.

Activity

liathing. hair washing. hyRiene, etc_ . . ,

.

Sidcness: patients' and nursinR time
Childbirth: family's time ..__._
nai)tisms: parents' and sponsors' time...
Care ot infants: feeding, etc
School atlentlance
Conrtship and marriage -

Fnnerals . _

Noncommercial fiesta-celebration and
Sunday and holiday rest by private
persons . . _

Informal visiting, gossiping, drinking on
no special occasion

Formal visits, gift bearing not included
elsewhere, . __ .

.

Fighting, (luarreling; time in court and
jail and worrying - , -

Business errands --

Hainy days when no work in house;
caught on road, etc

Number of 9-hour days in year

Total

Total.

(.917

2, :tiil

1.0.V2

l.';4

4,287
6,0110

1 110

»:i2

3,385

ri70

22.';

200
200

Men

1.405
818
14S

77

60
3ti9

1,400

250

100

too
l.'iO

5,567

Worn-

3.022
1.184
904
77

4,287

50
369

1.250

270

100

100
50

250

11,913

Chil-
dren

490
359

i,000

"94

735

150

25

100

,953

unaccounted for, to show that 87.7 percent of all

the time availabhi to the commimity is devoted in

one mariner or other to getting a living. Descrip-

tion of how this time is used necessarily involves

differences associated with sex and age because

(for example) the 87.7 percent in chart 15 hides a

difference between men (88.2 percent), women
(81.8 percent), and children ((50.2 percent) which

becomes more and more significant as the cate-

gories are broken down. "^Phus, for instant^e, men
devote 80 percent of their usable time to gainful

employment and commercial production, but

women only 28.0 percent and children a trifle less.

The women meanwhile spend their time on cook-

ing, laundering, and the making of clothing.

Chart 16 therefore, confined to the distribution

of time devoted to economic activities, distin-

guishes the use of time by sex and age.

Agricidlure (the techniques of which are dis-

cussed on pages 47 to .57 and the business as{)ects

on pages 108 to 1;J2) is obviously (he only real

source of livelihood; (^specially since tli fee-fourths

of the hdxu' done for jjadinos is agricultiirtil labor

and most of llic miirketiiig involves nuirketing

of home-grown agricultural j)i'odiice. Tiiblc 19

shows how the time was dividtvl hetwciMi dilfereiit

(I'ops ami iuiiiiials grow II by Indians. In contrast

a miiiiscnle .^OO days, iiicl tiding I a ofwomen aiul 1
")5

of children, is s])eiil on liiintiiig, fishing, and the

like.

Women s|)end 51 percent: of their time in house-

hold tasks, and ;in iidtlitioual 5.5 percent in

weaving, sewmg, ami repairing clothing; house
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Goinful Employment

ond

Cornm?rcial Production

53 0%

All Economic Activities

87. 77.

Chart 15.- 'Usable" time.

building and maintenance, and cutting and bring-

ing firewood, are equivalents for men, but not of

course in importance. Although payment of rent

is not required, men generally work for money and
use the money—rather than their time—to supply

household needs.

Buying and selling is a major enterprise of both
sexes, for men second only to agriculture and for

women on a par with the making of cloth and
garments. Indeed, in the context of the culture,

marketing is even more significant than the pro-

portion of time devoted to it, for selling the pro-

duce (rather than harvesting it) is the real

culmination of the cycle of agriculture, just as

buying, where the prerogative of choice is most
clearly enjoyed, is the beginning of social living.

Practices in the hiring of labor, and the role of

specialists in the society', follow a description of

the more general division of labor.

T.VDLE 19.

—

Tims devo'.ed lo agriculture and domestic animals
by sex and age

KinJ of work
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Chart 1G.—Time spent on economic activities.
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DIVISION OF LABOR

Chart 17 summarizes the sex division of labor

in Indian Panajachel.

Milpa growing

Truck gardening

Coffee growing

Animal husbandry

Housing

Clotliing

Houselceeping

Marketing

Load carrying

Men

Prejiaring soil

PInnting
Cultivating

Women

Harvesting
Storing
Graining

Making beds
Planting
Transplanting

Watering
Weeding

Harvesting
Preparing crop

Transplanting
Cleaning grove

|

Harvesting
Preparing beans

Harvesting

Pasturing
Feeding
Killing

Felling trees 1

Cutting branches
Gathering

Building
RL'pairing
Furnishings

Sewing
Weaving

Laundering

re making

Sweeping

Cooking
Grinding

Dish washing

Distant markets
Nearby markets

Local market

Large, heavy
Small, light

Infants

Chart 17.— Sex ilivision of labor in ordinary work.

While only women are expected to work in the

kitchen, it is not true in Panajachel that only men
are supposeil to work in the fields. Indeed, the

only broad generalization that can be made about

the sex division of labor is that men do not

normally cook, carry water, spin, weave, or wash
dishes and clothing; while only men do certain

agricultural tasks considered too difficult for

women—preparing the soil for corn, making garden
beds, planting coffee bushes; and only men (using

the tumpline) carry heavy loads.

The ax and the hoe, and to a lesser degree the

machete, are the men's tools. Men cut down
trees and turn over the earth. Women, in agri-

culture, use their hands or sticks and the watering

basins. The work that can be done without heavy
tools is done by either men or women. But it is

the heaviness of the work rather than the tool that

sets the pattern. Women do not lift great

weights, or swing axes, picks, or hoes. They
do not climb trees, or roofs.

Men travel greater distances than women. A
man may carry his load 50 miles to market; a

woman rarely more than 5. Women work the

fields in the delta, men in the hills. But this

is because most of the agricultural work in the

hills is heavy work connected with the milpa

rather than because of their distance. The milpa,

perhaps because most of the work involved is

heavy, is the most typically men's job. But there

may be an element of tradition here too, as well as

of distance.

Domestic tasks—cooking and washing and the

making of clothing—are almost exclusively

women's work. It is typical for the man to be off

in the fields or on a business trip and the woman to

care for the home. But women no less typically

engage in agricultural work and in taking their

wares for sale in the market. In a broad sense, the

women do all the kinds of work that men do, and in

addition care for the house and prepare the food.

They are breadwinners as well as breadmakers.

The degree to which these statements are true,

to which the division of labor along sex lines is

fixed and unalterable, will be discussed (following

the order of chart 17) after considerations of age

differences.

AGE DIFFERENCES

A child of 2 or 3 is carried on the back of mother

or. sibling, except in the house, and there is little

sign of sex distinctions. By the age of 4 or 5, he

is carried only on long trips. By this time cos-

tume distinctions have set in: a boy dresses much
like his father, a gu'l like her mother. Whatever
the sex, however, he stays in and near the house,

helping the women folk with minor errands.

"Bring me a piece of firewood" the mother is apt

to say to the boy or to the girl. Now also the

child of either sex begins to carrj' and watch his

younger sibling. At 6 or 7, the child frequently

accompanies his parents to their delta fields, and

although he plays more than he works, he is asked

to help in little ways. "Let the water flow in the

ditch," the parent might say to a child playing in

the water, and the j'oungster will direct the water

into the proper channel with his hands. There is

still little sex distinction; either girl or boy ac-
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companies either parent to the field. A rliild of

S or 9 (assuming he is not in school) still works

both around the house and in the fields, caring for

younger siblings, sweeping and doing other choies

in the house, and helping in the fields. But now
the sex distinction is more important. A boy will

have a small hoe, and when in the fields will help

his father make garden beds, while a girl will have

a small water jar and will be sent for water for the

kitchen. The boy is now liomc much less fre-

quently than the girl; more and more he accom-

panies his father to liis work. The girl may still

go with her father, or her mother, to the fields.

But she is much more closely attached to her

mother and hence to the kitchen. By now she

is frequently setting up toj^ looms with coarse

fibers.

At the age of from 10 to 12 the sex division of

labor is virtually complete. Now a boy will not

stay home to help in the kitchen. He goes as a

helper with his father to the fields; if he goes with

his mother, he goes as a coworker. He does the

kinds of work liis father does, even if on a smaller

scale. He uses the tumpline to carry small loads

nearby, but when he accompanies his parents to

a market outside he is more apt to carry the lunch

in his bag. A girl of 10 or 12, on the otiier hand,

no longer goes with her father to the fields: at

home and in the fields she is under her mother's

direction. She now helps very considerably in

the house. She may make the fire and is expected

to be able to make coffee; of course she carries

water. She also can weave small things of limited

usefulness because the work is defective. vShe

alone, and not her brother of like age, cares for

the younger cliildren and sweeps out the house.

At 14 or 15 the young man is more a man than

a boy- He enters his first municipal office and

tends to do a man's work. He now smokes and

begins to drink. He carries medium loads with

his tumpline and goes to nearby towns. He fre-

quentl}' accompanies his father or an older brother

to more distant markets. He does all kinds of

heavj' agricultural work. The girl of similar age

has not quite to the same degi-ee reached woman's
estate. She now grinds, and can prepare the meal

of the family if it is small ; l)ut her tortillas are far

from perfect. If she has been taught to weave,

she makes only small things, neither very speedily

nor very well. But of course she now dedicates

her time more and more to such tasks, while her

mother is freer to work longer in the fields and to

sell more frequently in the market. If the gu-1

goes to market, as she docs, it is usually in the

charge of an older woman, if not her mother, who
helps her.

At the age of 18 a youth is a man or a woman,
and may be expected to do all of the work of his

sex. The young man may go alone to the most
distant markets, he will work for others by the

day at a man's wage, and will carry full loads.

The young woman can do every kind of house-

work well, and can do the women's work of the

fields for the family or for hire. If she does not

go freely to market to sell, it is only because young

women should be protected from escapades. She

is ready for marriage.

There is normally no age limit for work. Ex-

cept that sickness tends to take a greater and

greater toll of one's time with advancing age, the

old work side by side with the young, earning a

living by the same means. In practice, it is rarely

true that an old man works as much as a young

man. If he is not enfeebled by sickness, the cus-

tom of prolonged drinking acquu-ed during his

public career takes his time and saps his strength,

or he has acquired sons enough to make his own
hands less necessary, or has become wealtlw

enough to hire hands so that he himself undertakes

more the direction of work than the work itself.**

By the time a man is old—say 60—he has usually

completed all of his civil and religious obligations

which were in the past a very significant expense,

and now he requires less and is hence richer. By
this time, too, he frequently is little interested in

accumulating more land, and is apt to live off his

capital. Hard and steady work is therefore fre-

quently not necessary.

The same may be said, in general, for women.

Since women outlive men, there are more old

women than there are old men. They continue to

the end of their tlavs to do the work of women, but

M A rich old Indian (now deceased) who was at least 75 at the time, said in

casual conversation, "1 personally no longer do any work because my arms

cannot stand it, hut my son Ratael is the one who does everything necessary,

or I send moios and only direct them. But I still sometimes take up my ax

or my hoe to do a simple task because I am ashamed to be always sitting in

my house watching my (third) wUe work in the fields. Sometimes I tell

her to get herself mosos to clear the onion patches and other fields, but she

answers me that she too is ashamed not to do anything because my children

(her step-children) and neighbors might think that she wanted me only for

the advantages. And so it is that we are both ashamed to do nothing. Look

now. for e.xample, she has gone to the Sololi market to sell and to buy the

necessary things, and I remain to watch the house; but I always go out to my
fields."
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again they work less long and less hard. An old

woman no longer has childi'cn to care for. Iler

eyes are frequently too bad to permit much weav-

ing. There is no large family to cook for. Like

men, old women tend to be ill more frequently and

for longer periods, and they, too, sometimes lose

time in prolonged drinking, to which their public

life has habituated them.

SEX DIFFERENCES

Most of the ordinarj' work of the community is

done, therefore, by men and women between the

ages of about 18 and, say, 50. Older, the quantity

of work diminishes, the kinds and the sex distinc-

tion remain the same; younger, the kinds of work
also change and the distuictions between the sexes

diminish and (with young children) disappear.

Since agricultural work of both women and chil-

dren tends to be "light," children's work resembles

rather women's work than men's. Thus women
rather than men transplant onions; but one may as

well read it, "women and children" even though

more especially girls than bo3-s. Men do less on

light tasks than women because more of their time

is turned to heavy tasks that they alone can do;

thus the practice of youngsters, who are necessarily

cut out of the heavy work, is like that of women.

THE MILPA

I have never heard of a woman's helping to fell

trees, clear and bm^n brush, hoe the soil, or any-

thing else to prepare the cornfield ; nor have I ever

heard of a woman planting or cultivating. Women
only harvest, frequently going alone to cut leaves

or a few green ears, especially if the field is in the

delta, when a woman even goes alone to harvest a

few ripe ears. Most frequently, however, men
take the lead in harvesting and women accompany
them, if at all, only to assist, partly because large

loads must be brought home, mainly because of a
feeling that milpa is men's work. To harvest a
large field laborers are hired to join what members
of the family are available, perhaps including

women; "^ but women are never hired, as men are,

to help.

Stacking corn iu the granarj- is done by all the

" In one case the wite anJ lO-yrar-old daughter arrived at the distant corn-
field at 10 a. m. with lunch and remained the rest of the day to pick beans and
gather together the ears of corn. In another case a wite and dauehter did
some harvestinR, in a nearby field, alone, and later accompanied the man of
the house to do more.

family under the leadership of the man of the

house. Kemoving the grain from the cob is

primarily women's work. Wlien (infrequently in

Panajachel) corn in quantity is grained by beating

a bagful of ears with sticks, men do most of the

work. Generally each day's grain is taken off

with the fingers before use, hence is a kitchen

task of women. Nevertheless men often do tliis

chore in idle moments around the house, and men
rather than the women grain seed corn before

planting.

Beans are removed from the pod (usually by
beating) by both men and women.

TRUCK GARDENING

Only men make garden beds, or pepino hills.

Boys but not girls or women help the men; it may
be said that this is work of males, as grinding is of

females. The only other gardening tasks exclu-

sive to men arc planting onion seed (which evi-

dently requires expertness which no women have

developed), and planting pejnnos, which involves

carting fertilizer and making holes. Otherwise

work in the truck gardens is done by both sexes,

one or the otlier predominating in each process."

Probably women plant more garlic, transplant

more onions, and possibly plant more beans than

do men. They certainly do more weeding as men
do more watering. Men harvest more onions,

garlic, and beans (which require some strength for

the pulling), but women probably cut more
pepinos. These differences are not matters of

custom but of circumstance. Thus, men usually

harvest the quantities of i^epinos or green beans

they take to the wholesale market and women cut

those they will sell locally. But husband and wife

(and others) arc apt to go together both to the

harvest and to the market. Onions, garlic, and

vegetables are prepared for market by the whole

family, with little distinction of sex. Women
doubtless wash vegetables more, since in general

each vendor prepares his own load for market but

women help their husbands wash the larger

quantities. Women go to market more frequently

than men, but carry considerably less.

" A man and wife are often found together, perhaps transplanting onions

In the same garden bed. Women are frcfjuently seen working with babies on

their backs. When these cry, they are given the breast. Where there are

other children, an older sibling may relieve the mother of her burden while

she works, but of course the infant must remain close by to be fed. A wealthy

woman may hire a nursemaid to keep the baby in the shade nearby.
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COFFEE

Division of labor in the coffee nurseries follows

the usual garden pattern. Only men transplant

coffee bushes from the nursery bed, work which

involves digging holes; pulling, binding, and set-

ting both coffee and shade trees. Again, only

men clean the grove. Both sexes harvest coffee,

and women as well as men are hired for the pur-

pose. In Indian groves women probably harvest

more than men, for small groves are often picked

over by the women and children of the house.

Men exclusively use the depulping machine,

women the grinding stone. Men do more than

women washing and sunning the beans, especially

if the quantity is large; on the other hand wlien

the parchment is removed from the beans before

use or sale, it is done on the grinding stone, by

women," and roasting and grinding coffee is

women's work, done in small quantities for daily

use in connection with other kitchen work.

FRUIT

Planting vegetable pears and harvesting their

root are peculiarly men's tasks, involving some

ritual. Otherwise the work of the "orchard" is

little differentiated by sex. Fruit harvesting that

requires climbing is done by men, but most fruit

is collected by other methods, and by both sexes.

Quantity is a factor: a man (perhaps helped by
his wife) is apt to strip a whole tree of its fruit,

but a woman usually brings down the fiiiit that

she plans to take to market. In this work (chil-

dren are of special assistance.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

The few horses, cattle, sheep in town are cared

for by men and boys who lead them to pasture,

move them occasionally, and lead them back in

the evening. Women may feed such animals at

the house, but their care is the responsibility of

men. Pigs and fowl, on the other hand, are the

province of the women (and children) of the

house. Though men may and do handle them,

women generally do all the chores connected with

them. "Chicken raising is the woman's work; the

man has nothing to do with it," is the usual view.

Pigs are killed by professional butcliers, but the

housewife usually kills a chicken for the table.

Turkeys are killed only for fiestas, when usually

*^ A 12-year-oId boy w:is once observed heli)iiig his mother at this, bat he

was not Krinding.

men have charge of their ceremonial slaughter

together with that of roosters. Men also clean

and dismember the fowl used ceremonially, women
those for the house.

FIREWOOD

Firewood in quantity is prepared by men and

boys. Women never cut down trees, though they

frequently chop branches into kindling. Women
and children perhaps more than men, collect fag-

gots in the river bed and in the fields. The
distinction is between "making" and "collecting"

firewood.

HOUSING

Building of all kinds is in the province of the

men, assisted by boys. Women do not help.

Materials which are not purchased are obtained

generally in the hills, systematically by the men.

Setting up the house is heavy work, but women
do not participate even in building small structures

like chicken coops, or thatching low roofs; prob-

ably they lack the techniques. Nor do they mix

mud for mass-adobe walls, which is neither heavy

nor skilled labor.

CLOTHING

The little cotton spimiing still done in Pana-

jachel is strictly women's work. Men rather than

women twist maguey fibers for special uses, and

when maguey textUes were made, the men did it

as they still do in other towns. Women, never

men, do weaving. Exceptions are two men who
have learned a non-Indian belt-weaving tech-

nique."' A few men (no women) have also learned

to make fish nets. But textiles for common use

and by the usual processes are strictly in the

female sphere.

Men usually tailor their own cloaks from woolen

cloth that they buy, though women somtitimes

do this for their husbands. They also repair tlieir

own clothes, especially if they are unmarried. It

is no shame for a man to use a needle. Yet women
do virtually all sewing done in Panajachel; they

fashion the textiles that th(!y weave (for them-

selves, the menfolk, and the children) and some-

"* Once a boy of about 10 learned to wt^ave cotton belts when his (nther

was in prison in Sololiiand he took food to him and stayed all day; ho watched

the prisoners making belts and went home and began making them for sale

to Ladinos. Since then he has earned a few dollars n year; he also has learned

to make nets.
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times tailor shirts of bought material, they also

sew their own skirts (of bought material), the

largest operation. They also do most of the

mending.

Women do virtually all the laundry, and have

regular wash days. Men are ashamed to be seen

washing clothes (especially young men who have

no female relatives they can ask), but they do it.

HOUSEKEEPING

On the road men do all work necessary to sus-

tain life—building fires, making coffee, cooking

meat and soup, washing dishes, etc. But at home

such tasks are done by the women. Cases of

temporarily womanless households in which men

have done their own grinding and even tortilla

making are not only aberrant but provoke mirth.

Women usually rise first and build the fire; a man
at home might do this if his wife were ill, but

rarely otherwise. Grinding and cooking are (with

weaving) the most definitely women's tasks. Such

others as curing utensils, preparing leaves for

tamales, washing dishes, etc., are included. Men
do virtually nothing in the kitchen.

Except that a cofradia house is swept by the

men officials, all interiors (including Saint's houses)

are cleaned by women and children. But men
and boys—not women—normally sweep the patio.

Marketing is the subject of special discussion

in the following sections. Briefly: Panajachcl

men do not patronize the local market; both

women and men buy and sell in nearby markets;

and usually only men go to distant markets.

LO.\D CARRYING

Men and boys never carry loads on the head,

as women and girls carry produce (in baskets) or

water (in earthenware vessels). Men and boys

rarely carry any other way than with the tump-
line.*' Locally, women sometimes carry as much
as 100 pounds—with the help of two others, to

get the basket onto the head; the usual maximum
is 50 or 75 pounds, and women carry as much
as 50 pounds uphill to Solola or San Andres (5

miles). The normal load of a man is roughly

double that of a woman.
Women (never men) carry babies on their backs

in a cloth slung over a shoulder. Men do not

* There is a Totonicapefia married into the local community. Following
the custom of her community, she sometimes carries with a tumpline. The
local Indians were heard to remarlj about this. The Indian women of Pata-
natic (also originally Totonicapeflas) frequently bring firewood to town on
their backs.

ordinarily carry babies, but if a child tires on the

road, and the wife is carrying an infant, her hus-

band may place the child on his load.

Only men (but not very many), and sometimes

boys, paddle canoes. I have heard of a woman's

helping only in one extraordinary case. Women
simply do not "know how." Once when an

Indian brought home his corn harvest by canoe,

accompanied by another man and bj^ his mother

and sister, the north wind blew them off course.

"The women wanted to help, but of course they

didn't know how," the man told me later.

SUMMARY

Table 20 reduces the total time distribution to

hours in the day, showing how the "average" man,

woman, and child spend an "average" of those

which include every day of the year: week days,

Sundays and holidays; sunny days and rainy days.

It is seen that on the average a man spends 8%
hours working in the fields. With less work on

Sundays and during festivals, and in periods of

sickness and of rain, this means that most days

of the year the average man works well over 9

hours a day in Indian or Ladino fields; and with

artisans, officials, and the aged in the fields much
less, it is apparent that for this average to main-

tain, most men actually work in the fields close to

10 hours on a normal weekday.

Women, on the other hand, average 5 hours in

the kitchen and in clothing manufacture and care

and 2% hours in the fields. These averages are

less meaningful than corresponding statements

for men because relatively few women spend

whole days in the fields while relatively more

devote themselves more exclusively to domestic

tasks. As might be expected, children of both

Table 20.

—

Average day of average Indian

Activity

Hunting, fishing, etc
Agriculture in Indian fields -

Animtil husbandry
Special occupations- -

Agricultural labor for outsiders
Domestic and other labor for outsiders-.

Domestic production
Marketing
Community work
Personal and social

Eating, sleeping, etc -

Not accounted for. - -

Total. - 24 00

Hours and minutes

Man Woman Child

;/r. A/in.
02

8 03
10

10

26
07
23
33
35
32

12 56
03

Ht. A/in.

2 38
.... 02
.... 12

.... H

.... 03
4 59

.... 53

... 02
1 05

12 59
.... 54

24 00

Ht. A/in.
02

2 39
16
04
05
02

2 43
47

1 20
13 00
3 02
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sexes divide their time about evenly between

kitchen and field. The average work tune of

children as they grow to adulthood undoubtedly

approaches that of men and of women, respec-

tiveh', for the average here given includes the

young children who do much less work.

If my information is nearly correct, tlw average

time devoted by men, women, and children to

military training, all religious activity, fiesta

celebration and Slmday and holiday rest, and the

carrying on of social relations is relatively so

little that even adding in the time not accounted

for—which includes the idleness of young children

and the aged— it amounts to but 45 minutes a day.

To add to their working time substantially, there-

fore, the community woidd need to cut the lo

hours used in sleeping, eating, and resting with

meals; while on the other hand, to add greatly to

their leisure time for education, recreation, or

greater participation in national, social, or political

life, the time devoted to making a living—if

levels were to remain the same—woidd have to be

decreased by (1) improving agricultural techniques,

(2) relieving women of kitchen burdens through

technological improvements, and/or (3) improving

facilities for buying and sellmg (which might,

however, reduce the recreation afforded by the

market with relatively little gain in time).

SPECIAL OCCUPATIONS

Simple societies are usually characterized by
economic homogeneity. Each family earns its

living much like every other. In that respect

Panajachel is simple; so of course is a community
of workers in a factory, and for the same reason.

Panajachel is a unit in a system where regional

differentiation and local homogeneity are corre-

spondingly significant. By and large, every

Indian family in Panajachel earns its living in

about the same way: by agriculture. This is

especially true when one leaves out of account

"foreign" Indians who tend to have special occu-

pations, as wiU be seen below. In 1936 only four

of the 157 households—including Panajacheleiio

and foreign—did not derive their chief income

from the soil; all four were households of emi-

grants. As far as could be determined, only 50

other individuals engaged in any pursuit at all

besides farming, farm laboring, the care of domestic

animals, and the sale of agricultural produce.

And most of these special occupations were of

little economic importance. Thus only 3 percent

of total tune spent on productive tasks in 1936

was so occupied. The relative importance of each

of the occupations is shown in tables 21 and 22.

Table 23 shows what occupations are practiced

by the 54 persons (in 50 households) with special-

ties. The combinations of special occupations are

frequently but not always consistent. Thus,

while two men are both shamans and blood-

letters, another is a bloodletter, an animal capon-

izer and a masseur, a third is a mason and a
carpenter, and a woman is a midwife and child-

curer, there are also such combinations as (a)

T.VBLE 21.— Time devoted to trades, professions, and special

occupations

Occupation
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adobe making and barbering, (b) fish-net making, Ladinos) the 75 cents a day that a good carpenter-

baking, running a canoe business, and playing the cabinetmaker does. The local Indian who is a

marimba, and (c) decorative weaving and cur- part-time mason-carpenter devotes most of his

ing childi'en's ailments. time to his land.

Since most Indians make their own adobes,
Table 23.—Persons with special occupations the part-time adobe maker works almost exclu-

sively for Ladinos. Like masons and carpenters,

adobe makers hire laborers out of a contract

price, generally $1.50 per hundred adobes. When
largo constructions are undertaken the Ladino

contractors usuallj' unport adobe makers. The
adobe maker learned the barbering trade while in

military service; tourists in later years kept him
very busy and prosperous, but in 193G his cus-

tomers were few. Indians come to his house on
appointment for a 5-cont haircut; for whatever he

can get he goes to the homes of rich foreigners.

Only one Indian beef butcher (from Atitlan)

followed the trade in 1936. The following year a

second Atiteco opened shop. However, a local

Indian owns to the trade. Before the depres-

sion of the thirties cut down extravagances, he

was called to butcher steers for private and
cojradia Indian fiestas. The one Indian butcher

competed in 1936 with a local Ladino as well as

with butchers in Solola; he usually killed but one

animal a week, which he traveled to the coast to
' In each fraction, the numerator indicates the number of persons practicing

, i i i i i i i
•

i i
the occupation, and the denominator the total number of special occupations DUy, whlch he slaughtered and butchcred With the
he practices. The total of the column is the arithmetic sum of the fractions. • ,' , • ^ • i • i i- i • i

> Indian native of some other town. aid of a part-time (paid) assistant and of which,
9 Female: all not marked are males (except in "total" column where sex -iiii ci-'i-i

Is not indicated). With tho help of his Wife, he processcd and sold

. the meat, tallow, and hides. After 1936 the shop

_

It wdl be noted that merchants are not mcluded
prospered, and the butcher took larger quartersm this list. It wiU also be seen that some of the ^^^ ^^^^^ ^ full-time assistant,

practitioners (notably curers) are not profes- q^ ^^^ ^j^^.^^ part-time pork butchers in the
sionals m the sense that they are paid; they are community in 1936, only one-an Indian from
mcluded for completeness and because they are MLxco-practiced his trade. The other two, both
sometimes given gifts for then- favors.

j^^^j j^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ 1^^.^^ landowner), knew how

ARTISANS AND MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS *''. butcher, but in 1936 killed no pigs. The
Mixquefio only occasionally bought pigs for

The two full-time masons, Totonicapenos who slaughter, and processed them and sold the meat,
moved to Panajachel evidently for the purpose, lard, and cracklings.

work almost exclusively on Ladino and municipal The baker learned his trade from a Ladino, but
jobs, either by the day or more usually on contract. he bakes only for Easter week when there are

Neither has any other local source of income and special demands for bread. Then he is at his

both work steadily, earning about 50 cents a day. oven day and night, making "bread" (we would
On contract they must take into account idleness call it coffee cake) of materials (including firewood)
because of weather or shortage of materials or furnished by tho customers. The same man
lielp. learned to make fish nets from a local Ladino.
The carpenter wathout other specialty in 1936, He probably makes a net every 2 years or so,

a Pedrano who also rented land for cultivation, chiefly for his own use, of cotton thread and lead-

was too poor a craftsman to earn (chiefly from weights which he buys. (In 1937 he was a sac-
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ristan in the chiircli and worked much more at it.)

The same man is one of two Indians who o\vn

canoes, which they use for themselves for carrying

passengers and for rent. The two canoe owTiers

are brothers-m-law and were close friends and

rivals m 1936 (but only rivals in later years) and

competed with only one Ladino in this business.

The first owned a $20 canoe in 1935; the next year

the other boTight a larger one for the same amoimt;

not to be outdone, the first in 1937 sold land to

buy a new and larger one for $35, and in 1941 was

thinking of buying an outboard motor for it.

Canoes are not great money makers (passage

across the lake costs from 6 to 10 cents, and a

canoe can be rented for 20 cents or 25 cents a

day) ; both men depend largely on their lands for

a living and happen to be well-to-do.

Many women know how to weave, but only sLx

know all the processes, and these are called upon

by others at least to weave the figured design

into their blouses. Six others take in ordinary

weaving.

One woman, from Nahuala, has a permanent

restaurant m the market place; most of her clients

are passing merchants. In addition, two Pana-

jachelenas regularly bring coffee, tortillas, etc., to

the markets, each a few hours of most days. Other

women only occasionally bring cooked food to

market.

The one "messenger" is a very poor Indian who
lost an arm several years before the time of this

study, and took to carrying freight and messages

between Panajachel and Solola almost every day,

chiefly for the Ladinos. He was our closest

neighbor for two seasons, and we came to know
him well, but could never learn accurate details

of his earnings from this business because we were

customers. The family has a little additional

income from the labor of the wife and daughter,

and the man sometimes profits by transactions in

fruit.

The only local marimba (of the gourd type) was

bought communally by four young men a year or

two before the period of study. In 1937 one

dropped out and the group was reorganized. It

plays locally and in 1936 had at least one outside

engagement, playing in the cqfradias and at taverns

during fiestas. Besides cash fees musicians receive

hquor; they sometimes work by the hotu- (at 50

cents for the company) , sometimes are paid by the

customers in the tavern for each piece played, and

sometimes they contract to play (say for a day and

a night) in a cofradia for a fixed sum, with or

without food.

One Indian who plays the flageolet is not

included in this study; he is a Panajacheleno

without living relatives who is a hotel servant,

owns no land or house and is not part of Indian

society. Of the tlu-ee listed, one plays the drum,

one the cana (a simple reed instrument), and the

third both the cafia and the flageolet. They play

only for religious fiestas and are paid cash fees

(usually 20 cents apiece for a dawn to dark day)

with food and liquor.

PRACTITIONERS

The business affans of shamans remain pretty

much a mystery. We came to know two quite

wcU, but both are very unreliable informants,

especially on this topic. One is agreeable but

evasive, the other even more agreeable and very

talkative but a great braggart. Some shamanistic

activities are illegal; hence there is some evasion.

I could not determine how many cases they have or

how much they earn from each. The work of

shamans is of coinse irregidar, and part of their

compensation is in food. At least one of them has

a large practice outside the local commimity (while

the local Indians frequently call shamans from

other towTis) so it is difficult to get much informa-

tion by indirect methods.

Although in some other towns there are shamans

who probably devote all their time to their profes-

sion, in Panajachel aU are primarily agriculturists.

Some, however, have more clients than others.

The 11 shamans fall into four groups according to

the reputation (and hence amount of practice they

have). The two top shamans probably chd some-

thing like a ritual a week each (this does not mean
they had new cases each week) and they are the

only ones who were frequently called out of town.

The next three probably had practices half as

extensive; the following four performed rites but

once a month; and the last two were just beginning

in 1936 and probably had no more than two occa-

sions for practice all year. What the shaman does

takes him 3 or 4 hours (almost always at night),

or 7 or 8 for out-of-town cases (I have never

heard of a local shaman going beyond the lake

and neighboring towns). Additional time is lost

by dinmkenness begun at work, at least by some

shamans sometimes.
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Judging from the few cases of which I have

record, the usual fee is about 50 cents for a visit

or ritual, plus food that is worth about 40 cents.

Liquor worth 60 cents is consumed during the

ritual. Calculations on tliis basis of an average

per man-day of 80 cents is high by local standards,

but considering the nature of the work not

incredibly so.™

In addition to the three Indian midwives prac-

ticing in Panajachel in 1936, there was a Ladina

midwife who infrequently serv-ed Indians (v,ho

prefer Indian midwives). The Indian women
treated Ladinas as well as Indians. Some Ladinas

are delivered by the Solola physician. Of the

103 births recorded for the whole munici]iio, these

3 Indian midwives probably attended 80 births

—

70 Indian and 10 Ladino. One probably attended

some 40, the second, who had passed her prime,

30, and the third (who attended births chieiiy

among her relatives and neighbors) only 10. How
many cases of abortions and other ailments they

served I cannot guess.

The time that a midwife spends at the delivery

is, of course, variable. Sometimes she is not

called imtU the birth is imminent, but more fre-

quently there is at least one consultation during

pregnancy and often foiu- or five. After the

birth, she comes daily for 4 or 5 days, then two

or three times more, until the 10-day lying-in

period ends. Including time for the trip, and for

gossip, the mid\vife takes about 2 hours for each

ordinary call. The average at the time of birth

is probably about 6 hours." Fees are fairly imi-

form. A midwife is paid either entirely in cash,

with a smaller sum plus food; but the value of the

food roughly makes up the difference. In the

case of Indian patients who follow old customs
there is an added gift of food (and liquor) pre-

pared for a fiesta 20 days after the birth. The
usual fee is 50 pesos (83 cents) if the child is a

" In San Pedro across the lake Eosales reports that the payment for a
rite in town, which takes a maximum of 3 hours including travel to the

place of the rite, is 25 cents plus food worth from 40 to 50 cents. That works
out to about the same rate of pay calculated for Panajachel and is some check.

It should be noted that in some cases in Panajachel when the patient was
a close friend or relative, the rate was reduced—in one recorded case from
60 cents to 25 cents—or no charge was made at all, in which case the patient
simply sent a gift of food in the single such incident recorded. In one case
a shaman from Santa Catarina was paid 25 cents. An informant reported
that "some shamans charge %\.m or even .J3 and do cot even give medicines"
but it is not clear 1/ this fee covers one visit or ritual or the entire cure.

" I have records of only 17 cases (5 women) of the period of labor, ranging
from an hour to 29 hours, with the gross average 10.5 hours; but of course
the midwife is frequently not called until the last few hours of labor.

boy, and 40 pesos (66 cents) if a gu'l;'- in case of a

stillbirth the fee is halved. A Ladino is usually

charged a dollar because no ceremonial food is

involved. My estimate is that the total received

from each case varies between 41 cents (a still-

birth) and $1.83 (for a male Indian birth) which

would make their rate of pay 50 cents a day, high

for a woman but not as high as that of a shaman.

There are various curanderos, Indian and

Ladino, in Panajachel. Four old women (one

also a mid\vife) know how to cure the evU-eye in

children ; one of them is also expert in curing worms
and a certain kind of indigestion; a fifth woman
cures sore eyes. One man at the tune of this

study was becoming known as a bone setter and

healer of bruises. More important were blood-

letters; of these there were eight (all men), four

of whom were also shamans and another also a

masseur and caponizer. This was the only

masseur in town, and his specialty was to rub

down persons in the sweat bath to cure them of

certain ailments. There were also at least eight

Ladino women engaged by Indians to cure certain

ailments. None of these curers charges a fee.

The patient or his relative "asks a favor." After

the cure, however, the family sends to the curer

—

Indian or Ladino—a gift of food. My notes do

not tell me how many such gifts are received by
the Indian practitioners, but I hardly doubt that

enough Indian families have a case or two of sick-

ness each year for which a curer is called to make
an average of two or three per curer reasonable.

The two caponizers in town, one of whom has

no other specialty, presumably geld most of the

pigs bought for fattening, and an occasional bull

as well. Hence they probably worked on forty-

odd animals. The usual fee is 10 cents, to which

is added refreshment, usually alcoholic.

AGRICULTURAL LABOR

Hands are indeed hired for such tasks as house

Ijuilding and load carrying, especially by Ladinos;

there are also Indians who are domestic servants

and (women) who hire themselves out as corn

grmders to Indians as well as Ladinos. Common
labor is also expended as a public service for

repairmg roads and irrigation ditches, and the

" Some Indians report other prices, but most of such cases reported

occurred years ago. One Indian thus reported a fee of 12 pesos (18 cents)

long ago, and fees of 20 pesos (33 cents) and 40 pesos (67 cents) more recently.

In 1941 another informant said the usual fee was $1 for a boy, 83 cents for a girl.
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lower public officials perform such tasks as sweep-

ing, carrj'ing loads, and the like as part of their

unpaid duties. But as might be expected in an

agricultural community where there is great dis-

parity in the distribution of land, by far the most
significant use of hired labor is in the fields.

The system of agriculture requires a great deal

of hand labor, some more and some less skilled,

in ditfermg amount for different crops. Thus
milpa-growing requires from 36 to 57 man-days
of relatively unskilled labor per crop-acre; coffee

growing a little over 50 man-days of much less

skilled labor; and truck farming from 197 man-
days (shrub beans) to 1,878 man-days (the

onion cycle) of relatively highly skilled labor.

Actually, since in the case of most truck crops

the growing season is only 3 or 4 months, so that

there may be three crops a year, the labor re-

quired in truck farming is usually not less than

about 600 man-days per year-acre, and in most
cases much more. If an acre of land should be

devoted to onion nureery exclusively for a year,

over 7,000 man-days of labor would be devoted

to it! This certainly is only a hypothetical

situation, but it is evident that a farmer rich in

delta land requires much more labor then he and

his family alone can supply.

Both Ladinos and Indians in Panajachel hire

labor, and in both cases the source of this labor is

both the local Indian (and m rare cases Ladino)

community and neighboring communities of

Indians. "W'e shall be interested here only in (1)

resident Indians who hue out to either Ladinos or

other Indians, and (2) persons, Indian or Ladino,

from whatever community, who are hii-ed by re-

sident Indians.

Since by definition "resident Indians" do not

include whatever Panajachelenos may be living

and working on plantations, there are few who
can be said to be full-time laborers. Since, also,

Indians living and working in the local hotels

—

who are in virtually all cases Indians from other

to\vns—have not been included in this stud}', there

are few who will be counted as domestic servants.

Actually, in 1936, Indians of 17 of the 157 house-

holds of the Indian community fell into the classi-

fication of fuU-time laborers and domestics (table

24). All these households were landless."

^> They account for all but nine of the landless Indian households. Of the

rem.iining nine (eight foreign and one Panajachelefio) five were families of

full-time artisans, and one of a carpenter who also rented land. On the re-

sidual three, including the Panajachelono family, information is lacking.

There are, of course, a great many more families

members of which work part time for other Indians

and for Ladinos. Indeed, it is probable (seepp. 195-

199) that all Indian families except those of the

upper quarter in land wealth sometimes have mem-
bers working on the land of others. At the same
time almost all families of the land-richest half

of the Indian population hire hands, regularly or

occasionally. The result is that there are a num-
ber of families whose members are both employ-

ers and employees; these families tend to be in

the second-richest quarter.

Table 24.

—

Full-time laborers
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Conversely, the local Indians hire themselves to

employers outside their own community (i. e.,

Ladinos) for a great deal more time. Besides the

17 landless famihes, who worked about 4,350 days

for Ladinos,'' other Indians of families without

much land worked occasionally in the fields of

outsiders, to bring the total to about 7,500 days

(table 25) chiefly in truck gardens where the local

Indians have over most others the advantage of

skill. (The truck-gardening Jorgenos generally

hire other Jorgeuos to help them.)

Rosales \\Tites (and the Indians frequently say)

that "the local Indians do not like to work as

laborers for Ladinos, and few of them do. They
work in the fields for Ladinos only in 'deals'

involving work-for-rent. The poor Indians prefer

to look for work among richer Indians. Other

Indians speak iU of those who have Ladino

patrons." This is a meaningful statement of the

Indian attitude, but the statement of fact is

exaggerated. In 1937 three of the four families

with whom we had closest contact worked more or

less regularly for Ladinos. All three are very

poor, and probably not exceptional among people

of their economic level who work, in general, for

anybody who asks them, Ladino or Indian.

Another poor Indian who in 1941 supplied infor-

Table 25.

—

Local Indian labor in Ladino fields

Work
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watering on Sunday are watered without any
hesitation. Furthermore, Sunday is the big

market day in town, and people often rise early

to harvest and prepare fruit and green vegetables,

for market. The Indian who gave mc an account

of his time indicated clearly that he spent most

of his early Sunday mornings cutting firewood and

that he frequentlj^ watered his gardens Sunday
morning or afternoon. Another Indian, from

whom I took household accounts, stated flatly

that every Sunday morning is devoted to bringing

firewood from the hills. And of course we had

occasion to see that many Indians were watering

their gardens on Sundays. There is a distinction

between "hard" and "easy" work in the matter

that may be interpreted as a difference between

"work" and "chores." Getting firewood, water-

ing gardens, preparing produce for the market arc

"chores" and may be done on Sunday or on

holidays.

But even heavy work is occasionally done on

Sundays and holidays. A poor neighbor made
garden beds one Sunday morning; I asked him if

that were not sinful and he explained that he had

worked for onlj' a short time in the morning and

that it was a necessity with him. "Where there's

no work to do," he said, "one should rest on Sun-

day because it is a day of rest." Yet later I

noticed that the sons of the richest family in town

spent the whole day making gardens; I chided

them but obtained no response. The ne.xt day I

asked an Indian friend about this, and he was not

only not surprised but said, "yes, that is their day;

during the week they have to work for their

father."

Some seem to think that it is worse to work in

the afternoon of a Sunday or holiday than in the

morning; but others have the opposite view.

Holidays especially sacred on which work is for-

bidden are Epiphany (January C), Esquipidas

(January 15), Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of

Holy Week, Ascension Thursday, Corpus Cristi,

and the day of the local patron, San Francisco

(October 4). One Indian said it is very dangerous

to work on Esquipulas (and indeed a boy who cut

firewood on that day in 1941 injui-ed his leg with

the ax) but said it is aU right in the afternoon.

Although we witnessed Indians watering their

gardens during the mornings of both Holy Thurs-

day and Good Friday, I doubt if any of them would

do other work those days. We were told on

Epiphany that it is a holiday on which no hard
work is permissible; but we saw people watering

gardens, and one Indian weeding, and a Ladino
had hired laborers to cut coffee. An Indian friend

who was that day harvesting coffee for pay said,

"Oh, we are only cutting coffee; that isn't hard
work."

During the period of study, the basic rate of

payment for an adult man in agricultural or any
common labor was 10 pesos, the equivalent of

16% cents. Payment for the 6-day week thus came
to an even dollar; for one day, 16K cents; for 2

days, 33 cents, and so on. Ladinos paid these

rates without question, and Indians accepted

them.'' Normally an Indian would not work for

less.'' But some employers, to avoid labor short-

ages, paid more. Laborers were paid 20 cents a

day on a bridge being built in 1940; two contractors

building houses at the same time also paid 20

cents. When corn was high in 1937 Rosales wrote

that laborers were talking about asking wages in

proportion to the cost of corn (30 cents a day),

but there is no indication that they obtained any

such sum.

The corresponding wage for a woman hired in

the fields was 8 or 10 cents; I have cases of both,

but cannot explain the difference. A boy of 10

or 12 could usually be hired for 5 cents, and one

of 14 or 15 for 10 cents.*" Very frequently, how-

ever, Indians (and rarely Ladinos) hire labor for

a smaller cash wage and include the day's food

—

tlu^ee meals—as part of the payment. A man
then earns from 10 to 13 cents in cash, a woman
4 or 5 cents, and a young boy 2 or 3 cents. In two

cases Indians who paid I673 without food told me
they paid 10 cents with food. With one of them

I calculated together the value of the food, and it

came to just 7 cents (1 pound of corn, at iK cents,

a half pound of meat, worth 3 cents, a half cent

each of coffee and panela). When only limch is

served the laborer, the cash wage is of com-se

higher. Since the Indians know the value of food,

" These rates prevailed in the Panajachel region. In Chichicasteuango the

day labor rate in 1935 was 8 pesos (or 13 cents) and in 1940 it had dropped to as

low as 10 cents. In 1936 a plantation on the coast was oflering 10 cents a day

plus a ration of corn and beans, and it furnished grinders to men without

wives to cook for them.
'• It will be noted below that one Indian frequently worked in 1940-41 for

1.5 cents a day for Ladinos. Ho needed the work, and he was usually indabtcJ

to his employers.
»<! The little information on wages paid to women hired as full-time servants

shows that food is the most important element, the cash wage ranging from

$! to $3 a month. One Indian girl when she quit work in a Ladino home

complained that the food was poor and she was paid nothing at all.
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the wage usually is little different whether it is

paid all in money or part in food. However, some

employers are known to feed their workers well

and so either pay less in cash or have a better labor

supply. Thus the biggest Indian employer pays

only 8 cents a day and food , but he feeds the men
well "because" (according to a man who frequently

works for him) "he wants them to have strength for

the hard work."

Although the local Indians are frequently paid

with food, which appears to be a method preferred

by the laborers, Indians from other towns are often

refused work except for cash. Rosales writes

(September 7, 1937) that "People have been

coming from other towns like Santa Lucia Utatlan

for a long time looking for work here. Thej^ want

work with meals because food is what they are

after. People here do not like to give it." Twice

he writes that Sololatecos came looking for work,

payment to be made partly in food, but it was

refused because Sololatecos are notoriously big

eaters. (Rosales adds that he has observed the

same.) Probably no more than .300 of the 730

man-days of outsiders are paid with food.

Workers at the corn harvest usually earn more

than usual in food. A fiesta spirit prevails, and

not only is the work lightened with gaiety (an

employer laughingly described the day's harvest

so: "We had a good time working all day, shouting

back and forth; one laborer stumbled and somer-

saulted twice down the hill with a bag of corn on

his backl"), but the food is better than usual.

Meat is frequently included, as well as beans,

bread, and coffee. Or some employers (includmg

the richest Indian and one other that I Itnow of)

serve ordinary food; but after the harvest serve

atole, or send it to the homes of the harvesters.

Even when laborers are paid entirely in cash, they

are served atole of the new-harvested corn at noon.

During one coffee harvest a neighbor family who
had been working in the fields of the richest Indian

brought home quantities of food and explained

that this employer does not require that they eat

it there.

The following is a description, by one of his

laborers, of this richest Indian's treatment of his

employees. This employer is not only wealthy,

but the first man of the community politically; he

tends to be an old-fashioned Indian, wearing the

most conservative clothing and insisting that his

sons do, too.

Miguel advances money to those he knows comply and
they work it off when he needs help. When they do not

comply, he just never gives them money again when they

need it. (So I never let him down.) He warns the mozos

when he advances the money that they must not disappoint

him when he needs them. He alternates his mozos, calling

some one week and others the next, giving them time to get

their own work done. He calls them only when he has

much work: otherwise only he and his sons do the work.

He gives plenty of food for lunch so that the mozos have
strength to work and says it is so they will have strength

to work. He tells them to eat slowly and enjoy their food.

He doesn't let them work fast because then it would be

done poorly. His motto is: Do little and do it well.

When they are picking coffee, he keeps telling the men to

do it well and slowly and without breaking the branches.

If one does break a branch, Miguel reprimands him a little

and in a moment is again pleasant. Often he tells them
funny things, so they are always happy working. He
himself and his sons work along with the mozos—and he

jokes and tells them old things that he knows.

His sons don't talk when he speaks, but laugh at his

jokes; and when they talk he listens and laughs; when they

finish he can start again. Sometimes the mozos talk too.

Miguel has the old way of talking—saying opposites;

if a field is good, he says it is no good and he will lose

money, etc.; if an animal is rapidly growing and fattening,

he says it is not growing and he will lose the money in-

vested in it. So also he tells the mozos that their work
is very bad and he will never give them more money; so

he talks to me, but always gives me more money. But
if a mozo doesn't understand he becomes confused and
doesn't come back. On the other hand when the work is

bad, he compliments the mozo and tells him he will never

lose him; but when the man asks for money Miguel says

he has none.

The question of wages is complicated by the

fact that piece-work arrangements are frequently

made. Except for work in the milpa and occasion-

ally the making of (ablones Indians pay exclusively

by the day; but Ladinos often make other arrange-

ments with Indian laborers. The unit of work,

called the tarea, differs with different jobs. A
tarea of firewood is a pile 2 varas high and 2 varus

wide (the pieces of firewood are from a half vara

to a vara in length—but this is immaterial because

the labor is the same) ; a tarea of stones is a cone

with its base 2 varas in diameter and its height

the same. In the milpa—and in general with the

hoe and pickax— the tarea is a cuerda, 32 varas

square. The making of a tablon 32X3 varas is a

tarea. In coffee picking, a tarea is 105 pounds of

berries, and there are baskets holding that much
and also half that much, so that the baskets

themselves are units. In the corn harvest 3

bagfuls picked and carried home is the tarea.
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Units for miscellaneous work are agreed upon by
employer and employee. For example, a price

is arranged for the felling and cutting of a certain

tree; in one case in my notes an arrangement was
made to hauJ 100 stones by canoe for 30 cents.

The tarea is the amount of work that a man is

expected to do in a day (except in such work as

gathering stones and cutting firewood where a

number of tareas make a day's work) ; and when a

man is hired by the day he is expected to do that

amount just as, when he is hired by the tarea, he

expects to do his tarea in a day. Actually, how-
ever, a worker by the daj"—unless supervised

—

does not alwaj^s do his tarea—and that, doubtless,

is why Ladinos more frequently pay by the piece.

Rosales notes that an Indian hired by the day

made 10 trips with firewood in each of 2 days; on

the third day he was paid 1 cent a trip and by
4 p. m. had already made 15. Another time he

hired Indians for the corn harvest; they did only two

bags apiece the first day; the next morning he

accompanied them and the four harvesters filled

and transported six bags; then in the afternoon,

unsupervised, they managed only four. Again

he notes that he hired an Indian to fell a tree and

cut it up; the pay was for the whole job, so the

man started at 5 a. m. by the light of the moon
and by 8 a. m. had felled and stripped the tree.

An Indian who hauled stones at first worked by
the day (20 cents) and then by the tarea, by which

arrangement he earned 30 cents a day.

Ladinos ahnost always pay for coffee picking by

the tarea, paying 10 cents for a fidl basket. One
Indian woman complained that she had to fill a

5-cent basket very full; she said she was also paid

8 cents for a coffee sack full. The Indians some-

times brmg the whole family, the women and

children stripping the lower branches, the men the

higher ones. The children, helping to fill the

baskets, hence earn money without any special

wage agreement.

There is one other complexity in the wage
system; laborere frequently work for less than

noiTnal wages because either they accept favors

of an employer (such as living on his land) and

are imder obligations and lose part of tlieir bar-

gaining power, or they receive money in advance

for future work. In time of need the Indian asks

for, and receives, some money: no interest is

involved, but it is understood that he will work
off the debt when the other needs him. That time

comes, and the employer asks him to work. The
Indian, conscious of the favor done him, is not
apt to be very demanding. Nevertheless, of

course, he does not work for less than the lower

figure in the pay range. The employer is usually

interested more in getting labor when he needs it

than in saving a few pennies in wages.

Almost all labor is done on some kind of cash

basis. There are three kinds of communal labor

which are unpaid. First, there is the time of the

political and religious officials during their periodic

years of service. The only officials whose duties

entail occasional manual labor, such as sweeping

and running errands, are the alguaciles, who are

young unmarried men. Two shifts of them work
alternate fortnights; while on duty they can earn

money occasionally, for private persons may ask

to have them run errands for pay. Second, there

are cooperative enterprises such as the annual

cleaning of the irrigation ditches; each Indian

family concerned is expected to furnish a man,
and the Ladinos are supposed to hire men for the

purpose. Occasionally there are special tasks

that fall into this category; the river on a rampage
may require sudden action, and the people are

caUed to help ; or people may be asked to contribute

labor as well as money to repair the church. The
religious officials also customarily ask Indians to

carry the sanios in procession, and when the wives

of the officials prepare food for a fiesta they ask

other women to help. In the last instance helpers

are given food in return for their services.

The third kind of communal labor is road work.

In accordance with Federal law, every man
between the ages 18 and 60 is required to work

on the highway 1 week (6 days) every 6 months
without paj'. If he wishes, however, he may pay

$1 instead of working a week. Since the rate of

$1 for 6 da3's happens to coincide, in Panajachel,

with the usual labor rate, the working class of

Indians usually work and those who do not cus-

tomarily work for others usually pay instead.

Within a family (the group with a common
kitchen, that is) work is communally done. The
land is worked in common and one member of the

family docs not pay another to work, say, on a

piece he happens to be especially interested in.

But such a communal attitude stops with the

simple family, the economic household. When a

father and son, or sibhngs, live separately, they

may work together, but the one whose land is
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being worked will invariably (according to all

informants, observations, and cases) pay the other

at prevailing cash rates. The impoverished son

of a wealthy man, for example, frequently works

as a farm hand for his father as if they were not

related. Another example is that of a woman
who came to plant onions for her brother at 10

cents a day. However, I do not know if relations-

other things being equal—work for each other

more or less than do nonrelatives.

Only one case of work exchange not on a cash

basis came to my attention. A young Indian

told me that he sometimes works for either of

two friends of his, and instead of being paid for

his day they work for him the following day. He
told me he had never heard of other people doing

this in Panajachel although he volunteered that

in neighboring Santa Catarina "everybody does

it both in the milpa and in house building." It

may be added that this informant (the poor young

man of the next paragraphs) also works for cash

for the same friends with whom he exchanges labor.

The following account of work sequences of the

above Indian is illustrative of the variety of work

arrangements and wage differences in Panajachel.

Felipe in April 1940, had 7 tahlones (4 with pole

beans and 3 with pepinos but later planted in

corn) of his own; in addition his young sister had a

miniature tahlon which she planted and cared for.

He rentel Iroiii l^udino M. G. at 50 cents each

8 tablones (2 with pole beans, 4 with garlic, 2 with

onions; when these crops were harvested the rental

term was over), working off the $4 rental by
cleaning 24 cuerdas of coffee land at 10 pesos each

(240 pesos equal $4). He rented from Ladino

A. K. for $3, 4 tablones, with pepinos; when they

were liarvested ho did not re-rent the land. He
rented 3 cuerdas (0.54 acre) of hill corn from

Ladino J. F. A. for which ho had to grow an equal

amount for the owner. Finally, he had on pawn
another 0.54 acre of hill corn in Santa Catarina.

Until March 15, 1940, he was an aJg^iacil in the

town hall. During his alternate fortnights on

duty he averaged about 10 cents a week carrying

messages, and could work in his fields about 3 hours

each morning. In his fortnights off duty he

worked for Ladinos M. G. and J. F. A. at 15 cents

a day; but he could not work the first Monday of

his free fortnight. Therefore, from the first of the

year to March 15 he worked only about 22 days

for pay.

From March 16 through 19 he was in jail, to-

gether with his fellow ax-alguaciles, because a

pickax that had been in their charge was missing.

On the 20th (Wednesday of Holy Week) all he did

was make a load of firewood, and the rest of the

week—holiday, of course^he did only a little work
in his own fields.

Then for 2 weeks (12 daj^s) he worked on the

bridge-construction job at 20 cents a day. This

brought him to April 6. He quit that job to work
in his own fields for 2 weeks, and they refused to

hire him again at the bridge. For the next 2

weeks—until May 4—he therefore worked for

J. F. A. at 15 cents a day, G days a week. During
the whole of the following week he prepared and
planted his milpa.

Then he began to work again for J. F. A., culti-

vating his milpa. He did G tareas of this, at 15

cents each; but partly because of bad weather and
partly because he also did some of his own work,

the job actually took 12 days, until May 25.

During the next 2 weeks he cultivated liis own
cornfield and made tablones. But on Tuesday of

the first week he went to SoIolS, to sell, and on
Friday of the second week to San Lucas.

Then, on Juno 10 ho began to work off" a $1 debt

owed to Indian L. S. He worked 20 days (to and
including July 2) for 8 cents a day, plus food.

Thus he earned $1.60, but he bought from his

employer one-half pound of onion seed for $1.50,

so when he stopped working he still owed 90 cents.

Until Wednesday, July 17, he did his own work.

That day, then, he went to sell his produce in

Tecpan, and returned on Friday. Each of the

following 2 weeks he followed the same program,

doing his own work but spending from Wednesday
to Friday on selling trips to Tecpan. He was back

early on Fridays, but too tired to work.

On August 5 he began 2 weeks (12 days) of

work for Indian E. S. at 8 cents a day, plus food.

For the next 3 weeks he worked for Indian J. J.;

paid 12 cents (without food) to make each tablon;

it took him 18 days to make 20 of them. On the

Monday following (September 9) he began 2 weeks
of work for Ladino M. G. to pay for the rented

land. Because of bad weather, in 9 days he did

only 6 tareas of coffee-grove cleaning, at 16 cents

a tarea. But when it rained he braided his garlic,

and he did other chores at various times. The
next week he spent his required second week
working on the highway, then had 2 days in his
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o^\^l fields (planting vegetables) before the titular

fiesta began on October 2. All he did then until

Monday, the 7th, was water his gardens, cut fire-

wood, and so on. That day he went with Indian

L. S. to spend 2 weeks (but they returned week
ends) in Cerro de Oro, across the lake, to cultivate

2.67 acres of corn that L. S. had there. It was a

12-day job because the land is very stony. He
was given 8 cents a day, plus food; but because of

his debt, he received in cash only 6 cents a day.

Then for 3 days he worked in his own milpa and
in the following 6 workdays he made 7 tabloves

for Ladino M. G. (at the rate of 12 cents a tahlon)

in part payment of the rented tablones. "

Then, AU Saints' Day holiday intervening, he

celebrated on Octo])er 31 and November 1 and
wound up in jail on November 2. Released on

the 4th, he weeded his own vegetables on what
remained of November 4, and on the 5th and 6th.

The rest of that week he helped thatch Ladino

J. F. A.'s house, and earned 15 cents cash each of

3 days. On the 11th, 12th, and 13th he earned

70 cents carting stones in a canoe. The next day
he worked in the garden of his Indian friend L. S.,

and 2 days later the favor was returned; in the

intervening day he did his own work. Mean-
while he began to pick coffee for Ladino J. F. A.

and in 2 weeks picked 30 5-cent baskets. During
these same weeks, however, he earned $1.1 6 making
tablones for an Indian (J. J.) who discounted 70

cents still owed him.

Not until November 30 did he get back to his

own work, and even then he worked with me in

the morning; but not until December 3 did he

finish picking J. F. A.'s coffee. Most of the next

3 weeks he spent making his own tablones, etc.,

and harvesting his milpa (on December 16-17

with the help of three laborers). The last 12

work-days of the year he spent making tablones

for Indian V. L. who paid him 6 cents a day plus

food.

Most of the first 3 weeks of 1 941 he spent picking

coffee for Ladino M. G. who paid him either 13

cents or 15 cents per hundredweight—I never did

get this straight. In each week there was a 1-day

holiday (January' 1, 6, and 15) but he worked

*' Up to this point I had to depend upon the memory of the informant and
there were many mix-ups; doubtless there are inaccuracies enough in the

account I present, but they give an idea of how this man's time is spent.

After this point 1 was in contact with him, and my own diary checks his

statements. I toolv his statement independently, and I found that he tends

to have a poor memory for sequences: but I was able to straighten out most
matters.

right tlirough, except that on the 6th he stopped
early. He collected 1,200 pounds of coffee in this

period, and received all but 50 cents, which was
applied on a dollar debt, in cash.

The week of the 20th he devoted to his own
fields, harvesting corn the first days and planting

onions the last. Then during the last week of

January and the first two of February he worked
around the house of Ladino M. G. cutting trees

for house posts, making and combing tablones and
planting nursery, cutting firewood, carrying stones

and adobes, fencing, helping to make a duck pond,

etc. On the days he worked he earned 15 cents a

day, but of the tablones he made, three were for

himself and another three for his employer in lieu

of rent. In between times he also did some work
of his own, spending 3 or 4 days making a hard
tablon. He also took a day off cutting firewood

for Ladino J. F. A.

Then he obtained steady work on the construc-

tion of a large house, and he continued to work
there at 20 cents a day to the time I took tliis

information, on April 8th.

During these weeks, when I spoke with the

informant almost every evening, I could obtain a

good idea of how much of liis own work he could

do early mornings and late afternoons. vSunday

mornings he had to report for military training,

but before that he almost always "made" a load

of firewood. Twice he watered his gardens in-

stead, and once he prepared firewood in the morn-
ing and watered in the afternoon. Usually,

however, he did not work Sunday afternoons.

During each week he watered his gardens once or

twice before going to work and sometimes in the

midweek he prepared firewood in the afternoon.

FREEDOM OF LABOR

Chester Lloyd Jones concludes a discussion of

the labor history of Guatemala, in which he

shows that from early Colonial days there was
virtual labor slavery in one fomi or other, with

the statement that the more the system changes,

the more it is the same thing (Jones, 1940, p. 164).

He describes how the abolition of the mandamientos

was followed by a system of debt peonage, wliich

kept the highland Indians still bound to lowland

plantations, and argues that the 1935 substitution

of antivagrancy legislation for debt peonage had

the same effect.
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For the whole of Guatemala, I am not prepared

to say more than that Jones was probably unduly

pessimistic; but from the point ot view of the

Indians of Panajachel alone, it is evident that

he was mistaken and tbat (1) the mandamientos

worked far more hardship than did the subsequent

system of debt peonage, and (2) labor became

in effect quite free in Panajachel after the aboli-

tion of debt peonage.

The following is a brief description of the system

of mandamientos from the Panajachel point of

view.

The system existed during the administration of Presi-

dent Manuel Estrada Cabrera, and with greater force a

few years before World War I and the earthquakes of

1918. After these events, the mandamientos gradually

disappeared and, with the fall of Cabrera, ended. Under
the mandamientos, the plantation owners of the coast,

especially those who were beginning or extending opera-

tions, hired Ladino or foreign contractors to find for them
laborers in their own or other towns The contractor

was paid a specified sum for each laborer he was able

to line up. The contractors then asked the President

of the Republic for an order to obtain laborers from

one or more Indian villages. This order was given the

Jefe Politico of the Department, and then passed on to the

alcaldes of the towns involved. The contractor then

obtained a large sum of money from his employer, and

this money was left at the local juzgado for advance pay-

ment, at a very low rate, to the Indians, who would then

be forced at a later date to work 20 or 30 days on the

plantation. The local authorities then assigned the

Indians to the task.

The Indians had to comply whether they had work or

not; if they objected, they were bound and taken under

guard to the plantation. Sometimes a man would not

yet have returned from one mandamienlo, and at home
there would already be an order for him to go back to

a plantation. Upon his homecoming, he would then

have to leave the following day while his family suffered

along on the reduced wage he was earning. It was even

worse when the man had a civil or religious office and still

had to comply with his obligations. The laborers who
came to the plantations on martdamientos were given

the worst jobs, and that is one reason why some Indians

decided to sell their lands in Panajachel and go to the

plantations with their families to live as colonos.

In the autobiography of a middle-aged Indian

(taken in 1941) there is a description of how the

system worked out in his family.

When I was about 4 years old, my father was sent to

the coast on a mandamiento. I remember that the alcalde

left money on the ground in the patio and told him he
had to do it. My parents were very angry. . . . The
next day my father went to San Andres to bring corn for

the journey, and the following day mother began to

make toioposte, I recall how she ground the corn while

father went to make a load of firewood. The making
of the toioposte took 3 or 4 days. ... In about 10 days,

the alcalde returned to tell father that in a few days he
would start with the others. Then father went to buy
corn to make . . . tortillas and large tamales for the

road. And early one morning he went to Tzanjuyd
(where he met the others) to take the launch for Atitliin

to begin his journey. Mother cried, because the money
that had been left was not enough for all the corn and
things—and where would the money come from for the

expenses at home? She also worried that father might
get sick on the coast. . .

I do not remember how long father was gone that time

(but a good worker usually could return in about 3 weeks).

I do recall that he returned rather soon, and was very

happy that he had come so quickly. . . . Mother had
ready some cash from the sale of father's crops that she

had harvested, and she sent (my brother) Jos6 to buy
him a drink. The next day father picked up his work
where he had left off. Of course he had brought no
money, having simply worked off that which had been

advanced.

Every few weeks he would have to go. I remember
that at first he was sent, and paid, for 15 or 20 tareas

at a time; but during the time I was in school, they began

to demand 30 or 35 tareas. Then father took Jos6 with

him; but Jos6 was too small to help much, and they were
often gone a month or so at a time. Then nobody was
left at home to help mother, and little work was done.

Mother watered the gardens herself, and weeded and
transplanted when necessary: sometimes I did a little

before school in the morning, or stayed out of school

for a day. . . . Then when father returned he worked
hard to prepare many tablones so that if he should be

called away soon again, there would be something for

mother to plant.

This went on for the rest of father's life. Toward
the end, after Jos6 died, I used to go with father; and
then when he died, I had to go, alone. . . .

When the mandamientos ended, the authorities

could no longer force an Indian to go to work
outside, unless he owed a debt. The abuses of the

ensuing system of debt peonage are very well

known.

Many Indians were virtually bound to planta-

tions by a system of advance payments on

contracts to work that were practically impossible

ever to liquidate. The plantation-owners paid to

so-called hahilitadores commissions for supplying

Indian labor from the highlands. These men,

usually Ladinos or foreigners, advanced money to

Indians on condition that they work off the debt

on their employers' plantations. Many Indians

came to live permanently on the plantations, and

others worked off their debts seasonally. Each
laborer had a little book in which the employer
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helped him to keep accounts. The Indians, almost

always illiterate, were generally suspicious that

they were being cheated, but there was little they

could do.

The following account of how the system worked
from the peon's point of view, appears in Resales'

diary just after the system was abolished. Six

strangers, who turned out to be Antoneros, slept

in the Rosales portico the night of May IS, 1936.

One of them asked Rosales to read him the balance

of debt in his httle book. WTien told it was 1,633

pesos ($27.22), he said that his employer was a

thief, and recounted his story:

His father, dead 15 years (on the plantation) had once

been well-off in his village, but he gave up his properties to

support his family while he went to do mandamienlos; he

finally took permanent employment on a plantation which

was then better than living in his village. His family,

together with others from San Andres, Panajachel, Solold,

and Chichicastenango thus took root in the plantation.

When he died, the contracted debt was on the shoulders of

his sons, and the one who was telling the story thought his

sons too would have to carry the debt when he died. But
"how happy we were when we learned," he continued,

"that the President actually had ordered our freedom, and
that we would no longer have to pay off these old, old

debts!" He went on to say that for every 10 pesos

received every month or so, 30 or more were entered in the

account book, and they had to work even on Sundays, the

debt never decreasing, only rising more and more. When
the peons realized this injustice, they resolved not to take

any more money. Afterward they learned that the

manager received money for them biweekly from the

owner, which he had pocketed and (as Rosales could see)

not credited to the laborers. Now when the peons heard

of the new law, they met with the owner; he told them that

henceforth they owed nothing, and should continue to work.

A committee of 10 of the laborers instead went to the Jefe

Politico to verify the law and to see if the patron could not

be made to conceal rather than burn the books, for none of

them wanted to stay on the finca; they wished either to

find new employers or to go home.*^

On May 7, 1934, the system of debt peonage

was abolished by National legislation. '^ Effec-

*' A few days before, Rosales had hoard two Indians discussing the freeing

of the laborers on the plantations. One said that the unfortunate owners of

the/inca5arelosinp their money; the other replied, "No; it is right that a poor

worliraan should be freed after working 20 years only so that his employers

might sit smoking and eating well at the expense of the sweat of their work-

men."
" Decreto Legislafiro No. 1995. I am unable to reconcile this fact with the

following note, dated October 7, 1936, in Resales' diary: "A representative

of the plantation told me that he is looking for a certain Indian here to go to

the plantation to work in accordance with an agreement made in the town
hall before the fiesta (of October 4) when he advanced money on 30 tareas

that the Indian promised to work off. The man said he is authorized to

sign up Indians of Panajachel, San Antonio, San Jorgf^, San Andres, Con-

cepcion, and Solold (not Santa Catarina "because Catarinecos are poor

workers and are dishonest.") He will stay in the Highlands two months to

recruit labor .... He says he gets a small salary plus a few cents per man
that he hires."

tive in 2 years, all such debts stOl outstanding

were to be canceled and it would henceforth be

illegal to advance a laborer more money than

sufficient for his journey to the plantation. Since

such a law might by itself be expected to make
difficult a regular labor supply, it was immediately

supplemented with the "Law of Vagrancy,"'*

which obliged anj' person not having a trade or

profession or not possessing a certain amount of

cultivated land to seek employment for 100 or

150 days of the year, depending upon the amount
of land owned. This law was also to take effect

in 2 years. As interpreted by the Secretary of

Agriculture in June of 1937 *' (a year after the

law of vagrancy went into effect), the land require-

ments were set up as follows:

No laborer shall be considered a vagrant, nor be obliged

to seek employment with another if he personally culti-

vates at least three manzanas of coffee, sugar cane or

tobacco, or three manzanas of maize in the warm country

or four in the cold country, or four manzanas of wheat,

potatoes, garden-stuffs, or any other crop in whatever zone.

The laborers who cultivate less than this, but not less

than ten cuerdas of twenty brazadas, are obliged to do 100

man-days of work on outside plantations.

And the laborers that have no crops of their own must,

in order not to be considered vagrants, do 150 man-days

of labor annually in outside plantations.

Three manzanas are equal to about 5.67 acres,

and four manzanas to about 7.56 acres. Ten
cuerdas of 20 brazadas (40 varas) are equal to

about 2.78 acres. Since the Indians of Panajachel

rarely possess such extensions of cultivable land,

under the law virtually all of them are obliged to

work for outsiders at least 100 days of the year.

But since an acre of Panajachel delta land, espe-

cially if in truck, requires all of the time at a

man's disposal and also earns him a tidy living on

local standards, a man who owns even 1 acre can

hardly be considered a vagrant.

To facilitate enforcement, the Vagrancy Law
was implemented by a law *° requiring every

laborer to purchase (for 2 cents) a libreto (little

book) in which his employer could note the num-

ber of days of labor done. The local authorities

were to enforce the law through the evidence of

the little books. The law took effect in May of

1936, and the books were available during the

next months. When the Indians worked for

Ladinos the employers entered their days; when

•< Decreto Legiilatiro No. 1996, May 8, 1934.

» El ImparcM, Guatemala, June 16, 1937, p. 1.

'• AcufTilo of September 24, 1935.
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they worked for each other, the Intendente did so.

In May of 1937 the Intendente examined the

books. There were immediate difficulties: some

of the Indians had no books at all; those who had

begun to use them in June or July learned that

they should have begun on May 15; and in general

many of the Indians had not worked for others

the required number of days.

The Indians sought to settle matters first with

the local Intendente who however wished (as they

understood him) to enforce the law literally,

even suggesting that only work for Ladinos could

be counted. Threatened with jail, the Indians

then organized a committee to call upon the Jefe

Politico in Solola. Although this official prom-

ised them satisfaction, the Indians were left

without a decision. Since they were subject to

arrest for not having a properh' certified booklet

in their possession, they were impatient and

resolved to call upon the President Ubico. After

a series of meetings of the Principales called by the

Indian officials a commission was appointed and

it did see the President. For this visit, the

Indians spent a day together preparing a docu-

ment designed to show how on their small parcels

of land local Indians were both kept busy and
made their living. This document (to prepare

which Resales acted as secretary) is translated

as Appendi.'? 1 ; it serves both as a basis for and a

summary of discussion of how the Indians use

their time. The President gave to his callers

from Panajachel an order to the local officials, who
eventually agreed to accept a shghtly smaller

land-unit and to admit to their booklets labor of

Indians done for one another.

By 1941 it had worked out that the Indians

who had enough land to keep themselves busy

were not required to work for others; and those

who lacked sufficient land (and in any case would

have to seek work) could work for Ladinos or

other Indians as they wished and when they

pleased. Except for the bookkeeping—since most
of the Indians were required by law to have

certified the labor they did for others—labor was
now essentially free.

THE BUSINESS OF AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE

As will be seen, the Indians do not quite measure

every economic activity by its money value. But
they come close. On this measure, the value of

land and of effort devoted to agriculture are

clearly demonstrable. Domestic animals, it will

be seen, are unimportant in Panajachel because

they are uneconomical. The same may be said

of some crops. In this discussion it is taken for

granted that since the community is near a sub-

sistence level, activities which take more time are

preferred to those which take less time and bring

correspondingly less return; and that time not
otherwise usable is economically spent even when
the return is small.

THE MILP.\

Table 26 summarizes the money returned by an
acre of cornfield crops in 1936. The labor re-

quired varies not only between hiU and delta, but
(in hill fields) between new land and land previ-

ously planted; in small degree with the distance

from the farmer's home, the type of soil, the

weather, and the protection afforded from maraud-

ing birds and animals; and (slightly) with different

practices of individual farmers and the quality of

the work they demand. Yet it is relatively uni-

form and knowledge of it is shared very generally

in the community. The labor is reckoned in

terms of tareas, each the unit of work that an

able-bodied worker is expected to do in 1 work day,

Table 26.

—

Cost and gross and net return per acre of
milpa, 1936
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and close enough to enable us to translate it as 1

man-day.

Table 27 sums up the number of man-days of

work that are required, on the average, for three

types of fields." Estimating that 9 out of 10

acres of hill land planted are old land—data

directly bearing on the question were not ob-

tained—it may be concluded that the average

number of man-days required for an acre of hill

milpa is about 50, as compared with the 36 re-

quired to grow an acre in the delta. The cost of

this labor may be definitely fi.xed at IG^s cents a

man-daj', whether the farmer does his own work
or whether he hires hands. Since in Panajachel

a man can virtually always obtain work himself

at the same rate of pay at which he hires labor,

a farmer's time has a definite cash value. The
cost given in table 26 glosses over a few irregulari-

ties: for example, the rich Indian who, in exchange

for 1 man-day of labor, allows his regular helpers

to plant a crop of beans on a cuerda (0.1 7S acre)

of his delta land; *' or the few Indians and Ladinos

Table 27.

—

Labor required to grow 10 cucrdas of milpa

Work process
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corn at 70 cents a bushel in Panajachel, any hill

cornfield that yielded as little as 12 bushels of corn,

and a few beans and squash, paid its cost. In the

delta, only 9 bushels per acre were needed. Data
on yields make it clear that from the point of

view of the individual farmer, and of the com-

munity as a whole, mUpa was in 1936—and is in

general—a paying matter. This does not take

into account the value of the land, however. If

hill land is rented at the usual rate of $1.41 the

total cost comes to just $10, and a yield of 14

bushels of corn is needed to break even. This is a

safe chance. If the contract calls for payment of

half the crop (of which there were no cases in

1936) the share cropper should still do a little

better than break even. If it requires the digging

of holes for the planting of coffee, the farmer must
harvest some 18 bushels of corn to break even;

and this becomes doubtful. In 1937 some Indians

contracted (and others refused) to plant coffee in

the cornfield in exchange for the use of the field

for milpa for the 2 or 3 years while the bushes

were small. The value of the labor paid for rent

under such an arrangement comes to about $9.37.

If the farmer can plant com for but 2 years, he

again needs to harvest about 18 bushels a year,

but if he can plant for 3 years, he need harvest but

16 or 17 bushels to break even. Such deals are not

very promising. In the case of rental of delta

cornfield for half the crop, the cost of labor rises

to $9.18. This is not serious, for the share cropper

still breaks even if he harvests 13 bushels

—

virtually a certainty in the delta. Thus, even

when rent must be paid, it usually pays to grow
corn in Panajachel.

While there is no doubt that it pays to grow
corn in the delta, it will be seen below that other

crops pay even better, both from the point of

view of furnishing the owner with more employ-
ment and from the point of view of net profit.

It will become apparent that if all delta truck

lands were occupied with corn from May to De-
cember, the Indian community as a whole would
be forced into idleness and its income would be
tremendously reduced. The total amount of

land available is too small to permit the use as

cornfield of a large proportion of delta land.

tablOn crops

It is necessarily difficult to calculate the profits

from the complicated combinations of truck crops.

ONIONS

Onions are both the most complicated and the

most important. Table 28 summarizes the costs

involved, separately for seedlings, mature onions,

and onion seed, all of which have their prices.

The matter is complicated further because of

differing practices. It is seen that the producer

does best if he produces bis own seed for planting,

and next best if he at least grows his own seedlings

for transplanting. This is because there is some
net profit at each stage.

There is probably considerably more variation

in time required in truck farming than in the

milpa; yet even here the work is pretty well

standardized. The figures given in the tables on
truck farming, based largely on the report to the

President (Appendix 1), with corrections, represent

the normal time required with the error in no case

more than 10 percent. In some cases, however,

they do not give a good picture of the kind of

labor involved. For example, the great labor

required to transplant onions is very often done

by women who can do the work as well as men
but whose time is usually considered only half as

valuable. Women also do considerable watering;

and boys and girls help. The labor required for

onions, which accounts for the bulk of the cost, is

summarized in table 29. The total includes the

entire process of growing a cuerda (or acre) of

onions, from seed to seed, including making the

Table 28.

—

Cost of growing onion products (per acre)

Method
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Table 29.

—

Labor required to grow onions from seed
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the growing of onions. The lowest cash-rental

price is $22.50 an acre (table 14) on which the

farmer gets three crops grown from home-grown

seed, or four crops from bought seedUngs. Even
with higher rental prices, it usually pays better

than appears at first sight, for it is the best land

that is usually rented. On the other hand, it

definitely does not pay to rent land for onions in

exchange for half the crop. Assuming that onions

exclusively are grown, from bought seed to the

finished product, the renter would lose (in the

value of his labor) about $55 every time he grew a

crop! Yet there are well-authenticated cases of

such agreements.

A standard tablon of onion nursery should yield

from a pound of seed, about 48,000 seedlings for

transplanting, enough for eight tahlones of onions.

The seedlings themselves are frequently sold,

when the buyer gathers them for transplanting in

his own fields. The virtually imiversal price is 25

cents a vara the width of the tablon. Since there

are 32 varas to a tablon, the yield in money is $8

per tablon, or $3G0 per acre. Since (table 28) the

cost of growing the seedhngs is either $305.73 or

$273.64 per acre, the apparent net profit is $54.27

or $86.36. (But nobody grows more than a small

fraction of an acre.) An individual farmer may
realize profits at this rate if the nursery produces

as it should. However, the nurseries are said fre-

quently to fail wholly and in part, and the farmer

may lose instead of gain. Many Indians prefer to

buy their seedlings rather than to grow tiiom

because of the risk involved. It is impossible to get

reliable information on the point, but I judge that

in the coramunity as a whole something hke 10

percent of expectable onion nursery production

fails to materialize. Where bought seed is planted,

a 10 percent loss is enough to wipe out the profit.

A standard tablon of onions allowed to go to seed

yields as much as 10 pounds of onion seed. On the

other hand sometimes the harvest is entirely lost.

The average yield in seed, aU things considered,

seems to be about 6 poimds, or at the rate of 270

pounds per acre. The 1936 value of this yield, per

acre, may be set at $675. A comparison of this

figure with the costs shown in table 28 shows a net

profit per acre of $366.24, $358.48, or $336.75,

depending on from what the onions for the seed

are grown. (But again, onion seed is produced in

quantities much smaller than acres.)

An individual farmer who grows seedlings,

onions, and onion seed exclusively for a year profits

as follows from an acre of land, assuming that he

grows the same proportions of each that are shown
on chart 4:

Seedlings, 0.071 acre at $86.36 aj $6.13
Onions, 0.512 acre at $25.91 13. 27

Seed, 0.017 acre at $366.24 6. 23

Total, 1 acre.. 25. 63

He can do better than this if he manages his agri-

culture so that less land is idle between crops,

while awaiting seedUngs to transplant, etc. But
it is unlikely that anybody is so efficient that his

profits rise to beyond about $40. Looking at it in

this way, obviously a rental of from $22.50 to

$33.75 for the acre (table 14) leaves a slim margin

of net profit.

GARLIC

Garlic costs (table 31) are all charged to labor,

since the seed is almost invariably home-grown.

In a standard tablon are planted 2,400 sections of

garlic taken from the best heads of the previous

harvest, which average 10 sections each (the yield,

in most general terms, being thus 10 for 1). A
few of the best heads have only large sections, all

suitable for planting; the next best, from which

most seed comes, have five or six large sections

(for planting) and four or five small ones (con-

sumed or sold). So, roughly 10 percent must be

added to the labor cost to supply the seed.

The work of braiding is usually done by the

family during time that would otherwise not be

economically used: evenings and during rainy

spells, etc. Not counting the time needed for

braiding, the cost comes to about $85.32 an acre.

All garhc that is planted normally produces. A
good harvest, usuaUy on "new" land rented from

Lachnos, produces imiformly large heads; a

medium harvest produces medium-sized heads;

and a poor harvest yields very small heads. The
large and medium sizes are bunched for sale, 60

heads to a bunch; and an acre yields 1,800 bunches.

A poor harvest of small heads (sold by the measure

sufficiently uniformly so that they may be treated

as if they were sold by the pound) produces about

2,250 pounds per acre. Calculated from the
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normal 1936 prices (Appendix 2), the cash value of

the yield in 1936 was, per acre:

Good harvest $144. 00
Medium harvest 72. 00
Poor harvest 52. 50

Table 31.

—

Cost of growing garlic
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spectively. The green beans harvested would be

worth an average of $33.75 for shrub beans and

about $45 for vine beans, for some loss. This

hypothetical case (no Panajachel farmer harvests

all of his beans green) indicates that it does not

pay to grow beans no matter how they are har-

vested.

VEGETABLES GROWN FROM IMPORTED SEED

Vegetables grown from imported seed (4 cents

a package) are planted in such small quantities

(on pieces of garden beds or at the edges) that

calculations are best made per package of seed

(table 33), which occupies some 3 square varas

(1/32 of a tablon or 1/1500 of an acre). A package

of beet seed yields 200 beets, transplanted to about

1/750 of an acre; cabbage seed, a hundred heads

transplanted to 1/45 of an acre. The total costs

come to about $93.60 per acre of cabbage; $135,

beets; $165, carrots, radishes, and turnips.

The cabbage yield per package ranges from 100

large and 50 small heads to only 50 small heads;

the normal yield is said to be about 50 large and 50

small heads. Beets are said always to yield well

"because they are fertilized"— 100 large and 100

small beets. The best carrot yield per package is

said to be 100 large and 200 small, the usual 80

largo and 200 small, and the woi-st 60 large and 200

small. Radishes are said to yield 100 per package.

When good, they are all large, when poor all small.

Turnips yield 200 per package—all large when the

harvest is good and small when it is poor. It is

apparent from table 33 that only cabbage gives

promise of much profit—and correspondingly it

is risky.

ROOT CROPS AND PEPPERS

The profits from truck farming in general are

greater than indicated because sweet cassava,

sweetpotatoes, and peppers are growTi along the

edges of the garden beds and although they take

virtually no e.xtra time to produce, they yield good
income. In an acre grow about 540 cassava plants,

90 percent of which produce after 2 years. Each
plant yields 2 to 3 pounds, so that the annual pro-

duct is about 600 pounds per acre, worth $9.

Simultaneously some 6,300 sweetpotato plants can
grow on the acre. But since most farmers grow
these only on two edges of each tablon (onions or

garlic on the others), the average number per acre

is probably only 4,500, 80 percent of which live to

Table 33.

—

Returns from vegetable growing
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The average obtained by Panajachel Indians was

probably about $4.50. Even at the lowest figure,

T.^BLE 34.

—

Cost of growing pepinos

Items of cost
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ing 100 percent. In the, case of somo varieties of

Spanish plums, the number of fruit is greater than

shown, the remainder eaten by the birds.

Since so little cost is involved, the profit from

fruit is considerable. The Pauajachel Indians

devote their energies to agriculture, but a good

part of their living comes from the sale of fruit

which comes near to being a free resource.

SUMMARY: COSTS AND PROFITS

The total cost of the harvests produced by resi-

dent Indians, on laud exploited for themselves,

came to a little more than $24,000 (table 37).

About 95 percent of this amount represents the

cost of labor which was almost entirely of the

Indian community itself. Onl.y the sm.aU remain-

der was spent in cash outside the community

—

for labor, tools, a little fertilizer and a few seeds,

a few dollars worth of candles and incense, and

rent paid to outsiders.

The total value of the produce harvested by the

Indians on the same land was over $2G,000 (table

38). From the apparent net profit of $2,146.90

must be subtracted $380, the value of produce

given as rental; about $320 for market taxes, bus

fares, etc.; and about $900 for the value of the

time devoted to selling the produce. Actually, of

course, all this sum need not be subtracted from

the profit, for the value of the produce was fig-

ured on the basis of Panajachel prices, and the

merchandise sold outside presumably brought

enough more to make up the value of the time

Table 37.— Total cost of agricultural products

Product
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sary to distinguish agricultural work done by the

two sexes and by people of various ages, for the

value of a woman's or a child's time is less than

that of a man. If it could be assumed that a

woman or child, as compared with a man, accom-

plished work in proportion to their wages, the

distinction from the point of view of costs would

not be important. But this is not always true.

A boy cannot work as fast as a man in the making
of a tablon or in the various processes of the

milpa; but a boy can probably replace a man in

other cases. For example, three men usuaUy

make a tablon together; the most skilled, cer-

tainly a grown man, guides the others, but if a

boy of 12 takes the role of one of the others, the

work is probably not slowed appreciably. Like-

wise, a woman can probably transplant as fast

and as well as a man, or do the weeding of an onion

bed with equal efficiency, or braid garlic as fast.

Yet, their time is considered worth less than that

of a man, and their wage is smaller. These dis-

tinctions have been made in table 19, from which

it may be concluded that adult males did a total

of about 83,000 man-days and women and chO-

dren about 38,000; men thus did some 70 percent

of the work in the fields. Since women and chil-

dren work more slowly (in some employment)
than do men, the 38,000 "man-days" probably

took them 45,000-odd fuU days of work, and the

total time spent by Indians in their fields was
actually 128,000 work days. From this total.

Table 39.

—

Time devoted to agriculture

Crop
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wings clipped when it is

so that it can be given

These wild pigeons are

multiply in the house,

children who care for th

time dribble away only

their care.

accustomed to the house

the freedom of the yard.

occasionally allowed to

Probably the women and

e fowl a few minutes at a

about an hour a week in

Table 40.

—

Value of domestic animals owned

Kind

Chickens, young..
Hens and roosters..

Ducks
Pigeons
Pigs
Goats -.

Sheep -.-

Bulls or steers
Cows -.

Calves -

Rabbits
Guinea pigs
Colmena bees
Coxpin bees
Horses and mules..
Dogs -

Cats

Total.

Number

386
445
14

22
40
14

13
8
8
8
6
10
14
4

20
198
61

Average
value (each)

$0.10
.20

>.76
1.60
2.60
1.60
1.12
7.60
13.50
4.00
>.20
'.10
M.OO
>.10
12 60
.30
.10

Total
value

$36.50
89.00
6.25
5.60

100.00
21.00
14.60
60.00
108.00
32 00

.60

.50
14.00
.40

250.00
59 40
6.10

802 85

' Per pair.
' Per hive.

Because they are important in belief and custom
and a "good" housewife is expected to keep them,

it is noteworthy that turkeys are absent and
chickens sparse, and that this fact coincides with

the fact that it does not pay to raise chickens in

Panajachel. One careful informant estimated

that his flock of 2 roosters and 17 hens ate 480
pounds of corn in 1936, worth $6; during the year
he lost 4 chicks, worth 40 cents. Thus, not

counting the value of the time expended in caring

for the fowls, building the coop, etc., the cost

was $6.40. At the same time the value of the

flock increased (by natural growth) by $1.60

—

counting the four chicks that died—and produced

360 eggs worth $4.50, for a total of $6.10 and a

net loss of 30 cents. Data from several other

informants make it clear that at best one breaks

even on the raising of chickens. Thus a household

owning 5 roosters, 16 hens, and 18 chicks casually

reported that the flock consumed 2 pounds of

corn daily ($9 worth a year) and increased in

value by $3.40 in the year while some 400 to 500

eggs (worth $5 to $6.25) were produced; another

with 6 hens reported that each laid 18 eggs

monthly for 6 months for a total of 648 during a

year (worth $8.10) and that the flock ate 2 pounds

of com daily ($9.12 a year).

The Indians appear to know that it does not

pay to raise chickens, and that perhaps explains

why so many do not. Certainly they do not raise

turkeys for that reason, for they frequently say

that a turkey eats as much as a pig while at the

same time the fowls are delicate and often sicken

and die. But, aside from the feeling that a

household is not complete without chickens, there

is a recognized reason why it is desirable to raise

them. During the rainy season when money is

scarce and corn must be purchased, the sale of

chickens is a source of emergency income. On
August 15, 1936, Resales noted in his diary that

many women were selling chickens in order to buy
corn and sugar because money was scarce; "The
onions are all gone and only garlic is left, and its

price is low." An Indian reported before All

Souls' Day that he took chickens to Solola to sell

in order to buy things for the fiesta. We fre-

quently noticed that when the need for money
arose, a single hen or rooster was offered for sale.
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When it was pointed out to Indians that it did

not pay them to raise fowl, their most frequent

reply was that it is good to have chickens for sale

when money is needed.

HOGS

Hogs, not bred in Panajachel, are bought when
young and fattened for sale. Of the 29 families

that were fattening hogs in 19.36, 11 had 2 head
each, and none had more than 2. An 8-month-old

pig bought at about a dollar,'^ is sold after 7 or

8 months for from 3 to 6 dollars, and a young one

bought to replace it. Pigs are rarely allowed

loose, since the houses are surrounded by gardens

;

their diet is therefore chiefly kitchen waste and
corn. An hour a week by the wife and children

probably takes care of them. Hogs are certainly

very poor business. Some of the Indians who
realize this give it as the reason why they do not

raise them. Others, although they know hogs are

not profitable, may not realize how much they

actually lose, and raise them as a means of invest-

ing money when corn is more plentiful, for liquida-

tion when money is scarce. A wealthy Indian

with two pigs estimated that they consimied 1,400

pounds of corn (worth $17.50) and 10 pounds of

salt (worth 15 cents) in the fattening process. In

addition, he spent a doUar to make a pen and 26

cents to castrate and keep the young boars in good
health. He did not figure the additional cost of

rope, which came to about 24 cents, or the value of

the time involved. Including the original cost of

the pigs (but not time spent), he had invested

$20.15 by the time they were fattened, and the

pigs were worth but half of that. This man, who
grew his own corn, perhaps did not calculate his

losses; certainly the factor of saving money does

not enter in his case, for he is wealthy and usually

has cash on hand. Juan Rosales recalls that in

his wealthy father's house when he was young they

once took to raising pigs; when they had 2 or 3,

the amount of corn consumed by the pigs was not

noticed particularly; but when the number
soared to about a dozen, they saw that the corn

supply was rapidly dwindling and then did some
calculating and thereafter never raised pigsl

There are other similar cases in my notes; certainly

many Indians know that a pig's consimiption of 3

'3 They are usually bought in S0I0I&, but they are sometimes bought more
cheaply elsewhere. In 1940 I was told they sold for 40 cents at the annual fair

In Chichicastenango, and at least one Panajachelefio went there to buy a pig.

or 4 pounds of corn daily for 8 months makes hog
raising unprofitable. A young Indian of a poor
household learned his lesson in 1941. About
November 1, 1940, he told me proudly that he had
a pig fattening. It cost him $1 and in from 4 to 6

months would be worth $4. He thought it was a
good practice: "It is no good if people eat all of

their corn every day; give some to the pig, and it

grows and you get money out of it. You don't

notice the daily expense in corn, and later when
you need it, you will get a large sum of money."
He said that the pig ate 3 pounds of corn daOy.

When we calculated the cost (as he himself had not

done) he was surprised. In 6 months the pig

would consume $6.50 worth of corn! But he still

thought it was a good way to save money. On
January 11 he complained that (although 3 weeks
before, he had turned down an offer of $2.50 for

his pig, now quite fat) he was offered only

$1.50. On February 5 he told me that the pig

weighed 150 or 175 pounds and he was getting no
offers for it, the butchers apparently all going to

Atitlan to buy hogs. On March 23 he finally sold

the animal to a local butcher for $3; he said he
was tired of feeding it corn while waiting for a

better price. A week later the butcher killed the

pig and found it diseased and the young man had
to return $1.50 of the purchase price. He swore

that he would never buy a pig again.

GOATS AND SHEEP

Goats are bought when young for about a dollar

and sold for twice that when grown. Sheep simi-

larly are worth 75 cents when yoimg, $1.50 when
grown. Like pigs, they are simply fattened, al-

though in times past they were sometimes bred.

The goats are not milked, but the sheep are oc-

casionally shorn and the wool sold or used in the

house in pillows. Since goats and sheep are

pastured in the river bed, along the roadsides, and
in the hills, virtually their only expense is the

value of the time taken incidental to other tasks,

no more than, say, 3 hours a week. Occasionally

a sheep is fed corn-dough water that is left in the

kitchen, but that has no money value. On the

whole, there is probably Uttle gain or loss in

fattening goats and sheep.

CATTLE

At least four of the six famihes owning cows

(one of them owning three) also owned a calf of
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each cow. Cows are kcpl for milk, sold cliicfiy

to Ladinos, and are also bred—for which purpose

all but one dairy must rent a bull, usually from

a Ladino. Bulls or steers are bought as yearlings

to fatten for sale; they are frequently gelded (\)y

a professional). A calf, bought for 5 dollars,

doubles in value in about 2 years when it is ready

for sale. A female calf costs about $7, and a milk

cow is worth al)0ut $20. A calf new-born is val-

ued at about $3, and of course increases in value.

Cattle are pastured during the day and brought

in at night incidental to other work by men, boys,

or old men. As oih' infoinuint put it, such ani-

mals "arc good for a rich old man like Nicolas

Chivalan who cannot woik hard and wlio directs

liis mozos and cares for his animals and little

else." Cows, however, receive special care, espe-

cially when they calve. 'J'he steer-fattening fam-

ilies spend some 20 hours a week each on tlieir

cattle; the cow-owning households, about 35.

For a few months in tlie dry season the cattle

owner, if he owns no pasture land, frequently

rents some from Ladinos, at 50 cents a month.

This seems inordinately e.xi)ensive considering the

rental cost of land for planting corn and taking

into account that pasture land is enriched by use.

In the rainy season there is sufficient free ioliage

along the lake shore, in the river bed, and along

the roadsides.

Only the value of the manure produced makes
it possible for the business of fattening steers to

pay. In 2 years a steer consumes 50 cents worth

of salt, 30 cents worth of rope, and 3 or 4 dollars

may be paid for pasture privileges. With these

expenses, the value increases only $5; and mean-
while 200 man-days of time (with a normal value

of $33) may easily be consumed. Although much
of the time has less cash value, it hardly seems

worth while to raise cattle. The explanation is

that most cattle owners own milpa or pasture

land and thus not only pay no rent and enrich

their own soil, but collect and sell (or use) the

manure of the stable or yard. Cows are probably

better business. They are fed the water of corn

dough, which amounts to kitchen waste."* Milk
(sold for 5 or 10 cents a liter) and calves should make
worth while the added time consumed in caring for

the cows and their oirsi)ring. Recent sanitary

•* No family kw^I)in^; cows also keeps pij's. whieli arc also fed this water.

regulations, however, have put something of a

crimp in the business.*"

Rabbits (kept for pleasure as well as food) and
guinea pigs (also eaten) are to unimjjoitant for

extended discussion; they are cared for by the

children, and eat kittihen waste.

BEES

Coxpin bees (or wasi)s) oi'e one of several varie-

ties of wild bee found nearby, and the only one

now brought to the house in its hollow log. The
hive is valued at 10 cents probably l)ecause it

I)roduces wax of that value in a year. The
children sometimes eat the sour honey, but it has

no commercial value, "^i'lie only honey-producung

bees now kept are the colmena bees of Eurojjeau

origin, hives of which are bought at about $1 each,

'i'he only expense connected with their care is the

planting of (lowers in the yard (which numy have

anyway). But the disadvantage of keeping bees

is that they may l(!ave the hivo and house. They
produce about a dollar's worth of honey and 30

cents' worth of wax a year.

HORSES AND MULES

The beasts of burden (there are ru) oxen) are

referred to simjjly as "beasts," but mules are ju-e-

ferred for burdens, and they usually cost niore.

The beasts are used for riding and for carrying

loads. Of the 19 households owning them 3 are

foreign Indians who use the animals for riding;

5 others are wealthy families the head of which

in each case has a saddle horse. The remaining

1 1 households have pack animals and use them
in trade with distant markets. In these cases the

merchant is able to take a larger (juantity to

market, and the animals may be said to have

commercial value. Most Indians doubt that pack

animals repay tlieir kcc^p. Since fodder is not

plentiful in ranajachel, and tlie animals arc fed

considerable amounts of corn, they are probably

riglit; but if the manure is taken into considera-

tion (as it does not appear to be) horses and mules

may possibly be profitable investments.

These animals are never bred in town; they are

bought and sold fully grown, for a variable price

** The most important Indian dairyman, who had three cows in lU-lO, told

mo in 1941 that he had live cows but no calves, henco no milk, but that oven

If his cows j>rodiieed milk ho would be unable to sell it without a license,

unobtainable unless he built a two-room stable with a cement lloor.
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running to about $10 for a horse and $15 for a

mule. Their care is in the hands of the men and
boys who average some 5 hours weekly to feed

and occasionally wash them and cure their ail-

ments.
DOGS AND CATS

Dogs and cats are primarily companion animals

and have little commercial value. The former

help guard the house and cornfield, and the latter

kill rats and mice. But their utility is limited,

and the damage they do may well balance their

usefulness. These animals may be considered

luxiiries, and are found more commonly among
the rich than the poor. The maximum number
of dogs in any household in 1940 was 4 (5 cases);

16 families had 3 each, 45 had 2, and 40 had but

1 each. Most of the 49 families which had none

were on the lower wealth levels. Six of the 33

cat-owning families had 3 apiece, 16 had 2 each,

and 11 but 1 apiece. All but 2 households with

cats also kept dogs.

Cats and dogs, sometimes purchased when
young, are most frequently raised in the home;
the young are often sold, for about 10 cents. A
grown dog (though less frequently the object of

transactions) is usually valued at about 50 cents.

Kittens or cats, not usually found in the market

place, are exchanged for chicks or other small

things. One Indian valued his cat at 15 cents,

another at 20 cents; they were probably high.

Dogs and cats require little care; but they need

food beyond kitchen waste and that for which

they forage. One wealthy Indian with three dogs

and three cats estimated that the former consume
a pound of corn and the latter a quarter of a pound
daily. If that estimate is near correct, a dog costs

$1.50 a year in corn alone and a cat a quarter of

that. A female dog makes up part of that cost

with the value of its litter, and some people keep

a bitch precisely for that purpose, selling the litter

in the markets when they go with other produce.

But on the whole it cannot be said that dogs are

kept for commercial purposes or that they pay for

themselves.

SUMMARY: COSTS AND PROFITS

Table 42, which summarizes the costs and re-

turns of animal husbandry, shows that, in com-
parison with agriculture, the raising of domestic

animals is of no importance in Panajachel

—

economically, at least. The cost of raising animals

is not even 6 percent of the cost of raising crops;

the income from animal husbandry is less than 5

percent of that from agricultural produce.

Table 42.

—

Estimated costs of and returns from domestic
animals, 1940
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her gardens (exceptional because squash are rarely

grown outside the milpa) to sell. Processed com
and bean foods such as tamales and atol are sold

by local women. But by and large, the products

that are associated with the milpa, with the excep-

tion of green beans separately grown, are not for

sale by the Panajachel Indians who produce them.

Coffee, to the direct contrary, is almost all sold.

Some of the growers of coffee even sell their entire

crops and buy what they need during the year.

One reason for this is that Panajachel coffee, which

is high grade, brings a better price than that

which can be bought in the market. Another is

that very many poor families sell their coffee "on

the bush" long before the harvest. Indian growers

do not market their coffee. Instead, Ladinos come

to their houses to buy it to send to the capital for

export. Some of the wealthier Indians hold out for

better prices, but never attempt to market it

themselves. The middlemen often profit from

these transactions with little risk, since before

they buy they know the price to be had in Guate-

mala City.

It is to the disposal of their vegetables and fruit

that the Indians devote their commercial atten-

tion. The sale of this produce is effected in several

ways:

(1) A large part of the vegetable crop, and to a

lesser extent the fruit, is sold to merchants of other

towns who make a practice of coming to the homes
of the local Indians to bargain for onions, garlic,

pepinos, etc. The most important business of this

kind is in connection with onions (something like

half of which may be sold in this way), bought

usually by Sololateco merchants who take them
to Guatemala City to sell. When onions are in

particular demand in the capital, Sololatecos (less

frequently Atitecos or others) are seen knocking

at doors looking for onions, or harvesting and
preparing them, or fixing their cargoes. They
often buy them by the unharvested tablon, or they

pick up smaller quantities from several growers.

Onion seed (Panajachel seed is supposed to be

especially good) is also bought by outsiders (most

frequently from Mixco) who come to shop for it.

Nursery seedlings are also occasionally bought for

transplanting by Sololatecos, Atitecos, Tepanecos
and perhaps others. Although cases of Atitecos'

buying cabbages are recalled, other vegetables are

less frequently bought in this manner. Very
frequently and in great quantities during the very

short season, pepinos are purchased by merchants

from other towns, especially Sololfi, who take them
to Guatemala City. Fruit is frequently sold in

this manner also. During the Spanish-plum

season Catarinecos, especially, buy the imhar-

vested fruit of whole trees, which they then take

home to ripen and eventually to sell in other towns.

They also buy ripe and harvested fruit. Cases

have been noted of Chichicastenango Indians

buying plums and oranges, of Luquenos buying

green avocados to take to Guatemala City, of

Andresanos buying limas and oranges at the time

of the com harvest, to give to their harvesters, of

Antoneros buying limas, of Jorgenos buying stems

of green bananas to ripen and sell in the Solola

market, and so on.

(2) A relatively unimportant means of disposing

of the local produce is by house-to-house sales to

Ladino families and to hotels, and to traveling

merchants passing through, either on the road or

at the piers where they embark and disembark.

Only women engage in such selling, and they

usually offer small quantities of a variety of fruits

and vegetables, or eggs and fowl.'" A few women
(none native Panajachelenas) also sell beef and
pork products," and one local Totonicapena began

in 1937 to make a rice-and-milk drink to sell

chiefly at the Ladino houses. Most women sell

the produce from home, but in some cases they

may buy them from others for resale at a profit.

One may guess that a fourth of the households are

more or less regularly represented by women and
girls who sell at the houses, on the roads, and at

the piers several days of each week. Since they

sell the family produce, their "profits" are not

separable from the earnings of agriculture.

(3) The chief means of disposing of produce is

in the market place. Every landed family sells at

least part of its produce in formal markets. Local

Indians sell their own produce or that of other

families, which they buy in private to take to

market. Exceptionally, they bring produce pur-

^ Local Indian women never sell fowl In the local market; in one case

noted a women sold a hen in the S0I0I& market. Fowl are evidently sold

only when the woman is in need of cash, for she prefers the less public method
of going to a customer's house.

" Especially pork products. Most pigs being butchered by Ladinos, the

business is largely in their hands. Beef products are usually sold in connec-

tion with the butcher shops, but one Ladino butcher hired a local Totonl-

capei^a to sell beef-belly at the houses. Rosales one day (October 27, 1936),

spoke to her when he had bought some and found that she received a cent for

each 5 pounds sold. She carried 30 or 40 pounds in a basket on her head, her

child meanwhile being carried in the usual fashion on her back. She said

she sold on credit, too.
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chased in other to^vns. The markets that are

frequented regularly (table 43) , are those of Pana-

jachel itself; of Solola, an hour by foot to the

north; of San Andres, an equal distance to the

east; of San Lucas, across the lake; of TecpS,n and

of Patziin, a day's walk to the east; of Patulul and

Chicacao, on the "coast" to the south; of Quezal-

tenango far to the west; and of Guatemala City.

Occasionally, for annual fiesta markets, local

Indians visit other towns such as Chichicaste-

nango, San Pedro, AtitMn, and so on; but rela-

tively few go and not at all regularly. On the other

hand, although few are real merchants who regu-

larly buy in 1 town to sell in others, only 13 (all

landless) of the 155 households never regularly

sell anything. They frequent markets for buying

purposes, of course, but take nothing to sell.

Three of them are "foreign" Indians (2 Totoni-

capan, 1 San Pedro) with special trades; the others

are for the most part families whose adults work
as laborers and domestics for other families,

Ladino or Indian. In some cases the women
could, were they ambitious as some others, buy
produce to sell, but they do not.

Table 43.

—

Number of households habitually represented
by vendors in various markets

Markets

Households having no regular vendors
Households represented by vendors in;

Panajachel market only _

Panajachel and Solol4 markets
Panajachel and San Andr&s markets
Panajachel and Tecp^ markets _

Panajachel and San Lucas markets
Panajachel and Guatemala City markets
Panajachel, Sololfi, and San Andr6s markets
Panajachel, Solola, and Tecpun markets
Panajachel. SololS, and San Lucas markets
Panajachel, Tecp^n, and Patziin markets
Panajachel, San Lucas, and Guatemala City markets
Panajachel, Solola, Tecpan, and San Lucas markets
Panajachel, Solola, Tecpan, and Patziin markets
Panajachel, Solold. San Andrfe, and Tecpdn markets
Panajachel, S0I0I&, Tecpfin, and Guatemala City markets.
Panajachel, San Lucas. Chicacao, and Patulul
Panajachel, TecpAn, and Guatemala City
Panajachel. Chicacao. Patulul, and Guatemala City
Panajachel, San Lucas, and Patziin markets
Panajachel, S0I0I&, San Andres, TecpSn, and Patziin
Panajachel, Solol4, San AndrSs, Tecpiin, Patziin, Quezal-
tenango ._

Panajachel, San Andrfe, Tecp&n, Chicacao, Patulul,
Quezaltenango .._

Total

Total number of households

Number of
households

32
69
6
4

1

4
3
2
3
3

2

THE LOCAL MARKET

The 142 households that dispose of their produce

in markets are all represented by sellers more or

less regularlj' vending in the local market. Except

for three recent cases of men selling in the market
(including a young boy, but all equally criticized)

these families are represented in the market only

by their womenfolk. Table 44 and the derived

summary of table 45 (the results of a spot check

at stated times over a period of weeks) give a

precise picture of when local women tend to sell

in the local market and what, during one season

at least, they bring.'* Most women come to

market at least several times during the week, for

an hour or two, morning or afternoon, some of

them regularly on certain days at the same time,

others only occasionally. Sunday is "market day"

when as many as a hundred local women come,

usually only for the morning but often for the

whole day, going home at noon for a quick lunch.**

Sunday is also the day when the women do much
of their purchasing for the week from the mer-

chants of other towns who come. The next best

selling days are Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays,

when (en route to or from the Tuesday and Friday

market days in Solola) merchants stop and buy

local produce. The number of women coming to

seU on these days rises from a dozen to as many as

30. Besides those who sell fruit and vegetables,

there are two Panajachelenas vendors of coffee

and prepared foods; this business is not prominent

because a resident Nahualena keeps a restaurant

in a corner of the market place, and a woman
originally of Concepci6n regularly sells food at the

entrance of town and often in the market place.

" Sunday forenoons are not included; count of the large Sunday market

was made but once; the results (table 50) are discussed In section on Consumer

Goods (pp. 133-154) becaiise the Sunday market is important for shoppers.

Ladina women are not included in the table; "Foreign" Indian women resi-

dent in Panajachel are Included, eicept for the Nabualefla restaurateur and

the proprietor of the butcher shop.

•• One wealthy woman regularly makes two trips to the Sunday market

with large baskets of fruits and vegetables. She is notoriously a shrewd

woman and is said always to sell out at good prices. One Sunday (December

6, 1936), Rosales noted that she brought large baskets of tomatoes, sweet

cassava, sweetpotatoes, beans, cabbages, onions, oranges, limas, peaches, eta

It happened that no Atitecos came with fruit from the coast, and this woman
had a field day: the Ladlnas surrounded her and bought her out at good

prices (peaches, for example, at three for a cent). She hired other women

to go to her house for more fruit to sell.
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Table 45.

—

Summary of Panajachel vendors in weekday
market {1937)
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Table 46.

—

Conslitulion and source of produce of vending
groups in outside markets
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San Lucas market was never patronized by Pana-
jachelenos (until recently when the canoes were

purchased) except when they passed through on
longer trips to the coast. Therefore it is not

traditionally a market for other than men. The
trip to San Lucas and back is a full day by canoe,

from early dawn to afternoon. None of the

present-day vendors go on from there to the coast

markets, even though two of them are full-fledged

middlemen who buy produce both in Panajachel

and San Lucas.

The chief "coast" markets patronized by Pana-

jachelenos are Patulul and Chicacao, in the

plantation country. After crossing the lake in

canoes or launches early Saturday, the merchants

stop at towns and plantations along the way and

sell in the Sunday market of either Patulul or

Chicacao. They stop at plantations on Saturday

and Sunday evenings when the laborers are at

home, and retm-n Monday afternoon to Pana-

jachel. On the coast, they travel at night by
kerosene lamp, candles, or pitch-wood torches.

Panajachel onions, garlic, green beans, cabbages,

beets, etc. are in considerable demand, but in

recent years much trade of Panajachel merchants

has been taken away by the people of Solola,

Concepci6n, Atitlan^ Santa Catarina Palapo, and
San Antonio, who either grow vegetables also or

make a business of buying them in Solola and
selling them on the coast.

To Tecpin also only men regularly go, leaving

at noon or early in the afternoon of Wednesday to

arrive in the evening or more usually early Thurs-

day morning and have the whole day Thursday
(which is the big market day there) in which to

sell. Then they often retimi late Thursday (if

they leave Tecpan at noon) or very early Friday

morning, reaching home in time to go up to the

Solold market. Many went to Tecpdn, especially

during Lent to sell vegetables, for Holy Week,
before other towns (especially Solold) began to

grow and sell so many of the same vegetables.

A great deal of fruit, especially oranges and limas,

is also taken to Tecpdn.

Fewer men (and some of the same ones) go to

Patziin than to Tecpdn, taking the same produce.

Here again competition has reduced the numbers.

The big market day at Patziin is on Sunday.

Vendors go late on Saturday and return early

Monday. Although truck-bus lines pass directly

from Panajachel to Patztin, they are not patronized

because (since they do not run on Sundays) the

merchants would have to leave Panajachel early

Saturday. Furthermore, they often stop in God-
ines on the way to sell for awhUe, and the trucks

do not pass through at the right time. Women do
not go to Patziin, partly because they can sell in

the local market on Simday while their husbands

are away.

The truck-bus service to Guatemala City takes

half a day each way.'°* Before it was available,

fully 8 days were often necessary, 6 for travel and 2

for selling. Now the round trip takes no more
than 3 days, for the merchant can sell even on the

afternoon of the day on which he leaves Panajachel.

Yet less people go now than formerly, because

with the quick and easy service, people from all

over bring onions and vegetables, and prices are

sometimes very low. Few Panajachelenos take

even pepinos to the capital despite the great

demand in season and the virtual growing monop-
oly enjoyed by Panajachel. The reason (or

result) is that Indians of other towns make a

business of buying them in Panajachel to sell in

the city. Although onions, garlic, pepinos, and

other fruit of less importance are the principal

Panajachel products taken to the Capital, one

local Indian has worked up a seasonal trade

(wholesale) in onion seed. He buys the seed in

Panajachel to sell to customers in Guatemala City

and Mixco.

In only one case does a man take his wife with

him regularly on such long trips. A progressive

young Indian takes his ^vife to Guatemala City

(on the bus), probably more because she wants to

go than because it is especially good business.

The best market days in both Guatemala City

and Quezaltenango are Monday, Thursdaj', and

Saturday. To Quezaltenango the Panajachel

vendors go on foot, requiring 4 days for the whole

trip. The usual route passes through Nahuala,

where vendors often stop on Sunday, on the way
up or back, to sell. The principal products taken

are onions, green beans, avocados, oranges, jocotes,

and clntula. Again, competition by others, chiefly

Sololatecos, has reduced the number of Pana-

jachelenos on this route.'"'

)M The fare for Indians on the bus was as low as 76 cents one way, with

cargo, during the period of study. Later, competition brought it as low aa

40 or 60 cents.

lOT Of course both Guatemala City and Quezaltenango have sources of

supply other than the region of Panajachel. McBryde, 1947, discusses

sotirces and trade routes at length.
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On all long trips, food is taken from home to

warm and eat on the way. To keep dowoi expenses,

merchants often take food for as long as a week,'"*

young men (who prefer to buy along the way or

eat in restaurants) less than their elders. Gener-

ally even for a day's trip, as to Solola, at least

some food is taken along, perhaps supplemented

by purchase. Only on a half-day trip no lunch is

taken. Nights on the road are generally spent in

the porticos of public buildings in towns on the

way, or in private houses where lodging (i. e., a

place under a roof to sleep) can be purchased for a

penny or a half-cent or a gift of a fruit or the like.

Traveling Indians do not usually sleep in the

open. To prepare food, they usually build a fire

unless they are in a place where they can use

someone else's fire.

A particular convenience to merchants is the

custom by which they can leave property reco-

mendado in the houses and stores of the towns that

they visit. This means that a merchant who is

unable to sell his goods one day can, without

charge, leave it with some acquaintance and return

for it the next day or, if nonperishable, the next

week. There is generally no charge for such stor-

age. It is also the general custom in the market

place to leave purchases recom,endado with another

merchant while shopping for more or doing busi-

ness in other parts of the market, or town.

Panajachelenos take their produce to be sold,

and return either empty-handed or with consumer

purchases. They do not buy products to bring

back for resale. To this rule there were in 1936

and 1937, a half-dozen exceptions. One man
brought fruit from Guatemala City to sell in Pana-

jachel and frequently in other towns; another

(with his wife) brought from the capital a variety

of merchandise to sell in Panajachel and elsewhere

and also fruit from San Lucas to sell elsewhere. A
third bought tomatoes in San Lucas to sell in Pana-

jachel and elsewhere and a fourth (with his son)

cheese in coast markets for local sale. The fifth

was a Panajachel Atiteco whose business I do not

know, and the sixth a woman who bought in the

Solola market, for resale in San Andres, oranges

and limas originally of Santa Cruz and San Marcos.

These were the only people who may be said to be

"merchants." Their net earnings, probably nei-

108 Toasted tortiUat in the form of totoposte will keep many days; ground
coffee and a tin pot in which to boU it are part of the merchant's equipment.

ther far above nor below a hundred dollars a year

altogether were additions to the income of the

local Indian community.

FAEM BUSINESS

The general question of how well the Indians

know their business must take into consideration

not only land resources and technology, but the

use of time in families of differing land resources.

It would appear, for example, that the Indians

would make fuller use of their land if they grew

vegetables where they grow coffee; but the fact is

that they would not have time to put all their

lands to the intensive cultivation they employ on

vegetables. Similarly, while a family with very

little land can most profitably put it all in vegeta-

bles, one with a great deal of land would find itself

limited by the impossibility or inconvenience of

hiring the necessary labor. The following para-

graphs examine the question crop by crop.

More and better fertilizer and far better—even

hybrid—seed would increase the yield of corn.

But better fertilizer would mean either more
domestic animals for which grazing facilities are

inadequate, or chemical fertilizer, produced out-

side the culture. Likewise, the Indians, like most

farmers, are not capable of making radical improve-

ments in the seed. It is invalid to suggest that the

scientific knowledge of the civilized world brought

to bear on the local milpas would increase the

yield of corn. The Indians may well be getting

from their soil everything possible with the aids

that their culture, or reasonable extensions of it,

afford. Certainly their knowledge of the tech-

nology involved is very detailed matter-of-fact.

For example, an Indian reahzed fuUy that the

reason he could plant his milpa year after year

indefinitely is that it is nearly level.

The kinds of questions that seem to me legiti-

mate are whether they might get larger yields if

they planted closer together, or in deeper or

shallower holes, or if they did not let the land lie

fallow so long, or if they changed the seed every

year, or if more beans were planted. Or one might

ask if time could not be saved by changes in tech-

nique—for example, if the hillocks about the base

of the cornstalks are worth the effort. I lack the

special knowledge needed to answer such a series

of questions. The experiment conducted in 1936

proved little, particularly since it extended over
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only one season.'"' The Indians are not averse

to experiment, even in the milpa; they do try

fertilizers, exchange seed,''" and try out seed of

other localities; and occasionally vary other fac-

tors. It is not unreasonable to suppose that in the

course of the many generations they have been

growing corn they have found how, within their

cultural possibilities, to get the most out of their

milpas.

In choice of crop the Indians are usually, but

not invariably, economical-minded. It is clear

that irrigable delta land is too valuable to be

planted with corn; the yield is not sufficiently

greater than on the slopes, where vegetables can-

not be grown well, to make it pay in comparison

with other crops. Yet most Indians grow milpa,

during the rainy season, in the delta. One explana-

tion is a desire for com for home use. Another is

that since floods occur in the rainy season, an

investment in vegetable gardens is risky. A very

few have planted small patches of corn even in the

dry season, with irrigation, which certainly is not

worth the effort on a dollar and cents basis; indeed

Indians say such unseasonal corn does not even

grow well. A fair argument may be advanced for

growing com instead of vegetables even when it

does not pay; Ladinos and Indians alike use it.

Com, so important in the diet, is not only expen-

sive in the dry season, but sometimes not locally

obtainable; therefore it is good to have a supply.

The region uses no methods of storing grain except

on the ear; it is difficult to buy corn on the ear,

for what is brought to market is always shelled;

therefore, it is not usually possible to buy a years'

supply, and it is worth some sacrifice to grow
one's own. The Indians do not grow more com
in the delta despite the shortage of hill milpa land,

because they cannot in most cases afford the loss

'" Although I have notes Indicating that this is common practice, a cultural

factor may interfere with the free exchange of seed. When Sr. Resales in

1936 went around trying to buy certain kinds of seed for the experimcntai

milpa, and was almost always turned down, the people saying they had none

even when Juan was sure of the contrary. Finally one woman explained why
she and the others would not sell. She said that if she sold him seed, his

milpa would prosper and hers would not. She was finally persuaded to sell

on the condition that the harvest would not he distributed more widely than

to himself and to her. {Microfilmed notes, p. 1125.)

'" As an example of how agricultural emergencies are treated, the following

note may be cited. In 1936 the crows had eaten the young plants in the

experimental milpa. An old Indian told Resales thai the same bad happened

to him, that it was not a new occurrence in the history of Panajachel, that the

crows did not respect even the large plants, that even scarecrows that he had

put up did not help. He said that he had replanted with damp seeds that

would germinate quickly. He approved of Juan's other plan to put branches

over the seeds to hide them from the crows and he advised also sprinkling

the ground.

it entails. They are good enough bookkeepers to

make the necessary choice (if the decision is

conscious). That they are not perfect bookkeepers

will be seen below in the discussion of beans and
of pigs.

I suspect that the practice of growing vegetables

on hill land (where water is available) will spread

and that a fair proportion of the hiUy slopes, at

least during the rainy season, may get this inten-

sive use. The Indians might in this manner get

more out of their land; however, the commonly
used coffee-leaves fertilizer is difficult to transport

to the hills. It may also be that with intensive

cultivation the hill lands would quickly lose their

fertility.

The Panajachel Indians believe themselves

expert in the garden culture of the delta and find

it hard to get good labor from other towns. Among
themselves, some are known to be especially skilled

at certain jobs. A good deal of pride is involved,

and no doubt good workers keep their gardens

better appearing than is technically necessary.

The Indians seem to know the virtues of different

soils and prefer to plant vegetables in black humus,
and pepinos, tomatoes, and sweetpotatoes in sandy
soils. They also classify the black soil into "hard"

and "soft," the first being preferred for garlic and
onions, the second for other vegetables and for

onion nurseries. I came across no reason to doubt
their judgment.

It is apparent that unlike other vegetables,

beans cannot be economically grown in irrigated

fields because they must meet the price of beans

raised with little labor in the rainy-season corn-

fields. Yet land is consistently uneconomically

spent on beans. Possibly all of the Indians are

aware of the facts. When I discussed it with

them, two friends desisted from planting beans

(in 1937), but a third began planting the day after

our conversation. It was not pure irrationality.

Like corn, beans are an important part of the diet,

but the Indians have very few milpa beans. Just

at the season when their delta bean harvest comes
in, the price of milpa beans is at a peak. When
deciding whether to plant beans, the Indians

therefore weigh the choice between harvesting

plentiful supplies of their own or paying high

prices in a short market. An alternative is to buy
and store large quantities after the milpa harvest;

most Indians do not seem to have enough free

money to do so. Wealthy Indians also grow beans,
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however; it may be argued that they can afford to

take the loss to assure a supply. However, the

Indians also argue that beans enrich the soil, so

that onions or garlic may be planted immediately

with excellent results.

With respect to garden agriculture, at least, the

Indians are always willing to try new plants, or

different seeds, or new techniques. Among some

of them experimenting is a constant procedure.

A few examples may be mentioned; in 1936 one

Indian reported that he had planted a cuerda of

each of two different kinds of onion seedlings, and

that if one kind did not work out well, he would

replace them with the other. A woman planted

squash in tablones in the fall so they would be

ready for market in Lent when the price is very

high; other Indians, who had tried to do the same

thing with poor results concluded that her success

came from the seed she used, and they tried in

vain to buy some from her. Indians keep trying

to plant onions closer together to get a larger crop

;

but the onions result too small; nobody has suc-

ceeded in bettering the 4-inch distance. I brought

a number of seeds from the United States in 1936,

and there was a great rush for them among the

Indians. Included was broccoli, of which the

Indians had never heard. The recipients not

only grew it but planted some of their own the

next year. An Indian asked me about some kind

of fertilizer that had once been brought to town;

he said it cost several dollars a bag, but that he

wanted to buy some because with only a pinch to

each plant, the vegetables grew enormously.

Perhaps the best example of pure experimentation

is that of the Indian who in 1936 completed an

experiment to get better onion seedlings. After

planting the seed, instead of covering it with black

earth, he brought sand from the river bed and

spread it over the watered seeds. The seeds

sprouted quickly, grew fast, and the onions were

much better than ever before in the same bed.

He reported his success to others.

Crops have changed considerably in the memory
of people still living. Carrots, beets, turnips,

lettuce, and a few others are very recent introduc-

tions. A new radish has partly displaced the older

variety which is called "native." Cabbage grown
from packaged seed is also new

;
years ago a native

cabbage grown from shoots was a very important

crop, but consumers preferred the new variety

and the other has disappeared. Strawberries were

very recent in 1936, and by 1941 the quantity

grown by Indians increased so that the price

dropped to a third or fourth of what it was. An
older variety of sweetpotato is said to have been

grown in great quantities in rows; now, less

valuable, two new varieties are grown only on the

edges of tablones. Sweet cassava, now so common
in Panajachel, is said to have been brought up
from the coast. Chile used to grow much more
plentifully than now; it probably went out because

of the advantages of the dry red chUe sold in the

market. Peas were once a most important crop,

grown by the cuerda in garden beds, or like corn;

but they produce better elsewhere and have

practically been abandoned. The Indians also

say that once anise grew in quantity in Pana-

jachel; but the "spirit" left, and anise now grows

in San Antonio. But pepinos, which were a San

Antonio crop now grow only in Panajachel. I was
told the name of the first Panajacheleno to grow

pepinos by an informant who claimed to have been

the second. When the first pepino grower reaped

a good harvest and got a good price, he asked him
for but was refused branches to plant; but when
passing through San Antonio later a farmer

working in his pepino field willingly sold him a

carrying frame full of branches. Tomatoes were

abundant in Panajachel until Antoneros began to

grow them; they seemed to take away the spirit,

so Panajachel tomatoes are poor. Now the

Antoneros are begirming to plant onions, and the

Indians are very worried; actually they complain

about a sickness attacking onions and garlic.

Discussing such matters at a wake in 1937, one

of the Indians remarked the curious fact that

although San Antonio lands are near those of

Panajachel, and are cultivated in the same way,

the onion seed that they produce is no good, while

that which is grown by Jorgenos is very good (and

better than that of Panajachelenos). When a

second opined that perhaps the Jorgenos now have

the spirit of the Panajachel onions, or that San

Francisco (the patron of Panajachel) likes them

better, or Panajachelenos less, as punishment for

something, the first suggested that they petition

the Minister of Agriculture to stop Antoiieros from

raising onion seed so that Panajachel would not

lose its only business. A third man argued against

this suggestion, saying that the Antoneros could

then do the same and ask that Panajachelenos

plant no more pepinos; he added his view that
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business and farming are free, so that what a town
plants is not a matter for laws, and that one town
has more of a certain crop than others because it

produces better there. Some, dissatisfied with

this opinion, changed the subject. It may be
added as a sequel that since 1939 a local Indian

has planted anise successfully; and this crop may
eventually pass back from San Antonio to Pana-
jachel. Indian laborers from Santa Caterina,

where anise is also grown, showed him how to

cultivate the plant.

Coffee is a new crop that has become extremely

important. It probably had its greatest boom in

the twenties. Coffee requires relatively little

labor; but it does not return as much from the soil

as do vegetables. The rich therefore find it

advantageous to grow coffee in part of their lands,

since labor difficulties would arise if they tried to

plant all with vegetables, while the poor do better

with vegetables which permit them to work more
time on their own land and earn more for their

time. Most Indians see advantages in diversifying

crops; the ideal is some coffee, some vegetables—

a

little of each kind—some pepinos, some inilpa,

and so on; for then if one thing tiUTis out badly,

all will not be lost. This is one reason why, they

do not always plant a crop that pays better to the

exclusion of less profitable things. The Indians

also rotate crops, and let lands rest, knowing they

will then produce more.

One point is clear: that while they do not

always succeed, the Indians consciously try to

get as much from the soil as possible, in a definition

that includes long-term considerations.

On this basis, perhaps, the Indians should

eschew the raising of domestic animals, especially

hogs and fowl. They do not pay. It could be

argued that they permit a more complete utiliza-

tion of resources, since they feed partly on kitchen

refuse and wild flora that would otherwise be

largely wasted (but such food constitutes only a

small percentage of their diet, the rest mainly

corn) and they help to fertiUze the soil near the

house (although it might be cheaper to buy animal

fertilizer from Ladinos than to keep domestic

animals). Hogs and the few sheep, goats, and
cattle are the only animals kept primarily for

revenue. All meat, nulk and cheese, and other

animal products are purchased; the Indians raise

these animals for sale. Except for hogs, these

animals add considerably to the total land utiliza-

tion, for they are pastured on land lying fallow

that, in the milpa system, would not otherwise be
used, and they increase its fertility. Grazing
animals are not more popular probably because
milpa land (hence pasture) is not plentiful and
because the considerable time expended in caring

for cattle could earn more money in agriculture.

Hogs, on the other hand, are clearly uneconomical

to raise. The case of barnyard fowl is different.

The com consumed is returned neither in increase

nor in eggs. Bnt it is not a matter of business.

Fowl are part of the family and necessary for the

prestige of the housewife ; they are a food necessity

on certain occasions that are difficult to buy; and
finally they are a means of insm-ance—of saving in

times when corn is cheap for days when it is

scarce and money is needed. One woman said

she keeps chickens because she does not like to

waste garbage. Nevertheless, iu 1941 an Indian

with whom we went over accounts in 1937 said

the family no longer keep chickens since we had
proved that they do not pay. Nor will they have
a pig.

Dogs and cats are wanted for their companion-
ship, and dogs to guard the house, and cats to rid

the house of small animals. Except that puppies
and kittens are occasionally sold, these animals
bring no cash retiu-ns and they are a considerable

expense; they are a consumer item. Horses and
mules supply manure, hence increase the fertility

of the soil; but they consume more food than they
repay in value; indeed, Indian merchants who use

them as beasts of burden realize that as compared
with himian burden-bearers, they eat as much as

their value in transportation. Again, the values

are not to be separated from a variety of satisfac-

tions. The situation in Panajachel is probably not

typical for Guatemala. Where there are wide
stretches of land used chiefly for milpa, or useless

even for that, the pasturing of animals is doubtless

good business ; and in communities where barnyard
fowl have more room to forage and there is a

surplus of corn, chickens and turkeys probably

more than earn their keep.

TIME SPENT MARKETING

Table 47 sums up the amount of time spent in

buying and selling. The time spent selling local

produce is only partly chargeable to its cost, since

bu5ring is recreation and, other errands are often

combined with visits to markets. This is especially
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true of time spent in Solola and of the time of the

women who sell produce in the local market where

there is a strong element of recreation. Table 48

details the time of women and children in the local

market, based on the counts made.

Table 49, summarizing time spent in outside

markets, comes from two surveys, with different

Indians, and several years apart, plus the innu-

merable observations of years. The Indians talk

about markets, and prices, more than anything

else, and merchandising activities are well known.

However, the primary data are not all as detailed

as table 49 would indicate. Questioning was done

in terms of households and general custom. For

example, an informant's statement that a certain

"whole family" went regularly to Solold,, was true

even though part of the family went one week and

part another. Thus while it is true that 103 men,

112 women, and 60 chUdren regularly went to

Solola, the number that went on any one Tuesday

or Friday is a question. Without a count of In-

dians on the road for a sample period of time, or

some other spot check, the figures in the column

headed "Times per year" are based partly on

general observations such as that the 82 house-

holds regularly patronizing the Solola market, are

regularly represented there 50 times annually

(some occasionally going twice weekly), but that

the total days are reduced because inclement

weather, sickness, and fiesta days keep all of the

families away some days, and in cases of compound
famUies, all of the members do not usually go to

market at once. The figures for other towns are

subject to less error because "whole families" do

Table 47.

—

Summary of time devoted to marketing
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CONSUMER GOODS

Although by far the greater part of goods con-

sumed, especially materials for food and clothing,

and all utensils, axe purchased from outside the

community, about a third of all time devoted to

production is devoted directly to consumption

goods. Prices and purchase are thus of para-

mount concern; but the final processing of pur-

chased foodstuffs, textile materials, and the hke is

done at home, and a few important items such as

houses and firewood are almost entirely home-
produced. Therefore this section describes both

buying and making.

BUYING FOR USE

In a specialized community like Panajachel,

which does not produce more than a few of the

necessities of hfe, shopping is a very important part

of daily, or weekly, life. In general, Panajachele-

fios, like members of other specialized commimi-
ties, do not buy from each other, since they all

produce about the same things. For this reason

retail buying and selling tends to be consummated
in markets where Indians of different communities

gather to exchange goods. Nevertheless, the

Panajachel Indians procure their necessities in

several other ways:

Very occasionally Indians buy from each other

at home; and Panajachel merchants sometimes

sell house to house their merchandise from other

towns.'" Much more important, Ladinos and
Indians from other towns very frequently sell

their wares from house to house. Thus almost

daily Santa Catarina Indians sell fish and crabs

at the houses; "^ many of them regularly spend

early Sunday mornings at this pursuit, before

going to the local market."^ Ladino or Sololateco

pork butchers or their wives frequently sell from

>" For instance, Rosales noted on March 16, 1937, that the merchant who
buys cheese on the coast was selJkig It house to house, including Ladino houses.

On February 21, 1937, he also noted Indians selling huslicherries that had
grown where their com had been harvested.

»»3 Rosales noted them frequently in his diary, and they often came to our

house. One reason is that fishing was illegal during the period of study and

the flsh had to be sold surreptitiously. Another is that fish caught at night

must be sold the next day even if it is not a large martet day. Some Catari-

necos also sell house to house In SololS if unsuccessful in Panajachel. Occa-

sionally they bring other things besides fish and crabs—tomatoes and eggs,

for example. One Friday Rosales noted one who stopped on the way to the

S0I0I& market to sell some corn " because his load was too heavy and would

ke©p him from reaching S0I0I& until too late."

'" The reason for this seems to be a wish to avoid paying the market tax.

As one expressed it, the tax would buy him a pound of com.

house to house their lard, cracklings, and so on."*

There are other regular vendors like the woman
from San Jorge who in 1936 came every 3 days to

sell cooked foods, "° and many more who came
sporadically.'"

Lumber is regularly purchased on the road into

town from Indian sawyers of Concepci6n, Pata-

natic, and especially Chichicastenango. (Lumber
and thatch are also frequently "ordered" in

advance.) Furniture is also occasionally bought

on the road from the backs of merchants traveling

through town, particularly by Ladinos. Indians

usually wait to buy such items in the large markets

that come a few times during the year, when the

selection is best and the price presumably less.

More important is buying in the Ladino-owned

stores. There were in 1936 three fairly large

general stores in Panajachel, and a number of

smaller ones (map 3), as well as several taverns,

two pharmacies, and three beef-butcher shops,

two of them Indian-owned. They cater to both

Indian and Ladino trade, and to people of other

towns passing through or coming in to market.

Solola has a number of large stores of all kinds

'" On October 27, 1936, a Sololateca offered lard from pigs butchered at her

moMe home. She said that on a previous trip she had taken orders for lard,

but that now some of the people had no money and she had had to extend

credit. She promised to bring pork the next Saturday for the tamalcs of All

Saints' Day, and to sell it 1 cent a pound under what the local butchers

charged. On February 20, 1937, the woman came with pork, and at Rosales'

house asked to heat her breakfast. While she ate, the town patrol came to

take her to the juzgado to show her license. They let her finish her breakfast,

and she had told Rosales that this was the work of a Ladina competitor

angry because she was being undersold. She said she sold sausages to a

Ladina on the road and she must have told her competitor. Or possibly,

she thought, her accuser might be another Sololateca in the same business

who followed her to Panajachel. She said that she came to Panajachel

because in SololS there are nine vendors, Indian and Ladino. She also claimed

to have all the necessary papers but to have left them at home.

Competition sometimes is apparently bitter. On August 3, 1936, Rosales

reported that an Indian woman selling beef belly had told him that she would

quit her bushiess. She explained that a Ladina had started in the same

business, and that when they had met on the road that day, this Ladina

angrily told her that if she continued selling from house to house, she would

have her bewitched. The woman added that she was already bewitched

since her stomach was growling and would soon burst open.

1" She reported to Resales that she spends all her time on the business:

each day she buys enough corn, and in the afternoon and part of the evening

she grinds and cooks. Early in the morning she sells to the Indian travelers

at the lake ports; they know her and await her. What is left over she sells

house to house. She gives credit when she must, and is paid little by little.

Another day she sold Rosales some tamales-with-pork. Breaking them,

he saw that the meat was spoiled, and he gave them back. She ate them,

said they were perfectly good and that it was a sin to give them back. She

went away angry.
>'» Momostenango blanket sellers; MaxeBos with pitch wood or spices

and panela or dry goods; Indians from Cerro de Oro with com, reed mats,

or coast fruit; Ooncepcioneros with baskets or grass for roofs; Nahualenos with

grinding stones, have all been noted. In addition, Rosales reports that on

various days a poor Ladina neighbor came with a chicken; a Sololateco

oflered 4 pounds of onion seed; a Ladino brought a stem of bananas; another

tried to sell a gun, and still another a cow; and that a Oatarlueoo came oflering

bis land for sale.
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where the people of Panajachel also buy frequently.

The general stores carry a great variety of staples.

Some necessities, like kerosene and such hardware

as machetes, hoes, etc., can be bought no other

place. Other items such as dry goods, cotton, silk

and wool yarns, straw hats, dishes and cutleiy, and

such food staples as coffee, lard, paneta, sugar,

chocolate, bread, maize, beans, chile, spices, and

salt are found both in the stores and in the market

place. Some items such as furniture, pottery,

baskets, mats, pitch wood, raw cotton, fruit,

vegetables, and fowl, etc., are not usually stocked

by the stores.

Prices in the stores tend to be fixed, but bar-

gaining is usually possible. They tend also to be

higher than in the market place, often on such

important items as corn from 25 to 50 percent

higher.'" Panajachel Indians never buy large

quantities of commodities in the stores. If they

wish to stock up on corn, panela, or sugar, for

example, they do so when they can buy more

cheaply in the market place. In fact, the stores

sell such commodities mainly to poor people who
buy from day to day as they get a few cents.

Typically store purchases amount to a few cents.

Thus an Indian buys a penny's worth of panela at

one store because "there they give a good portion

for a penny," a penny's worth of kerosene in

another store because "they give more for the

money," and a half-pound of meat (2)^ cents).

It costs more to buy in stores and in such quanti-

ties; yet probably most Indian families do it

some of the time, and a few do it regularly.

The several Ladino bakers in town sell their

goods through the stores. Indians who have bread

for breakfast usually patronize them, and con-

siderable quantities are bought for ceremonial

gifts and religious rituals. For Holy Week, when
everybody consumes much bread, the bakers

begin long in advance, and others who know the

trade (including some Indians) also bake. Fre-

quently Indians and Ladinos both buy the mate-
rials (flour, eggs, lard, etc.) and pay the bakers to

make their bread.

Liquor, for sale only at Government-licensed

dispensaries, is sold by the barril, the demijohn
(a half barril, 11 "bottles"), the "bottle," (which,

I believe, is 24 ounces of liquid), in sealed litres,

I" There are eiceptions. of course. Very often prices on dry goods seem
higher in the market than in the store; but of course an experienced native
bargainer may do better than an outsider.

half litres, quarter litres, and eighth litres. The
larger quantities are usually bought in Solol^. In

1936 and 1937 it was possible to buy liquor by the

glass at the counter. After that only sealed litres,

half, quarter, and eighth litres, could be sold

legally, to be drunk off the premises. Two kinds

of liquor are sold : olla (distilled in pottery vessels)

and alambique, a cheaper grade distilled in copper

kettles; the Indians usually buy the latter. It is

not impossible privately to buy illicit liquor which

is not only cheaper but being oUa, better. The
stores and taverns also sell beer and soft drinks,

which are occasionally bought by the Indians.

The butcher shops sell only beef. Each is open

3 or 4 days of the week, or until the current animal

is sold. Although the butchers try to alternate,

there are times when for a day or two one would
have to go to Solola to buy meat. Pork and
mutton are sold in the market place on market
days. Several Ladinos and Indians sell the mUk
of their cows, delivering it to customers; it is

nowhere regularly for sale. Indians rarely buy
milk.

Adobe makers, masons, carpenters, etc., work
on order only. Bricks and tiles need to be ordered

from artisans in other towns, notably San Andres.

A Ladino blacksmith in Panajachel shoes horses,

mends equipment, and makes some articles to

order. Two gasoline filling stations Ln 1936

served mainly the tourists. Indians bought from

them gasoline tins, for sale also in stores and from

large users of gasoline and kerosene.

MARKET BUYING

Most of the purchases of the Indians are made
in the market places that they frequent, especially

Solola on Friday. Solola has a lively market,

with merchants coming from many towns in the

highlands and all around the lake. Almost any-

thing is available there, and often at low prices.

The Panajachel Sunday market, not more than

10 percent as large as the Sololi Friday market,

with its smaller selection and frequently higher

prices, is patronized mainly by Ladinos and by
Indian families that do not sell in Solola or other

markets. Indians who go to sell in markets

farther away, meanwhile take advantage of their

opportunities to buy the things there that are

cheaper than in Solola or at home. Thus, for

example, lime is bought in Tecpan, corn in Tecp4n
or Patztin, and so on.
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Only women buy in the local market; Pana-
jachel Indian men do not even walk past the

vendors, even if they spend all Sunday morning in

the adjacent church or on the edges of the market
place. Panajachelenos in markets of other towns
will buy as well as sell, but if with their wives, the

men usually buy the large things, leaving small

food purchases to the wife.

Traveling merchants are often to be found in the

Panajachel market place on days other than Sun-

day. When women come to market to sell, they

therefore have the opportunity almost any day
of the week to buy some of their needs in the

market as well as the stores and meat markets.

It is thus impossible to separate time spent buying

from that spent selling, although one may estimate

roughly (table 47) time devoted to pm-chasing

goods when not connected with selling.

Most commodities the Indians need can be

bought at one time or othei- in one or another of

the nearby markets. Large fiesta markets display

the whole variety at once; in ordinary markets,

many of the less common commodities are likely to

be absent on a particular day, for the variety and
quantity change from week to week. Thus for a

while in December of 1936 no Atitecos brought to

the local market their usual tropical fruits, which

were therefore simply imavailable; they were back
the next month with tomatoes, bananas, plantains,

and so on. Similarly, one Sunday no Maxenos
came as usual with pitch pine (due to the Chichi-

castenango titular fiesta); the next week one

returned, and there was a panic to buy. Two
months later an Indian from Cubulco brought a

more favored variety and the Maxenos were

deserted. Some weeks there are no merchants

with thread and yarn, or there are no mats in the

market, or no com, and so on; while at other times

there is a surfeit. The following list of commodi-
ties noted in one Sunday market of Panajachel

(April 5, 1936), therefore includes items not

frequently sold and excludes some that are often

sold:

Staples:

Corn.

Beans.

Dry chile.

Salt.

Panela.

Coffee beans.

Ground coffee.

Bread.

Staples—Continued
Rice.

Sugar.

Vegetables:

Onions.

Garlic.

Tomatoes.

Huskcherries.

Potatoes.

Vegetables—Continued
Green beans.

Carrots.

Cabbage.

Radishes.

Sweetpotatoes.

Lettuce.

Green peppers.

Turnips.

Squash (guicoy).

Indigo.

Swiss chard.

Cintula.

Horsebeans.

Fruit:

Oranges.

Litnas.

Limes.

Avocados.

Granadillas.

Bananas.

Pig-bananas.

Plantains.

Vegetable pears.

Anonas.

White sapodillas.

Pepinos.

Papayas.

Pataxtes.

Coyoles.

Melocotones.

Spices, etc.:

Anotto.

Cinnamon.
Cacao.

Pepper.

Ginger.

Barley.

Anise.

Origano.

Balsamilo seed.

Pimienla gorda.

Linseed.

Jahilla.

Cloves.

Alusema.

Sesame.

Pepiloria.

Dry goods:

Yard goods.

Notions.

Dry goods—Continued
Dishes.

Cutlery.

Trinkets.

Cotton yarns.

Raw cotton.

Fans.

Rush mats.

Reed mats.

Hammocks.
Rope.

Wooden combs.
Hats.

Sandals.

Incense.

Copal.

Cigars.

Cigarettes.

Matches.

Inner-tube bands.

Tin lamps.

Tin pitchers.

Pottery

(small articles).

Pitch wood.

Cornhusks.

Miscellaneous:

Eggs.

Chickens.

Dried fish.

Lake fish.

Dried shrimp.

Pork.

Blood sausage.

Lard.

Lard cracklings.

Coffee (beverage).

Corn gruel.

Tamales.

Cookies (rosquitos).

Taffy candy.

Peanuts.

Cold drinks.

Rice-and-milk.

Flowers.

Starch.

Cross-sapodilla seed.

Sugarcane.

Chitacayote seed.

Palaxle seed.

Ayote seed.

These items are brought in different combina-

tions by the vendors, patterns varying with the

towns from which they come. McBryde's new
publication (1947), an exhaustive study of pro-

ductive specialties, trade routes, and markets,

describes what vendors from various towns of the

region usually carry. Suffice it to say here that

in the Panajachel market there are, in general,
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two kinds of vendors : those who bring the produce

of their own towns '" or from some one other

place/'' and those who have "stores" containing a

limited variety of goods from various places.

There are two kinds of "stores" that come to the

local market: One run by Maxenos, has salt,

chUe, a variety of spices, cigars, cigarettes,

matches; often panela, peanuts, shrimp, and raw

cotton; occasionally straw hats, cookies, and other

things. The other is larger, usually set up in a

canvas booth, with yard goods (cheap cotton and

sUk prints) ; clothing such as shirts, trousers, under-

garments, socks, handkerchiefs, Indian-woven

textiles and garments (partly for the tourist trade)

;

pins, needles, thread, buttons, hooks-and-eyes,

combs, mirrors, etc.; cotton, wool, and silk yams;

enamelware dishes and utensils, china, and occa-

sionally glassware; cheap table "silver," trinkets

and cheap jewelry; often chewing gum, cigarettes

and matches, flashlights, batteries and bulbs, and

so on. Some owners of these larger stores are also

Maxenos; others are somewhat Ladinoized Indians

from Totonicapan, San Cristdbal, or Quezal-

tenango.

Table 50.

—

Vendors in the Panajachel market
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satisfactory means of determining the price of an
item is to interview a sample of the purchasers

and to calculate the average of what they paid.

Nobody has done this. Consequently, it is not

possible to report in detail on prices and their

fluctuations. All that I am able to do, from

having lived and purchased in Panajachel over

the course of three seasons, from having observed

and talked to people who are exceedingly price

conscious, and from having taken detailed state-

ments from two excellent informants, is give an

idea of average prices and their approximate

limits.

In the long run it is in the competitive public

market that prices are fixed. The stores receive

higher prices for many items than do the market

vendors, but the premium must of course be

limited and, hence, store prices and fluctuations

are also determined in the public market.

The general market custom is for the seller to

name a price higher than he expects to receive,

and to reduce it if necessary after an interval of

haggling. A travel-book notion that this method

is pursued because the people enjoy it is exagger-

ated. Actually, some things are never bargained

for: such commodities as salt, sugar, lime, bread,

sweets, cold drinks, fresh meats, matches, ciga-

rettes, cigars, etc., have fixed prices, at least over

a long period of time; haggling over them would

probably not amuse anybody. On the other hand,

fruits, vegetables, and chickens are probably

always bargained for, the reason being that no

two comparable items are equivalent in quality

and size. Nor is it true, as one writer has sug-

gested, that the Indian purchaser asks the price

and if not satisfied walks away without more ado

(Bunzel, 1938, ms.).'^' What frequently happens

is that the purchaser first examines the quality of

"> Bargaining is not confined to the market. House-to-house vendors,

artisans, even many storekeepers, follow the practice. Resales noted one

day that It took 2 hours for a local Indian to reach an agreement about the

price with a Catarineco who came to buy the fruit of a jocote tree. He also

reports that one Sunday morning a local Indian on the way to market met

some Sololatecos who wanted to buy onions by the tabton. He took them
home: at noon they were still bargaining, and finally nothing came of it.

A telling comment of Rosales' one day, about the question of bargaining,

followed a statement that corn in the Sunday market was scarce and expen-

sive. He adds that "The merchants became angry when the people tried to

bargain with them; that is how it Is when there isn't much of a needed com-

modity."

More amusing is an experience of Rosales* that could be matched by many
of our own. He writes, "I met some Totonicapeflos with tables and chairs,

on their way to Guatemala; I asked the price of a table, and the eldest an-

swered $1.25. I said that I did not want to bargain because I was in a hurr y,

and that it also took too much of their time to bargain, and that they would

do better to ask fixed prices. He then said that he would sell the table for

60 cents, but when I oflered him 50, he readily agreed."

the goods of the various merchants, the better to

evaluate the reasonableness of the first price

asked, and thus may be seen to walk away from
vendors without bargaining. But when ready to

buy, the pm-chaser does offer less than the vendor's

first price, and in anticipation the vendor asks

more to begin with than he is ready to take. Bar-
gaining has a genuine commercial function with
respect to commodities that cannot have fixed

values: only by the bargaining experiences of the

particular market day can the buyers and sellers

determine how much they are worth. So values

are fixed for a given time and place.

The long-time tendency is to sell more and more
things by weight. Years ago, according to the

Indians, many more commodities were sold by
rough measure; even meat, for example. The
units of weight are the quintal, or hundredweight,

the arroba of 25 pounds, the almul of 12 or 12}^

pounds, the pound, ounce, and half ounce. The
Government apparently succeeds in its effort to

control merchandising by means of fuU-weight

laws; only occasional complaints are heard.

Weighing is done by means of a balance with two

baskets and a wooden or metal cross bar, held in

the hand by a string from the center. Metal

weights are most frequently used, but stones are

sometimes substituted. Among the articles sold

by weight in the market Ln 1936 and 1937 were:

Corn. Prepared pork ribs. Chichipate.

Beans. Alligator. Cintula.

Dry peppers. Dried shrimp. Anise.

Coffee beans. Dried fish. Anotto.

Sugar. Sweet cassava. Pepper.

Rice. Sweetpotatoes. Peanuts.

Lime. Potatoes. Beeswax.

Meat. Tomatoes. Raw cotton.

Lard. Huskcherries. Incense.

Pressed cracklings.

There are no standard dry measures; small

baskets are used, or frequently the cover of a jar,

which is piled high with an article such as green

beans. The liquid measure (for honey) is the

bottle of about 24 ounces, and for beverages the

glass, gourd, or enamel cup. Among articles sold

by the measm-e are:

Ground coffee. Mushrooms Aiole.

Squash seed. Nances. Pinole.

Garlic cloves. Small Spanish Coffee (beverage).

Peas. plums. Cold drinks.

Green beans. Dried Spanish
Lard cracklings. plums.

Tiny lake fish. Honey.
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Most commodities are, however, sold by the piece,

by the dozen, by the bunch, or, so many for a cent.

Among articles, sold by the piece (so much each)

are:

Bread (rolls).

Chocolate (tab-

lets).

Soap.

Cigars.

Candles.

Grinding stones.

Tamales-with-
beans.

T am a 1 e 8 -w i t h

-

pork.

T toposie.

Sea fish (also

weighed).

Sausages.

Fowl.

Eggs.

Squash.

Cabbages.

Kohlrabi.

Pineapples.

Large mangos.

Watermelons.

Sugarcane.

Cross-sapodillas.

Plantains.

Petaxtee.

Toronjas.

Cidras.

Sapodilla plums.

Melocotones.

Papayas.

Cocoanuts.

Pears.

Produce sold so many for a cent (or half cent) are:

Green peppers.

Tortillas (of all

kinds)

.

Oranges.

Sour oranges.

Limas.

Limes.

Apples.

Guavas.

Coyoles.

White sapodillas.

Rose-apples.

Avocados.

Bananas.

Maicenas.

Spanish plums.

Mangos.

Passion-flow er

fruit.

Cuchinas.

Vegetable pears.

Pepinos.

Cuajiloles.

Peaches.

Prickly pears.

Membrillos.

Commodities sold by the bunch^so much a

bimch, or so many bunches for a cent, are:

Onions.
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supply and demand in the market. This is true in

a general way and over a long period of time; but
it is also true in particular markets at particular

times, so that, depending on the number of ven-
dors, the price of a commodity frequently drops
much below, or soars much above, the general

market price. A merchant with a perishable item
like bananas or tomatoes is sometimes forced to

sell below cost simply because many banana or

tomato merchants happen to have come together.

I have no way of estimating the effect that such

"accidental" factors have in determining general

price structm-es.

Prices of most commodities entering into the

economy of Panajachel are listed in Appendix 2

together with some Guatemala City prices. On
the pages that follow, only those commodities
about whose price there is something to add are

discussed.

CORN

Seasonal variations in supply, hence price, are

most important. After the harvest, January to

July or August, corn is plentiful in the market; at

the same time, since many Indians have harvested

their own, the demand is light. Therefore, it is

sold cheaply, and often it goes a begging. During
the rainy season, however, home-stored supplies

are gradually consumed, and beginning in August
the demand for market com increases at the same
time that smaller quantities are brought to market.

The price rises rapidly and considerably. The
seasonal change is greater in Panajachel than in

the Capital, which draws from a variety of supply-

ing areas. The average monthly price of highland

corn in the Guatemala City market from 1935 to

1940 was reported as follows: '^*

Table 51.

—

Annual average prices
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July 3, 1937: The Departmental authorities in Solold have

ordered each town to send for its allotment of corn to

sell to the people. Panajachel gets 500 pounds a day,

which mozos are sent to bring down.

July 5, 1937: The corn is sold in the town hall. Indians

are given only 2 pounds apiece, while Ladinos are even

waited on twice. Unfair.

July 27, 1937: Yesterday and today much corn from the

new harvest on the coast was brought here and sold at

3 cents a pound. It is a good thing, because those who

still have supplies from last year were getting 5 cents a

pound for it, and more recently (because of Government

competition) 3H cents.

August 5, 1937: There is much corn in the Solold market, at

3 cents a pound.

August 24, 1937: There is much corn brought here by

Sololatecos and Atitecos, who bring it from the coast

for sale at 3 cents a pound.

August 27, 1937: There is much corn in the SoloM market,

but at ZYi cents.

September 17, 1937: Corn is scarce in the Solold market,

and selling at 3H cents. This is a great hardship because

the poor people cannot afford it at that price.

November 7, 1937: Not much corn in the market today;

it still sells for 2 cents a pound, when in other years at

this season it is a cent and a half at its highest. In the

last hard months of this rainy season a Sololateco who
lives here helped the people greatly by bringing corn by

the hundredweight from the Capital to sell here at a

rather reasonable price, with only a small profit for

himself. He is still doing this, and people go to his

house when they do not find him in the plaza.

November 14, 1937: There was no corn for sale in the

market today, but people bought some from the Solola-

teco. They say that last Friday in Solola there was so

much corn that the merchants had to return home with

some. The reason was that at the height of the market

a truck loaded with corn from the Capital drove up.

Most people bought corn from the driver, and the price

went down. Some who bought from the trucker said

that it was to punish the merchants who a short time

ago took advantage of them when corn was very scarce:

they were overcharged and short-weighted.

November 17, 1937: They say that today two trucks

came from Antigua with corn at a reasonable price.

One truck remained here, and the other went on to

Solold to sell.

November 18, 1937: I learned that the corn that was
brought yesterday was sold at $1.90 a hundredweight.

Many Ladinos bought several hundred pounds apiece,

and a few Indians bought it by the arroha (25 pounds).

The average price of com in 1936 in Guatemala
City was $1.09 a hundredweight. In Panajachel

I bought it during the cheapest season in March
and April for 83 cents,'-* Resales' diary indicates

that this low price prevailed through July. It

then rose until in September it was $1.25 and in

"* It sold tor as little as 75 cents in December 1935. Informants say It

sometimes sells for as little as 50 cents.

December $1.50. Most likely the average price

was a little lower in Panajachel than in Guatemala
City, and probably about $1.05 per himdred
pounds. However, the Indians for the most part

paid more than this, for they usually buy by the

poimd rather than the hundredweight, and they

frequently buy in the stores. I have concluded

that on the average in 1936 com cost the Pana-
jachel Indians 1% cents a pound. This is the

figure I have used in my various calculations. (It

may be noted that there is sometimes a small

difference in the price of corn depending on its

color and origin. This I have not taken into

account.) Judging from the average price re-

corded for 6 years in Guatemala City ($1,275) the

usual worth of corn to the Indians of Panajachel

during the period of the study was more—about

$1.50 a hundredweight. This is the figure that

informants gave as the long-time average in

Panajachel.

BEANS

The price of beans varies pretty consistently

with that of com, probably because in the country

as a whole corn and beans are grown together, have

the same seasons, and probably similar fortunes

from year to year. During the 6 years recorded '^°

for Guatemala City, the price of beans was about

160 percent that of com. This proportion varied

from month to month as follows (with the price

of beans in parentheses)

:

Percent

January 166 ($1.33)

February... 175 (1.41)

March 194 (1.60)

April.... _.. 198-. (1.57)

May 207 (1.45)

June.. 250 (1.84)

July... 232 (1.87)

August ' 215 (1. 67)

September 219 (1.63)

October 226.. (1.63)

November 226... (1.63)

December.. 178 (1.42)

' Omitting 1937.

and from year to year as follows:

1935... 145 (1.58)

1936 158 (1.72)

1937 134 (2.75)

1938 144 (1.82)

1939 171 (1.61)

1940 223 (2.70)

1" Memorial of Hacienda t Crtdito PMlico, \Wi, pp; 599-600 (Guatemala,

1939. a); 1939. p. 729 (Gaatemala, 1940).
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The price of beans in Guatemala City ranged,

during this period, from $1.17 a hundred pounds in

February of 1936 to S3.39 in October of 1937. The
year 1936 again appears to have been a relatively

normal year, and the price of beans below average.

For some reason the price of beans in Panajachel

in 1936 was considerably lower than that in Guate-

mala City. Informants consistently gave the

average price as about 2 cents a pound. However,

I have a note of June 29 (when the price in

Guatemala City was about $1.75 a hundred) of a

sale at 1 cent a pound ; this was, however, probably

below the market price, since a woman who needed

money was anxious to sell a few pounds. '^^ I have

another note of September 11 (when the price in

Guatemala City was about $2.50) of sales in the

market place at the rate of $1.67. September is

the month of highest bean prices, so I am inclined

to think that the average price was somewhat
imder $1.50 a hundredweight. Since again the

Indians bought in small quantities and frequently

in the stores, I have set the value of the beans

they used and bought at $1.60. (There are small

variations in the price of beans depending on

whether they are vine or groimd beans, and on
color.) The year 1936 was undoubtedly a cheap

one for beans, too. Informants say that the

general maximum is 4 cents, the minimum 1 cent,

and the usual average 2 cents a pound.

If the figures for com and bean prices in Pana-

jachel for 1936 are correct, it may be of interest to

note that whereas in Guatemala City beans cost

70 percent more than com, in Panajachel in the

same year they cost but 28 percent more. Proba-

ble reasons for this are, first, that Panajachel grows

for its own use a larger proportion of beans to com
than most places, with its irrigated bean gardens,

and thus reduces the market demand for beans

relative to corn; and, second, that Indians con-

sume a smaller proportion of beans to corn than do
Ladinos. In Guatemala City, where the propor-

tion of Ladinos is very great, the demand for

beans must be relatively greater.

OTHER FOOD STAPLES

For other food staples, the prices are little

different in Panajachel from those prevailing in

Guatemala City and the country as a whole.

However, most of the Indians of Panajachel (and

i» I also bave a note that in December of 1936 It was 1 cent a'pound.

some Ladinos as well) pay more for some com-
modities because they buy in smaller quantities.

For example, by buying panela, the low-refined

sugar, not by the ball or the half-ball but usually by
the half-cent's worth, they pay at the rate not of 2

cents a pound, but closer to 3. Likewise, although

coffee beans are 5 cents a pound, Panajacheleiios

sell their own higher quality coffee for more and
many buy it by the ounce roasted and ground.

In 1936 they actually paid at the rate of 24 cents

a pound, when ground coffee in the capital sold

for a ma.ximum of 15 cents. Lard, which sold in

1936 for as little as 8 cents a pound in Panajachel,

is bought by the ounce for as high as 16 cents.

Chocolate by the pound came to about 12 cents;

by the tablet, to 16 cents. On the other hand, in

some commodities there is little premium to be

paid on small quantities; for example, red peppers

are a half-cent an ounce, and in Guatemala City

appear to have averaged the same by the pound.

Eggs tend to vary in price with three factors.

Hens lay little during the rainy season (May to

October); just when corn, which is the com-

mon feed, is high. So during the rainy months
eggs are high. But in the dry season, before

Easter, the demand is very great and the price

rises. The result is that in Panajachel eggs sell

for as little as three-foiu-ths of a cent in January

and February, double that in March, and as

much as 2 cents in September. The average over

the year, informants agreed, is about 1% cents.

In Guatemala City, as might be expected, they

are slightly higher {El Imparcial, 1937). (See

Appendix 2.)

The prices of bread, honey, and chocolate do not

vary in Panajachel during the year. The kind of

bread that Indians ordinarily use sells at 1 cent a

roll of 1 ounce (before baking), and the larger rolls

and loaves used during Holy Week are corre-

spondingly higher. In Guatemala City the price

appears to have been the same, but it rose in April

of 1937. Honey, which is bought only for Holy
Week, was 5 cents a bottle (24 ounces liquid) in

Panajachel in 1936. This was cheap, for it is more

usually 8 cents and in 1937 it sold all year for 12

cents in Guatemala City.

MEAT AND FISH

The price of beef is normally stationary : 5 cents

a pound with bones and 8 cents without, regardless

of the cut. Before the study ended, the butchers
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had begun to charge slightly more for the tender-

loin, in demand by hotels. This did not influence

the cost of meat to the Indians, who always

bought meat with bone, at 5 cents. In 1936 a

third butcher opened shop and for a while a com-

petitor tried to run him out of business by cutting

the price; but the resultant price war was short

and without permanent effect.'" Pork is sold at

8 cents a pound, with bones.

For years before and during the period of study

beef sold at 5 cents and pork at 8. Yet, between

1936 and 1940 in the Department of Solola, the

value of cattle slaughtered varied between 4K cents

and 5% cents a pound and of hogs (table 52)

between less than 8 cents and almost 9 cents.

Cattle butchered in Panajachel come from the

Pacific lowlands; I know nothing of specific cir-

cumstances influencing their price. But whatever

fluctuations there may be were not reflected in

Panajachel retail prices of meat or of soap or

candles made from the tallow. The price of both

pork and of soup made from hog fat also remained

constant throughout the period. Not so the price

of lard, which appears to have a complicated rela-

tionship with that of com (table 52). In 1935,

and until the end of 1936, with the price of corn

low, many pigs were well fattened, and lard was
cheap. Com prices then rose, and remained high

through 1937; hogs, killed smaller, decreased in

number and size and the price of lard soared. In

1938 corn was moderate in price; the number of

hogs rose, but presumably because they repre-

sented new litters, they were very small and lard

continued high. In 1939, with com cheap, there

were a smaller number of fatter hogs and the price

of lard dropped. Then in 1940, with com up but

still moderate, hogs were evidently killed leaner

Table 52.

—

Hogs slaughtered in Solold

Year
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seed produced in and near Panajachel sells for a

higher price in Guatemala City than locally. In

the spring of 1937 I bought at $3 and sold at a

profit within the hour to Indians from Mixco who
had come for the purpose. In Guatemala City

it brought 4 or 5 dollars. The average price of

seed in Panajachel in 1936 may be taken as $2.50

a pound.

Table 53.

—

Onion prices
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each; 42, 2 houses; and 39, 3 houses; only 13 had

more than 3. Two-thirds of the houses classified

(table 54) have walls of cane frame and mass-

adobe and grass-thatch roofs,"" the kind of house

typical of the Indians of Panajachel which I call

simply "mass-adobe." In general the wealthier

people have the one-out-of-five houses with walls

of adobe brick (simply called "adobe" here), but

where there are several houses, not more than one

or two are likely to be adobe. Smaller structures

such as granaries, outhouses, and the like are

never adobe.

The variety of house types is greater than indi-

cated in table 54, for there is considerable vari-

ation in details. Thus, 94 of the 328 houses have

porches (corredores) , a characteristic of adobe

houses, 68 percent of which have them (as com-

pared with 20 percent of mass-adobe and 8 percent

of cane houses). Thus also, 32 of the 328 houses

have annexes (called culatas) built onto an outside

wall; since more than half of these are built into

porches, they tend also to be associated with adobe

houses, so that 13 of the 32 annexes are foimd on

the few adobe houses. There are differences also

with respect to doors and windows. Most houses

have wooden doors, but 99 of the 328 have doors

of canes tied together, associated with cane houses

(43 percent of which have them, as opposed to

34 percent of mass-adobe and only 9 percent of

adobe houses) and in all cases thatched roofs.

Where windows exist, they are unglazed and only

occasionally are more than holes in the wall.

Windows are found in 27 percent of adobe houses,

10 percent of mass-adobe and 5 percent of cane-

walled houses; but the total number is only 43 of

the 328 houses. All houses are rectangular and
almost all consist of only 1 room. The largest

house of which measurements are available is 14

by 6 mras,"' with a height at the center of 6 varus;

but this is one of the few divided into 2 rooms.

The largest 1-room houses noted are 7 by 6 by 7;

7 varas in fact seems to be their maximum length,

and 6 varas the maximum width. The roof ridge

is only very rarely as high as 7 varas. The walls

do not seem to exceed 3 varas in height. The
smallest independent house measured is 3 by 3 by
3, with the wall height Iji varas. Adobe houses

tend to be larger than other kinds.

"• Tho terminology used in the discussion of houses conforms to that of

Wauehope, 1938.

"1 The vara Is about 33 English inches.

With two minor exceptions, all Indian houses of

Panajachel have gabled roofs (two sheds); if

there were more with other types, notably hip

roofs, they were not observed."^ The houses, if

not square, are always longer along the roof-ridge

axis than they are wide. The doorway is most

frequently on one side, but in some cases the

front of the house is one of the gable ends. Data
on this difference were not systematically collected.

Aimexes, most frequently buDt onto an end of

the house (when not on the porch) have single

shed roofs. They serve as small bedrooms, occa-

sionally kitchens, storerooms, chicken coops, etc.

In one case a sweat bath is annexed to the house

in this manner. All told, 41 such annexes were

counted in 1937. Of these, 24 had mass-adobe

walls, 12 cane walls, and 4 adobe-brick walls.

One armex, used as a saint house, was constructed

of branches. Except for one roofed with boards,

and another with tiles, all were thatched.

Sixteen wall-less structures (galeras) were

counted in connection with Indian houses. More
important are storehouses for corn. In most cases

com is stored in part of one of the main houses, in

an annex, or in a walled portion of the porch. But
in 1937 there were 20 cases of separate structures

for this purpose, all of cane and thatch. Chicken

coops are much more frequently separate struc-

tures; of the 70 counted, all were cane and thatch,

except 1 of boards, 2 of rocks and muck, and one

of loose adobes piled up. The 7 chicken houses

that were not separate were buUt on the porch, or

annexed to the building. Only one dog house was
noted, but there were two pigpens and two rabbit

houses, one of the latter with a wooden floor.

There was also one separate bake oven, besides a

small one evidently a toy.

The sweat bath is a rectangular structure with

rounded corners and roof. Of 113 counted in

1937, 74 were constructed of rubble set in adobe

mud, 37 of adobe, 1 of mass-adobe, and 1 one of

planks. Only 1 was excavated. In addition, 2

sweat baths were annexed to houses. Separate

roofs of thatch (and in one case tiles) are fre-

quently built over the sweat bath for protection

1" Wauehope (1938, p. 41) says: "The gable roof is the most common form

in only one Indian region, the Alta Vera Paz of Guatemala . . ." It is true

that in the Lake AtitlSn region many towTis have houses with hip roofs, but

Panajachel certainly does not and Sta. Catarina has both types. I believe

that most of the houses in S0I0I&, Chichicastenango, and other towns to the

north have gabled roofs.
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from rain. Half a dozen sweat baths in ruins

were counted.

Until 1935 or 1936 there were probably no privy

outhouses among the Indians; on Government
insistence, 89 had been built by 1937, and a

number of others were under construction. Of the

89, 29 had walls of mass-adobe, 58 of cane, and 2

of wooden planks. With 1 (tile) exception, all

outhouses with roofs were thatched.

Table 54.

—

Kinds of houses
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are completed with vertically set canes, sometimes

daubed with mud.
The doorway is a rectangle of poles, one side

often a post of the house, the door frequently

canes lashed together with crosspieces; a wider

crosspiece in the center serves as a stationary bar

to keep the door in place at night. Wooden doors

are made by carpenters. The smaller structures

such as chicken coops are more simply made, and

with less thatch on the roof; annexes are often

made of the same materials as the house, but also,

frequently, adobe houses have mass-adobe annexes

and mass-adobe houses cane annexes.

Despite the variety both of kinds of houses and
special features, and of ways of obtaining various

materials, sometimes purchased and sometimes

collected in whole or in part, one may draw fairly

reliable conclusions on their cost in money and
labor (table 55).

Smaller structures are usually made with home-
gathered materials or left-over adobes, and this

cost is small, and almost entirely in the labor of

their owners. A mass-adobe annex to a house

probably costs about $2, a cane-wall annex $1.50,

and a brick-adobe annex $4. Galeras and gran-

aries cannot come to more than about $1 in mate-
rials and labor cost, and chicken coops and other

animal houses probably require an average of 2

days' work. A sweat bath, even if old stones are

re-used, probably costs about a dollar to build.

The various parts of houses have different life

spans. The heavy lumber, if of good hardwood,
may last as long as 50 years; in one case informants

said the lumber was re-used for the houses of three

successive generations of a family and is still in

use. If kept in repair, the walls of a mass-adobe

house last 25 years or more; reliable information

on the point is difficult to obtain, but I have seen

houses reputedly older than that. Thatch, on the

other hand—even if of good quality and well

laid—^does not last beyond 18 years; and in one

case recorded, where the thatch was in part of the

local variety, it had to be replaced after 10 years.

Such an item as a cane door has to be replaced

after from 1 to 3 years.

Table 55.

—

Average cost of Indian houses, 1937
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good informant at 8 years. Roof tiles frequently

break singly and must be replaced ; then when the

roof lumber is replaced, after 30 to 40 years, new
tUes are generally substituted, although some of

the old ones may be used again. Sheet-metal

roofing is said never to wear out. Smaller struc-

tures, less carefully put together, last only a year

or two. On the other hand, sweat baths, if con-

stantly repaired, seem to last a generation.

I do not know how many houses were con-

structed in 1936, 1937, or any other 1 year. But
if one supposes that an adobe house lasts 30 years,

a mass-adobe house 20 years, and a cane house 10

years, and if it is assumed that the ratio of the

various house types has been remaining constant,

then in an average year there must be built 2 or 3

adobe houses, a dozen mass-adobe houses, about

foujr cane houses; plus 3 annexes, 2 or 3 galeras,

2 maize storehouses, about 50 chicken coops, and

4 or 5 sweat-bath houses. Further, informants

claim that privy pits and houses, which take 8

man-days to make, must be replaced every 1 to 3

years. If such is the case, then the annual ex-

penditure of time on the building of new structures

(including the gathering of materials that are not

bought) must be between 1,000 and 1,200 man-
days in the entire Indian community. Excluding

the time of masons and adobe makers, and leaving

out privies (which did not appear until later), the

total in 1936 was about 700 days. Likewise, the

cost of materials bought from outside the com-
munity must average some $60 to $70; the value

of the other materials is, of course, the value of the

time required to gather and prepare them.

Although it is difficult to estimate the time and

money expended each year in repairing houses,

replacing thatch, and so on, the time can hardly

be less than 200 or more than 600 man-days or

the cash cost less than $5 or more than $25. The
total time consumed in the building and mainte-

nance of house structures, leaving out artisans,

was therefore between 900 and 1,300.'^* It may
be taken for granted that small structures are

built and periodic repairs are almost always made
by members of the family; on the other hand,

frequently adobe bricks and always adobe brick

"* The total value of labor, excluding that of artisans, may be averaged at

$183.33 a year, of materials, $80. The total of $263.33 may be checljed by
multiplying by 60 the sum, $3.62, that the men of households 58 and 49 calcu-

lated to be their average annual expenditure on houses, leaving out the cost

of an outhouse. Using this sampling method, the community total comes

to $217.20. Or, perhaps more Justly in the case of houses, multiplying the

$3.62 by 166/2 (there being 155 economic households) the result is $280.65.

walls are made by hired artisans. In the construc-

tion of new houses, the owner and his family
always do at least some of the common labor, and
probably on the average from two-thirds to three-

fom-ths of it. It is likely, therefore, that in 1936
the householders themselves did from 600 to 900
man-days of work on their own house structures;

or the average household devoted from 4 to 6

man-days a year to these purposes. In any one
year, a particular family, of course, may spend no
time at all, or (if a new house is built) perhaps
20 man-days or more; and in each family the

time differs from year to year.

Table 57.

—

Value of Indian houses, 19S7

Kind
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or canes either suspended from the roof or resting

on the beams of the house. The fireplace consists

of three large stones used as they are found. The
permanent fixtures are usually made when the

house is built, and repaired and replaced as needed,

usually by men. The amount of time consumed

in making them is negligible—probably no more

than fifty or a hundred days a year in the entire

community, or a day or two in any household.

Virtually all utensils and tools are purchased

readymade. But some time (also of the men) is

consumed in making traps and deadfalls, hafts for

hoes and axes, staffs, slingshots, etc. The grind-

ing stones that are bought must be prepared for

use by the women; pottery must also be "cured,"

but this is done incidentally to cooking. Some
toys are made by the children, or by their parents,

for their use. However, the time consumed in

the making of tools, utensils, toys and the like, is

again too unimportant to be calculated in detail.

One day per household probably covers it.

FIREWOOD

Women frequently gather faggots, but for the

chief supply of firewood for the kitchen, men are

responsible. In rare cases loads of firewood are

bought by the few landless professional "foreign"

residents from Indians of the higher country who
carry it down to supply the Ladinos. Otherwise

every Indian family "makes" its own firewood

throughout the year.'^'

If they do not own trees to fell, they either

cut trees on the communal land (or collect faggots

on anybody's land) '" or else buy trees from their

neighbors for the piu"pose.'^* A hired laborer may,
of course, be given the task. The tree is felled

with an ax, the branches cut off with a machete.

The trunk is cut into sections and spUt section by
section as needed, unless the tree has been pur-

chased or is far from the house, when all is fre-

quently cut into firewood at once and stored.

"• Most frequently on Sundays, according to information from various

informants.

'" One informant said In 1940 that he usually gets his firewood on the

public land of the west hill or else gathers It where he finds It, on private

lands. He is a poor Indian.

1" I have at least two notes indicating that this practice is not uncommon.
The informant of No. 24 told me that he sometimes buys a big old ilamo, avo-

cado, or cross-sapodiila tree for about 40 cents to cut up Into firewood. From
such a tree he gets 2 tareas, or 16 loads. The work Involved, Including carry-

ing, comes to 4 days. Resales bought an old silk-oak tree from a Ladino for

16 cents and agreed not to damage the coflee grove In which it stood. In the
felling he damaged a Spanlsh-plum tree, and he agreed to pay half the value
of the harvest; this came to another 16 cents.

Six to eight loads of firewood can be prepared in

this way in 1 day by an able-bodied man, unless

long cartage distance adds to the time.

The amount of firewood used in a household is

usually constant. Informants say that one load a

week is standard, but large households and those

which feed laborers of course use more than smaU
ones. The fire is fed with three pieces of wood
continually pushed closer to the center as they

are used, a method both economical and universal.

The amount of time used in the cutting and carry-

ing of firewood is easily estimated at about 2,700

days by the 90 percent of the households making
their own. This figure neglects the faggots col-

lected by women, for the most part casually while

on other errands. It assumes a per family con-

sumption of 60 loads a year, more than half of the

total of 9,000 loads collected piecemeal and in the

hills. '^' Many of the 2,700 days represent Sunday
time. A few poor and landless households are

said to be too poor to buy firewood, and depend
entirely upon their women to gather faggots along

the roadsides and in the woods; a few others buy
most or all their firewood from their neighbors, or

hire laborers to cut it on their land. But the men
of most families cut their own firewood on their

own land, devoting from 10 to 30 man-days a year

to the purpose.

COOKING AND WASHING

The major share of the work connected with

the kitchen, is done by women. Conclusions drawn
here (table 58) are based largely on reliable infor-

mation concerning a household (No. 49) in the

middle range of wealth, consisting in 1940 of man,
wife, two daughters, 19 and 9 years old, and a

5-year-old son, which is "normal" in household

composition. The family is also typical in its

mode of life, its members wearing traditional

costume and so on. Where there are more than

one woman in the house they have more time for

pursuits such as weaving, gardening, and selling in

the market, and the adult time consumed by
kitchen work remains relatively constant.

Water for kitchen uses is carried in pottery jars

from the lake, the river, or from the nearest large

irrigation ditch, whichever is most convenient.

The jars vary in size, the largest of the type used

>" Two Informants figured that their supplies, one load a week, cost them
each a half day weekly. In the three families whose budgets were obtained,

the average time spent was 22 man-days a year.
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at Panajachel holding about 3 gallons; the smaller

jars are used by the children. A woman or girl

carries the jar on her head and wades into the

lake or river to fill it. At times when the river

water is not clean, water is fetched from the lake

even if it is far. In the west delta practically

nobody uses lake water, for on the one hand the

town's system of public fountains is available,

while the lake shore is for the most part occupied

by Ladino houses; the river and irrigation ditches

and several springs are the main sources of water.

The average family uses two or three jars of water

daily; depending upon the distance, each trip

takes from 5 or 10 minutes to a half hour. In

household 49, 2 jars of water are used; the gro\vn

daughter usually makes 2 trips to the lake, 15

minutes each, in the afternoon before preparing

supper. Young girls, using smaller jars, need to

make more trips, and are usually slower. Since

there are many watering places there is very little

loitering and gossiping incidental to this work.

The few dishes and cooking vessels are washed

in the nearest irrigation ditch in a matter of a

few minutes after each meal. The younger

daughter of household 49 does this; but when
the whole family is to go to the fields, and are in

a hurry, the women do it.

Table 58.— Time devoted to kitchen work, 1936

Task

Carrying wntor
Washinc dishes
Buildinp Are and cooking
Cleaning iiouse

Laundering .__

Total

Time devoted (by women and girls)

Average number of
minutes daily,

per household

Women

25
10

420
6

20

480

a iris

under 14

150

Total number of 9-

hour days in com-
munity

Women

2,660
1,064

44,GS8
532

2,128

51, 072

Girls
under 14

2,128
1,596
9.576
2,660

15, 960

The fire is kindled in the morning. In this

particular case the family (first the women)
usually rise at 5 a. m. (for years by an alarm clock

that I gave them), and the fire is kindled immedi-

ately. It takes 5 or 10 minutes to get it hot and

put on the pot of coffee. Then the nixtamal '*"

(which was boiled the night before) is washed in a

nearby irrigation ditch to remove the lime in

which the corn was boiled. This takes 10 minutes.

At least in household 49 some leftovers are then
warmed for breakfast, which is ready at 6:30.

In actual work to this time about an hour of a

woman's time and, perhaps, a half hour of a young
girl's are taken.'"

Normally the woman and children are then left

alone. In the particular case there is frequently

work in the fields for the wife, so the grown
daughter is left in charge of the kitchen. If there

is no work in the fields, the wife stays at home and
does such additional tasks as sewing and launder-

ing.

Immediately after breakfast, at 7 o'clock, the

dishes are done; simultaneously the woman begins

to grind the day's corn which in this particular

case takes 3 hours, during which time other food,

such as beans and meat, are put on the fire and
watched, frequently with the help of a child.

Tortillas are baked immediately the corn is

ground; this takes an hour, after which the cook-

ing ware is washed. Frequently lunch is carried

to the fields and all the family gathers there, at

noon. Otherwise there is a wait until the workers

arrive home at noon. Since breakfast a woman
has spent at least 4 hours cooking, assisted by a

child who has spent on the average a fifth of that

time.

Lunch takes half an hour; if at home, they

quickly wash the dishes and the whole family goes

to the fields, since there is little cooking to be done

in the afternoon. But a woman (in case used,

the daughter) must return home at 4 o'clock to

fetch water, get the fire going again, put on coffee,

and at about 5 o'clock set the supper to heat.

Meanwhile, she has also taken a half hour to

remove grain from the ears of corn stored in the

house, and she sets the pot of nixtamal on the

fire when she heats the food. Thus by the time

supper is served, at 6 o'clock, she has devoted an

hour and a half to cooking, which is probably

near average.

During supper, the nixtamal remains on the

fire, which is tended incidentally; it is removed

2 hours after it is set on, by which time the dishes

are washed and the cooking day is over. Seven

i« Com boiled with lime. It is the basis of most com foods. A description

of the cooking techniques in Panajachel will be published later.

"1 One informant said that in his house the niitamal is washed at 6 a. m.

and it takes an hour to grind enough for breakfast tortillas at 7 a. m. Then
at 11 a. m. his sister grinds again for a half hour to cook tamaies for lunch,

and repeats the process at 5 p. m. for supper. In this case the niitamal is

set to boil at 8 p. m.; the quantity is smaller (since there are but two adults

and a child) and it takes only an hour. The whole schedule appears to be

later than in the house of Santiago Yach, but the differences In time con*

sumed are relatively small.
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hours have been spent by a woman perhaps an

hour and a half by a young girl. When two

women are present, efficiency may be impaired in

that each spends more than the expected fraction

of the time, but the figures must be near the

average.

The house is swept out in the morning, most

frequently by a boy or girl, otherwise by the

housewife; the patio by a child or man. This

takes longer if a child sweeps; but the average is

about 15 minutes a day.

Laundry is done about once a week, almost

always in the morning and most frequently on

Thursday or Saturday. Monday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday are usually busy days in the fields.

Thursday is a light day because, frequently, only

harvesting for the Friday market, and preparation

of the vegetables and fruit, are done. Friday is

usually busy, either in the fields or in the market,

but Saturday again tends to be lighter in prepa-

ration for the Sunday market which almost all

women visit. If there is but one woman in the

house, on the day that she launders she grinds

only enough nixtamal for lunch, leaving the rest

for an afternoon grinding. Where there are two

women, both (using two stones) hurriedly grind

in the morning and then go to the river to wash

clothing. Or sometimes both go quickly after

breakfast and finish the laundry in an hour to

come home for the grinding. Or, again, sometimes

one of them stays home to cook while the other

washes. There is no ironing among the Indians.

The average time devoted to laundry is about 2%

hours a week; if children go along, they just play

(or take care of yoimger siblings). I have never

seen one seriously washing clothes, which is hard

work.

To these ordinary household tasks, therefore, a

woman devotes just about 8 hours a day. In some

households, less time is spent where man and wife

aUke go off to work and receive food as part wages.

A very few women take their nixtamal to be

ground in a power mill in town. In the houses

of the rich the women have laborers to feed, and

two or three women perhaps including a servant

may all work in the kitchen. The total figures

(table 58) take these differences into account;

they do not include time expended in cooking food

for religious ceremonies and public fiestas, al-

though they provide for time to cook for home

festivals, private gifts, and the like.

CLOTHING

Partly because of the diverse origin of some of

the Indians, partly because of continuing changes

in fashion, there is a variety of clothing worn by
the Indians resident in Panajachel. The garments

themselves'^'" briefiy may be described as follows:

Men's: The gahdn, so called, is made of heavy natural-

black wool woven in Chichicastenango and bought by the

3-by-^i vara piece in the Solold market and usually

prepared for use by the man who will wear it. He cuts

and hems a square hole in the center, then doubles the

piece lengthwise and tacks the two ends together on
both sides below what become the armholes. It is then

ready to slip over the head much like the hui-pil of a

woman.
The rodillera is a small woolen blanket about a meter

long and a half meter wide, usually of fine checks

of white and either blue or black. There are two
kinds: those made in Chichicastenango or Nahuald
are heavy and coarse, and always black; those made
in Momostenango and worn typically by the Indiana

of Tecp^n (hence called locally the "Tecpdn
Todillera") are finer, usually blue in color, and often

with fine fringe at the ends. No preparation of the

rodillera is required; it is simply wrapped around

the waist to hang like a skirt to the knees.

The calzdn is a home-woven cotton garment, usually

white with fine vertical red stripes. It is woven in

two pieces and sewed together by the weaver in the

form of drawers. It is a bulky garment, but worn

so high at the waist (where its width makes many
folds) that it seems very short and, indeed, never

shows below the rodillera worn over it.

The calzoncillo is a white cotton garment that is

either bought readymade or sewed at home of

factory-woven cloth. It is something between a

pair of drawers and a pair of trousers, tends to be

form fitting over the legs and reaches down to the

middle of the calf.

Trousers of European type are bought in the stores

and markets.

Underdrawers of modern type, factory-made, are also

bought of merchants and in the stores.

The sash is a long strip of red cotton about 8 inches

wide that is wound about the waist and tied in

front, the ends tucked in. There are two kinds

frequently distinguished as faja and banda. The
first is home-woven in Panajachel, the second made
by women in other towns and bought by the local

Indians. The banda is of lighter quality than the

faja.

The belt worn around the waist is made of cowhide

by leatherworkers of other towns and bought from

them by the local Indians. It tends to be an inch

and a half wide, with heavy metal holes and a large

metal buckle.

The shirt (always of cotton) is of one of three general

types. First, there are factory-made shirts that

lus Their combinations into costumes are discussed on pp. 158-165.
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are bought in the stores or from market merchants.

Second, there are shirts made by Indians of other

towns, such as Chichicastenango, of bought cloth

(usually striped) and tailored in poor imitation of

the factory models. Lastly, there are the increas-

ingly popular shirts made in San Pedro la Laguna
of home-woven cotton cloth, of bright colored with

tie-dyed blue stripes that give them their charac-

teristic design. The "San Pedro" shirts are now
also made in Atitldn, and there is in Atitl^n at least

one foot loom that makes shirt cloth of this kind

that is hard to distinguish from the belt-loom cloth

of the Pedranas.

The sutes are home-woven square cloths, red with

occasional fine stripes, used as head cloth, or worn
around the neck, or carried as kerchiefs. Some
Indians also buy factory-made kerchiefs. Some
handkerchiefs are also used.

The caite is a simple sandal consisting of a leather sole

and an instep piece, bound to the foot by a leather

thong between the big toe and second toe. A few

caites of tire-casing soles are used. There are also

sandalias built more like shoes, straps over the

instep and around the back of the foot. Usually

both kinds of sandals have a slightly raised heel.

Sandals are bought of leatherworkers from other

towns who set up shops in the markets. Shoes or

boots are worn only as part of the Ladino costume.

Hats are typically of straw. A fine type frequently

with a cord for a band is factory-made and bought

in the stores. A coarser type, made by the Indians

of Chichicastenango, Lemoa, Quiche, and perhaps

other towns, of coiled and sewed strips, is bought
in the market. These hats, of natural straw color

with some black or colored designs, have crowns of

various shapes and variously wide brims but those

bought by Panajachelenos are usually of one type,

medium in both height and width of the brim.

Occasionally an Indian owns a factory-made felt

hat.

Tailored jackets are worn by a few men.
Women's: The corte is a wTap-around skirt that gets this

name besause it is bought in a length (corte). The
PanajacheleiSo corte is a heavy solid blue cotton woven
especially for Panajachel women in foot looms run by
Ladinos in Solold. It is only a vara wide, and must be

pieced to give the proper length when worn. It is sewn
with either a silk or a cotton embroidery stitch (forming,

when the skirt is worn, ^4-inch to ?i-inch stripes around
the hips and down the back). When sewn it extends

to the lower ankle. It is simply wound tightly about
the body, and held together with a sash. The "Totoni-

capdn" corte, worn by a few women in Panajachel, is

lighter cotton of various colors with tie-dyed stripes

made in the Totonicapdn-Quezaltenango region on foot

looms. It is worn like the Panajacheleno corte.

The huipil typical of Panajachel is woven by the

women on the back-strap loom of natural brown
cotton with red vertical stripes. In the area cover-

ing the shoulders and arms, breast and back, small

purple designs are worked in with cotton or sUk.

The huipil is woven in three long pieces, which are

then sewn together, with breast openings left for

nursing. In the center a square for the head is cut

out and edged with cotton or silk. Then the

garment is doubled and the sides are sewn except

for the armholes. This huipil comes down to the

ankles, but below the waist is entirely covered by
the skirt.

The second kind of huipil is typical of neighboring

San Andres; it is made by some Panajachel women,
also on the back-strap loom, or bought from Andre-
sanas. It is made in the same way, but it is shorter,

has a white background, and bright-colored cotton

designs. The San Lucas huipil, worn by one
woman, is similar.

The third type is called the Totonicapdn huipil.

Foot-loom-made in the Totonicapdn region, it is

typical of a large area of western Guatemala where
women no longer weave their own huipiles. It is

shorter than the Panajachel huipil, coming down
only to the hips. The Panajachelenas who use

them buy them in the market stores.

Ready-made white blouses, or the same garments

home-sewn of bought cloth, are occasionally worn.

The sash, red cotton, some with fine colored figures, is

locally woven. It runs to 158 inches long and 8

inches wide. Like that of the man, it is wound
around the waist and the ends are tucked in. Other

sashes, worn with Totonicapdn huipiles and skirts,

are made elsewhere.

Carrying cloths, home-woven of red cotton, usually

have fine colored stripes. There are a variety of

sizes, all but the smallest woven in two pieces and
sewn together with cotton. The larger ones are

used to carry babies (slung over the shoulders to

the back) and others to set on the head, in a roll, to

support a basket being carried. When carrying no

basket, the cloth is folded and placed on the head.

The cinta is a long (256 inches) narrow (*4-inch) dark

red and navy blue cotton ribbon bought in the

market and said to be woven in Totonicapdn. It is

wound around bunches of hair, then the whole

wound about the head.

TEXTILE WORK

Of all the garments used in Panajachel the only

ones that are woven locally are men's drawers

(calzones), sashes of both men and women, head

cloths (sutes), women's blouses (huipiles), and

carrymg cloths. In addition, men's woolen cloaks

(gabanes), some men's trousers (calzoncillos) , and

shirts, and women's skirts and some blouses are

tailored or sewed in Panajachel. Among the

"foreign" Indians in Panajachel in 1936 were a

few who wove garments typical of their towns of

origin, for the use of their families.

No Panajachelena spun cotton in 1936, although

there was an old Sololateca living in town who did.
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Doubtless in years past cotton spinning was prac-

ticed in Panajachel; I do not know if any women
still Icnow how to do it but certainly none of them

practice the art. They use the whorl, however,

for twisting thread. Factory-spun cotton is

bought in skeins in the stores or markets. The

first task in weaving is to wind the cotton on a

ball, by use of a wooden winding frame that is

bought."^ As it is rewound, it is usually

( ?) doubled ; and then it is twisted with the aid of

a simple spindle. This is a long and tedious

process. The ne.xt stage, warping, is done on a

wooden warping frame that is bought. Then the

loom is set up, and the heald prepared. The

woman weaves kneeling on the ground or on a mat

in the patio or corridor, occasionally in the house,

the near end of the loom fastened around her back

with a strap, and the far end tied to a tree or a

pillar of the house. Since not all women who
know how to weave know how to work in the

designs on the women's huipiles, a weaver at this

point in the process finds a specialist to complete

her huipil. The last step is to cut and sew a

garment that requires it. This in Panajachel

(where the Indians do not use sewing machines)

is a minor task done with a steel needle.

Of the 133 Panajacheleno families, there are 54

in which women engage in textile arts besides

simple sewing and repairing. On 2 others I have

no data, but the remaining 77 apparently have no

women doing this work. On the "foreign" house-

holds my information is poorer. Besides the

Sololateca who spun cotton and wove, there was a

Jorgena weaver and a Pedrana who wove clothing

for herself and her family. The Totonicapdn

women do not weave. An Atiteca, a Sololateca,

and a Nahualena that we knew did not weave.

On most of the others of this class I have no

specific information; but I believe that few if any

of them practice these arts.

In Panajachclefio households (which include a

few "foreign" women) there are 84 women and

girls who twist thread, sew, and weave. Their

age-distribution (table 59) indicates that while

ordinary weaving does not seem to be disappearing

as an art, women who know how to work figures

into huipiles are not being replaced as they age.

•*' The technology of weaving in Panajachel need be discussed here only

insofar as it is necessary to explain the economic aspects. Textiles of Pana-

jachel and other communities of Guatemala were studied In 1936 for the

Carnegie Institution of Washington by Dr. Lila M. 0*Neale; see O'Neale,

1945.

It is likely (as informants agree) that fewer women
than formerly practice weaving,'" since changes

in costume render weaving less necessary in the

community as a whole. At the same time, how-
ever, women in Santa Catarina, Solola, and Con-
cepci(5n "take in" Panajachel weaving. In those

towns, where women are far less important in

agriculture than in Panajachel, it is probably

easier for Panajachelenas to find weavers; also, it

may be cheaper, since the value of a woman's
time is almost certainly less than in Panajachel.

The following account of costs comes from a

weaver who laboriously worked them out with

me. Although I checked the results against other

information, I became convinced of her accuracy

through the following (not isolated) instance,

quoted from field notes:

With the aid of his wife, who was sitting weaving a

huipil, I obtained figures on the cost of making a huipil.

Figuring in the material, and figuring the woman's labor

as worth 15 cents a day—as these informants insisted

—

I came out to some $4.68 for a completed huipil. Without
mentioning this sum, I asked how much the huipil would
sell for if occasion arose (a rarity here) and the woman
said $10. I tried to get her down, but she refused to come
lower than $9. I said "Wouldn't you sell it for $5 7" and
she blurted out in reply that it cost her 350 pesos to make!
Three hundred and fifty pesos come to $5.86, so I asked her

why she said that when according to our calculations the

total was $4.68. Then she called to my attention that we
had not figured the job of cutting and sewing the neckline

and sewing the huipil. The former is a job that only

experts can do, and one must not only pay the woman 50

cents but must ask a formal favor with a large gift of food.

Calculating the value of the food, and adding that and
50 cents to the $4.68, I came out with a total cost for the

huipil of $5.83 just 3 cents short of the 350 pesos that the

woman knew all the time!

Table 59.

—

Panajacheleno
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A woman's carrying cloth 1% varas (about 1

meter square) takes:

Yi pound of white cotton yarn, which cost in 193G_ $0. 16^.^

1 pound of red cotton yarn, which cost in 1936. _ . 66;^

H ounce of green cotton yarn, which cost in 1936-

.

. 02

H ounce of another color cotton yarn, cost in 1936. . 02

The twisting of the cotton takes about a day
for a pound; Toribia did not do this herself, but

had a woman do it for S cents a pound, the usual

rate in 1936. The warping, which she did herself,

took her 2 hours.'** The weaving would take her

4 daj's, but she usually had another woman do it

and this cost her but 25 cents. The sewing is

done with the same thread, and takes but a short

time. The total cost to her came to about $1.25

plus some 2 hours' work, not counting that inci-

dental to buying and arranging with a weaver to

work. Had she done all the work herself, the cost

would have been about 87 cents plus nearly 6

daj^s' work. If purchased, such a cloth would

cost about $2, so there is some profit even if labor

is calculated at the man's rate.

Other carrying cloths vary in cost according to

size; since the cotton is the greater part of the cost,

and most of the work involved varies directly with

the size, there is a close relationship between size

and cost."^ Probably every woman has 1 -meter

square cloth for carrying large things, including

babies; but probably the average size of all such

cloths is about 1 vara square. One may conclude,

therefore, that the average Panajachel woman's
carrying cloth takes 70 cents' worth of cotton

thread and about iji days of labor.

Men's sutes are smaller; since the colors are

usually only red and green (and not white, which

is cheaper) they probably cost some 60 cents in

cash and take only about 3K days of work.'"

A man's sash takes 12 ounces of red cotton and

a half ounce each of green, yellow, and purple (at

2 cents the half ounce). The material thus costs

54 cents. The twisting takes a day, and the warp-

ing about 2 hours. The weaving is a matter of

"• If the warping Is given out to another woman, according to this inform-

ant, she must not only be paid tor the time but must be given 2 penny rolls

and a cup of coffee. The woman comes to the house to warp, and the food

is customary "to keep the woman from talking." It Is a "shame" not to

know how to warp.
I" In 1940 an Indian woman tried to sell me an oversize carrying cloth that

she had "made." She said it had taken 2 pounds of red yam at $1.10 per

pound and "much" tie-dyed yam, which is expensive. She let out the work
to a professional who charged her 80 cents. She refused to sell for less than $6.

'" In 1941 I was told that a stUe is worth 60 cents, but this is certainly too

little.

2}^ days, but it takes an additional 2 or 3 hours
to fix the fringe. Thus, if the woman does all her
own work the sash costs her 54 cents and about
4 days of time. Such a sash is worth about $1 as

here there is a profit only if a woman's time is

valued at less than 11 cents a day. The woman's
sash is larger than the man's, and on the average

probably costs, as in one case that I have, 70 cents

in cotton and 5 days' work. When figures are

woven into the sash, in the case of the feminine

garment, the cost of silk adds about 5 cents, and
probably another half day is required.

Cahones take 12 ounces of white cotton and a
pound of red; the cost in cash is thus 92 cents.

The labor amounts to almost 7 days.'*' An
informant in 1941 told me calzonea were worth $2.

When shirts for young boys are home-woven
and tailored, the cost comes to about 13 cents in

cash (for 4 ounces of cotton yarn), and about 2

days' work. The value of the garment is thus

about 35 cents.'**

The cost of huipiles has already been mentioned.

A huipil takes 4 pounds of cotton, which costs

$2.66.'*' Twisting the yarn takes 4 days, the

warping 1% days. The ordinary weaver can then

weave only the two ends, after which she must
find a specialist for the center portion where the

figures come. To weave the ends takes 6 days,

and it takes another 4^ days for the center. The
sewing and embroidery of the neck is also fre-

quently done by the specialist, who then spends

another day and a half. The owner of a huipil

pays the specialist 66 cents in cash, 50 cents for

the weaving, and 16 cents for the sewing and fixing

of the neckline. But in addition she has to give

her 4 pounds of meat (32 cents) and tortillas and
tamales requiring 4 pounds of corn (5 cents). If

silk is woven into the huipil the added cost, in

cash for the silk, is about 50 cents. One may say,

therefore, that if a woman does all her own work
an ordinary huipil costs $2.66 in cash and 17K

'*' The husband of this informant, whose clothes areotherwiseold-fashioned

no longer used home-woven caUones in 1937. He bought two varas of white

cloth for 26 cents, and the tailoring—done by his wife—was a matter of but

half a day. He said he liked this kind better because it is finer and "doesn't

hurt him." Although more economical than the home-woven kind, the

difference is not as great as it sounds because these drawers last no more than

half as long as the others. I have heard of this fashion from no other source

and am disregarding it.

1*8 This Is about twice what a young child's shirt costs when bought in

the market, but it lasts much longer. The great majority of shirts—and all

those for youths and men—are bought.
M> There is one case of a woman who uses the cheaper white cotton instead

of the brown for the background of her Ituipil.
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days of work,'" a silk-figured huipil $3.16 in cash

and about the same labor.

The Panajachel woman's corte requires 8 paras

of material, which in 1936 cost about $3. It takes

about 2 days to prepare it for use. Those that

sew with silk use from 50 cent's to a dollar's worth,

depending upon the width of the stitch. Seventy-

five cents may be taken as average. Silk-sewn

huipiles also probably take an extra day's work

to sew.

A man's gabdn takes 3 varas of woolen cloth,

which cost $1 in 1936 (and had come down to 75

cents in 1941). A spool of black thread adds

from 6 to 10 cents."' It takes a man but 2 hours

to half a day to tailor his gabdn depending on

his skill.

Based on this information and that on the

variety of costumes in the community it may be

concluded that all woven or sewed costumes for

the Indian community in 1936 required nearly

9,000 work days. Slightly more than a third of

this time was spent by women hired in other

towns to do it. Probably in 1936 in Panajachel

some 5,760 work days as compared with a little

over $4,000 in cash were spent making and re-

pairing garments, buying materials and garments,

and, in general, clothing the community. One may
conclude that although weaving is a significant

occupation of women, and essential to the culture

as long as the unique costumes of Panajachel are

valued, clothing is primarily an object in the

cash economy.

Table 60.^

—

Time consumed in domestic production, 19S6
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a table. In the southeast corner stands a locked chest,

and under the bed a smaller one, where the money is

supposedly kept. Other chests near the foot of the bed

contain clothing and valuables. In the room also are a

coflee-pulper, riding saddle, new tools, and hanging from

the rafters inside and out are stems of ripening bananas to

feed the caged pigeons outside, and ropes, bags, bridles,

and the life.

Covering the 7-foot 6 by 9 adobe sweat bath (F) is a

thatched roof supported by corner pillars of adobe. Near

the lire (always in a corner next to the door), are the

vessels used in bathing, and along the walls are wooden

benches for the bathers.

Pitchpine torches are used for lighting the houses in the

evening.

No. 5. Yard 30 by 45 feet. All three houses have

carpenter-made doors. A and C, made at the same time,

are each 20 by 18 feet, with 9-foot walls and the roof

ridge 20 feet high.

C is the kitchen. Firewood is stacked on the porch

in the rainy season. The fireplace in the northeast corner

has very large stones and many large pots around it, for

many hired hands join a large family to be fed. There

are two large grinding stones besides the smaller ones for

coffee, etc. In the center is suspended a large shelf for

foodstuffs; to the north, a smaller one for tortillas. On
the walls are more shelves; but the dishes are in two large

baskets on the floor near the fire. Strung on a line are

many cross-sapodilla seeds, drying for later sale. In the

southeast and northeast corners are beds of boards on

implanted posts, shielded from the door and the fire by
large mats. On the walls above clothing hangs on lines;

at the head of each bed is a wooden chest, and under each,

garlic is stacked, waiting to be braided. In the first sleep

2, 3, and 8; in the second, 6, 7, 9, and 10.

A is the Saint's house, where in the center of the north

wall are three sanios on a small table on a platform of

canes supported by implanted posts. The whole is

adorned with flowers, and before the tableau stands a
small table with ilowers and candles. On the floor of the

house four and five make their bed. In the corners of the

house are agricultural tools, and on the floor the huge
pots used years ago to cook ritual foods. On a wall hang
several large mats used to dry coffee. Along two walls

are benches. On the porch is a cane-walled enclosure in

which ears of corn are stacked.

D is an old house, 18 by 15 feet, with 7- or 8-foot walls

and a roof ridge 18 feet high, which is used both as kitchen

and bedroom by the elderly woman, 1. On the floor near
the fire, in the southeast corner, are her old grinding stone
and a few old pots. The bed, in the northwest corner,

is of cornstalks supported by implanted posts. Clothing
is hung on a line overhead.

The sweat bath (F) is 7 to 8 feet long and 6 feet wide
and high, with a 3 foot opening. Near the fireplace are
large pots, and in the center a large bowl used to mix
hot and cold water and bathe the children. Boards set on
stones along the sides serve as benches.

E is the granary, 9 by 4 feet, with a door of canes, in

which are stacked ears of corn. The chicken house (B)

has a board for a door, and canes which serve as perches.

No. 15. Yard 30 by 30 feet. C is a kitchen (18 by 30

feet, 7- or 8-foot wall.s, and roof 18 feet high) with firewood

stacked on the porch to one side of a home-made door of

wood. A larger fireplace is in the northwest corner (for

large vessels of corn, etc.); a smaller one is nearby (for

coffee, beans, etc.). Cooking pots are on the f.oor near

the west wall. A set of three cornstalk shelves fastened

to four embedded posts near the door holds (top shelf) new
pots, sweets to be kept from the children, and dishes; and
(bottom shelf) foodstuffs used daily. There is at the south

wall a small table, and in the wall embedded wooden pegs

on which old cooking pots are hung. On the floor sleeps

the servant (9).

E is a bedroom and reception room, 20 by 15 feet with

9-foot walls and the roof 18 feet high, with a large bought

door and a ceiling, formed by canes tied to the rafters,

which extends to the porch, and on which (outside) corn

is stored. Unlike other houses which have simple tamped-

down earth floors, this one has a base of stones covered

with leveled-off clay which, dried, gives a hard smooth
surface. Bought bods are in the corners, northeast (for

2 and 6), northwest (for 3, 7, and 8), and southeast (for

4 and 5) ; mats are suspended over them to form canopies.

Across the center of the house, north to south, is a ham-
mock for daytime rest. Between the beds on the north

wall is a large chest containing clothing, which is also

strung on lines across corners. On the west wall is a

locked cupboard with valuables. There are several chairs

F is a new house (technically an annex), the outside

walls smoothed oS' as if plastered, 18 by 13 feet with 7- or

8-foot walls, and a roof 16 feet high. There is a home-

made door of wood, and a wood-shuttered window-opening

\}i feet square. The floor is like that of E. Not yet in

use, this house will be a storeroom for tools, produce, etc.

D is made of lumber left over when E was finished.

This annex is 9 by 6 feet, and 9 feet high, with a crude

wood door, and has the bed of the deaf-mute half-brother

(1) along the north wall, a bed of boards resting on wooden
"horses." He hangs his clothing on a line acro.ss the room
and keeps valuables in a chest under his bed. He uses

no light at night, though kerosene is burned in the other

rooms.

The chicken house (B) is 6 by 4 feet, and 6 feet high,

with a l^^-foot door and cane perches. The sweat bath is

new, 9 by 7 feet and a little over 5 feet at its greatest

height, covered with a raised thatched roof, and with

benches along all the walls.

No. 19. Yard 42 by 36 plus a flower garden 30 by 6

feet. A and B are two rooms of a single house, 40 by 18

feet with 7- or 8-foot walls and the roof almost 18 feet high.

The pillars of the porch are on bases of cut stone and on it

are flowers in tins. The adobe partition completely divides

the house, and each room has only its outside (bought)

door. The house was begun in 1930; in 1936 it was not

considered finished because a tepanco (boards or canes

over the rafters) was planned.

A is the kitchen, with fireplace in the northeast corner,

a second fire nearby, and all pots and dishes on the floor

against the surrounding walls. There are beds of boards

on planted posts, one in the northwest corner for 2, 3,

and 5; the other (southwest corner) for 1 and 4. At the
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head of each bed is a wooden chest. Clothes are on lines

across the corners. Along the south wall are large piles of

garlic waiting to be braided.

B is for Santos and storage. A large table opposite the

door has on it a painted wood cross; it and the table arc

covered with flowers. Along the north wall is a bench
for visitors and along the south wall sacks of corn, beans,

and coffee (for in this house supplies are bought weekly

instead of in small quantities daily). The agricultural

tools are also kept in this room.

The sweat bath (C) is anne.xed; it is 6 by 7 feet, but

around it is built a 9 by 9 house 9 feet high. Inside the

bath are the pottery vessels used in bathing and there are

benches along three walls. The chicken house (D) is 6 by
7 feet and 4 or 5 feet high, with a cane door, and poles for

perches.

Except in heavy rains, firewood in quantity is stacked

in the j'ard and covered with thatch. The house is illumi-

nated with kerosene (most of the time) and pitch pine.

No. 28. Yard 24 by 18 feet; under an orange tree at

one edge there is a bench for occasional dining.

B, the 8-year-old kitchen house, is 18 by 15 feet with an

18-foot roof and 5-foot walls; the doorway (fitted with a

hinged door) is so low that one must stoop to pass through.

The fireplace is in the southeast corner; a second fire is

occasionally made nearby. A high table of canes supported

by implanted posts holds pots, dishes, and the basket of

tortillas. A branch implanted near the fire has drinking

cups and gourds hanging on its twigs. There are some
dishes of china. The grinding stone leans against the

wall nearby. The north side of the house is used to store

corn. Because this kitchen house is dark, food is carried

to the Saint's house where the family dines.

The annex A is 15 by 9 feet, with 6-foot walls and a 10-

foot roof, and has on the west wall a bed of boards on

posts in which sleep the three members of the family. On
the north wall is a chest on a low table, in which documents
and valuables are kept. Above the head of the bed hang
a rifle and a machete, and at the south end of the room a

line runs the whole width; on it clothing of the whole

family hangs. Under the bed is garlic to be braided.

Tools are hung on the porch.

The Saint's house (D), built in 1931, is 12 by 12, the

walls under 5 feet and the roof 9 or 10 feet high. It has a
hinged wooden door. The floor is covered with pine

needles. The saints are on a table against the north wall,

adorned with flowers. On another table before it, the

shaman performs his rituals. Benches line the walls.

C is the oldest house (12 years in 1936) and decrepit,

with a door of canes, used only to keep adobes and other

materials with which to build a new house. The house

is 15 by 12 feet, walls 6 feet, and roof 15 feet high.

Kerosene (and candles before the Saints) furnish illumi-

nation.

The house belongs to family X; the two families have
separate kitchens and constitute economically different

households. Y therefore simply rooms here. (1 and 5

happen to be cousins.)

No. 37. Yard 18 by 18 feet, parts planted with flowers.

B is both bedroom and reception room. A house 2 years

old, 20 by 15 feet with 9-foot walls and roof 18 feet high,

has porch pillars based on cut-stone, a spacious wooden
door made to slide open, and two windows (front and back)
fitted with sliding wood panels. The house was originally

built when 1 led the masked dancers at the titular fiesta

and had to receive his companions. There are two
bought beds, one in the northwest and one in the southwest
corner, in each of which sleeps one of the families. Next
to each bed is a wooden chest for clothes; other clothing

hangs over the foot of each bed. On the walls are pictures

from magazines and newspapers.

A is a 12- by 9-foot annex of 12-foot walls of board and
cane with a wooden hinged door, built shortly after the

house and used as a storeroom for large pots, tools, boxes,

etc.

E, 9 by 9 feet with 6-foot walls and a 12-foot roof ridge,

is the 8-year old kitchen house used by family X. The
outside front wall is plastered to present a smooth surface.

There is a hinged wood door, and on the porch a bench.

The fire is in the center of the west wall, with pots on

either side; dishes are in a basket on the floor or hung from
wooden pegs in the wall. Suspended in the center of the

room is a 3- by iK-foot shelf for food. There are several

stools on which members of the family sit while eating.

The adobe oven (D) is enclosed in a house with walls

4],i feet high and roof 9 feet high. The part not occupied

by the oven (6 by 6 feet) is used by family Y as a kitchen.

It has a door of canes. The fire is in the southwest corner.

No rent is paid, but when necessary 5 works for 1 in his

fields. The s%veatbath (6 by 6 feet) and privy are used

by both families. Family X uses kerosene exclusively for

light at night.

No. 94. Yard, 23 by 23 feet, surrounded by a cane fence.

B is 15 by 12 feet, walls 6 feet and roof 12 feet high,

with a door of canes. Near the fireplace, in the northwest

corner, are three kinds of shelves: a 2-shelf cupboard of

cornstalks for dishes and small pots, a board shelf sup-

ported by pegs in the wall, and another suspended from

the rafters. The latter two have food on them. Large

pots and grinding stones are on the floor. In a bed 7 by

4H feet of boards on posts set in the floor in the southeast

corner sleeps 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. In a small bed of the same

kind in the southwest corner 1 sleeps alone. At the foot

of this bed is a locked wood chest of documents. On the

south wall hangs a paper carton with clothes of the older

boys. Tools are in the northeast corner and hung on the

walls. In the northeast corner, canes over the rafters

hold garlic to be braided. The only light used in the house

is that of the fire.

In the 6 by 7 and 4-foot high sweat bath (A) there are

no vessels. Pots from the kitchen are brought for bathing.

No. 95. Yard, 30 by 30 feet, with many flowers and 2

beehives. A second house (for saints and ritual activities)

had collapsed shortly before 1936; materials for a new one

were being collected, and meanwhile the santos were kept

on the porch of C, and taken in at night. ("It would be

wrong to keep them in the kitchen in the day or outside

at night.")

The house, 18 by 18 feet, with the roof ridge 15 feet

from the floor, and the walls a little over 6 feet high, is 12

years old. It is of whitewashed mass-adobe, with a thatch
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roof. The doorway, center of north wall, is 5H feet high

and 2 feet wide, with a door of canes.

The fireplace is in the southeast corner, with a load of

firewood nearby. At the base of east and south walls are

cooking pots, grinding stone, and a jar of water. There is

a table of boards over crosspieces supported by posts

implanted in ground, on which are kept dishes and food-

stuffs. Nearby are several shelves on pegs in the walls,

with additional ones hung from the rafters with cords, in

the middle of which are strung gourd bowls.

There are no beds in the house: the family sleeps on

mats on the floor; 6 and 7 sleep in the northeast comer, 8

with 5 in the southwest corner, and parents with 3 in the

northwest corner. Blanket and clothing are hung over

each of the three sleeping places on a line. Several old

wooden chests are on the floor. There is an ax against the

wall near the fire, and hoes and machetes are kept in

other corners of the house. Several worn-out machetes

hang by a rope, with some ox horns from which containers

to carry water to the fields can be made.

Pitch-wood torches are used as much as kerosene lamps

for lighting the house.

The sweat bath (A) is 6 by 9 feet; the privy (B), a

doorless structure of canes with a one-pitch thatch roof, is

about 2 by 2 feet and 6 feet high.

No. 108. No yard. The house, 8 by 8 feet, with an
8-foot roof and 4-foot walls, is of mass-adobe and thatch.

The porch, about 3 feet wide, has three posts supporting

the eaves. The door is carpenter-made of old wood. The
house is in poor condition, the roof patched with leaves in

several places.

The fireplace is in the northeast corner of the house, and
the pots stand near it. On the walls are a board, hung as

a shelf where foodstuffs can be stored, and a few bats, old

gourds, weaving sticks, and bunches of medicinal plants.

In 1936 there was no bed; the family slept on a mat on the

floor, all together with but one blanket. There are two or

three small stools and a small wooden chest. Clothing

hangs on lines tied to the walls.

On the porch are usually kept firewood, the man's
carrying frame and hoes, axes, and machetes. Sticks used

in planting and weeding truck gardens are stuck into the

thatch of the roof, in the house, and on the porch.

A, a chicken coop of old canes with old boards laid on
for a roof, is about 4 by 4 by 4 feet. The sweat bath (B),

about 6 feet in each dimension, was in disrepair in 1936.

Inside, beside the fireplace, are wooden benches.

No. 109. No yard. The mass-adobe house, 16 by 10

feet with 5-foot walls and 16-foot roof ridge, is 8 years

old. The walls are whitewashed according to Public

Health regulations; there is a door of canes. This was the

only house described in which there was a glass window: a
pane about 8 inches square set into the north wall.

Near B, another house of the same type and material,

7 by 13 feet, was being constructed to serve as a bedroom.
A is a chicken coop, 3 by 4 feet, of thatched mass-adobe;
besides a few chickens, it contains accumulated excrement
to be used or sold as fertilizer.

The small fireplace is in the southwest comer of the
house. Above it hangs a twigged branch with enamelware
drinking cups and pottery pitchers. There is also a

wooden shelf on the wall for the gourd in which tortillas

are kept. Along the south wall are the grinding stone

and earthenware pots used in the kitchen; pots less fre-

quently used are kept outside.

A bed of three boards resting on four implanted posts

replaced (in 1936) the mats which the family formerly

slept on. The bed is covered with a mat and a blanket;

clothing serves for a pillow. Beans, garlic, and onions are

stored under the bed.

The only piece of furniture besides the bed is a smoke-
blackened wooden chest in which papers and documents
are kept. In the northwest corner of the house, two ropes

strung across hold a second blanket, a mesh bag, and a

small bag, some ropes and tumplines. Below them are

axes, hoes, machetes, and a carrying frame.

Except for the fire and occasional pitch-wood torch,

there is no regular means of lighting the house.

COSTUMES

The individual garments made and purchased

by Panajachel Indians are combined into various

costumes:

Men's and boys':

(1) The "old fashioned" costume consists of a calzon

covered by a gabdn and then a Nahuald rodillera,

all fastened with a home-woven sash and with

a leather belt. An extra rodillera is hung over

the shoulders by men who have attained a
certain grade in the politico-religious hierarchy.

A hat is worn on the head, but a sute is substi-

tuted on formal occasions. The feet are bare

or with caites.

(2) The "newer" costume substitutes a shirt for the

gabdn, but otherwise the costume is the same.

(3) The "modern" costume consists of a shirt and
cahoncillo covered by a Nahuald rodillera and
bound with a sash, either home-woven or pur-

chased, and a leather belt. The rest of the

costume is the same. In two cases no belt is

worn. In one case a Chichicastenango rodillera

is substituted for that from Nahuald.

(4) The "fashionable" costume is the same except

that the rodillera is of the blue Tecpdn type,

frequently with white borders and open work
at the ends. A bought kerchief is frequently

worn around the neck. San Pedro shirts are

especially popular with this costume. In one

case the sash is omitted and the belt performs a

more important function.

(5) The "city" costume, worn especially by men who
have been in military service, and some boys,

and which is typical of Indians of communities

where the regional costume has been lost, con-

sist of shirt, trousers, belt, and sash. In five

cases the sash is also discarded and the costume

is quite European in type (but neckties and
shoes are not worn). The number of wearers

shown in table 61 includes "foreign" Indians

resident in Panajachel.
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(6) Regional costumes of other communities. The
costumes of Solold, San Jorge, and Concepci6n,

if not the same, are enough alike to be treated

together. The San Pedro, Atitldn, and Santa
Catarina costumes are distinct. The local

Indians of Tonicapdn and San Andres wore
trousers in 1936 and are included under (5)

above. The Ladinos, of course, also wear the

"city" costume, but those included in the

Indian population also wear shoes and other

appurtenances and should be treated separately.

Women's and girls':

(7) The "simple" Panajachel costume consists of the

Panajachel huipil, corte without silk, and sash

without figures. One woman wears this cos-

tume but has substituted a huipil of San Lucas

for that of Panajachel. The hairdress is the

bought ribbon. The women use the locally

woven carrying cloth. Rarely, they wear
caites on journeys.

(8) The "silk" Panajachel costume is the same except

that silk figures are woven into the huipil and
silk is used to sew the huipil and the corle.

(9) The "elaborate" Panajachel costume is the same,

but in addition to the silk in the huipil and
corte, it has figures (of silk) woven into the

ends of the sash.

(10) The "San Andres" costume worn by women of

Panajachel, as well as those from San Andres

and some of the women in San Andres, consists

of the San Andres huipil, Totonicapdn skirt,

and in most local cases the plain Panajachel

sash. The local carrying cloths and hairdress

are used.

(11) The "Totonicapdn" costume consists of the

"Totonicapdn" huipil and corte and a bought

sash. It corresponds to the "city" costume of

Indian men, and may best be described, in the

whole region, as a generalized Indian costume.

It is worn in Panajachel not only by the resident

Totonicapenas but by some Panajachelenas.

Bought carrying cloths are usually used with

this costume.

(12) Costumes of other Indian towns: Again SoloW,

San Jorge, and Concepci6n costumes may be

considered one. The Atitldn, San Pedro, and
Nahuald costumes are distinctive. The San
Andres and Totonicapdn women wear costumes

included under (10) and (11) above; the San
Andres women wear Totonicapdn shirts and a

sash the origin of which I am not sure. The
Ladina costume consists, of course, of European-

type dresses, shoes, etc., and is worn in Pana-

jachel only by a Ladina married into the

Indian community, and her daughter, and the

daughter of a Totonicapeno and an Antonera

who wears Totonicapdn clothes.

The number of various garments used in Pana-

jachel is calculated on the basis of a census of

costumes used (table 61). It will be noted that

I have no positive information on what costume
190 persons wear. In addition six youngsters are

not included because I do not know even their sex.

However, knowledge of general patterns and who
the people are make possible good guesses as to

the costumes of most of the people passed over

by the survey (usually children) . Table 62 is the

result of careful and conservative family-by-

family analysis. The infant costume presents a
special problem. Until about the age of 4, a child

is dressed in odds and ends, and cast-ofiF and remade
clothing, probably taking no more than a day's

time a year, or more than 20 or 30 cents for occa-

sional diaper cloth and shirts. The baptismal

garments hardly raise that figure and are pre-

sented by the godparents, usually Ladinos.

Probably about 25 of the 54 boys and girls whose

costume caimot be safely guessed at were also

under 4 in 1936 (exact information on ages is hard

to get.)

Table 61.

—

Costumes

a. MEN'S AND BOYS' COSTUMES

Costume
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There remain four men, three women, and thirty-

odd boys and girls whose costume I cannot guess
;

to complete the picture, I simply add a numerically

proportionate amount to costume costs to take

account of these unknowns. Then combining

tables 61 and 62 and including 24 of the "still

unknowns" of table 62 in the infant's costume

classification, it is possible to calculate the number
of garments of different kinds worn by Panajachcl

Indians in 1936 and the amount of time and
money that they cost (table 63). Data on the

length of time a garment lasts, or number bought
in a year, come from household budgets (described

below) and miscellaneous information. The prices

of items not made in Panajachel are from the

price list. Appendix 2.

Table 62.

—

Probable costmnes of those on whom census
information is lacking

Probable costumes
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Table 63.

—

Cost of clothing

a. MEN'S CLOTHING
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Table 63.

—

Cost of clothing—Continued

c. WOMEN'S CLOTHING—Continued
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of 157 days of work and $12.56 in cash. (Equip-
ment will be accounted for below.)

Thus, all told, the totals of table 63 should prob-

ably read:

Total cost of clothing $4, 640. 02
Value of labor within the community, 5,763

days at 10 cents 574. 40
Materials and items bought outside the com-
munity 4, 065. 62

FOOD

Data on the consumption of food in the com-
munity is based on three kinds of information:

(1) Annual family budgets worked out with four

families, two of them very complete and reliable;

the third reliable but complete only for food and
utensils; and the fourth (from the wealthiest

family), neither complete nor highly reliable,

useful only as a check and for some comparisons.

The data are given in table 65. (2) A very care-

ful 7-day account of the actual consumption of a

sample of six Panajachel families in the winter of

1944, made as a part of a more general food survey

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington (1944,

pp. 176-177), under my direction (Goubaud, 1946).

Juan Rosales collected the data in Panajachel. The
results were turned over in 1945 to the National

Indianist Institute of Guatemala directed by the

late Antonio Goubaud Carrera, who had also been
field director of the survey. In turn the data

were tabulated by the Food and Agricultural

Organization of the United Nations, who made
available to me the results as shown in table 66.

Since only 1 week is involved, the results are

useful only as they supplement and check the

material otherwise collected to permit calculations

for the entire year. The three families supplying

reliable data in terms of household budgets are

all included in the 7-day study. '^^ (3) A variety

of general information on seasonal differences, on
ceremonial and other uses of food, and the like.

THE SAMPLE FAMILIES

Family No. 58 consisting in 1936 of father,

mother, five sons, the eldest with wife and infant

daughter, the others 18, 14, 4, and 2 years of age,

'•• All of the figures in table 65 are printed as they were calculated from the

original 1936 data. When the 1944 data became available, I compared notes

where possible and became convinced that the original figures are highly

reliable. Family compositions had changed, so that any exact comparison

Is impossible; but I am unable to find contradictions in the two sets of evi-

dence. Therefore I continued to use the fuller 1936 data as the primary basis

of the calculations for table 65.

respectively, was well above average size. The
father, of pure Panajachel stock, as far as can be
determined, has lived m Panajachel all his life,

and is in most respects a typical Indian. '^< When
he was a boy he went to school and served the
local priest and learned to read and write. The
mother, daughter of a Panajacheleno and a Con-
cepciofiera who was in 1936 a widowed midwife,
was born and raised in Panajachel, wore the local

costume, partook of the local customs, and with
her husband went through pubHc and religious

offices. The eldest son spent a period in military

service in Sololi after having learned to read and
write in the local school. He brought back with
him European-type trousers and a Totonicapena
wife raised in Concepcidn, where her father phed
a trade. She wears Totonicapdn clothing, and
like other Totonicapenos is Ladinoized in certain

respects; for example, she speaks Spanish quite

well, does not know how to weave, and uses frying

techniques in cooking.

Family No. 49 consisted in 1936 of the father '"

and mother and two daughters, aged 15 and 5, of

old Panajacheleno stock, and old fashioned and
"typical" in most respects.

Family No. 37 consisted in 1936 of man and
wife and 10-year-old son. (Four children had
died in infancy.) The man comes of a pure Pana-
jacheleno family, as nearly as can be determined;

the wife, however, is a daughter of family 55, of

mixed ancestry. '** The family in most respects

is culturally tjrpical; but Mariano may be said to

be a "go-getter," and within the culture, extraor-

dinarily enterprising and "progressive." He is

one of two Indians owning canoes, and ambitious

to own an outboard motor for his dugout. He is

the only one who has built a bake-oven; one of

two who make fish nets; the only organizer of a
marimba band. It was he who brought about a

revival of the Conquista dance in Panajachel.

But he enters fully into normal Indian social life,

and evidences no desire to go beyond it. Since

Mariano is something of an individualist it is

probable that the diet in his home is not quite

typical ; and indeed some diflferences are apparent.

JM In 1940 he and his family became the first Panajachelefio converts to

Protestantism. Relatives in Guatemala City had been converted earlier

and may have influenced the family, but at least Bonifacio and his eldest

son had for a long time been interested in the new faith.

"• Santiago became my best informant before this study was finished, bat
the data referred to in this chapter were for the most part taken from him
by Sr. Rosales, 1937.

'M Supra, pp. 75-79.
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Family No. 1 consisted in 1936 of man and wife,

five sons— 11 to 32 years of age—and two daugh-

ters, 27 and 16 years old. The family, pure Pana-

jacheleno, tends to be old-fashioned in most

respects. The man's father was probably well-

to-do and he inherited a fair portion; but he has

since acquired very much more land and was in

1936 by far the largest landholder. He is generally

believed to be the richest Indian in Panajachel,

and no doubt he is.

FamiUes 58 and 49 were interviewed at length

over the course of several weeks each, the time

being devoted almost exclusively to their household

finances. The wife as well as the husband was

present during most of the interviews. In the case

of family 37 only the husband was interviewed,

during days when he guarded the church as

sacristan. Only the head of family 1 was inter-

viewed on this subject, and not at great length.

An elaborate series of schedules had been worked

out, and they were filled in (and revised) with

each of the families. The food schedules included

lists of aU commodities, as specifically as possible,

with spaces for the quantities consumed daily,

weelvly, or monthly; variations seasonally or for

holiday periods; total annual consumption; the

source of the commodity (home-grown or pur-

chased) ; the average price ; and the total annual

value. Clothing and utensUs and other schedules

varied slightly to suit the necessities of the case.

Table 65 summarizes the results for the three

families for which information is most complete.

The values of the quantities consumed are calcu-

lated on the basis of prices listed in Appendix 2,

which are not always the same as those given by
the three families.

Although a fuller sampling would be desirable,

a fair picture of the cost of living in Panajachel

may be had from the information available; first,

because the three informants are unusually con-

scientious and reliable and desired themselves to

discover where their money goes, and second

because the variations in most items of expendi-

ture do not appear to be very great in the Indian

community. It seems likely that the method used

is more reliable in Panajachel than it would be in

an American farm community, for the Indians

tend to buy at regular intervals, and in about the

same quantities, and it is not difficult for them to

keep track of the amounts of various commodities

that they use. Since the Indians are very money-

minded, and price-conscious, and are accustomed

to keeping accounts mentally, they make excellent

informants in these matters.

COMMUNITY TOTALS

For the figures in table 67, heavy reliance is

had on the information suppUed by the three

sample families. It would therefore seem useful

to weight members of the families by sex and age

(as was done with the 7-day food count). In

studies in the United States the proportions con-

sumed by persons of the two sexes and various ages

have been worked out on the basis of the value of

food consumed,'" but the scale cannot be applied

to Panajachel because consumption differences are

certainly distinct; the use of high-priced milk in

the United States, for example, raises the relative

value of a child's diet far beyond what it must be

in Panajachel. On the other hand, I know too

little of the differences in diet within the Panaja-

chel family to hazard setting up a comparable

scale.

For the purpose of determining the consumption

of the community as a whole, the selection of

families 37, 49, and 58 is not too fortunate, since

they are all above the middle of the wealth scale

(66-67). Yet they surely represent something

near the norm of families with land. The large

size of family 58 makes it poorer than its amount
of land would indicate, while the other two, lower

in the scale of land controlled, are under the aver-

age in size. No. 58 is economically stable (owning

and controlling the same land) while No. 49 was
once richer, since it owns more land than it con-

trols, and No. 37 poorer. All three families have

dogs; No. 58 also has a cat and two sheep; Nos.

58 and 37, chickens. The three families are pri-

marily agricultural; the man in No. 58 butchers

pigs, in No. 49 he is a caponizer, and in No. 37 he

is an occasional baker, he makes nets, has a canoe,

and plays the marimba. The wife m No. 58 does

ordinary weaving; the women of No. 49 only twist

thread for the family's clothing, and the wife of

No. 37 does no work in textiles. Among the three

famOies are found all the common types of house

(one cane and thatch, 4 mass-adobe and thatch,

one adobe brick and thatch) in about the proper

proportions, and all of the common types of

clothing (2 "old fashioned," 1 "modern," 1

"elaborate," 1 "city" male costume, and 3 "plain

'" See, for example, Stlebellng and Phlpard, 1939, table 3, p. 7.
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Table 65.

—

Consumption of food in S families

165

Item

Family 68

Quantity Value Percent

Family 49

Quantity Value Percent

Family 37

Quantity Value Percent

(1) Com, pounds

(2) Lime for food, pounds

3,900

260

$19.60
29. 35B
l.SOB

31.8
1,642

60

$6.90
13.62B
.30B

25.3
766.5 $1.50

8.08B
.48B

(3) Black beans, pounds,.

(4) White beans, pounds..

1.38
4.86B

144

20

1.36
.953
.40B

150

3

.24
2. 16B
.06B
.26B

(5) Dry red peppers, pounds..
(61 Green peppers, pounds—
(7) Coflee beans, pounds

(8) Low-reflned sugar, 3-pound fapw..
(9) White sugar, pounds.

(10) Chocolate, ounce tablets.-

13

2.6
1.04B
.40

5.1

7.6
.413

1.21
10
3.12

.803

.25 }
-

208

166

6.20
6.203

12. 483
.403
.573

52
8.5

48

/1.50
\1.10B
4. lOB
.423
.48B

9.2

50

43
6

39

3. 443
.303
.35B

(11) Bread, 1-ounce rolls

(12) Honey, 24-ounce bottles.

816
5

8. 18B
.25B

438
3

4.39B
.15B

506
3

5.053
.153

(13) Anotta, ounces -

(14) Anise seed, ounces
(16) Pepper de caHilta, ounces...
(16) Pepper rfe cftiapa, ounces
07) Ginger, amount in cents
(18) CoTdoncillo, in cents

(19) Squash (ayote) seed, in cents
(20) Squash {chifacayote) seed, in cents.

(21) Chickens, 2-pound units.

(22) Eggs, units IH ounces..

.813

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

.12

.12

2

2
.6
.5

.183

.033

.013

.OIB

.023

.013

.29

.32B

1.1

6

6
.5

.5

1.80

/ 4.50

\ 7.203

1.1

7.4

.203

260

.483

.013

.013

.013

.023

.013

.25B

.503

1.9

.80

(23) Lake flsh, amount in cents-

(24) Crabs, bunches of 4 20
5. 20B
.403

1.803
.14B

4.50
.48

(25) Sea fish, dried, pounds. .603 1.403

(26) Alligator meat, pounds..
(27) Shrimp, d'ied. ounces...

(28) Beef-with-boue, pounds ._

(29) Pork-with-bone, pounds -_

(30) Pork sausages, 1-ounce unit
(31) Pork-blood sausage, 8-ounce unit.

(32) Lard cracklings, cents
(33) Lard, pounds

(34) Tomatoes, pounds
(35) Huskchorries, pounds.

.14B

386
36

416

19.303
2.883
4.163

23.0

421

12

108
18

21.053
.%B
1.08B
.543
.483
1.083

104
10

1.043
.15

24
16

.24

.18

.063

166

115
17

100

64
48

2.443 }
5.7

5.753
1.363
1.003

3.003
.603

.643

.36

.363

(36) Potatoes, pounds
(37) Sweetpota^oes, pounds
(38) Sweet cassava, pounds
(39) Squash (ayole), units
(40) Squash (chilacayote), units

(41) Green onions, units
(42) Garlic, 60-head bunches..
(43) Cabbages, 2-pound units.--
(44) Carrots, dozens...
(45) Turnips, dozens
(46) Green beans... -

(47) Swiss chard, bunches
(48) Cucumbers, 3-ounce units

(49) Mulberry herb, 1-pound bnnch.

(50) Amaranth, pound bunches
(51) Chipilin herb, bunches

(52) Cintula, ounces
(53) Chichipaif, onno&s
(54) "Lime tea," amount In cents.

.

(65) Rue, amount in cents
(66) Coriander, bunches of 5.

(67) "7 shirts" herb, units

(58) Col, 12-ounce bunch
(59) Other herbs, amount In cents.

(60) Vegetable pears, units

(61) Avocados, 5-ounce units
(62) Oranges, 4-ounce units
(63) Sour oranges, 2-ounce units
(64) Ltmas, 3-ounce units
(65) Limes, 1-ounce units...

(66) Cross-sapodilla, 6-ounce imlt..

(67) White sapodllla, 6-ounce unit.
(68) Spanish plums, 1-ounce units..

(69) Papayas, 1^^-pound units
(70) OranadiUag, 2-ounce units
(71) Cuamole. units

(72) Peaches, 2-ounce units

(73) Bananas of coast, 4-ounce units...

(This group continues on p. 166.)

12

12

26
12
3

780
2

15

4

10

20
20
48

.183

.12

.28

.09

.09

.39

.10

.16

.02

.05

.25

.20

.50

.52

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?) (?)

.06

26
24
10

68

.39B

.24

.10

.52

1,950
6

156

.97

.24
1.66

24
14

.06

.24B

.24

.10

.04B

.013

.OIB

.02

.02

.03

.06

.24B

.48

.69

64
150

26
8

1,600
6
25

24

60
12

61

160
216
155
360

.20

.40

.20

.26

.35

98
296
25
72
400

.30

.10

.06B
l.OOB

90
360
464
229
80

40
400

.30

.90

.42

.38

.08B

.10

.083

.08B

.24

.033

.15

.12B

150

160
552
576
260

60
,440

280
800

.963
1.50
.26
.063

.75

.24

.25

1.00

.123

.50

.06

.06B

.OIB

.OIB

.25

.25B

.25

.763

.60

.20

.50

.96

.25

.103

.96

.35B
2.00B
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Table 65.-

—

Consumption of food in S families—Continued
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is so large that the people represented in the

sample are more than that. The fraction (roughly

1/49) is that large because in the sample there is a

disproportionate number of children 4 to 15 years

of age; however, these are 4, 5, 10, and 14 years

old, respectively, an apparently normal distribu-

tion, and I see no reason for giving greater or less

weight to the group. Therefore when there seems

no reason not to do so, I propose to multiply by
49 what these three families consume of those

things wherein the number of individuals is the

important fact and use that figure as a basis for

judging ^he consumption of such items Ln the

entire community. Each item will be individually

considered, however, and the various factors

weighed. Likewise, when I have data of only

two of the three famihes, I shall use a similar

calculation and multiply by 60 if the information

is on the consumption of families 58 and 49, and
111 if it is on families 49 and 37.

The major difficulty for which I have no solution

is the application of the Panajacheleno standard

of living to the foreign Indian families resident in

Panajachel; in fact, except for those of the one

foreign family in the 7-day study, I have no good

data on their food consumption.

{ly^^ Com}^'^—Corn occupies by far the most
important place in the diet. Fresh corn on the

cob is roasted and also made into gruel; but the

ripe com, either toasted and ground and made
into gruels or, most importantly, boiled with lime

or ash and then ground and made into tortillas,

tamales, and various gruels, and combined with

other ingredients, is the basic food. Com is

important not only in the kitchen, but it is a

festival and gift food, and it is the chief feed of

fowl and pigs.

Since it is the breadstuff, and a cheap food, the

poorer families use more corn relative to other

foods than do richer families. The figures for

family 58 include com fed to chickens (there were

no pigs) so the first adjustment of the figures for

table 67 subtracts 480 pounds from the No. 58

corn total.

Families 49 and 58 consumed com evidently in

proportion to family size while No. 37 consumed
little more than half as much; the man is said not

to be fond of tortillas (and can afford substitutions

better than the others) and this may be the reason;

'*> The numbers of the Items correspond to the numbers of table 67.
i» A full discussion of the preparation of food appears in my microfilmed

notes, pp 2S0-329.

but it is also possible that he underestimated his

consimiption. Family 58 calculated on the basis

of 12 pounds daily (mcluding chickens). No. 49 on
4M pounds, and No. 37 on only 2 pounds. Another
informant in the middle of the wealth scale, with a
family of two men, one woman, and two young
children, said they used 5 pounds daily, which is

in proportion to that used by Nos. 58 and 49.

Family 1 reported using 25 pounds daily (but they
have many chickens and a pig and, besides, feed

many laborers). It must be concluded that

family 37 uses abnormally little com. An upward
adjustment of the total figure by about 15,000

pounds for the whole community probably takes

care both of this peculiarity and the skewness of

the sample; the correction is not so great that it

eliminates the possibility that other families may
be atypical in the direction of No. 37.

Corn used in fiestas and gifts for the most part

replaces corn used in the home, since customarily

ceremonial food is sent to the houses of those who
are supposed to receive it. Yet, doubtless when
such food is available, more than the normal
amount is consumed. According to my calcula-

tions, 4,387 poimds of com are used in the calen-

drical fiestas by the officials. It does not seem
unreasonable to suppose that 1,000 pounds of this

is extra consumption. Food gifts for baptisms,

favors, etc., are less likely to add to total con-

sumption, and I shall leave them out of account.

In addition, corn fed to paid laborers from out-

side the community must be added. It has been

calculated that 300 man-days of such labor are so

employed by the Indians, and the laborers given

food. Since many of these days are in milpa-

harvest work, when festival spirit prevails, doubt-

less something like 400 pounds of com would have

to be added to the total consumption. On the

other hand, local Indians who work for Ladinos

are only rarely paid in food, and I imagine that,

although 7,500 man-days are put in for outsiders,

this factor does no more than about balance the

other. The only additional disturbing factor that

I can think of that enters into the consumption of

com is that people on long trips and in market

visits, sometimes buy corn foods; usually, however,

they take their food with them, and I doubt if the

total consumption in the community is affected.

{2) Lime.—Lime is used in softening com for

grinding, and the quantities of corn and lime

should be in some proportion. Actually, however,
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Table 67.

—

Food consumption

0. STAPLES
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Table 67.

—

Food consumption—Continued

d. FRUITS AND REFRESHMENTS
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beans and 187 pounds of white beans which are

served in ceremonies, probably all in addition to

normal consumption.

{5, 6) Peppers.—A number of varieties of dried

red peppers, and, to a much lesser degree, of fresh,

green peppers, are the most important condiment

in the diet. They are ground and eaten with salt

and tortillas, and are used Ln or with most cooked

foods. Tastes differ considerably and the con-

sumption of peppers probably varies without re-

spect to wealth. I see no reason why the small

sample should not reflect the variety reasonably

well. In ceremonies perhaps 24 of the 40 ounces

of chile used throughout the year represent addi-

tional consumption, since it goes with beans,

meat, and fowl that are not frequently eaten in

quantities. The sample is faulty with respect to

the use of red peppers versus green peppers. AU
three families grew green peppers and doubtless

ate them in larger proportion than did many
others, especially the landless Indians. Green

peppers are twice as expensive as red. Therefore,

it is necessary to transfer about a fourth of the

green pepper to red pepper.

Salt.—By an oversight, salt was left out of the

consumption schedule and, curiously, the omission

was never called to my attention while in the field.

I therefore have no direct data on how much is

consumed. The only hint that I have is that for

the ceremonies a pound of salt is bought for every

pound of chile, and I shall simply apply this

ratio to the community.

(7) Cofee.—The consumption of coffee is Pana-

jachel is remarkably high. In many families it is

the only daily beverage, atole not being used, and
it is drunk with each meal by adult and child alike.

Even where atole is still made, coffee is by far the

leading beverage. Family 58 probably drinks

more coffee than is normal, and allowance must be

made for this in using the sample, but the other

two families are probably representative. Many
of the poorer families, unlike those of the sample,

buy their coffee roasted and ground, daily, by the

ounce. This is much more expensive ; I am assum-
ing that one-eighth of all coffee consumed is so

purchased. Since poor people are the chief pur-

chasers of coffee bought this way, it is likely that

they use less coffee than the families of the sample.

In the cases of two such families I find, indeed, that

they buy but an ounce (each) daily, which is about
half the consumption of the sample families.

Therefore I am lowering the total of coffee con-

sumed by another one-twelfth. Most Indians

who grow coffee use some of it in their kitchens,

although many producers sell their coffee and buy
cheaper grades for consumption. I am assuming

on the basis of knowledge of the number of coffee

growers and the information in the sample, that

60 percent of the bean coffee used is home grown.

Coffee is not used in the ceremonies.

{8) Low-refined sugar (panela).—Panela is used

in certain desserts, especially those made with

squash, and in the ceremonies to help sweeten

chocolate, but it is consumed chiefly with coffee, so

the two items tend to have a fixed ratio which in

the three families is 1 to 2.25, 1 to 3, and 1 to 2.58,

respectively. The ratio of 1 to 3 is probably most

typical of conservative Indians; family No. 1 also

so reports the use of coffee and panela. I therefore

think that the sample is probably a little low, and

if the total it indicates were raised by a thousand

pounds it would come near to being three times

the total of coffee consumed. The 96 pounds of

panela used in the ceremonies must also be added

as extra.

{9,10) White sugar, chocolate

.

—Whitesugar is con-

sumed exclusively, as far as I know, with chocolate,

and the twomay best be considered together. They
are normally used only during Holy Week; but they

are also consumed by the officials in ceremonies

and at any time when brought as gifts. The ratio

of chocolate to sugar in the three families are

1 to 2.25, 1 to 2.83, and 1 to 2.74. It may be noted

that family 58 evidently uses less sweetening in

both coffee and chocolate than do the others.

Family No. 1 buys neither chocolate nor sugar,

for it receives at least what it needs in the form of

gifts from others. The only comparison I have '*•

comes from the sugar and chocolate used in the

rituals; and here the ratio is given as 1 part

chocolate to 2.24 parts sweetening (six-sevenths

panela, one-seventh sugar). If this information is

correct, then probably 49 and 37 are atypical or

mistaken. I have no way of telling, however,

which of the two items, sugar or chocolate, should

be raised or lowered so I give both as shown by the

sample. However, the 13 pounds of sugar and the

800 oxmces of chocolate used ceremonially must

be added. Sugar and chocolate (in tablet form)

together with bread, are the most common gifts

'» Evidently family F106 a (Totonicapedos) in the 1944 sample week were

using pontic with their chocolate, which Panajachelenos do not do.
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among the Indians. Gifts are brought when favors

are asked or services (from weaving garments to

baptizing a child) done. This fact interferes with

the calculation of the total, for the informants

of the sample included only what they thought

they had actually purchased and consumed. Some
of the sugar and chocolate received as gifts doubt-

less was passed on to others as gifts, but some (as

in the case of family No. 1) was certainly con-

sumed and must be added to the total. It happens

that family 58 gave away no chocolate or sugar in

1936, however, and that family 49 gave but 2

ounces of chocolate and a half pound of sugar. (I

have no information on the point from 37 so that

the sample gives little guidance.) One can guess,

however, that some 200 gifts were exchanged

among the Indians (Ladinos do not give such

gifts, certainly not to Indians) ; that on the average

they consisted of 10 ounces of bread, three-fourths

pound of sugar, and 5 ounces of chocolate; and

that half the sugar and chocolate (and all the

bread) changed hands twice before being con-

sumed. The totals are therefore raised by 112

pounds of sugar and 750 ounces of chocolate.

(11) Bread.—Bread, usually in the form of

1-ounce sweet rolls (made with lard, eggs, sugar,

salt, wheat flour, and yeast) is frequently eaten

for breakfast instead of corn food; it is also an
important ceremonial and gift food and is eaten

in large quantities, with honey, during Holy
Week.'^' The Holy Week bread is frequently

richer (especially in eggs) and usually comes in

large loaves or in rolls larger than usual. Some
Indians have their Holy Week bread made to

order. The daily use of bread varies with wealth,

and the sample is consistent in this respect. I

should subtract some bread to correct the sample

for the above-average-wealth consumers; but the

sample families all live east of the river, where

bread is more diflBcult to buy; and this fact com-
pensates. To the total, however, must be added

some 2,000 of the 2,785 ounces distributed at

ceremonies, and another 2,000 that (according to

the guess above) were distributed as gifts. The
Holy Week bread that is made to order (of pur-

chased materials) probably comes out slightly

cheaper than purchased bread ; but since this bread

18IA week before Good Friday (1937) the largest local bakery already had

a stock of $400 worth of bread for Holy Week. The owner said it would

remain fresh because of the quantity of eggs and lard in it. The baker opined

that even the poorest Indians buy three or four dollars' worth of bread for

Holy Week, for themselves and for gifts.

is somewhat more expensive than the ordinary,

it may all be averaged at a cent an oimce, the

usual price.

(12) Honey.—Honey is bought, as far as I know,
only for Holy Week. The Uttle honey produced

locally, however, is probably eaten also at other

times. Since the sample families kept no bees,

local Indian production should be added to the

total indicated by the sample.

{lS-20) Spices.—After peppers, the most im-

portant spice is anotta, used in coloring sauces

and meats. The difference among the sample

families in the use of anotta is striking, but I do
not know enough to account for it; it does not

seem proportional, in the sample including family

1, to the use of meat and fowl. Using the infor-

mation as given, the resulting total appears high;

but since family 1 alone reports using 144 oimces

a year, it may not be. The use of anise seed

appears also to be highly irregular. Family 58

uses none at aU (neither does family 1). The
other two of the sample consumed quite different

quantities. Though doubtless others besides No.

58 use no anise, there is no reason to think that

these are all large families, so the total indicated

by the sample must be raised. Family 58 reports

nothing on the use of ground pepper, ginger, and

cordoncillo, cintula, chichipate, "lime tea," and

rice but since I failed to ask about them, they may
actually have been used. The formula factor 49

cannot therefore be used in this case and, instead,

the total of the 2 families reported is midtiplied

by 111. Squash seed is used in some foods by all

the sample families; but poor families who do not

have their own cornfields (in which squash is pro-

duced) probably use less than the sample famihes

(despite that No. 37 bought all his squash seed

and No. 49 part of his) and a correction should be

made.

{21 ) Chickens.—Chickens are used as food in the

home almost exclusively on very special occasions,

such as an after-birth festival ; they are also cooked

for sick persons and lying-in mothers. The differ-

ences in the sample represent in part accidents of

circumstances, but the large number used by

family 37 probably reflects its atypicaUty and

relative wealth. Family No. 1 also reported using

36 chickens in 1936. However, the sample is

probably representative enough to be used in cal-

culating the community total. In addition,

chickens (as well as turkeys, which are not used
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domestically) are important in the officials' cere-

monies, and the 38 chickens and 23 turkeys used

in a year must be added.

(S2) Hens' eggs.—These are part of the normal

diet, but the diflferences probably depend partly

on taste, partly on wealth. That family 58 uses

so many is probably to be attributed to city-

cultivated taste. Wliy No. 39 uses so few eggs

I do not know. Family No. 1 reports using 3

dozen a week. Since two of the three families

of the sample kept fowl, it is close enough to being

representative to require no correction.

{23-27) Fish and sea food.—Lake fish and crabs

are eaten during the year. They are usually

bought, but occasionally caught for home use.

The sample in this case is bad because No. 37 is

one of the few local Indians who do considerable

fishing. The result is that his consumption of fish

and crabs is far out of proportion to that of the

others. A correction must be made. Dried sea

fish and alligator meat are bought only 'for Holy

Week (the prohibition against meat during Lent

or on Friday is not kept, if known). The quantity

bought, to judge from the sample, probably

depends partly on taste, chiefly on wealth. Familj^

1 reports buying 25 pounds of sea fish and 15

pounds of alligator, 8 times as much as the poor

family 58 of comparable size. The sample is

therefore defective, since it is accident that the

largest family happens to be poor, and the total

quantities must be raised. The use of shrimp,

which is bought at any time of the year, is probably

a matter of taste. Familj' 58 uses none, 49 a very

small quantity, and 37 much; No. 1 uses none.

It is as probable as not that the sample is repre-

sentative of the distribution of tastes.

{28-32) Beef.—Beef is by far the favorite meat,

and the only one used (although in a minor way
in recent times) in ceremonial cooking. It is

bought in small quantities, bone and meat, and

usually cooked in soup. Pork is more expensive

than beef, and is used most usually in tamales.

Of the three sample families. No. 39 eats the

highest percentage of pork to beef. Family 1

reports using 104 pounds of pork to 468 pounds of

beef, an even higher percentage. At the opposite

extreme is familj' 49, using 35 times as much beef

as pork. I cannot explain why family 37 uses

relatively so little meat (even its high fish and
sea-food consumption cannot account for it) ; but,

again, there seems no reason not to accept the

sample. To the total must be added only 45

pounds of beef used in ceremonies. Sausages of

pork meat seem to be bought by all families more
than is fresh pork; in the sample, those eating less

than their share of fresh meat seem to eat more
sausage (so, too, the rich and large No. 1 famdy
which consumes only 572 pounds of fresh meat in

a year, bought almost $15 worth of various pre-

served meats). Pork-blood sausages are evidently

much less popular, only 49 and 1 reporting their

use. Only the latter reported also the consump-

tion of longaniza, another kind of pork sausage;

but on the basis of the $2.40 worth he bought, one

can guess that the Indian community probably

consumed it to the value of some $25. Three

kinds of lard cracklings are obtainable, pinas,

chicharrones , and pressed chicharrones. The last-

mentioned have the fat squeezed out in some
special press, and are cheaper and less nourishing.

Families 37 and 49 reported consumption of only

pinas and chicharrones, but family No. 1 bought,

in addition to $7.80 worth of these, 10 pounds of

pressed chicharrones. Cracklings are bought usu-

ally as "snacks" in the market place, and doubt-

less the man of family 37 bought so many because

he is a frequent merchant, and a person who likes

"snacks." Family No. 1 has sons whose pockets

probably jingle with loose change. I think that

the total derived from the sample is, however,

probably fair. Family 1 is the only reporter of

the use of prepared pork ribs; this family's $6

worth probably can be translated into $60 in the

whole community.

{33) Lard.—Lard is used much more typically

by Ladinos than by Indians, both for frying and

the cooking of beans. Family 58 clearly shows

outside influence in its use of lard, and allowance

is to be made for that in calculating the total lard

consumption.

(54, 35) Tomatoes, huskcherries.—Tomatoes, or

instead the small wild huskcherries, are very

important in the diet, cooked, and especially with

meats. Why No. 37 reports the consumption of

so much tomato in comparison with the other

two families I cannot explain, although it may be

noted that his family's diet is heavilj^ weighted

on the side of vegetables and fruit. Even the

large, rich No. 1 family, wliich also feeds laborers,

consumed a little less (60 pounds of tomatoes, 40

pounds of huskcherries). I am inclined to think
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No. 37 atypical or mistaken, and to maiie a

correction in reaching a total for the community.
{S6-SS) Potatoes.—Potatoes are used chiefly as

one of the ingredients in soup. Sweetpotatoes are

a dessert, boiled with no added sweetening. How
sweet cassava is cooked I do not know except that

it is used as a vegetable. Again it appears that

family 37 is exceptional in its consumption of

potatoes and especially sweetpotatoes (even family

1 reported using a little less potatoes, a third the

sweetpotatoes, and only the same cassava). But
probably family 58's consumption of these foods

is abnormally low, and I am making a downward
correction for the total only of sweetpotatoes.

However, a further downward correction is re-

quired for both sweetpotatoes and cassava because

the sample families all produce them and probably

eat more than nonproducers do.

(89, 40) Squash.—This vegetable is cooked into

desserts, and seems to be a rarity in the diet despite

the fact that it is grown in Panajachel. In com-
parison with the others, family 49 consumes a great

many ayotes (but family No. 1 reported that it

consumed 1,200 ayotes and 200 chilacayotes, all

that it produced). On the other hand, family 58

could have consumed more of its production while

37 had to buy what it ate. If the information is

correct it appears that the determinant is indi-

vidual preference. I think that probably the

number of chilacayotes should be raised, since the

three families happened to consume very few, but

otherwise I see no reason to believe that the

sample gives a false picture. I cannot think that

the figures of fanuly 1 are reliable.

(41, 4^) Condiments.—Although not in propor-

tion to their place in the productive economy of

Panajachel, onions and garlic are important con-

diments, cooked especially with meats and sauces.

I do not know why family No. 58 reports such

small consumption in comparison with the others.

I doubt if the others have overestimated (family

No. 1 reports consuming a whole tahlon of onions

and 75 pounds of garlic) and am inclined to think

that family 58 either undercalculated or is atypical

in this respect. Since it has a large weight in the

sample, the totals should be raised.

{43-48) Common vegetables.—The common vege-

tables most consumed in Panajachel appear to be

cabbages and green beans, which like all greens and
herbs are cooked together with other ingredients.

All three families, and almost surely every Pana-

jachel family, eat these vegetables. On the other

hand only family 58, with its city influence, also

cooked other vegetables. That of course explains

why this family ate less cabbage and green beans
than might be expected: its vegetable diet was
more varied. Since family 58 is large, this atypi-

cality (as I think it is) must be corrected; for the

total consumption of cabbage and green beans is

greater, and that of carrots, turnips, and swiss

chard smaller than the sample would indicate. The
cucumber picture is quite false, for family 58 was
one of very few who grew and ate cucumbers.

The total here requires a large correction. At the

same time account must be taken of the fact that

the sample families are all vegetable growers.

Differences in taste are indicated by the No. 49

emphasis on cabbage and the No. 37 emphasis on
green beans, but such differences are doubtless

representative.

(49-59) Other vegetables.—Of the less common
vegetables, the "mulberry" herb, amaranth, and

chipilin herb are the most consumed. Family 58

eats less of these than one would expect, perhaps

again because of the variety of vegetables used in

that house. It used no chipilin at all in 1936.

Again corrections must be made. For all of the

remaining herbs I have no information from

family 58, and again must change the multiplica-

tion factor from 49 to 111. I do not know how
col, rue, coriander, and the "7-shirts" herb are

used in the kitchen. Rue, at least, is used medic-

inally. Coriander is used especiaUy with meat

and is given away by the beef butchers. Again

it is a mystery why No. 37 reported using so much,

and I think it wise to correct the total on that

account.

(60) Vegetable pears.—This fruit appears to be

consumed in surprisingly small quantities, consid-

ering their general importance in the region.

They are used in cooking in various ways, playing

the part of a vegetable rather than a fruit.

(61-82) Fruit.—Fruit is eaten raw, for the most

part, and not as parts of regular meals. It may be

considered refreshment. In general the fruit that

is bought is eaten more by the wealthy than the

poor, so that, for example, prickly pears, custard

apples, and peaches (which were bought by the

sample families) are consumed progressively more

by famihes 58, 49, and 37. On the other hand,

the question of taste and custom enters in the use

of such fruit as plantains (which are fried) exclu-
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sively by family 58, which has more Ladino-like

tastes and techniques; in this case, a sharp correc-

tion of the total must be made. A correction must

be made for "imported" bananas, too, for Nos.

58 and 37 seem to be wildly extravagant in their

use. There is little to be said of the fruit locally

produced; it is difficult to rely on any figures, since

children, especially, are apt to pick a fruit to eat

whenever they please. Obviously also, what is

consumed depends in part on what an individual

family happens to produce. I could go through

my fruit census and make corrections of the sample

on this basis, but considering the vagueness of the

figures, I think it not worth while; the families of

the sample, at any rate, are fairly representative

of fruit-tree owners. A general correction should

be made for all locally produced fruits, however,

to take account of the 18 percent of the families

who own no land or fruit trees and who doubtless

eat less of these fruits grown by the sample

families. I have taken off roughly 10 percent to

account for this difference, and in special cases

(such as those of the granadilla and papaya),

when I know that the fruit is more rarely grown
than the sample would indicate, I have made
special corrections.

(88-88) Sweets.—Lard cracklings have already

been mentioned as favorite "snacks," and it has

been noted that fruit is eaten outside of meal

hours as a refreshment. In addition, candies are

bought in the stores and toasted horsebeans and
cookies in the market place. Peanuts are also

bought in the market, but were left out of the

original schedule as must have been other mis-

cellaneous sweets, such as candied popcorn that is

occasionally found in the market. Certainly some
Indians also drink the cold beverages to be bought,

but none of the sample families did. The rice-

with-milk beverage is a Ladino favorite, and indi-

cates again that family 58 is not typically Indian.

Correction must be made in this case as in those

of cookies and fresh-corn tortillas wherein again

the No. 37 family shows its liking for snacks and
sweets.

In summary (table 67, e) it is seen that, according

to my calculation, the community as a whole con-

sumed $15,255.35 worth of food in 1936. About
26 percent of this was produced within the com-
munity and 74 percent outside. Clearly, Pana-
jachel does not produce what it consumes, nor
consume what it produces. An examination of

the proportions of different kinds of food con-

sumed makes it equally apparent that if the data

and calculations are anywhere near correct, the

Indian diet is by no means confined to, nor the

dollar spent on, corn, beans, and chile.

EQUIPMENT

General information on equipment owned by
the Indians was obtained from many sources, in-

cluding simple observation. Dependence for the

quantitative statements of table 68 is had chiefly

on the sample of three families referred to above.

Table 68, a estimates the value of all equipment

owned by Panajachel Indians at a point in time

in 1936. It excludes supplies of a transient nature,

such as soap, kerosene, and firewood. The method
pursued in arriving at the conclusion of the second

last column is essentially that used to determine

quantities of food consumed. With the informa-

tion of the sample judged in the knowledge of its

peculiarities and tempered by common sense and

general knowledge of the community, it is possible

to reach conclusions that seem sound.

It will be noted that, either because the families

were not asked about them, or because they did

not use them, some items used in Panajachel were

not reported by the sample families. I know that

some people have shotguns and flashlights, many
use bought brooms (a bunch of branches serves

otherwise), a few have hammocks—to rest, not

sleep, in—china and pottery cups, forks and

knives; I am sure that most, if not all, households

own liquor glasses, and the wooden troughs that

are placed around the grinding stone. For all such

items general knowledge had to take the place of

special data, but the results cannot be far off.

It will be noted, also, that the three families

differed somewhat in their judgments of how long

certain objects are used before they need to be

replaced. Thus a table lasts family 49 15 years,

family 37 only 10; a kind of chair lasts family 58

3 years; the others, 5; and so on. This is to be

expected, and I have tended to average the esti-

mates in drawing conclusions (except where infor-

mation is apparently wrong, as in the case of

family 37's report that a tump-strap lasts him
only a year) . Some of the differences reflect differ-

ences in the kind of use the articles get. For

example, there is a nice (if rare) consistency in the

statement that three tin lamps last 3 years, two
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last 2 years, and one lasts but 1 year. Some of the

differences are not simply variations of opinion.

Thus, the reason No. 58's one machete lasts but 2

years is that four people use it; No. 37, on the other

hand, preserves his for 5 years because not only

does he alone use it, but he has occupations that

do not require his machete.

A number of things owned by the Indians have
doubtless escaped my list."^ The carpenters and
butchers, for example, have their kits of tools; and
there are always odd objects that people acquire.

The last items of table 68, a indicate what one

rather abnormal person (in this respect) has col-

lected. The man of family 37 was once interested

in learning carpentry, and the mason's trade; he

(with other youths) owned a marimba in 1936; he

is one of two Indians with a canoe; and he is the

only Holy Week baker among the Indians. The
$3,000-odd worth of goods listed in the table may
be said to be a community minimum (if my calcu-

lations are near to being correct). Of course no

account is taken of depreciation, which would be

nearly impossible to calculate accurately; but the

sum (as in the case of houses, above) is the replace-

ment value of the property.

Finally, it may be noted that, as one would
expect, some items such as cooking utensils and
dishes are more numerous in larger families, while

the numbers of others vary with wealth (as in the

case of furniture, blankets, and mats) and still

others, such as weaving equipment, with the

special occupations of the householders. In

general, however, there is imiformity as one goes

from house to house. A weathy family has little

more variety, and few more objects of a kind, than

has a poor family; and there is a basic homogeneity
in the kinds of things owned by the Indians of

the community.

Table 68, b shows how much money the Indians

probably spent in 1936 on the objects listed in

table 68, a and, in addition, on certain supplies.

The conclusions are drawn on the basis of the

same data, and by the same method. The reports

" Expenditures for toys, for example, are not included. The few used are

almost always home-made, of plant parts. In 1937 a 12-year-old girl came with

a load on her back that had the form of a baby. When aslied how the "baby"
was, she replied, laughing, that it was a piece of log with a rag around it for

a skirt and a gorra (stocking cap), that she bad made, over the top. A girl of

18 was present and said she had done the same when young and that her

younger sister also carried a stick for a baby. However, she added that she

still had a doll that her father had once bought her for 80 cents. Other Indians

remarked on toys seen at our house and showed interest in buying similar

ones, but the amount of money annually spent on such things cannot be

more than a few dollars.

of expenditures of the sample famiUes are the

average annual expenditures for the various items,

respectively, but of course the sum of the average

annual expenditures of all of the families of the

community tend to be the same as the total com-
munity expenditure in any one year.

Table 68.

—

Household furnishings and supplies, and tools

a. VALUE
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Table 68.

—

Household furnishings and supplies, and tools-

Continued

6. CONSUMPTION
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CEREMONIAL, FESTIVE, AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS EXPENSES

Table 69 itemizes a variety of miscellaneous ex-

penses in all of which liquor is an important item.

The table is readable in two ways; to see how much
liquor, incense, candles, etc., are used in the com-
mimity, and how much is spent on religion and on
life-crisis occasions, etc. It is notable that the

alcoholic-intoxicants budget is far greater than the

housing budget, and the amount of money spent

onliquor is about a fourth of thatspenton clothing;

it is more than that for any item of food excepting

corn or meat; and it is almost as much as is spent

on all tools and household utensils and supplies.

The consumption of incense, candles, and rockets

is considerable but hardly comparable to that of

liquor. It is also notable that pharmacy-bought
drugs (including some attention by the pharma-
cist) represent more important expenditures than

the use of shamans and their curing rituals.

In calculating the expenditures included in

table 69, the use of the sample had definite limita-

tions, since many of the expenses are special and
extraordinary and not routine for particular fami-

lies. Other data were available, however, and

the total expenditures calculated are based on
considerable variety of them.

Public rituals are those of the cult of the saints,

organized and paid for by the holders of office in

the political-religious organization of the Pana-
jachelefio Indian community. These ofRcials are

required bj^ custom to perform ceremonies in con-

nection with their offices, and these ceremonies

require rather fixed expenditures of food, liquor,

candles, incense, rockets, etc., that varj- little from
year to year (though in the course of a generation

may change considerably)."" Table 70 classifies

these expenditures by the occasions and by the

officials making them."* It is seen that in any
one year the expense is frequently entailed both

'" It is frequently said that the ceremonies are relatively Inexpensive

nowadays—that formerly much more food and liquor, etc., were required.

On the other hand It is recalled that liquor wag so much cheaper, and money
so much more plentiful, a generation ago that the hardships of officials are

now greater than they were.

'•' These expenses are as of 1936, although some of the data were collected

later. In 1938, 1939, and 1940 an additional expense was borne by a group of

families who organized a dance for the titular fiesta. The leader of the dance

Itemized its cost, with me. and we found it came to $85.30 each year, dis-

tributed evenly along 18 dancers. The cost to the community was greater

than this, however, for at each of the 20-odd houses where they danced, the

dancers were given 50 cents (which could be applied to the cost of the dance)

and a bottle of liquor. An informant said, in 1941, that the dance would
probably not be undertaken again because the public objects to the added

expense of the fleets.

Table 69.—Ceremonial, fiesta, and miscellaneous expenses, 19S6
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by the outgoing and the incoming officials, but

since the incoming officials one year are the out-

going officials the next, the expenses are carried

by the same groups of men (or families) over

periods ranging from one year to about 15 months.

A limited number of individuals obviously bear

the burden of the costs of public ritual to the

community,'" but the individuals change from

year to year so that in the long run the expenses

are distributed among all. It may be noted, too,

that certain officials spend much more than others,

and since these are generally chosen from the

ranks of the more wealthy, the costs tend to be

distributed according to "ability to pay." Table

71, the conclusions of which are included in

table 69, shows how these public-ritual costs are

divided among the various items consumed. The
foodstuffs have already been mentioned and

accounted for, and they, of course, replace in some
degree food that would be consumed anyway.

The liquor, candles, incense, music, priest's fees,

etc., are extra expenses to the community. Tables

70 and 71 are based on special information on the

politico-religious organization and detailed calcu-

lations of a veteran of the system, and are probably

at least 90 percent accurate. At least one item I

know to be lacking. On one occasion the cofradia

has to pay a license fee to have a zarabanda and
sell liquor, and I do not know the amount of the fee.

"Private" rituals consist of harvest rites and

the lighting of candles to saints. A number of the

homes have private altars, and on certain days

candles and incense are burned at them, either by
the owners or by other Indians. Candles and
incense are also burned to saints elsewhere when
the Indians visit out-of-town fiestas and, occa-

sionally, in the local church. The cost of such

ritual is very little, however, and almost $15 of the

$70.60 total shown in table 69 represents expenses

'*5 It is seen in the table that a relatively small sum comes from general

contributions. An informant (1941) explained that the seeking of contribu-

tions is Illegal (and Resales noted in 1936 that it was illegal but that the

prlndpale3 obtained special permission from the authorities to solicit) and
done among Indians on the quiet—that formerly Ladinos were asked for

money, but now they would complain to the authorities. For the titular

fiesta each married man is expected to give 33 cents if he has not yet reached

the stage of being a cofrade, and 50 cents if he has. Widows who have done
services with their husbands give 16 cents. (In some households more than
one man or woman thus contributes.) Office holders are exempt. For the

Holy Week mass each household gives 5 cents and some Ladinos also con-

tribute. When the image of the Christ Child is taken from house to house
on Epiphany, from 1 to 3 cents (rarely more) is contributed by Indian families

whose members hold no office—and the office holders serve liquor. Masses
other than those of Holy Week, the titular fiesta (San Francisco Caracciola)

on June 4, are paid for by Ladinos who arrange them.

incurred by one man who has in his house a saint

whose day (San Juan Bautista) he celebrates

publicly, spending about $8 on liquor alone and
$3,20 on musicians. When people go to fiestas in

other towns, even if primarily on business, they

frequently pay devotion to the saint there, and
they also frequently drink. In the harvest rituals

(for the corn harvest only) liquor also frequently

plays a small part.

The items included tmder "private participa-

tion" in fiestas of the cult of the saints have refer-

ence to the celebration of persons not in the organ-

ization carrying out the rituals. Most of the

populace buy food and refreshment in the plaza,

especially during the titular fiesta, and of course

a great many men and many women drink in

taverns and zarabandas. Women especially join

the processions with candles.

The calculation of the amount spent on births

is based on the supposition that 70 (42 male, 28

female) live births and 4 stillbirths occurred in the

Indian community in 1936. The midwife's fee

has already been discussed. The items for food

and liquor are chiefly for that given the midwife

at the time of the birth and in the subsequent

ceremony. The calculation may be checked

against an informant's independent estimate that

a birth usually costs $2.50.

It is assumed that there were about 65 baptisms

of Indian children in 1936, but that Ladinos acted

as godparents (hence paid the priest and bough

the garments) in 40 of those cases. In all cases,

Indians supplied food-gifts and liquor. Subse-

quent gifts to the godparents are not here included.

(The priest's fee for a baptism is 60 cents.)

From 1922 to 1937 there were 15 cases of Indian

marriages in the legal religious sense. There was

none in 1936, and I have left out of consideration

the costs additional to those of an ordinary mating.

According to my records, there were seven cus-

tomary matings between May 1936 (when the

household census was made) and September 1937,

when changes were first recorded. One may there-

fore suppose that there were five such unions in

1936. Some of these were first marriages, others

second, and of course the expenses differ. I do

not have information on what was spent in these

specific cases, and judge the total on the basis of

information on a number of other cases. Liquor

is consumed by the representatives of the young
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pair from the night of the first asking through the '">""' c-'w -4<juu

period of courtship when gifts of food are dehvered Coffin $0.75 $1.00 $3.00

by the famUy of the boy and when an agreed sum Clothing 25 l. 00 3.00
^ * J i u 1 11

Liquor 3.00 6.00 12.00
of money is turned over—to be used, generaUy, Candles 50 i. 00 2.00
for the bride's trousseau. Incense .05 .10 . lo

Of the Indian deaths in 1936 there wer» 89

registered—14 infants, 12 children, and 13 adults. Total 4. 55 9. 10 20. 10

The cost of the death varies with age something with the cost of having the church bells rung
like the following: (almost always done, for 10 cents) and the charge

Table 70.

—

Expenditures of officials for rituals

Official Occasion

Total expenditures

Per person Total

Each of 2 flscales

Eacb of 2 sacristans-

Alcalde.

Each of i regidores.

Each of 4 mayores..
All alguaciles

Outgoing cofrade and each of 3 mayordomos of cofrade San
Francisco.

Incoming cofrade of cofrade San Francisco

Each of 3 incoming mayordomos of San Francisco-

Outgoing cofrade and each of 2 mayordomos of cofrade
Sacramento.

Incoming cofrade of cofrade Sacramento.

Each of 2 incoming mayordomos of Sacramento.

Outgoing cofrade of cofrade Santa Cruz

Each of 2 outgoing mayordomos of cofrade Santa Cruz.

Incoming cofrade of cofrade Santa Cruz..

Each of 2 incoming mayordomos of cofrade Santa Cruz.

Outgoing cofrade and each of 2 mayordomos of cofrade San
Nicolas.

Incoming cofrade of cofrade San Nicolas

Each of 2 incoming mayordomos of cofrade San Nicolas

All high officials and principales

Principales (12)

Cross-planters (principales).

"Negrito" dancers ,

Rocket burners _

General public (no officials).

New Year's...
...do
{Epiphany
Mar. 15
Palm Sunday
San Buenaventura
/Palm Sunday
I San Buenaventura.
Good Friday _ _.

Mar. 16

(-.-do
Day of the Cross

jSan Francisco Caracciola.
jsan Joaquin
San Fr-ancisco de Asis

I Octave of San Francisco de Asis..

iSan
Joaquin

San Nicolas.
Octave of San Francisco de Asis..
All Souls'

( Octave of San Francisco de Asis.
1 All Souls'
First Friday of Lent
.Mar. 15
Holy Saturday
Corpus Christi
Holy Saturday
Ascension
Corpus ChrlstI
Octave of Corpus Christi
San Francisco de Asis -..

All Souls'
Corpus Christi
Octave of Corpus Christi
San Francisco de Asis
All Souls'...
Epiphany
Mar. 1.5

Holy Saturday
Day of the Cross
Epiphany...
Mar. 15

Holy Saturday
Easter Sunday
Day of the Cross
Hoiy Saturday
Day of the Cross
Christmas.. _

/Day of the Cross
1 Christmas
(Second Friday of Lent
I Mar. 15
iSan Joaqutn
ISan Nicolas
(San Joaquin
ISan Nicolas

do
(Epiphany
(Corpus Christi
San Isidro
(Lazarus Sunday
\Oood Friday
Corpus Christi
Day of the Cross
San Francisco Caracciola _.

Epiphany
Holy Week
San Francisco de Asis

$1.60
5.70
.40

6.27
.47

3.17
.47

3.17
.40
1.00
.10

7.67
6.56
.13

6.09
4.60
3.48

22.74
6.73
3.97
6.73
3.97
7.06
.10
.21

6.90
2. 10

22.74
9.00
7.42
9.53
5.02
9.00
7.42
9.53
5.02
6.63
.10
.21

.40
6.63
.09
.21

.40

.40
2.90
7.12
6.64
7.12
5.64
6.65
.10
.18
.41

4.68
6.66
6.66
12.00
50.00
2.93
1.20
1.60
5.00
1.60
3.20
3.00
3.50
28.63

$1.60
6.70

3.64

.40

25.05

36.92

10.70

14.27

6.34

6.73

15.66

12.76

C.24

10.34

6.66

$3.20
11.40

1.60
1.00

36.92

32.10

42.81

6.34

15.06

25.63

18.72

10.34

11.32

62.00

2.93

2. SO

6,00

4. SO

35.13

Total.
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for using the cemetery and getting the ofBcial

registration ($0.17) remaining constant. An in-

formant calculated the cost of a funeral at $16.67.

The greatest cost is always that of the licjuor con-

sumed by the mourners and those who help open

the grave, etc., and the official in charge.'^" The

few cents buried with the body in at least some

cases are not included. Nor is the cost of pro-

tracted drinking that frequently follows a death;

this cost is attributed to "secular" drinking.

The cost of sickness—not including the value

of the time lost, which will be calculated in the

next chapter—is seen to be considerable. These

figures are less authentic than the foregoing

because I have no independent data on the number
of the sick during a year. However, the number
of cases of local shamans and curers has already

been calculated, and one can judge the cost of

drugs from the data of the sample families, so

that a calculation can be made without knowing

1" In 1041 an informant described a funeral whose participants are usually

sober people. Both men and women drank. By the time the funeral pro-

cession bepan, 3 round.s of liquor had already been passed among the twenty-

odd relatives and friends; a liter was taken to tlie cemetery and consumed;

and hack at the house another 2 liters were drunk before the visitors left for

the uight. The next morning 11 persons did away with 3 liters more, and of

course on the following day there was hangover lo be cured with more liquor.

In this ca.se the drinking did not long continue partly because the men are

not "drinkers" and partly because the deceased was a very old widow and

there appeared to be no great grief involved.

the total number of cases of all kinds of sickness

in a year.'^' The liquor, incense, and candles

referred to is chiefly that consumed by the

shamans in their divinations and rituals; but food

and liquor are sometimes brought to the patient

by friends and relatives.

The other shamanistic rituals are those for

finding lost articles, getting luck for a business

venture, and so on. Twenty cases in a year seems

a good guess, though it is not more than a guess.

To ask for a wife for one's son, or a godparent

for one's child; or to ask for a loan of money, even

with laud as security, or that a document or a

bargain be witnessed or a letter written—to ask

any "favor" it is customary to accompany the

recjuest with a gift of food, and sometimes licjuor.

Most of these gifts have already been included in

such items as marriage, baptism, etc., but the resi-

due is accounted for under "gifts and favors."

Likewise there are here included the periodic gifts

to godparents, usually presented during certain

festivals, and the occasional gifts of food to rela-

tives and friends. The calculation of the value

16" The shaman's fee Is calculated at 50 cents a "treatment." I have cases

where it Is less (when It is explained that the shaman was a "friend" and
wouldn't charge much) and one case in which a Ladino "doctor" of another

town charged a woman $15 (and still she died). Nonshaman curers take no

cash fees.

Table 71.

—

Expenditures for public rituals

Occasion
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of the gifts is based partly on the sample and
partly on independent knowledge of the gift-

giving occasions (something like 200 gifts are

probably exchanged annually) and the content of

such gifts (on an average, 10 cents bread, 3^4 cents

sugar, and 5 cents chocolate; or about 35 cents

worth of corn and meat foods).

When, because of a funeral, a ritual, or a fiesta,

the Indians drink, they frequentlj^ keep on drink-

ing for several days.'^^ It is difficult to draw a

line between drinking in purely secular contexts

and this "aftermath" drinking, for men who like

to drink seek anj- occasion and of course take

advantage of times when drinking is socially most

expectable. It is rather rare for Indians to drink

when occasion demands. Nevertheless, ordinary

drinking is common enough to be economically

important. People who like liquor (and of course

some like it better than others) succumb when
they go to markets out of town and especially when
they visit fiestas,'^' when there is emotional dis-

turbance,'™ or, less frequenth^ simply when
friends meet and one invites the other to a drink.

It is certain that some men consume, besides that

in rituals, as much as 20 bottles (worth $20 or

more by the glass) a year. Excepting the Protes-

tant converts, there are no teetotalers. Every

man probably drinks three or four times a year

and may drink oftener. An informant listed 19

men as "heavy" drinkers (those who, when they

drink, keep drinking for a week or longer). AU
except three of these men were relatively wealthy,

los The following seems typical: The man who became Indian Alcalde In

1941 is not a "drinker." Yet when he assumed office he of course drant at

the ceremony at his house. When the guests left the says) " I stayed at home
until about 5 p. m., then met the other two regidores In the jucgado. We
contributed 8 cents apiece and went to the store to drink a fourth liter. Then
we went to my house and drank half the liquor remaining from the ceremony.

I was pretty drunk, but had a little supper, and the neit morning had hang-

over [locally a sickness that must bo cured with a drink] and took one drink.

At about 8 o'clock the other regidores arrived and we finished the other half

of the left-over liquor and went to the juzgado. One of the regidores then

invited us to drink, and he bought a half liter: the other then bought a quar-

ter-liter and then, drunk, we went to our homes. The next morning I had

hangover and sent for liquor. After breakfast I went to ihQ jiizgado; It was

not my week, but the regidor suggested that I come and, besides, I had to

end my hangover. I returned home early and went to bed."

"'A very poor Indian and his wife and 12-year-old daughter reported on

theh- return from a selling trip to Patzlin that they had spent about $1 on

liquor there, "all because the husband likes to drink." (He became drunk,

the wife less so; even the girl drank some.)

i^oA Panajachelerio plantation worker had been widowed recently and left

with three children. He was lonesome and sought the 16-year-old daughter

of a fellow worker for a wife. She accepted (he said) but her father refused.

Thinking to win him with liquor, he drew $2 from his employer and went to

60I0I& where he bought four bottles. On his return he "began thinking

about my late wife and also my late mother and took a drink." When wo
found him on the road he had only a half bottle left, but he explained that

one bottle had been stolen in the night. (The stolen bottle seemed to be his

and bis brother's chief concern.)

all except two were old principales, and four were
shamans, and it is evident that men become
drinkers partly because of long and habitual

ritual use of liquor. According to the same
informant, there once were women "drinkers" as

well, but, "Women nowadays are ashamed to

drink; those who do not drink speak ill of them
when they do. Female mayordomos, when they

receive their year, are forced to drink, and then

the}' keep on drinking for 2 days."

PERSONAL EXPENSES, TAXES, ETC.

Table 72 concludes the inventory of expendi-

tures supposedly incurred by the Indian com-
munity in 193G with items of a personal and legal

nature. The item of secular drinking in table 71

is also a personal expenditure, of course, but, as

has been seen, liquor has many other uses. Most
men smoke in moderation, and women will smoke
occasionally, but rarely if ever buy tobacco. Men
smoke both cigarettes and cigars (and very rarely

pipes made in other towns) but the older men
usuaUj' buy cigars, the younger men cigarettes.

The small amount of tobacco used by the No. 58

family in 1930 was a reflection of its tendency

towards Protestantism, since the missionaries dis-

courage the use of tobacco as well as liquor, and

in later years none at all was used. In 1936 the

only smoker was the head of the family.

Photographs are occasional!}' made for the

Indians by traveling photographers at festivals.

Only men and boys have their hair cut, and almost

always by barbers. The local Indian barber is less

patronized than the outside Indian barbers who
come on market day and who are found in Sololi.

Every man between the ages of 18 and 60 is

required to work on the highway for 2 weeks

(12 days) each year; instead of working he may
pay the sum of $2. It could be determined from

local treasury records how many men worked and

how many paid in 1936, but this was not done.

The fixed rate of $1 for 6 days happens to be the

prevailing labor rate in Panajachel, so that one

who works for others finds it economically as easy

to pay as to work. The wealthier Indians prefer

to pay, since they are able to and find it more

profitable to spend the time on their own lands;

the poorer people more frequently work, partly

because a dollar in cash (the work is divided into

semesters) is often more than the liquid assets
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available at one time. Many Indians sometimes

work and sometimes pay, depending upon circum-

stances at the time. No. 49, who frequently does

his road work, borrowed the money from me in

1941 because I was paying him more for his time

than the standard rate. Frequently laborers will

work rather than pay when they work for an

employer paying substandard wages. In table 72

I suppose that half of the people work, but take

into account the fact that men serving in public

office ara exempt. This exemption holds also for

the ornato tax for public works; this tax must be

paid in cash by every man in the given age group.

Table 72.

—

Personal expenses, taxes, etc.
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been calculated at a little less than $4,000. Thus
real property amounts to a little less than $25,-

000—about $158 per family and about $31 per

capita. There is little profit in trying to calculate

the value of community (public) property such as

the church and public buildings and grounds, the

roads, etc. These assets, not only solidly frozen

but also not potentially usable by individuals,

have only academic interest. Eight hundred

dollars has been calculated to be the value of

domestic animals owned, and $3,000 that of

household goods and tools. The annual cost of

clothing is $3,900, but the value of the clothing in

the possession of the Indians at any point in time

is probably closer to $3,500. To the resulting

sum of $32,300 might be added, as part of the

wealth of the community:

(1) The value at a point in time, or the average

during the year, of crops standing in Indian fields

and stored ready for sale. The value of standing

coffee has already been partly included. Other

produce on hand varies greatly with the season.

Except in the cases of garlic and onion seed, they

are very quickly tm-ned into money. It seems

more useful to treat this wealth as income balanced

by expenditures rather than as a capital asset.

(2) The value of food and supplies on hand in

the various kitchens of the community. Except

in the case of corn in the months after the harvest,

the Indians normallj' have only a few day's' supply

of food, and of many items even less. In both

cases, the turnover in the course of a year is com-

plete, and again such assets are treated only as

items of expenditure.

(3) The amount of cash on hand. It differs

with the season, but not as much as it would in a

community where a cash crop is harvested at once.

Corn, garlic, onion seed, and pepinos are harvested

at particular times; but the much more miportant

onions are harvested throughout the year, and

various fruits ripen at different times. Most
Indians balance expenditures against receipts with

a short interval of time, and cash on hand is both

a small and a temporary item. Sizable surpluses

of cash can exist only in the case of very few

families. A few wealthy families are known to

have considerable cash on hand, kept in chests at

home (banks are not used); in two or three cases

it might amount, at times, to hundreds of dollars.

But the rich seem generally to invest their funds

in land, and are rich rather in the value of property

owned than in cash. I would be surprised to find

more than $5,000 in loose cash in the community
at any one time, including that which represents

a lag between selling and buying, or more than
about $2,000 in real savings.

Unless one includes the special knowledge of

artisans and professionals, there are almost no
intangible economic assets. The shamans occa-

sionally teach others for a consideration; literacy

is a recognized economic advantage—at least in

the negative sense of making flagrant cheating by
means of false receipts less likely—and persons

who can write receive gifts when they assist others.

The labor of persons with reputations for industry

and skill in agriculture is in demand and perhaps

commands better prices; but there is nothing

formalized about this. Finally, there is a manu-
script of the "conquest" dance owned by a local

Indian, and he was at least once asked to teach

the dance (for a consideration) in another town.

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

The wealth and well-being of the community is

better measured in its annual receipts and expendi-

tures. Transactions within the community I shaU

not attempt to estimate. Most such transactions

represent labor (for cash) which Indians do for

one another. In contrast, there is very little

commerce within the community, principally

because most of the people produce about the

same things. Merchants buy produce less from

their neighbors than in the public market, where

it is pooled and where its source in relation to its

destination is difScult to analyze.

Table 74 summarizes the transactions between

the Panajachel Indian community and the outside,

comparing expenditures and receipts to strike

what might be called the balance of payments.

The total community expenditures outside the

community ($19,544.18) come to $127 per family

or $25 per person, receipts ($21,530.91) to $139

per family or $27.60 per person. The difference of

over $2,000 between the two totals is such that

each family, on the average, gains $12 a year in

money or in what money will buy. Since there

seems to be no possibility that this is either a paper

balance, or represented by increased gold stocks,

or anything of the sort, the wealth of the com-

munity and its standard of living would seem to be

rising. The calculated balance of $2,000, although

the result of countless smaller calculations of
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Table 74.

—

The balance of payments

a. RECEIPTS

Item

Plant gathering
Hunting, fishing, etc --

Net from agriculture -.

Net from animal husbandry .-

Net from arts and professions —
Labor for outsiders

Net from merchandising nonlocal
produce

Total -- ---

Total

! $40. 50
50, 00

23, 2S9. 79
3-14. 50
777. 05

' 1, 060. 00

60.00

25, 627. 84

Consumed
within
commu-
nity '

$40.60
46.00

! 3, 834. 43
176.00

Sold
outside

sio.on

19, 455. 36
168. .50

777. 05

1, 060. 00

60.00

4, 096. 93

b. EXPENDITURES

Housing
Clothing.
Food...
Supplies, furnishings, etc

Ceremonies, fiestas, etc..

Personal and legal, etc...

Markets and travel

Total...

$80. 00
4, 1>«5 62
15,220,28
1, 394. 93
1,901.80
691.00
322. 80

23, 676. 43

Produced
within
commu-
nity I

$4. 132. 25

nought
outside

$80.00
4, 065. 62
11,088.03
» I, 394. 93
1,901.80
691.00

• 322. SO

18, 644. 18

c. BALANCE

Balance received from outside the community In 1936 $1,986.73

' The value of the labor of members of the community is not included; the
totals should he the same in sections a and 6 of the table.

» This sum ftbe total of the herbs produced in the community—table 67, c)

is chosen rather arbitrarily. Some of the herbs are not entirely wild, and
other plants gathered—such as medicinal plants—are not included; but the
total figure is still probably not far from the truth, and in any case the total

of the table would not be affected by a shift of a few dollars from agriculture
to plant gathering or vice versa.

• The difference between this figure and the total of $.5,409.15 of table 38
is the value of the onion seed produced for planting. This seed is planted to
produce onions, hence represents a cost as well as a receipt and does not
figure in the net from agriculture.

* Including both agricultural labor (about $1,010) and domestic and other
labor.

' Tools used mainly in agriculture have been subtracted from the total of
table 68.

fl Based on careful calculations made on the basis of data in the section on
outside markets. (Market taxes, $110.80; bus fares, $112; launch and canoe
-'ares to outsiders, $40; posada privileges, $10; and eitra food and refreshment
on the road and in markets, $60.)

greater or less difficulty and accuracy, cannot be

very far from the truth. There is sufficient reason

to believe, first, that the balance is in fact favor-

able rather than unfavoralile; otherwise the

Indians' lands would be lost or sold to outsiders at

a greater rate than is the case, or the Indians

would be leaving the community or working much
more for outsiders, or the population v.ould be

decreasing rather than increasing. It seems
unlikely, second, that the balance can be much
more than about $2,000; for there is evidence

neither of a great rise in the standard of living nor

of the piling up of cash reserves.

THE STANDARD OF LIVING

The "average" wealth, or income or expendi-

tures, in the community gives a very imperfect

picture of what conditions among the Indians are.

Discussion in Land Ownership and Practices

(pp. 57-85) of the distribution of Indian land has

already shown the inequalities of the wealth of

the various families, and inclusion of other assets

besides land makes very little difference in the

conclusions drawn. A few families are, by local

standards, very rich; and many more very poor.

When two informants were asked, independently,

to grade all 157 families' wealth on a scale of from

1 to 100, the dividing line between "rich" and
"medium" was set at 70; one informant graded

12 families 70 or over and the other, 2.3 families.

The line between "medium" and "poor" was set

at 30; the first informant placed 96 families below

that grade; the second, 76 families. Actually,

there is quite a difference in wealth between the

very richest family and the next, but after that

differences are gradual; division into classes is

arbitrary, and if proof of that were needed, differ-

ences in opinion between the two informants sup-

plies it. The results of the informants' grading

are shown in Appendix 3. Discussion of these

differences are a main subject of the section on

the Significance of Wealth Differences (pp. 191-

204).

COMPARISONS

It seems to me unprofitable to say much in

evaluation of the Panajachel standard of living.

The fact appears to be that the average family

consumes $160 worth of goods in a year, including

the value of the labor required to produce some
goods, but that does not mean that the standard

of living is necessarily a fifth that of a community—

•

say in the United States—where the average

family consumes goods with a value of $800.

Three other factors in the difference might be

mentioned : First, there is a purely book-keeping

matter. The cost of housing in Panajachel has

been given as about $1.70 per family, the annual

cost of building and repairing houses, including the

value of labor. But the rental value of the houses

of a family (if they were rented) would be closer

to $10 a year and perhaps much more. Likewise

the clothing costs have been calculated on the

basis of actual cost to the Indians. Pursuing

another method of bookkeeping, the value of goods
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consumed by the average family might rise from

$160 to $200. Second, there is a difference of

prices. A comparison of prices in Panajachel

(Appendix 2) with those prevailing in the American
community might well show that the $160 or $200

is the equivalent of two or three times that much.

The Guatemalan quetzal and the American dollar

are pegged Ln value in international exchange, but

a quetzal buys much more in Panajachel than a

dollar does anywhere in the United States. And,

third, there are important cultural and social

differences that make difficult, if not futile, any

very broad comparisons. Indian houses are crude

(and cheap) structures not necessarily because

the people can afford nothing better but also

because their culture requires that kind. They
use no dairy products (which are expensive)

partly, at least, because traditionally they do not

like them. They pay little in taxes partly because

they get little, but partly because their community
is supported largely by their labor. Finally, of

course, such wants as for automobiles, radios,

motion pictures, electric appliances—while cer-

tainly beyond their means—are still quite beyond

their culture.

Results of the food survey (table 75) show that

the Indians are not grossly undernourished. Ex-

cept for riboflavin (and lime?) they average at

least the recommended quantity of every item

analyzed, although this may well be because a

Table 75 '.

—

Comparison of average food intake in
Guatemala per nutrition unit per day -

rural
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the early thirties the coffee market collapsed,

Panajachel along with other towns suffered depres-

sion: wages went down, people had to put away

their flashlights and wear their clothes longer, and

fiesta expenses were drastically cut. But by the

time this study began, conditions in the world

—

and the coffee market—were improved, and times

were better in Panajachel. However, Panajachel

improved more rapidly than most other towns

because of a new source of income—the increase

of tourists, both native and foreign, the installation

of new hotels and more "country homes" on the

lake shore, and so on. The tourist business, was,

during the period of study, steadily improving,

resulting in the opening of new markets for the

produce of the town, with better prices, and in a

general increase of noncompeting population.

There was still another factor that tended to

improve conditions in many towns, Panajachel

among them. It was the mushroom growth of

truck and bus lines. In 1936 there was one com-

bination truck-bus plying between Guatemala

City and SoloU (passing through Panajachel),

making three trips each way every week. In 1937

there were three truck-busses each day in each

direction besides others not so regular. Where
Panajachelenos walked to Guatemala City and

consumed a week to sell a load of onions, they

then rode and spent 2 or 3 days to sell a larger

load of onions. Competition cut the passenger

and freight rates to a point where the saving in

time easily made up for the fare. The total residt

for the region was that more time could be spent

on the production of wealth than previously, with

less required for distribution of goods. Since it is

the Indian population of the country that takes

care of distribution, as well as a good part of pro-

duction, the Indians with the use of trucks are

able to produce more and have more to consume.

(In Panajachel that effect was but lightly felt,

however, because with the use of trucks the price

of onions in Guatemala City went down.) Pana-

jachel has the difficulty of very limited land

resources, and there is a limit to how much pro-

duction can be increased simply with an increase

of available time. With closer communications

with the Capital and other towns, however, new
crops can be raised and marketed. An example is

strawberries, which are profitable only if large

markets are quickly accessible; experience in 1937

and 1938 showed that dependence upon the local

market alone simply brought down the price of

the perishable berries when production was
increased.

It is well to recall again, in any discussion of

the relations of production and the standard of

living that the Panajachel Indians are quick to

learn and to take advantage of new economic

opportimities.

FUNCTIONS OF WEALTH

METHOD

This section will tie together parts of the whole

book, in terms of the associations of different

degrees of wealth with (a) different waj's of life

and (b) families. It therefore represents a kind

of summary of the book, selective as it is; but it

adds considerable fact and interpretation. It also

attempts to clarify the methods used in the field

study. This is an example of a study in a very

small society without written records and it may
be used to illustrate how in such circumstances

data are collected in relation to a problem.

In the Indian community of Panajachel, virtu-

ally only the landscape and the people, and what
the people have done to the landscape, are avail-

able for study. Some problems are simply solved

:

for example, one collects folk tales by getting the

Indians to tell stories, or one learns about the

techniques of farming by observing and by asking

questions. But the answers to many questions

are not "in the heads" of the Indians themselves.

For example, one cannot ask an Indian "What is

j^our kinship system?" Instead, one collects a

great variety of genealogical information, and

facts about marriage, residence, the behavior of

relatives, and the kinship terms in use, and "works

out" the kinship system. Similarly, one cannot

ask an Indian "What is the annual income in the

community"; so he must collect records and draw
his own conclusions.

These things are true about any community.

One cannot in the United States, any more than

in Panajachel, ask this sort of question except of

the sociologist or economist who is willing to

collect records on the basis of which to draw con-
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elusions. The differences are that in the United
States one depends upon written records, including

information collected by other scholars. In
Panajachel svich do not exist, except for vital

statistics data. Indeed, since the Indian com-
munity of Panajachel is not literate, one cannot
even collect records by means of questionnaires

and the like. There are no ways, no local censuses.

One cannot ask school children to help. Every
bit of raw data is personally set down in the hand
of the ethnographer—or his wife or any local

assistant he might be able to find and train. The
compensating quality of the situation is of course

that the community is small ; it is possible to come
to know personally many of its aspects.

Despite inherent difficulties, this study pretends

to be quantitative, the quantities stated with refer-

ence to the whole community, and complete: It is

quantitative in that at every point the effort is

made to answer the question "How much?" as

weU as "What?," "Who?," and" How?" It has

reference to the whole community in that the

object is not to say only what and how much one

or several individuals produce and consume, but

what and how much the whole community pro-

duces and consumes in 1 year. It pretends to be

complete insofar as it tries to report not some but

all of the community expenditures, in time and

money; it purports to inventory all of the time,

the money, and the resources of the community.

What follows is far from a historical account of

what I did in the field. Rather, it is an idealiza-

tion; what I would like to have done—or, perhaps,

what I like to pretend to have done. My actual

fumbling is not worth committing to print; it is

enough to have distributed it on microfilm. What
follows distills some of what I learned through the

experience of doing. Every individual item of

method that I mention is honestly enough re-

counted. However the order is rationalized, the

logical arrangement supplied by hindsight.

Suppose now that the reader comes to Panaja-

chel (as I did) with some knowledge of the general

area. Even a 2-week tourist will know from the

regional differences and the money markets, and
merchants—which are indeed part of the tourist

attraction!—that the economy is something like

ours. This is not Melville's island paradise to be

approached as entirely novel. It might take a

little longer to discover that there is a system of

private ownership, economic rationality, and free

enterprise, particularly since tourist guides fre-

quently confuse issues. For example, one hears

(and reads) that merchants will not sell on the

road, but only in markets either because of taboos

or because they enjoy the markets; or that the

Indians become so used to the burdens that on
return from market they substitute stones for the

merchandise they have sold. Anybody willing to

look will soon see, however, that there are simple

economic motivations at work and that compari-

sons of this society with our own might be useful

and valid. In this context it takes almost no time

to note that Panajachel, specifically, specializes

in growing vegetables, fruit and coffee and ex-

changes the produce for much of what is needed

to live that is grown or manufactured in other

towns similarly specialized.

Settled in Panajachel and making conversation

with the Indians it is soon obvious that there are

"rich" and "poor" people; they talk about this

difference. Suppose one then asks how rich are

the rich and how poor are the poor; how many are

rich and how many are poor; whether differences

sort out families or instead divide them; whether

from generation to generation wealth remains

within a family group; how much tendency there

is for individuals to become rich during their life-

times, or poor; and what the prerogatives of wealth

are. Suppose further, that one is interested both in

what people say or think about these questions

and also what the objective facts are. Suppose, in

sum, that without using the terms, one is interested

in "class" aspects of differences in wealth.

This let us take as a problem area.

DEFINING THE COMMUNITY FOR STUDY
The first step then is to define the community

of people about whom the questions are asked.

It is apparent from the beginning—indeed from

the census publications—that there are two kinds

of people: Ladinos and Indians. Not only are

they self-conscious groups, so that people will talk

about themselves and others as Ladinos or Indians,

but there are obvious signs. Ladinos speak Span-

ish as a mother tongue, Indians are those who are

at home in an Indian language and who speak

Spanish with an accent. Indians wear distinctive

and rather colorful costumes; Ladinos, European-
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Style clothes. Ladinos for the most part live in the

"center" of town, where there are streets; the

Indians are scattered among the gardens and coffee

fields. Ladinos are more-or-less educated store-

keepers and pharmacists (although some are

illiterate and poor and in some ways "live like

Indians") who live in houses with plastered walls

and windows with shutters, and doors with hard-

ware and floors covered with tiles, and stoves with

chimneys in the kitchen, and so on. On each of

these criteria borderline cases may be found, so

that none of them can be taken too seriously. For

example, for years I kept on my list of Indians

several families of "Indians" who had Indian

surnames and lived at least half like Indians;

members of the family were married to Ladinos;

and I finally decided they were best considered

Ladinos because they participated socially with

Ladinos rather than in the Indian community.

When it could be seen that there are two societies,

participation became the final test. The critical

test of that came to be obligation to serve to the

Indian politico-religious system. A family served

in the system or it did not.

Having established the presence of two societies,

the decision had to be made whether to ask our

questions about one or the other or both. For

purposes here, let us choose the Indians. ''' In

large part we did in fact choose the Indians. One
good reason is that the Ladino society is part of a

generalized Ladino society that goes beyond local

communities, and it would be difficult to answer

our kind of questions by studying the Ladinos only

of Panajachel.

It is almost equally apparent that there are

"foreign" Indians to be distinguished from Pana-

jachelenos. They are spoken of as Sololatecos,

Totonicapenos, Catarinecos, etc.; they have differ-

ent surnames; they wear different costumes (of

their towns of origin) and speak dialects different

from those of Indians whose families have long

been resident in Panajachel. Again, however, the

distinctions are not clear-cut. A few Indians of

other towns change costume or marry Pana-
jachelerios. Some households are "mixed."

Some of the most typical Panajacheleno families

'"Anthropologists traditionally study Indians (1. e., people of very alien

culture) but the tradition has rapidly broken down in recent years. Indeed,

during our period of study an anthropologist (Isobel Sklow) joined us especial-

ly to study the Ladino community of Panajachel. Recently the Committee
on Latin American Anthropology of the National Research Coimcil has out-

lined a program for such studies (Amer. .^nthrop., 1949).

are descended from immigrant Indians of gener-

ations ago. The useful test therefore becomes

one, again, of participation. The concept is clari-

fied not of a Panajachel Indian society but of a

Panajacheleno Indian society; if a family fuUy

participates in its organization and rituals, it is

part of the more restricted society. For some
purposes we shall be satisfied to study the "foreign"

Indians less completely than the Panajachelenos.

Having now limited the community concerning

which we shall ask the questions posed, the prob-

lem becomes one of defining it. Who are the

people, how many are they, where do they live,

how are they interrelated, etc. ?

Any pretense of working by simply checking

casual impressions now ends. We must begin to

collect records, systematically. The work may be

divided into four parts:

(1) Taking a house-to-house census, with identi-

fication of each of the inhabitants as to ethnic

affiliation (Ladino, Sololateco, Panajacheleno,

etc.), relationship within the household, approxi-

mate age, and so on.

(2) Making a careful map on which are spotted

all the households. The "spotting" is more

difficult than it seems; the first time around, with

a Ladino helper, I missed about a third of the

Indian establishments hidden from the paths by
coffee bushes. The object is to get all of the houses

spotted and identified; then the possibility of

omission is reduced to those within households.

Map and census were made together. Although

in another town the officials accompanied me on

a tour to get a correct census (with attendant

disadvantages), in Panajachel I depended upon

Indian friends and a long period of time. After 2

years or more I was still correcting mistakes; but

the time came when I never heard of a person I

could not easily place and never came upon a

house whose whole family I did not know; and

although children's ages, and sometimes the sex of

infants were occasionally left undetermined, we
had a complete census.

(3) Collecting genealogical information which,

when put together shows how everybody is (or is

not) related to everybody else. The "foreign"

Indians were included, as a check on their sepa-

rateness. Genealogical information is obtained by

asking one's friends for the names of their sibhngs

and siblings' children, of their parents and parents'

siblings' children, grandchildren, etc.; of their
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great-grand-parents and their siblings, etc., etc.,

in ever widening circles until they no longer know
anything. About each relative one discovers

various things in passing (and for many purposes

other than the problem under discussion). When
one gets enough of these "ego" genealogies they

are combined to show how all the people in the

community are related. Again, it takes years to

straighten this out, and perfection is never

achieved; in 1941 I discovered (to me) amazing

errors in notations on the families that had been

closest to us since 1935! With this information

added to that on the map, the community is

defined: every individual accounted for and known
in spatial, temporal, and biological (social) inter-

relation.

(4) Learning enough about the social participa-

tion (among other matters) of every individual

and family to know whether and how they fit into

the local community; decisions (often somewhat
arbitrary) are then made as to inclusions and
exclusions from the Panajacheleiio community.

Thus a limited community at a point in time is

fixed for study, a community with respect to

which the problem now is as foUovrs.

ESTABLISHING WEALTH DIFFERENCES

It is not difficult to make a decision as to the

social unit to be used. Although it is quickly

enough evident that individuals own property,

talk about rich and poor individitals breaks down
with the first question about whether a wife is

richer or poorer than her husband, or whether a

son in the family is rich. Those who form a house-

hold together are a single unit; wealth differences

may be discussed usefully as between households,

not individuals, the household defined as the

family group sharing a single kitchen, and hence

having at least partially a common budget.

Nor is it difficult to find a first approximate

measure of wealth, for with farmers the obvious

one of land owned suggests itself; since those who
are said to be rich are also those who are said to

own much land, and vice versa, one adopts the

suggestion as a hypothesis with hardly a question.

Then the first major task becomes to apply this

measure:

What are the lands involved ? The map which

was made includes in addition to natural features

and houses the boundaries of land ownership and

the details of land use, since different lands prob-

ably have different value. What was done for

the people is now done for the land. The object

is to account for every bit of land, regardless of

whether owned by Indians, Ladinos, or anybody
else, and to understand its use. The areal limit

to the community is easy to find because all the

land owned by Panajachelenos is in the area im-

mediately visible, on the delta and on the hills

overlooking the delta, or said specifically to be in

Santa Catarina or elsewhere. It is academic that

the boundaries of the municipio of Panajachel

extend far beyond the part mapped, since the

community neither owns nor uses the remainder.

The problem now is to determine the land hold-

ings of each Indian household. Wherever possible

this was done, in course of making the map, by
simple pacing. The map should have been ac-

curate enough to enable measurements on it; even-

tually, it had to be redrawn to be made that

accurate, and only after 5 years (the end of the

study) could any measurable piece of land be

compared with the map without too great shock.

As with the people, it was necessary to keep for

the map a base time, and through all vicissitudes

keep track of who owned what land, and how it

was used in May of 1936.

Independent of the map, which accounted for

all the land, an inventory was made of lands

owned by every family in Panajachel. Having

made a 4 by 6 slip for each household, I simply ran

through them with knowing friends who told me
what lands were owned by each. This not only

checked information taken the other way, but

brought into the picture properties outside the area

of the map. Land was the subject of many items

of casual information, and again there came the

time when most doubts and discrepancies were

ironed out. In all hearsay information on lands

owTied, the vagueness of measures of land (cuerdas

of different sizes) added to the usual difficulties.

The data on land ownership were never sepa-

rated from those on land use, since it was evident

that different kinds of land were differently

valued. But the question of these differences of

value required thorough understanding of:

(1) Agricultural practices, the technology and

beliefs and practices concerning all aspects of

agriculture and husbandry. Systematic inquiry,

supplemented by observation, was required, and in

addition we had the experience of managing the

planting, care, and harvest of an experimental plot.
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(2) Labor required to yield harvests. This

requires general study of the value and use of

time; the division of labor and differences in the

use and value of the time of different age and sex

groups. The problem of the time required for each

task in the fields (for which we had the help of a

document prepared for the President) involves the

relative efficiency of paid and of family labor, of

wages and other customary payments to hired

help, and so on.

(3) Yields. The safest check on statements of

informants is to sample and count, measure, or

weigh. This is not difficult, once the investigator

has friends willing to help. It is easj' to count the

harvest of onions, garlic, and the like (and corre-

spondingly unnecessary to check informants, who
are always counting them for sale!), much more

difficult with corn which in Panajachel is har-

vested for home use and not really part of the

commercial complex.

(4) Prices, which involve study of the whole

market system, the variety of ways in which prod-

uce is disposed of, and so on. In a place like

Panajachel where commerce is the breath of life,

the investigator gets a good deal of this back-

ground simply by having to live, hence cope with

it. So much so that I paid too little attention to

recording prices; I should have kept a list of

commodities on hand as a reminder to collect and
systematically note prices at weekly intervals

throughout the year, and in different places. Since

I did not do this, I could check the knowledge of

reliable Indians (which is excellent) only by the

instances I happened to have noted, and the few

published records available. It now becomes
possible to make distinctions between (a) hill

land, of relatively little value, in its subdivisions

of valueless waste land, cornfield land, and fallow

land usable for pasture; and (6) delta land, divided

between (1) land that is not irrigable, on which
rainy-season cornfield alone can be grown, though
being nearly level it is better than hill cornfield;

(2) land on which coffee stands; and (3) land on
which truck farming is practiced all year. The
validity of this classification depends upon all the

information suggested above; for example, that

the truck-farm land is equally valuable regardless

of what happens to be growing on it is a conclusion

based on Icnowlcdge of agricultural practices,

yields, labor requirements, and prices.

At this point it is possible to tabulate the amount

of land of each significant class that is owned by
each household. Now in order to place a value on

each kind of land, one returns to the data on

yields and prices to see what is produced by the

land; but data are also sought on the following:

(1) Sale prices, when land is sold. This requires a

collection and analysis of cases, with knowledge

of the circumstances. One can even test conclu-

sions "experunentally" by bargaining for land.

(2) Rental values. This requii'es not only many
cases, but a background of much information on

rental practices, of which there are a variety.

(3) Loan values. The practice of pawning land

(the lender having the use of the land until the

loan is repaid) is common; again, cases must have

a background of a variety of kinds of general

information for proper analysis.

Putting all this information together, a conclu-

sion is reached as to the dollar value of each type

of land and it is finally possible to tabulate the

worth of the land of each family. But at this

point it becomes clearly advisable to correct for

pawned lands. Since income (and effective wealth)

belongs not to the family that owns the land, but

the one who is using it—often for so many years

it might as well be transferred—it is necessary to

make this correction by crediting pawned lands to

the creditors.

We then have a tabulation of the wealth of all

the households in terms of land controlled—the

best that land can tell us about differences in

wealth.

However, land is not the only thing in Pana-

jachel culture. Among other things to consider

are:

(1) Domestic animals. Investigation of family

bookkeeping (a complicated process itself) dis-

closes that fowl and pigs are—far from being a

measure of wealth in the sense that land is—

a

liability in Panajachel (where corn to feed animals

must be purchased). One gets into problems of

psychology in studying cases where animals are

kept (as well as where unprofitable crops are

grown) and learns some interesting things—not

relevant here—but the conclusion is clear that

since the rich have more and the poor fewer

animals, and since the value of the animals is

small compared to that of the land, the order of

wealth as determined by land ownership and

control is little affected when one takes into the

account the ownership of domestic animals.
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(2) Fruit trees, a legitimate measure of wealth.

A special census of trees has to be made, yields

and prices, etc., calculated to determine their

value. Fruit is especially valuable because the

only labor required is in harvesting and marketing.

But when all the data are collected, one knows
that it will not upset the wealth scale as based

upon land because trees grow on delta land, and
the more trees owned the more delta land is apt

to be owned. So, knowing this, elaborate calcu-

lations are avoided.

(3) Houses, utensils, furnishings, etc. These
diflfer with different households, but a study of a

sample of rich, medium, and poor (as measured
by wealth in land) shows that the variation is not

proportional to wealth. The same can be said

of clothing, etc. These items check the land

measure; they are too small to measure wealth,

and of course they are not wealth producing.

(4) Nonagricultural occupations. There are

artisans and professionals (shamans, etc.) as well

as merchants in the community—all only part

time. A careful census must be made of all of

these, and a variety of information gathered to

determine how economically important such occu-

pations are. In a few cases they were sufficiently

important to require consideration in setting up a

wealth scale based on land alone.

A more significant independent check is found

in the impressions of people. Informants who
have been tested for carefulness as well as knowl-

edge (preferably more than the two in number that

were used in Panajachel) are asked to rate every

household as to wealth on a scale from one to a

hundred. The impressions of informants turn out

to compare well enough, and well enough with the

ordering according to land controlled. The prob-

lem is then to examine the discrepancies to see

why the impressions might differ, or differ from

what appears to be objective wealth as measured

in land. For most flagrant differences between

informants' impressions and wealth as measured
there turn out to be explanations, and it is con-

cluded that the land-controlled measure is a reli-

able one to measure wealth differences.

Using as an important basis of judgment the

value of land controlled, the 134 Panajacheleno

households could then be put in order of wealth

(Appendix 3). The "Foreign" households were

placed on the same scale, but in their case occu-

pation and other criteria were often more impor-

tant than land in forming judgments. Then I

added to the original numbering of the houses,

which had been geographical, their wealth-order-
number, and began to bring other data to bear
on the following questions.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF WEALTH
DIFFERENCES

In order to test correlations of wealth and
poverty, it seemed advisable to subdivide the 132

Panajacheleno households into wealth groups.

Since 132 is divisible by four, I divided the families

into quarters instead of the more usual thirds, the

top wealth quarter consisting of numbers 1-33,

the second quarter of 34-66, and so on.

LOCALIZATION OF WEALTH

When the house numbers become wealth-order

numbers as well (map 3), careful examination of

the economic positions of the various families as

spotted geographically shows that there is a

definable pattern of localization. The east part

of the delta may be divided into a wealthy and a

poor section. One can draw a line running from

the river below houses 95 and 125, west about

two-thirds of the way to the base of the hill, and

then irregulai'ly south so that houses 43, 56, 2, 11,

17, 51, and 37 are to the west of it, that will enclose

49 households of which

15 are in the first wealth-quarter,

17 are in the second wealth-quarter,

12 are in the third wealth-quarter, and

5 are in the fourth wealth-quarter.

Even if the north-south line were smoothed to

include houses 73 and 119 in the area, and exclude

house 2, the figures would still read 14, 17, 13,

and 6 in each of the four quarters of the wealth

scale, respectively, so that 31 of 50 families are in

the richer half.

By contrast, in the remainder of the east side,

comprising the whole of the north and east areas,

of 29 households

2 are in the first wealth-quarter,

I is in the second wealth-quarter,

II are in the third wealth-quarter, and

15 are in the fourth wealth-quarter.

Or, with the line smoothed, the figures are 3, 1,

10, 14, respectively, with only 4 out of 28 famihes

in the richer half of the population!

The west side of the delta does not present so
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simple a picture, but. it is noteworthy that here,

too, the richest section is in the corner facing the

river and the lal<;e. In the whole southern portion

of this side of the delta there are but five poorest-

quarter families, and four of the second-poorest,

out of a total of 26 or 28 families, depending upon

where the line is drawn. The fact appears to be

that if one should bring together the two sides of

the delta, he would find the heavy concentration

of rich families in the center of the wide portion

facing the lake, with the poorer people (always

recognizing exceptions) to the north and along the

border of the hills.

Part of the explanation, certainly, is that the

south-central part of the delta has the richest land,

and the people whose homes are there have in-

herited enough of it to give them an advantage.

It will be recalled that it is in this area only that

Indians own most of the land (map 5). It is true

also that this section, especially the east side of it,

is the most Indian and the most Panajacheleiio

part of the delta, and the nuclei of the most stable

old families are found here. It has been noted

that land-losing Indians tend to keep their house

sites longer than their other lands, and so obviously

the place where most Indians live is the place

where one woidd expect to find the greatest num-
ber owning at least a minimum of land; other

things being equal, the Indians of that neighbor-

hood are bound to be wealthier.

It must be pointed out that in native concept

there is no suggestion of rich and poor neighbor-

hoods. The Indians do not realize that more of

the wealthy live in one section than another; nor

did I until this study was virtually complete and

I could enter the data on the map. I do not

think that the rich tend to move into the central

delta portion (if there is such a tendency—and I

have no evidence for it) because it is preferred as a

wealthy neighborhood. That sort of thing seems

foreign to the thinking and the whole sociological

set-up of the Indians of Panajachel. Neighbor-

hoods are known only by landmarks and by the

names of their most numerous families, and those

recognized do not coincide with those that I have

here distinguished.

LAND .\XD WEALTH

Since land is the important measure of wealth,

it is significant to see how wealth relates to patterns

of renting and pawning land. Table 76 compares

the amount of land owned and controlled by all

families involved in transfers of land by pawning.

Table
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three top groups—land pawned out was worth less

than that taken in, so the fact that they were
debtor households is hidden in the table. There-
fore the number of households with land pawned
was really as follows:

Poorest quarter

Medium-poor quarter 11

Medium-rich quarter 6

Richest quarter 14

As one ascends the scale, the average value of the

land given in pawn increases in each group, from

$48 in the first to $63 to $98, presumably because

there is increasingly more land to pawn.

In the same way, the number of households who
controlled land on pawn in 1936 may be summar-
ized as

Poorest quarter 5

Medium-poor quarter 5

Medium-rich quarter 6

Richest quarter 8

with the average value of the land $26, $18, $55,

and $146 in the four groups respectively. With-

out one extraordinary household, the average

value in the last group would be but $58.

It would appear that the poorest people who
yet own a little land are becoming richer; that the

medium-poor are going down rather than up ; that

there is considerable shifting of positions in the

medium-rich group, so that as many are becoming

richer as poorer; and that the richest families are

tending to become poorer. It will also be noticed

that most changes in amounts of land controlled

are small, the families changing their relative posi-

tions but little. However one family (No. 69)

dropped from the middle down to the very bottom
of the landed families. Actually, in this case the

household has since disintegrated—the widowed
mother having died and her sons having left town
to seek work. Another (No. 30) dropped from a

medium-rich position to among the poorest; this

famOy is well-known for having frittered away its

inheritance. A similar case is that of No. 27;

there is a story told that when his parents died,

the boy who is now head of this household burned

his heritage of paper money, thinking it was just

paper. The down-sledding of the last extreme

case (No. 5) began (I was told by a principal in

the story) when the family lost the services of a

debtor-relative whose labor had helped make it

wealthy. Sickness and death were also involved,

and since 1936 the family has lost much more land.
Extreme cases of improvement of position are not
to be found.

Table 77 shows that most renters are in the
middle economic groups. In the lowest quarter
there are 11 renters, in the second, 13, in the third,

18, and in the highest only 6. If the rentals of

bean land are omitted, the figures are 9, 13, 16,

and 5, and the value of land rented is $336, $471,

$753, and $164 respectively in the 4 groups.

Apparently renting increases with land owned up
to a certain point; but large landholders do not

Table 77.

—

Wealth of households renting agricultural land
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rent land. The poorest people are laborers for

others and do not have time for independent

agriculture, hence do not rent land. The very

wealthy have all the land they need. The renters

are in between.

SPECIAL OCCUPATIONS AND WEALTH

Chart 19 indicates the economic level of spe-

cialists, both artisans and professionals. Several

generalizations become evident.

(1) The immigrant Indians are set apart as a

group of artisans, but among Panajachelenos there

is no "class" of artisans. One mason has little

land, the second is in the middle of the land scale;

two of the women who prepare food for sale are

of poor families, the third is of a family above the

middle; most of the women who weave for others

are of poor and medium-poor families, but one is

of the near-wealthy group; the pig butchers are

of the middle and wealthy groups.

(2) Nevertheless, it is clear that the land-

wealthy engage in the arts less than do the poor.

The land-rich pig butcher, for example, knows
how to kill pigs but he hardly practices the art; the

wealthier weavers work less at weaving for others

than do the poor weavers.

(3) On the other hand, the professionals tend

not to be of the poorest families, nor—as it hap-

pens—of the few wealthiest, but are distributed

rather evenly through the middle group. It is

likely that the practice of a profession improves

one's economic position so that he can obtain

No. of
^'^^ 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-75 76-90 91-105 106-120 121-132

People
Land-wealth Divisions Ranging from Wealthiest to Landless

Artisans

~^~ Business

Musician "^'^^ Foreign

Practitioners

Chart 19.—Special occupations and the land-wealth scale

Artisans
//•//• Foreign

Other Occu-
pations
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more land and become wealthier (or so that he is

not forced to sell land, hence to become poorer).

That may be why professionals are not found
(with one exception) among the poorest families

as they are counted by land owned. It is also

likely that in spite of the fact that shamans and
midwives are said to be "called" to their profession

(which they must then practice, lest they sicken

and die), there is an important economic motive in

the taking up of a profession. It may be true that

a curer accidentally comes to know how to treat

an illness and that then he is asked to assist, but

it is likely that members of wealth}^ families who
on the one hand have much land to take care of

and on the other do not need special sources of

income, resist gaining reputations as curers. It is

difficult to escape the conclusion that shamans
and midwives and curers and musicians become
interested in learning partly for the income

involved, that poorer people are attracted to such

professions, and that they tend to become wealthier

because of their profession.

Weavers are found at all levels of the popula-

tion, but especially in the poorest half and, again,

in the richest quarter (table 78). In addition to

the 11 poorest-quarter families there are two

whose women may weave (information lacking).

It seems reasonable to suppose that the poor

people weave because they cannot afford not to,

and they also weave for others to earn money;
that the very poorest weave less than the next-

poorest because none of them are agricultural

laborers; that the people of the second-richest

quarter weave little because they can afford to

pay others to do it while at the same time they

have enough land to keep them busy in the fields.

Why families of the richest quarter weave is

explicable to me only on the grounds that they can

afford to hire laborers in the fields so that the

women can pursue the fine arts—but then I cannot

explain why none of the wealthy women are able

to put the designs into theii- hidpiles! Evidence

that in general these explanations are sound is

found in the fact that in the poorest quarter 6 of

the 11 weavers weave for others, for pay; only 4

of the 19 in the second quarter, only 2 of the 11 in

the third quarter, and none of the 37 in the richest

quarter weave for others. In the wealthy families

also, all of the women and girls tend to weave.

It is also interesting that the only recorded case

of a woman who knows how to weave, but does

not do it, is found in the second richest quarter
where I have supposed the women keep busiest in

their fields.

LABOR AND WEALTH

It is evident that "laborers" are found only
among the poor. But it may be well to ask what
is the minimum land that a family may control

to (1) permit its members to work exclusively on
its own land and (2) to require it to hire outside
labor. At first sight several complications woidd
appear to make difficult, if not impossible, the

resolution of these questions:

a. The size of the family, and its composition. A large

family, especially with grown men, can work more land
without outside assistance than can a small one, or one
with few men. Family A with an acre of truck land might
be able to work it without paid assistance and find that it

consumes all of the time of the family; family B might be
able to work the same land without assistance, but it

might also have to seek work outside; family C might
consume all of its time on the same acre and might require

outside help besides; family D, with a shortage or absence
of men, might require help on the land but in turn might
have to work for others to fill in the time and make ends
meet; and family E, with a shortage or absence of women,
might find it economical to work outside and hire cheaper
female labor for some agricultural processes.

Table 78.

—

Distribution of Panajachel textile workers
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usually planted, cultivated, and harvested in as short a

time as possible, so that regardless of the amount of land

owned, Indians with cornfields frequently hire help and
in turn—if they have little land—hire themselves out.

c. The "ambition" of the family, and its standard of

living. One family may be satisfied to work its acre of

land and do no more, while another with the same land

might seek work outside in addition, while still another

might hire help when, if its members preferred to exert

themselves as do others, this would be unnecessary.

One must also take into consideration accidents and

circumstances. Sickness may require the hiring of help

when it would otherwise be unneeessarj'; or a period of

municipal or religious service may make it impossible in a

given year for a family to do all of its own work.

d. Other occupations, and occupational preferences.

Important as farming is, it has been seen that some Indians

devote time to other occupations, whether because they

are more profitable or for social or mystic reasons (as when
a shaman who does not answer a "call" becomes sick in

consequence). Such persons of course must hire more
labor on the same land than those who devote all of their

time to farming.

In short, "other things" are rarely equal, and
sound generalizations are exceedingly difficult to

make. Yet an analysis of the available informa-

tion, as shown chiefly in table 79, answers the two

questions with surprising ease. Table 79 is based

on incomplete information concerning employ-

ment of Indians by Indians except exclusively for

milpa work. Using a wealth-scale based on the

value of land controlled, both employers and
employees are ranged in order of wealth and the

original data entered. It is seen that 28 resident

Indian families are kno\vn by me to have em-

ploj'ed other Indians on their land. Two of these

are foreign, 26 Panajachelenos. Of the latter no

less than 18 are in the top quarter on the wealth

scale, 7 are in the second quarter, and only 1 is as

low as the very top of the second-poorest quarter.

As one would expect, those owning most land hire

labor. Likewise, 28 Panajachel Indian families

Table 79.

—

Indians regularly employed by Indians in Panajachel '

Em-
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regularly worked in the fields of other resident

Indians, and 22 of these are in the bottom half on
the wealth scale; 4 are in the second-richest quarter

and one in the richest. Again, those who own
little or no land are those who hire themselves out.

Information is not sufBcient to explain all of the

few exceptions to the ruJe. I suspect, for example,

that the fourth richest man (No. 4 in table 79)

hires men in his fields, since he cannot possibly do

himself the six hundred and fifty-odd man-days of

work usually done by men that is required in liis

fields, if my data about his fields are anywhere

near correct. He is the only man in his household.

Likewise, I have no information on men hired by
the fifth-richest family, and although there are 3

women in the household, there is only one grown
man. It is probable that again there is an omission

in the data. On the other hand, the fact that

No. 6 hired no men in 1936 is explicable by the

fact that there were three grown men in the

household. And, similarly, it is clear that the

reason No. 10 hired so many is that he was too

old to work and two young sons had to carry the

burden. Also, the reason why No. 15 hired so

many laborers, in spite of there being three grown
men and four women in the house, is that the

family grows an unusual amount of onions and
onion seed. Were the basic data absolutely relia-

ble, it would be worth while to analyze each

instance in detail. As it is, I shall confine myself

to discussion of the more striking exceptions.

Numbers 38, 39, and 40 probably do not own
enough land to justify their hiring labor. In the

first case one of the two men of the household,

however, was engaged in various enterprises aside

from agriculture, and so could hire men; he also

rented a sizable piece of truck land and worked

his land more intensively than most. In the

second case the head of the household is a shaman,

and the three sons of the house were not full grown
in 1936. In the third case, the head of the house,

and his wife were past their prime, and only a

daughter and her husband (and two babies)

completed the household ; the man cared for dairy

cows and hired labor for the fields. No. 44 is an

exception easy to explain; the head of the house

was old and was an entrepreneur and a merchant

—

and the only other adults of the household were a

school-teacher son and his Ladino wife. I cannot

explain the case of No. 54, who had two grown

sons and two grown daughters and—in addition

—

two wives; it is true that most of his land was in

onions, but the family should have been able to

care for them, and whatever the reasons why they
did not, there is no indication in my data of how he
could support the family(ies) and still pay laborers.

In the case of No. 59 the family consisted of a
widow and her daughter and son-in-law (with two
small children) ; according to my information, the

land was not intensively planted, and I do not

know why men were hired. No. 61, on the other

hand, a family consisting of a couple with a young
child, planted all of their land in onions, and
doubtless required and could afford the female

help. Even more easily is exceptional No. 67

explained, since in addition to the lands that the

couple (of which the household consists) owned,

they rented truck land and grew onions almost

exclusively.

As far as employes are concerned, it may be

emphasized that table 79 does not include mention

of Indians who work for Ladinos. It has already

been mentioned that the seven landless families

(with one possible exception) are full-time laborers,

but they work for the most part for Ladinos, hence

do not appear in the table. The other land-poor

Indian families shown as working for other Indiaus

also work for Ladinos; the few exceptions are

those who have part-time nonfarming occupations

and/or who rent land. As they approach the

middle of the land-wealth scale, however, the

households of which persons work for others drop

off sharply in number. Again, the exceptions are

usually explicable. No. 68 was a household con-

sisting of two grown men and a woman, and a

nearly adult youth; although it controlled con-

siderable land, and rented more, it doubtless had a

surplus of labor to sell. On the other hand No. 62

and No. 66 were families with only one man, and

even more land; but the men rented no land and

had virtually all of their own planted in coffee, so

in their cases they had at once little with which to

occupy themselves, and the need to work outside.

The case of No. 43 I can explain only on the basis

of the man's being exceptionally industrious

(which he is); he cultivated sufficient land inten-

sively enough to keep himself very busy, and yet

he occasionally worked for others. The same

may be said of the woman of family No. 25, but

here two other factors may enter: there are two

men and three women in the household, and the

balance is upset so that the family finds it neces-
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sary to hire a man, while one of the women can

work elsewhere occasionally; and it may be

recorded that doubtless a personal factor is

important, for the woman who works is the

widowed stepmother of the head of the house, and

the family for which she works is that of her

married daughter.

One may conclude, in answers to the questions

put, that

(1) A family controlling at least $200 worth of

land, normally distributed among cornfield, truck,

and coffee, does not hire out its labor, and pre-

sumably does not need to. Two hundred dollars

is the value of the land owned that divides 33 and

34 on the wealth scale, so it is seen that the only

exception al)out which I know is that of No. 25 in

table 79. That exception is not serious. A fam-

ily controlling between $00 and $200 worth of land

apparently hires (and needs to hu'e) out its labor

only in unusual circumstances. ($60 is the

amount of land dividing 90 and 91 on the scale.)

Families owning less than $60 worth of land nor-

mally cannot live off of it and need some other

source of income.

(2) A family controlling at least $335 worth of

land hires (and presumably needs to hire) agricul-

tural labor, assuming again that its crop distri-

bution is normal. Three hundred and thirty-five

dollars is the value of land owned that separates

12 from 13 in the wealth scale. Only one highly

doubtful exception appears in my data. A family'

controlling between $170 and $335 worth of land

($170 being the amount of land separating 40 and

41 on the scale) almost as frequently as not hire

hands and presuniablj^ (depending on circum-

stances) often finds this necessary. Families owti-

ing less than $170 worth of land usually do not

find it necessary to hire hands, if indeed they can

afford to.

It is because the factors involved in the hiring

of labor for work in the cornfields are somewhat
distinct that I have not included it in the above

analysis. In 1936 there were 40 families growing

at least 0.89 acre of milpa (5 cuenlas). Of these,

I have specific information that seven hired help

especially for the milpa, but others of course used

their regular labor supply in the milpa as well as

in the coffee groves and truck gardens. The seven

families stood in places 84, 78, 67, 35, 32, 7, and 1

on the wealth (land-controlled) scale. For other

years I also have notes showing that families

standing 95 and 44 hired labor in the milpa. On
the other hand, I have specific information that

members of 13 Indian families hired out to other

Indians for milpa work. These stood 124, 121,

120, 114, 105, 97, 78, 77, 66, 58, 43, 38, and 36 on

the wealth scale. The only coincidence in the two

lists is No. 78, representing a family which hired

labor for its milpa and in turn worked on the

milpas of others. (This is not a case of work-

exchange; the families do not work for each other.)

The two lists also show that the very rich do not

work in the milpas of others and that the very

poor—in land ownership, of course—do not hire

labor on their small or nonexistent milpas.

It is the general custom to plant, cultivate, and

harvest a cornfield in as short a period of time as

possible; and this of course explains why even a

person with a small amount of corn tends to hire

helpers. An informant m 1941 gave me a short

list of persons who hire labor for the corn harvest

and who give some sort of harvest festival. This

shows that a family that in 1936 had 0.89 acre of

corn hired 3 men; another with 0.98, also 3; one

with 1.28, also 3; 1 with 1.95, 5; 1 with 2.95, 10;

1 with 4.63, 15; and 1 with 6.54, 8. The informa-

tion is probably not accurate, but it gives some

idea of the relations between the size of the corn-

field and the number of laborers hired. One
reason why the last-mentioned family hired

(according to this information) relatively few men
might be that his cornfield is in two lots and the

work on each done at a different time. Two
certainly reliable cases show clearly that labor is

hired even on limited quantities of land. One is

of the family of a widow, her grown son, and

adolescent daughter (in 1940) which stood 95 on

the wealth (land-controlled) scale. In 1940 it

held on pawn 0.71 acre of cornfield in Santa

Catarina; at the harvest three laborers were hired

for cash: a cousin (of a family standing 43d) and

two Catarinecos. The mother and daughter also

helped, and the har^'est was effected in one day.

The otlier case (also 1940) is a family 78th on the

scale consisting of a couple, a late-teen-aged

daughter, and two yoimg children. They had

1.42 acres of corn, and after half had been har-

vested the man went to hire "one or two" mozos

to help him finish; the wife and daughter also

helped. The men of both of these cases frequently

are employed by others—Ladiuos and Indians

—

as agricultural laborers; had they not been aiLxious
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to harvest quickly, they could easily have foimd
time to do all of the work without assistance.

WEALTH AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

Table 80 shows that the wealthy, naturally,

have more than the poor of every kind of domestic

animal, whether horses, dogs and cats, most
obviously "consumption items"; or fowl and pigs,

which also produce some return; or cattle, which
presumably are kept for the income they produce.

Table 80.-
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Table 83.

—

Number and kinds of beds in 10 households

Family
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table would appear more orderly if family 58 were
placed between 13 and 15 and if the positions of

families 37 and 49 were reversed. If the 1944 and
1936 data were collected at the same time, one

might question either the wealth order or the con-

clusion that nutrition is correlated with wealth

differences. I believe that the correlation is there,

in general, and the discrepancy due in part to

changed circumstances and in part to individual

peculiarities. The fact is that from 1936 family

58 became much wealthier owing (may I believe ?)

to the fact that in 1937 I "staked" them to 5.5

acres of hill milpa land; that land would have

brought them virtually equal in land wealth to

family 15. Another reason why family 58 was
becoming rapidly wealthy, even beyond the land

it o\vned, was that its sons were maturing, but

were still part of the household. Particularly, the

eldest son had come back from military service

with strong progressive ideas, literacy, and great

ambition. For a year or two he successfully

supervised the farm of a nearby plantation, and

learned much. I would not be surprised to leam
that by 1944 the family had become one of the

wealthy. Both families 15 and 37 were probably

slightly atypical in food habits because of personal

peculiarities—for one thing the men liked business

better than labor and probably did less physical

work than anj^ others of the sample. In some
degree family 58 was also atypical, for the son was
married to a somewhat Ladinoized woman. Since

the last family in table 74 is "foreign" altogether

(husband from Totonicapan, wife from San An-
tonio) it is evident that the sample is both too

small and too peculiar to permit the drawing of

statistical conclusions. Yet, if one moves family

58 to second position, it is evident enough that

peppers, tomatoes, and many other common items. No deductions In nu-

trients were made for losses in cooking or in preparing food.

" The daily intake of calories and nutrients was computed on both a per per-

son and a per consumption unit basis. Because the number of families in a

diet survey is often small, diflerences in the age and sex distribution of the

samples and the general population may be great. In the tadino group in

this instance there were 69 males per 100 females, and in the Indian group. 111

males per 100 females. The tadino families were smaller, with an average of

5.4 persons, compared to 5.8 persons per Indian family.

"The consumption units employed for calories and nutrients were based on

the 1045 'recommended allowances' of the National Research Council, Wash-
ington, U. S. A. On the basis of the field data, 5 percent of the adults were

classed as very active, 76 percent as moderately active, 13 percent as seden-

tary. The remaining 6 percent were lactating women. The number of

caloric consumption units per 100 persons in the Indian group was computed

as 81, and in the ladhio group, as 79.

" The smaller body size of Guatemalans was not taken into account. It was

felt that, as regards energy expenditure, the strenuous life imposed by the

environment would tend to offset the diflerence in size. The country is

mountainous, trails to fields are long, bin"dens heavy and life unmechanixed."

wealthy families do get more calories, protein,

iron, thiamine, riboflavin, and niacine than poorer
families, and that the very poor (foreign) family

gets a poorer share of about everything. The
distribution of vitamin A is the most peculiar from
this point of view.

Table 84.

—

Seven-day food intake (1944) of 6 families ' per
nutrition unit per day ''

Number in family 3

Calorics...
Protein (mg.l
Calcium from food (mg.)
Total calcium (mg.)
Iron (mg.)
Vitamin A value I. XJ

Ascorbic acid (mg.)
Thiamine (mg.)
Riboflavin (mg.)
Niacin (mg.)

Family (wealth order No.)

13 15 37

3
3,552
88.1
282

1,289
26

9,613
102

3.94
1.15
17.1

10.9
2.766
69.5
319
826
25

6,162
366

3.31
1.02
14.4

3.9
2,569
75.4
265
735
22

2,599
74

2.92
.86

16.1

49 58 106a

6
2,920
67.3
277
956
23

11,223
96

2.99
.98
12.9

5

3,532
84.6
380

1,257
29

1,544
21

4.24
.97

16.7

6.3
2,686
53.2
131

692
18

6,268
28

2.74
.68
10.6

From tabulations supplied by Miss Emma Reh of Institute de Nutricion
de Centro -\merica y Panama.

> " Family units are expressed as nutrition unit equivalents of the moder-
ately active male, according to the 1945 National Research Council's recom-
mended allowances for specific nutrients by sex, age, and activity," (quoted
from note to table 2B in unpublished F. A. O. report by Emma Reh).

3 This is not the number of nutrition units, but the number of people who
partoolv of the family food during the week, subtracting fractions for meals
missed and adding fractions for guests.

COSTUME AND WEALTH

The costumes worn by the Indian present a

special case of the relations of material goods to

wealth. As far as I know, only in matter of cos-

tume is there any suggestion of the material

symbolization of wealth, class, or security that is

so important in our society. Table 85 shows how
the different styles of costumes are distributed in

the various wealth levels of Panajacheleno society.

The costumes differ in value (table 64), but other

factors besides ability to pay enter into their dis-

tribution. These apparently are:

(1) Loss of costume particularly with acculturation.—It

will be noticed that from 8 to 18 percent of the men and

boys and from 1 to 10 percent of women and girls discarded

Indian costume, for the male "city" attire or the female

"Totonicapdn" costume, both of which are nonregional

Indian costumes. Virtually all these men have been in

military service outside of Panajachel, and when soldiers

return to Panajachel they rarely if ever revert to their old

costume. Some boys grow up in trousers and never wear

the local costume, and these, not called upon to serve in the

Indian organization, are destined also for military service.

The "sophisticates" who come from or have lived in other

towns, speak Spanish, and so on. In cases of intermarriage

this is frequently a clothing solution, for if the husband

does not like the costume of his wife, she may change to

Totonicapan clothes. Men's "city" costume and women's

"Totonicapiin" frequently go together in a family.
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(2) Conservatism.—The expensive "old-fashioned" men's

costume is worn by persons, some very poor, because

(apparently) they are conservative. With rare exceptions,

young men do not wear it. Most of the elders of the com-

munity wear it; these are the people who have performed

their religious and political service for the community; they

also tend to be rich, and could in general afford to wear any

kind of costume. The women and girls of these conserva-

tive families, meanwhile, tend to wear the "simple" Pana-

jachel costume. (I suppose that the use of silk must be,

on this interpretation, relatively new.) It is significant

that in the three wealthiest families and in 8 of the 11

wealthiest the women have no silk in their garments. The

poor, evidently, wear conservative costumes when they

are conservative and can afford it—the rich because they

can always afford it.

Table 85.

—

Panajacheleno costume distribution '
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Put another way, the figures show that the families

of bride and groom were separated by

Less than 33 places in the wealth scale in 13 cases,

between 34 and 66 places in 14 cases, between 67

and 99 places in 6 cases, and between 100 and
132 places in 3 cases,

which means that in only 13 of the 36 cases were

the two families nearly at the same economic level.

Not only do men of richer families tend to marry
girls of poorer families, as seen above, but the

tendency in "mixed" marriages all along the line

is for the difiFerence to be greater when a richer

man marries a poorer girl than when a richer girl

marries a poorer man. Thus in marriages:

Within the same wealth-quarter, the average number
of places on the wealth scale separating the

families where the man is richer is 14, and where

the woman is richer, 11.4;

In consecutive quarters, where the man is richer, it is

37.4, and where the woman is richer it is 25;

In alternate quarters, where the man is richer, it is 63,

and where the woman is richer, 63.8; and
In opposite quarters, where the man is richer, it is

112.7, and where the woman is richer, 73.

Three questions arise: (1) Why do marriages cut

across wealth lines? (2) Why do men marry girls

poorer than themselves, and (3) what becomes of

the daughters of the rich? The answers are all

closely related. A wealthy man with a daughter

to marry off is faced with the problem of having

much land, with the prospect of losing a worker;

if he marries the girl to a rich man, she surely

leaves him, whereas he can sometimes obtain a

poor son-in-law who will come to live with him.

This is an exceptional, although not uncommon,
marriage that cuts across wealth lines. It is a

recognized "peculiar" marriage in a generally

patrilocal culture; to arrange it, the girl's parents

may even initiate the proposal—a rather abnormal

procedure. This kind of marriage accounts for

some of the recent cases in which the girl's family

has been wealthier than the boy's. On the other

hand, a family with a son prefers a relatively poor

girl (all considerations of character, beauty, etc.,

constant) because she will more certainly come to

live at the house and help with the work; she usual-

ly "knows how to work," and she will make a

better daughter-in-law for the dependence she will

feel and the advantages she will get.

The answer to the last question, insofar as I can

answer it, is that the daughters of the rich tend

to marry later for the reasons that (1) there is no

economic pressure on her or her family to accept a

husband, (2) suitors are apt to hesitate to ask for

her hand for fear of a refusal and because of the

expense involved in case of an acceptance, and

(3) a man of a family as rich or almost as rich will

prefer a poor girl for reasons mentioned above.

In the richest family in the community there are

two daughters who were, in 1936, about 31 and 16

years of age respectively; they were immarried as

late as 1941. The older girl might easily remain a

maid; she is not unattractive, but of com^e there

may be other factors involved. In the second

richest family there were two girls of marriageable

age m 1936. One has since married a poor man
who was brought to the house to live; the other

(about 17 in 1936) had an illegitimate child by a

son of the richest family and was still unmarried

in 1941. The two stepdaughters of the third

richest family had had three illegitimate children

by 1936 (two of them reportedly by the stepfather)

and remained unwed. The only daughter of the

fourth richest man was, again, married to a man
who came to her father's house to live and work.

And so on down the list of the very rich: late

marriages, spinsters, unwed mothers, matrilocal

residence are more common than among the poor.

I never heard expression either of envy or dep-

recation ia connection with marriages between

poor men and rich gii'ls; I think that there is some

loss of respect, however, if the girl's family takes

the initiative and, in a sense, buys the man. Nor

were there remarks about a girl's good fortune in

marrying a rich man; in one case there was some

pity for how hard the girl would have to work.

There seems to be no notion of "marrying for

money," perhaps because there are few romantic

notions about marriage. That there is so little

affect connected with cross-wealth-lines marriages

doubtless makes them easier to contract. There

also appears to be no strong deprecation of late

marriage or feminine bachelorhood ; it is true that

few women remain unmarried, but comments

about those who do are conspicuous by their ab-

sence. Thus, it is not as strange as it would other-

vnse be that the rich permit their daughters to go

husbandless. Finally, the attitude toward il-

legitimacy is relatively mUd; no great disgrace

attaches itself to the girl or her family, and none to

the child. (But the conduct of loose women is

frowned upon, and illicit relations with Ladinos,

especially, are taken seriously.)
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From study of the genealogies, and the data on

inheritance, it is evident that family wealth has a

natural history that may be described as follows:

A man attains wealth, partly through inheritance

and/or marriage and partly through his own ef-

forts. Unless he dissipates this wealth in his life-

time, it eventually comes to his children. The

rich, probably because they are able to care for

them better, tend to have more surviving children

than do the poor. The original wealth, now di-

vided, gives each child something of a start, and he

probably gets a little—but less than his own

—

additional land through marriage. He may with

industry and luck increase his fortune, or the con-

trary may occur. If he increases it, he becomes

wealthy and the process is repeated. Frequently

one son of a rich family increases his wealth and

the others do not, and even become poorer; there

is some tendency for the sons of the rich to become

wastrels. If the son of a rich man becomes poor,

his son may marry a wealthy girl and may get a

start toward wealth; or, if residence in his case is

matrilocal, his subsequent history parallels that of

a son of a rich man. The daughter of a poor man,
meanwhile, is apt to marry a richer man, and one or

more of her children are given a start toward

wealth. And of course any poor man—son or

grandson of rich or poor—may himself have what
it takes, including luck (for sickness and deaths in

the family are important causes of disaster) and
with the help of his children become rich.

So any family in Panajachel, in the course of

two or three generations, has its important ups
and downs, and the rich and poor are soon scram-

bled genealogically.

There is a special element in the society that

tends to make the rich poor in Panajachel: the

system of civil and religious services to the com-
munity. Every man (with his wife) is expected

to climb the ladder of offices, but there are two
factors that make the process absolutely more
expensive for the rich than for the poor: (1) Where
there is a choice, the more expensive positions are

taken by rich men, and (2) the poor people, not
being able to afford the offices, climb the ladder
very slowly and occasionally skip a position alto-

gether, and often never go through all of them
before they die; while the rich cannot refuse and
so make the ascent more quickly, becoming
principales while still middle-aged. The result is

that the rich not only spend more money and time

while young, but become habitual drinkers at an

early age and spend even more money and time

on liquor

Mobility in the economic scale is often very

rapid. Given a little land and a few years of good

fortune, a careful Indian has money with w^hich to

buy land, and if he continues industrious and his

luck holds, he becomes richer almost by geometric

progression. The No. 1 man in 1936 became rich

in 20 j^ears or less, and was rapidly increasing his

fortune. He worked hard, had lost only two

infants, and had five sons and two daughters

grown to maturity. He taught them industry and

the family lived conservatively. Money earned

went to buy, or obtain on pawn, more land, and

the greater earnings this produced brought stiU

more land. On the other hand, it has been seen

what happened to the Rosales family fortune—dis-

sipated by most of those who inherited it, rapidly

increased by one man, and then lost entirely in a

few short j-ears. The case of the man standing

16th despite the small amount of land he owned in

1936, is also instructive: he is not only industrious,

but has four grown and industrious sons. The
family was doing so well that in spite of its land

shortage, informants placed them almost at the

top in wealth. Since 1936, the family has ac-

quired much more land and has ironed out some of

the discrepancy between its land holdings and its

presumed wealth.

MOTIVATIONS

It is frequently said of Indians in Guatemala,

sometimes as a reason for not improving their work
conditions and wages, that if they earn enough

money for the week in 3 days, they will not work
the rest of the week. I doubt if this is true on an

important scale anywhere in the country, but as

applied to Panajachel, nothing seems further from

the truth than this dictum which implies that the

Indians work for bare necessities alone and have

no desire to improve their way of life, or attain the

security that wealth (especially in land) gives, or

accumulate something for then- children. I think

that enough evidence has been presented to make
mj^ assertion credible. The Indians already live

above a subsistence level (by their standards);

the}^ are certainly working for the luxury of meat
as w'ell as for corn, for their church as well as for

their food. I have never heard of a poor Indian

ever refusing to work for another (when sober and
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capable of work) if he had nothing to do for him-
self and if the work and wage offered were reason-

able by local standards. If a plantation owner
should try to contract labor to go to the lowlands,

he might get a contrary impression; but he would
be in error because of ignorance of the fact that

there is enough work in Panajachel where the

climate and health conditions are more favorable

and where the Indians have their families and
friends. Furthermore, it has been seen that the

Indians do strive for wealth and that there is

strong motivation toward greater land holdings, a

desire to have more for themselves and their

children.

Without doubt, the first need that the Indians

feel is for security. Wealth gives security, and a

great deal of wealth is necessary for real security.

When a sickness can take in a year what has been

accumulated in a dozen or more, and when such

catastrophes are ever on the horizon, it is not

enough to be just a little ahead. Almost none of

the Indians have enough to feel at all secure, and
most of them have no security whatever. The
need to keep as much as possible ahead, for the

rainy day, keeps all Indians working. It must be

remembered that there are in the community
almost no mechanisms to alleviate the results of

financial disaster. A man sells his assets, or

borrows on them, when he has sudden need; and
when his assets are gone, he has nothing to fall

back on. There is no public and almost no private

charity. There is the case of a poor Indian whose
wife was ill, having given birth to a child. The
midwife told him he needed to buy medicines, and
he had no money. He spent at least 3 days

unsuccessfully trying to borrow 25 cents, even

offering his machete as security. I do not know
what finally happened. In another case a very

poor Indian whose wife had just given birth was
called before the court for not having registered

the child's birth and he was fined $2.00 for having

no documents; in jail he could earn nothing for his

sick wife, so a nephew (who happens to be Ladino-

ized) paid the fine "as an act of humanity."

In a large famUy, the number of persons is itself

some insurance, for all are not apt to take sick at

once. In a small family—say a man, his wife and
a small child—if the man falls ill and there are no
assets to pawn or sell, nor credit in the stores, I

suppose that they live on what the wife can earn,

and buy only what her earnings permit; if medi-

cines or the services of a shaman cannot be bought,
the man presumably goes without, and perhaps
dies. What happens if both the father and
mother, in such a case, should become incapacitated,

I do not know, for such a case was not noted; I

suppose that neighbors or friends or relatives would
assist. The picture is perhaps not as bleak as it

appears, for really minimum needs are few: a roof

over one's head costs nothing, for anybody will

furnish that temporarily; a little firewood can
always be collected; clothing may be in tatters,

but the mildness of the climate makes that not too

serious; and the food required, for a hmited period

of time, can be very little and very cheap—com
and a little lime, and water. In extremities of

misfortune, the standard of life simply drops to

that minimum.
Security from such contingencies is the first

want, sm-ely. But it is a negative want. The
Indians also desire better living. That means,
first, that they wish better food, clothing, and
shelter than the minimum. It means, second,

that they wish some real insurance against death.

One Indian told me that the reason the rich have
more cliildreri than the poor is that they can

"defend" then- childi'cn when they take ill. Recall

also the poor girl who pointed out that the sons of a

rich family could "sin" (in this case, work on Sun-

day) because they had the wherewithal to take

care of the consequences (i. e., they could pay for

curing). It means, third, that they want some
degree of independence—to be able to choose

their employers and the kind of work; not to have

to ask favors and borrow money; and they want
enough so that thej' can carry quarrels to legal

conclusions and pay their fines no less than can

their enemies.

Beyond that, even, the Indians want power to do

favors and to give work to others. What they

doubtless want, in the long run, is the respect of

others in the community. Personal virtues, such

as honesty, industry, and generosity, that are high

in the values of the culture, are more or less inde-

pendent of wealth. But there are at least two

achievements of high value that are attained only

through the accumulation of wealth. One is rapid

ascent in the political-religious hierarchy of offices;

a man with money is able to do his duty quickly

and without stinting or complaining too much, and

he becomes an honored principal at an early age,

a respected power in the community. The second
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is the ability to provide well for one's children.

Whether because of affection or a feeling of famUy

duty, or because people speak ill of a man who
wastes his substance and has nothing for his

children, one of the strongest desires is to have

land to divide. The fact that provision for chil-

dren is one of the strong incentives for the accumu-

lation of wealth, and especially land, is reflected

also in the curious statement volunteered by an

old Indian to Sr. Rosales. "We were bom with

nothing," he said, "and so we should die. Why
should I save money (i. e., not spend it on liquor)

if aU my children are grown? Since we are now
only two, I do not worry about anything."

CONCLUSIONS

Despite such motivations, the fact appears clear

that on the whole wealth in Panajachel has not

become attached to family lines. We have ans-

wered the questions put. But the answers, as

they must, only lead to other questions, one of

which may be interesting to try to answer. Is the

fact that wealth-tied social classes have not de-

veloped in Panajachel accidental or passing, or is

it in the nature of the community? I think the

answer is that social classes have not developed,

and are not likely to develop, in Panajachel, for

three reasons

:

The first is the low absolute wealth of the com-

munity. Although relatively rich, the wealthiest

families are not far above the subsistence level.

They have little margin of safety, and a series of

bad times (sickness, drunkenness, etc.), may send

them down. That is why there is so much mo-
bility. Further, nobody is rich enough to establish

his descendants; when lands are divided among
the children, the margin of security is reduced for

each and he is just as apt to become poorer as

richer. In comparison with many a European
community it is easy to see that family differentia-

tion of wealth has little chance to crystallize.

The second and third reasons are instructive

because they are suggested in part by comparison

with other communities in Guatemala. Chichi-

castenango (a neighbor to the north) is unlike

Panajachel in many ways. One of them is that

the time of women in Chichicastenango has until

recently not had cash value. (Increased weaving
for the tourist trade may change this.) Therefore

in Chichicastenango as opposed to Panajachel

there is encouragement of marriage within the

same wealth class, and hence the tendency for

wealth-tied social classes to develop. It is seen in

contrast that the economic value of women in

Panajachel militates against the development of

such classes.

A major difference between the two communities

is the size of the population, which has significant

consequences for the problem at hand. In Chichi-

castenango there are some 25,000 Indians instead

of 800. There is in general the same kind of social

system, with its hierarchy of offices to be filled

each year. But the number of offices is propor-

tionally much smaller. In Panajachel 52 offices

are divided among 132 families; in Chichicasten-

ango about 350 are divided among some 5,000

families. The difference is one ofl&ce for every 2

or 3 families versus one for every 14 or 15. But
in Chichicastenango no less than in Panajachel a

man is expected to rest only 2 or 3 years between

offices; indeed were the periods of rest lengthened

proportionally he would die long before getting up
the ladder. The solution is, of course, that in

Chichicastenango not all families participate fully

in the system. Whereas in Panajachel every man
can expect to become the alcalde eventually, in

Chichicastenango only a relative few can pass up

the ladder. The number is even more restricted

than indicated, for in any town regardless of size

there is still only one first alcalde. The fact is that

in Chichicastenango, for every man of a given age

level who serves as alcalde there are a hundred who
do not. In consequence, there is in Chichicasten-

ango need to select the relatively very few men
who go up the political-religious hierarchy of

offices. How is this selection determined? It

will be recalled that in Panajachel the rate of

progress differs ; some men go up the ladder quickly

and become elders in their early forties; others go

much more slowly and do not achieve the office of

alcalde until they are in their fifties, or later. The
difference has been described as a matter almost

entirely of wealth. Fundamentally the same

process is always at work in Chichicastenango, but

it is greatly exaggerated. The poor people neither

can afford the expensive high oflBces, nor is it

necessary that they serve. The higher officials

are recruited from relatively few wealthy families.

On the other hand, as a corollary, the lower officials

—the messengers and street sweepers, and so on

—

are in practice recruited from among the poor

people. The differences between theory and prac-
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tice in Chichicastenango is therefore wide, for while

in theory everybody passes up the fixed steps of

the hierarchy of offices, in practice the masses of

people serve in the lower offices and never get

further, while a relatively few rich families monop-
olize the high ofiices without having passed through

the low ones. The theory in both Chichicasten-

ango and Panajachel is therefore much like the

practice in Panajachel. Thus there is a tendency

toward the formation of what approximate social

classes in Chichicastenango. A relatively few

families are not only wealthy, but have a monopoly

of the respect that comes with the performance of

ritual functions, and have as well a monopoly of

political power. Furthermore, in Chichicasten-

ango there is a strong tendency for these wealthy

families to intermarry among themselves. As a

result, they are not only more distinctly set apart

as an elite class, but there is some tendency for the

wealth and power of the community to remain in

the same families for generation after generation.

There is a sort of aristocracy. The contrast be-

tween Chichicastenango and Panajachel is strik-

ing, and particularly interesting in that one sees

operating a single cultural mechanism with such

different effect. By the contrast one understands

why Panajachel cannot have social classes.

It becomes evident that the full answer to the

questions posed for Panajachel requires not only

all of the variety of data presented in this volume,

but insights gained as well through comparative

study. At the same time, imique as conditions in

Panajachel may be, it seems likely that under-

standing of its social and economic system, in

terms of questions like these, will help us to under-

stand mechanisms operative in other societies,

including our own. That is the expectation, at

least, on which anthropologists base their method.



APPENDIX 1

DOCUMENT RELATING TO LABOR

List of Tasks and Number of Man-days' Required for the Crops Grown in the Town of Panajaehel, Dept. of Solold

Milpa:

New land:

Clearing 1 cuerda of the stony land

of the hills 2 days.

Making a fire-lane around 5 cuerdas. . 1 day.

Burning 5 cuerdas Do.

Old land: Stubbling the field (rastrojear)

,

1 cuerda in Do.

All land:

Cleaning the field (chaporrear) , 1

cuerda in Do.

Planting the maize, 2 cuerdas in Do.

Replanting ungerminated seeds, 10

cuerdas in Do.

First cultivation (limpio) of 1 cuerda

bad land in the delta 2 days.

Second cultivation of 1 cuerda bad
land in the delta Do.

Harvesting 2 cuerdas far from town.. 1 day.

Three trips carrying maize to the

house in Do.

Stacking 10 net-bags of maize in

granary Do.

(General harvest per cuerda: 3-

mesh bags, or loads)

Truck Farming:

Making tablones for growing vegetables (8

tablones each 3 varas wide by 32 varas

long are made from 1 cuerda of land)

:

Scraping 1 cuerda 2 days.

Watering 1 cuerda before making
tablones 1 day.

Hoeing and preparing 1 tabldn 2 days.

Onion Seedlings (in tablones) :

Applying fertilizer to 1 labUn Do.
Planting and covering with leaves,

1 tabldn Do.
First cultivation, 1 tabldn 4 days.

Second cultivation, 1 tabldn Do.
Pulling up seedlings of 1 tabldn and

preparing them for transplanting.. Do.
(Seedlings are watered every day for

45 days during the dry season; then

for 15 days they are watered every

3 days.)

' The time is figured on the basis of what an industrious, full-grown man can
do. The cuerda is always 32 raraa square.

208

Truck Farming—Continued

Transplanting Onions:

Smoothing and planting 1 tabldn 2 days.

Watering 2 cuerdas of onions 1 day.

First cultivation of 1 tabldn 2 days.

Second cultivation of 1 tabldn Do.

Pulling up onions of 1 tabldn and ar-

ranging in bunches Do.

(Onions remain 4 months in the

tabldn and are watered twice weekly.)

Garlic (in tablones)

:

Preparing the seed for 1 cuerda Do.
Planting 1 tabldn 1 day.

One (only) cultivation of 1 tabldn 2 days.

Watering two cuerdas 1 day.

Pulling up and carrying home of garlic

of 1 tabldn Do.

Before selling, braiding 15 bunches... Do.

(1 tabldn produces 40 bunches. Garlic

is watered twice weekly, and always

sunned 5 days before braiding.)

Black ground-beans (in tablones)

:

Planting 1 cuerda of beans 2 days.

One (only) cultivation of 1 cuerda 3 days.

Watering 2 cuerdas 1 day.

Pulling up and carrying home dried

beans of 1 cuerda Do.

Sunning and threshing beans of 1

cuerda 2 days.

(Black ground-beans remain in the

tablones 3 months; they are watered

twice weekly.)

Black pole-beans (in tablones)

:

(Same time as for ground-beans with

the following additional.)

Finding and bringing poles for 1

tabldn Do.

Placing the poles in 1 tabldn 1 day.

(Black pole-beans remain in the

tablones 4 months; watered

twice weekly.)

Cabbage, Beets, Turnips, Lettuce, Meta-
bel, Swiss chard (in tablones) : Require

the same work as the growing of onion

seedlings and their transplanting
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Truck Farming—Continued

Carrots (in tablones) : Same as for growing
onion seedlings, omitting the 2d culti-

vation; watered the same as onions; re-

main 4 months in the tablones.

Cucumbers (in tablones)

:

Planting and fertilizing 1 labldn Do.
Cultivation (only one) of 1 tabldn Do.
(Remain in tablo7>es 3 months; watered
twice weekly.)

Tomatoes (in tablones)

:

First seedlings are made just as with
onions; transplanted in new tablones

with same tasks as for planting

sweet pepinos, below. Watered
same as pepinos.

1 cultivation (only) : 2 tablones, with

ridges Do.
(Tomatoes remain in tablones 3

months.)

Sweet pepinos (by cuerdas)

:

Scraping 1 cuerda Do.
If land turned over, 1 cuerda 4 days.

Digging the holes in 1 cuerda 2 days.

Bringing and applying fertilizer, 1

cuerda Do.
Planting 1 cuerda 1 day.

Watering 1 cuerda (done twice weekly) Do.
Cultivating and ridging the mounds of

each plant of 1 cuerda 2 days.

(Cultivating done monthly; fruit har-

vested after 1 year).

When the plants bear, fences are made:
Finding posts for 1 cuerda 1 day.

Planting posts for 1 cuerda Do.
Finding reeds for tying poles and

canes Do.
Cutting and hauling cornstalks

to fence 1 cuerda 5 days.

Building the fence around one

cuerda 3 days.

Sweet cassava and sweetpotatoes : (in

furrows 32 varas long)

:

Making 2 furrows 1 day.

1st cultivation of 4 furrows Do.
2d cultivation of 4 furrows Do.
(Remain 6 months in ground; watered

twice weekly).

Coffee:

Planting:

Opening 25 holes Do.

Uprooting 50 plants with dirt Do.
Carrying 100 plants a distance of 1

km Do.

Planting 100 plants Do.
(The shade trees require the same
amount of work as the planting of

the coffee itself.)

Coffee—Continued

Harvesting:

Cutting (picking) 1 50-pound sugar

sackful of berries Do.

Husking and picking-over 1 50-pound
sackful Do.

Washing 4 50-pound bags of husked
coffee Do.

(Washed coffee should be sunned for

5 days.)

Fruit trees always require a little work, such as removing
the parasites from the branches and harvesting such fruits

as Spanish plums, cross sapodillas, avocado, limas, oranges,

etc. For the vegetable pear plants trellises must be made
to raise the branches, etc.

The work in this town is not done in the same time as that

in other pueblos because on every piece of land we have
more than one thing planted, and we must do each task

very slowly so as not to harm the things growing. Those
things which require only three or four months to grow in

the tablones are planted more than once a year:

Onions are planted three times a year.

Garlic is planted twice a year.

Black beans are planted twice a year.

It must be remembered that some tasks require more than

one worker: cleaning the onions, clearing land in the hills,

etc. Making up the accounts, it can be seen that only the

tablones of one cuerda of onions give many man-days of

work.

Every Friday, Tuesday, or other day of the week all

must go to the markets of other towns to sell the products

of our fields.

There are some who fatten animals such as steers, cows

for milk, sheep, etc., and it takes part of their time to give

the necessary care to the animals.

We make our houses in the form of ranchos, and for these

we must go out some days to the country to find lumber,

reed, cane, thatch, etc., and it takes time to build the

houses.

Firewood is very important in our homes, especially in

winter; we must prepare it on rather a large scale to save

ourselves the worry when it rains much.

In the summer we must go to fi:< up the irrigation ditches

of the town, sometimes farther than one kilometer; because

we all use this water to water our fields, it often takes longer

than listed above.

The onion seed which we harvest here is so delicate that

it takes much time and patience to cut it, transport it, dry

it, and clean it; it is so little that much is required to make

up a pound. (This is aside from the time it has been in the

tablones, its watering, fertilizing, and care given it against

afflictions it may suffer.)

Dated, Panajachel, August, 19S7

.

[Signed by all the Indians]
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COMMODITY PRICES AND INDEX

The following alphabetical list of commodities

is included for convenience in reference. Most
items mentioned in the text are included in the

list, and the page numbers refer to discussions in

the text, both of prices and of consumption. These

references are not repeated in the general index.

Prices of commodities in Guatemala City, where

they are available, are listed. These have three

sources, identified with asterisks, daggers, and

double daggers, respectively:

* Memorias de Hacienda y Cridito Ptihlico for the yeara

1938, 1939, and 1940, tables 26, 38, and 57 on pages 597-

598, 699-702, and 728-730, respectively. These tables

give Guatemala City monthly prices of a few commodities

over a period of years; among the three are given prices for

the years 1935 to 1940, inclusive. In the following list

minimum, maximum, and average prices are recorded for

both the entire period of 6 years and

(**) For the 1 year, 1936.

(t) Tables 25, 37, and 56 on pages 596, 698, and 727 re-

spectively, of the same Memorias, give monthly prices of

"articles of first necessity" in Guatemala City for the year

of the Memoria. In cases where these data are used in the

following list, the maximum, minimum, and average

prices are given for the 3 years 1938, 1939, and 1940 com-
bined.

(J) The newspaper El Imparcial, Guatemala, at inter-

vals, usually weekly, from April 3, 1937 to August 21, 1937,

published current prices in the Central Market in Guate-
mala City. (The feature probably began before the initial

date mentioned, but issues of the newspaper before then

are not available to me; it was omitted after August 21,

although it may have been resumed later.) Since I have
records for only 5 months, obviously the "maximum" and
"minimum" figures given in the table are not necessarily

absolute for the year, and the average of the weekly figures

are not necessarily averages for the year.

In the list are included some commodities with-

out their prices either in Panajachel or in Guate-

mala City. This is done so that most commodities

Ivnown to enter into the economy of Panajachel

may be found listed in one place. Commodities

that are not purchased, such as houses and the

products of the women's looms, are not, however,

included.

Price list and index
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Price list—Continued
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Price list—Continued
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APPENDIX 3

HOUSEHOLDS IN ORDER OF WEALTH

The following list of Panajachel Indian house-

holds includes all that were in the community
studied in 1936. The families are ordered accord-

ing to wealth (rich to poor) as judged by the fol-

lowing:

(1) The opinions of two Indians, labeled SY and BC,
who are themselves found in places 49 and 58, respectively,

in the list. Independently they graded each of the families

on a scale of from 1 to 100, whereupon the households

could be put in order of wealth. The results are seen in

columns 2 and 3 of the final list, where the numbers repre-

sent the order of wealth (according to the two who gave

judgment) and not the grades given.

(2) Their standing in the scales of the value of land

owned and of land controlled, as shown in columns 3 and 4.

(3) Other indications of wealth, such as houses and stock

and sources of income other than agriculture. The num-
ber and kinds of houses, of domestic animals, and of fruit

trees cannot be shown in the list because so much data

would make it even more unwieldy than it is.

Whenever there was doubt, I trusted the inform-

ants' judgment—where it was clear. Obviously,

neither they nor I can tell how accurate the judg-

ments are, but clearly the extremes are well defined

and families are not far out of place.

Data concerning the number of persons (men,

women, boys, girls, and infants) are included in

the list because they help to explain in many cases

why families are richer or poorer than their land-

holdings would indicate. For the same reason,

special occupations are noted.

The numbers of Panajachelefio households run

from 1 to 132; it will be noted that the two polygy-

nous cases are each treated by bracketing the

households in spite of the fact that informants

judged each separately. The foreign-Indian house-

holds are included in the list in their places on the

wealth scale, but they are given intermediate

numbers preceded by "F." Foreign Indians or

foreign Indian families attached as "servants" to

Panajachelefio (and in one case a foreign) house-

holds are not numbered separately.

The order number (column 1) is the key to the

numbering of Indian houses on map 3.
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Order No

Judgment of—

SY BC

Land Number in famUy

20
31
32
33
34
36
36
37
38
39

F39a
40
41

42
43
44
46

F46a
46
47

48

49
60
61

62
63

(')

84
66
66
67

68
69
60
61

62
63
64
66
66
67
68

F68a
69
70
71
72

F72a
73
74
76
76

F76a
77
78
79

81

82
83
84

86
F86a

86
87

F87a
88
89
90

r90a
91
92
93
94
96
96
97
98
99
100
101

102
103
104
106
106

ri06a
107
108
109
110
111

68
98
99
39
74

'''
i

39
39
39
67
78
78
99
161

78
63
82
92

99
133
133
136
135
99
99
99
99
99

138
96

Owned

66
28
36
66
21

36
78
99
117
119

12
31

49
61

52
67

26

38

62
30
76
82
63
40
49
63
82
63
63
64
40
40
40
63
63
63
66
75
75
76
76
76
85
93
93
93
85
87
53

140
87
93
93
93
84
87

103
110
103
110
110
110
108
121

99
99
66
73
87
87
101

103
103
107
108
115
116
116
116
114

119
102
121

119

18
45
76
43
C3
48
110
41

39
42
63
47
96
46
92

()
54
91

84
27

112
74
86
116

(')

98
67

68
85

105
44
69
70

(')

(')

77
102

I

64
82
81

101
32
30
114

95
71

90
104
122
109
113

88
103
in
93
lOO

76
123
125
60
68

Con-
trolled

25
33
31
61

27
30
69
74
99
116

16

29
46
48
49
63

34

36

19
44
67
43
60
45
109

41

37
42
60
39
93
63

(')

92
87
105
66

111

66
77
68

I

102
62
64
76

84

103

(»)

C)

(')

55
68

75
94

I

71

73
72

85
57
9?
113

119
89
86
101

121

108

112
83
lOO
110
90
96

62
122
124
47
125

Total M

2
1

1

1

4
1

1

3
2
1

I

1

3
4

2
2
1

2
2

1!^m
1

Special occupations

Canoe business, marimba, baker, netter.
Shaman, bleeder.
Mason.
Full-time butcher.

Mason, carpenter.
Full-time butcher.

Caponizer.

Ladinoized teacher.

Pig butcher.
Mason; restaurateur

Curer, weaver.
Shaman.

Shaman, bleeder.
Shaman.

Full-time mason.

Weaver.

Ourer.

Flutist.
Do.

Midwife, weaver.
Barber, adobe maker

Shaman.
Weaver.

Midwife, weaver, bleeder

Carpenter,

Shamaru
Weaver.

Shaman, bleeder.

Marimba player.

Curer, weaver.
Ex-butcher.
Bleeder.

Messenger-carrier.

See footnotes at end of table, p. 219.
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GLOSSARY

The glossary is divided into three parts: the

"General" glossary gives the meanings in Pana-

jachel of Spanish terms used in the text. The
glossaries of plants and animals include in alpha-

betical order all but the most common ones men-

tioned in the text, whether in English, Spanish, or

Indian. Following each term is (1) the Pana-

jachel Spanish equivalent of the English name
used, if there is a Spanish equivalent; or (2) the

Indian equivalent in the International Phonetic

Alphabet if the term used is a translation or cor-

ruption, and (3) the scientific term. The botan-

ical and zoological identifications are taken from

Villacorta, 1926—indicated by (V); Mejia, 1927

(M); Rojas, 1936 (R); Wisdom, 1940, unpublished

addenda, (W), who credits identifications of plants

in the Chorti region to Dr. Paul Standley of the

Field Museum; and McBryde, 1940 (Mc), most of

whose identifications are credited to literary

sources, especially Standley, and a few to the

University of California herbarium to which he

brought specimens. Some animal identifications

were taken from signs in the Zoological Park in

Guatemala City.

GENERAL

Alambique, an aguardiente (hard liquor primarily of sugar)

distilled in copper kettles.

Alcalde, mayor; a civil office, now legally nonexistent in

Guatemala, whose functions, administrative and ju-

dicial, are now performed by the intendente; in Pana-
jachel, the highest annually changing civil office in the
Indian hierarchy.

Alquacil, constable; a civil officer with functions, in a small
town like Panajachel, of messenger, laborer, janitor,

and policeman.

Almul (or almud), dry weight measure for grains ranging
from 8 to 17 pounds. In Panajachel 12 or 12.5

pounds.

Arroba, a unit of weight equal to 25 pounds.
Auxiliar, probably short for regidor aiLXiliar, auxiliary

regidor; an office in the municipal government.
Ayudante, or regidor ayundante, assistant to a regidor; an

office in the municipal government.
Banda, woven sash-belt; in Panajachel usually the kind

made elsewhere and bought.
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Barril, a liquid measure equal to 2 demijohns or 22 bottles.

Caballeria, land measure equal to 64 manzanas or 110.464

acres.

Caites, sandals, usually made of a single sole with attached

leather thongs which are passed between the first two
toes and around the heel.

Calz6n, drawers; in Panajachel usually the home-woven
and sewed variety.

Calzoncillo, drawers; in Panajachel a long white variety

that approaches trousers in appearance.

Cedula de vecindad, personal identification pocket booklet,'

required by law for every adult and issued by the

intendencia.

Chica, a fermented drink made of panela and a variety of

Spanish plums.

Cinta, ribbon; specifically the long strip worn in the wom-
an's hairdress.

Cofrade, the highest official of a cofradid, and an office in

the politico-religious hierarchy.

Cofradia, confraternity; a group of men, consisting of a

cofrade and two or three mayordomos, who have the

stewardship of a saint for a year; also, the house of the

cofrade where the saint is kept.

Colono, a laborer living permanently on a plantation.

Copal, a kind of incense that comes in small disks.

Corredor, porch of a house, consisting of the space formed

by extension of the eave of one side of the house sup-

ported by posts.

Corte, a wrap-around shirt; also, a length of cloth.

Cuerda, land measure; in Panajachel usually 32 varas

square (0.178 acre).

Culata, annex of a house consisting of an extension using a
wall of the original house as one of its walls.

Faja, woven sash-belt; in Panajachel, usually the home-
woven variety.

Fiscal, treasurer; an office of the religious hierarchy of the

Indians.

Gaban, in Panajachel, a woolen cloak worn by some of the

men.

Galera, a wall-less house structure consisting of a roof sup-

ported by posts.

Habilitador, a labor contractor.

Huipil, blouse, usually without tailored sleeves.

Intendente, the highest authority of a municipio, appointed

by the President of the Republic.

Jefe politico, the administrative head of a Department,

appointed by the President of the Republic.

Jefetura, the administrative building or office of the De-

partment; office of the jefe politico.

Juzgado, court of law; town hall, now officially called

intendencia instead.
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Ladino, a non-Indian ; a class of persons who speak Spanish,
dress in European-type clothes and in general are

representatives of the Spanish cultural tradition

rather than the Indian.

Machete, a cutting tool; in Panajachel a factory-made
knife with a short handle and a long blade.

Mancuerna, a package of 2 balls, or 4 tapas of panela.

Mandamientos, a system of enforced labor whereby em-
ployers sought and were given quotas of laborers.

Manzana, land measure, 100 varus square, equal to 1.736

acres.

Mayor, or alquacil mayor, an office in the municipal gov-

ernment and in the Indian hierarchy.

Mayordomo, majordomo, an official of a cofradla, and the

politico-religious organization.

Milpa, cornfield, in which is grown principally corn, beans,

and squash.

Monte, the territory outside of town; rural, whether
wooded or not.

Mozo, common laborer, field hand.

Municipio, township, the smallest political unit into which

Guatemala is divided.

Olla, an agxiardierde (distilled liquor primarily of sugar)

often flavored with fruit, in which earthenware vessels

are utilized in the making.

Ornato, a head tax, the proceeds of which are spent on

public works.

Panela, brown, noncrystallized sugar, usually sold in

Panajachel in large balls, two of which form a man-
cuerna, half of each a tapa.

Patr6n, an employer, usually for a long period of time.

Peso, in the old currency, a unit of money now equal to

\% cents, in terms of which negotiations are still

carried on.

Pinole, a beverage made, in Panajachel, of toasted and

ground dry kernels of corn.

Principal, an elder of the community; a man who has

passed through most of the offices of the politico-

religious hierarchy.

Pueblo, town; the smallest category—followed by viUa

and ciudad—of community that is the seat of govern-

ment of a municipio; in Panajachel applied to the

whole delta portion as opposed to the monte districts.

Pulique, a meat dish; especially a sauce with which meat
or fowl is served.

Quintal, a unit of weight equal to 100 pounds avoirdupois.

Recomendado, checked; an article left with somebody
until called for.

Red, a mesh bag open at both ends, used to pack loads

for transport and storage.

Regidor, councilman; an office in the municipal govern-

ment and in the Panajachel legal and extralegal

hierarchy.

Rodillera, a small woolen blanket worn by men—in Pana-

jachel, wrapped around the waist and extending to

the knees.

Rosquito, a kind of doughnut-shaped cookie of wheat

flour.

Sacristan, sacristan; an official of the church and of the

Panajachel religious hierarchy.

Sandalia, a sandal built more like a shoe than a caile.

Sute or tzute, a cloth worn as a headpiece.
Tablon, a garden bed; a rectangular raised bed, separated

from others by gutters into which water for irrigation

is admitted.

Tamal, a dumpling made of boiled and ground corn
and often other ingredients, wrapped in leaves and
steamed or boiled.

Tapa, half of a ball of panela.

Tarea, stint, a unit of work, usually the amount that a man
can do in one day, but varying widely with the type of

work.

Tortilla, a griddle cake of boiled and ground corn.

Totoposte, a large, much toasted tortilla carried on journeys
Vara, a Spanish linear measure of 36 Spanish inches or

about 33 English inches.

Zarabanda, a public dance in a tavern or cofradla

PLANTS
Alusema. Not identified.

Amaranth (bledo). Amaranthus paniculatus L.? (Mc);

.4. p. (R); A. reloplexus L. (M).

Araate. Ficus sp. (W, M) ; F. pluribus (V) ; F. tecolutensisl

(R).

Avocado (aguacate). Persea americana Mill. (W, Mc);
P. gratisima Gatum (V); P. gratisima Gaerth (M).

Ayote. Cucurbita pepo L. (W, M, V).

Balsamito seed. Not identified.

Barrej'on. Not identified.

"Bird's claw" vine (sk'yeq^'ikin). Not identified.

"Bitter sunflower" (girasol amargo). Not identified.

"Buzzard tree" (palo de zope). Derris grandifolia (R).

Cajete. Achioma lagopas (M).

Capulin. Trema micrantha (R, W); Tila argentia (M).

Castor tree (higuerillo). Ricinus communis L. (V, W, M).

Cayu. Not identified.

Chichicaste. Urera baccifera (L.) Graudichaud (W, Mc)

;

Urlica sp. (M); U. dioitica (V).

Chichipate. Sweeiia panamensis Bentham (W).

Chilacayote. Cucurbita ficifolia Bouch6 (W); C. citrulus

(V).

Chilca. Thevitia neriJoUa (M. V.).

Chipilin. Crotalaria vilellina (R) ; C. guatimalensis (V)

;

C. striata (M); C longirostrata (Mc); C. I. Hook <fe

Arn. (W).

Chipoc. Not identified.

Choreque. Not identified.

Cidra. Citrus medica L. (Mc, M, V).

Cintula. Not identified.

Col. Some kind of cabbage called "salt cabbage" in the

Indian language, not identified.

Coral tree {palo de pilo). Erythrina corallodendrum L.

(M, V, Mc); E. rubrinervia H. B. K. (W, Mc); E.

cristagallis (V).

Cordoncillo. Piper sp. (W) ; P. angustipolium Ruiz y Pav.

(M); P. Rus & Paw (V); P. longium (V).

Coriander (culantro). Coriandrum sativum L. (V\ , M).

Coyol, Acrocomia vinifera Oersted (Mc, W, M) ; A. mexi-

cana (R); A. scherocarpa (V).

Cross-sapodilla (injerto). Calocarpum viride Pittier (Mc).

Cuajilote. Parmenliera adulis (R); P. adults D. C. (M).
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Cuchin. Not identified.

Custard-apple (anona). Annona cherimola (Mc); A.

diversifolia Safford (W); A. reticulata (M, V); A.

squamosa (R).

"Deer's tongue" (lengoa de venado). Scolopendrium

officinalis (R).

Easter flower (fior de pascua). Euphorbia pulcherrima

(V).

Elder tree (sanco) . Several varieties known by this name
locally.

"Flower of death" (flor de muerte). Tajetes erecta L.

(M); T. palula doble (V).

Granadilla. Passiflora ligularis (Mc, M, W) ; P. edulis

(V); Brya specialis (M, V).

Guachipilin. Pithecolohrium albicans (M); Dyphysa bobi-

noides (M).

Guave (guayaba). Psidium guajava L. (Mc, M); P.

pomiferum (V); P. cerstedianum Berg (W).

Huis. Solanum capense (V).

Huskcherry (miltomate). Physalis sp. (W, Mc); Mc-
Bryde calls the species found in Guatemala uncertain,

but suggests pubescens L.

Ilamo. Almus acuminata (R).

Indigo (jiquilite). Indigofera suffruticosa Miller (W,Mc);
I. anil h. (M): Jacobina tintoria (V).

Jabillo. Hura polyandra Baillon (VV) ; H. Crepitans L.

(M,V).

Laurel (Laurel). Litsea glaucense (R); Neclandria sp.

(M).

Lima. Citrus limetta Risso (Mc).

"Lime tea" (t6 de limon). Andropogan citratus (V,M);
Cymbogogan c. (DC) Stamf (W) ; C. nardus (L) Rendle
(Mc).

"Little broom" (escobilla). Sida rhombifolia (M,V).
Madrone (palo de jiote). Busera mexicana (V); B. sim-

aruba (L.) Sarg. (W).

Maguey (maguey). Furcraea sp. (M,Mc,R); agave sp.

(Mc). McBryde mentions several species of Agave.
Maicena. Not identified.

Melocoton. Sicana odorifera (Veil.) Naudin (Mc,W).
Membrillo. Cydonia oblonga Miller (W); C. vulgaris

Pers. (M).

Metabel. Not identified.

Mint (hierba buena). Mentha citrata Ehrhart (W) ; M.
virides L. (M,V).

"Mother of Maize" (madre de maiz). Ustilago maydist
(R).

"Mouse ear" vine (racikinioy). Not identified.

"Mouth of the dragon" (boca de dragon). Lamourouxia
visciosa (V).

"Mulberry herb" (hierba mora). Solanum nigrum (.M,V).
Nance. Brysonima crassifolia L. (Mc,W): B. c. HB & K

(M); B. cantifolia HB & K (M,V).
Nogal. Jugland pyriformis Liebermann (W); J. regia

(Y,M);J-nigra (V.M).

Oak (encino, roble). A number of species.

Oregano. Origanum vulgare L. (M,W).
Pacaya. Chamaedorea sp. (W,V) ; C. graminifolia Wend-

land (Mc)
; C. g. Wendalandia & Schiedeana (Mc) ; C.

bifurcala (M).

Pataxte. Theobromo bicolor (M) ; T. b. Hum. & Boupl. (W).

Paterna. Inga sp. (W) : /. spectabilis (V).

Pega pega. Turenthia lappacea; Desmodium incinatum

(M).

Pepino. Solanum muricatum Aiton (Mc). This is the

Spanish word for cucumber, but it is not the cucumber.
Pepitoria. Cucurbila pepo L. (W).

Pimienta gorda. Pimenla officinalis Lindley (W).

Prickly pear (tuna). Opuntia sp. (Mc); 0. dejecta (V); O.

Monocantha (V); Platyopuntia (Mc).

Purslane (verdolaga). Portulaca campestre (R); P. ep.

(M); P. parviflora (V).

Pus (p'us). Not identified.

Queche. q'et/e'. Not identified.

"Rose-apple" (manzana rosa). Eugenia jambos L. Sp. PI.

(Mc,V); Jambosa vulgaris (M).

Rosemary (romero). Rosmarinus officinales L. (W,M,V).
Rue (ruda). Ruta chalepensis L. (W); R. graveolena L.

(V,M).

Sabagasta. Aristida scabra (R).

Sajoc (saxok). Not identified.

Sapodilla (zapote). Achras zapote (M); Lacuma mammosa
(V); L. m. Gaertn. (M); Calocarpum mammosum (L.)

Pierre (W).

Sedge (tule) . Typha latifolia (R) ; CyperiLt canua Preal

(W).

Silk oak (gravilea). Gravillea robusta (V); 0. r. Cunn
(Mc).

"Skunk plant" (hierba de zorro). Croton dioicus (R).

Soapseed tree Qaboncillo). Sapindus saponaria L. (M,

V,W).

Spanish plum (jocote). Spondias purpurea L. Sp. PI.

(Mc, W, M, V).

"Sunflower of the rocks" (giransol de la piedra). Not
identified.

"Sweatbath plant" (hierba de temazcal). Rhus terebin-

thifolia (R).

Sweet cassava (yuca). Manihot esculenta Crantz (W);

M. dulcis (Crmel.) Pax (Mc).

Sweetpotato (camote). Ipomea batatas (Mc).

Tamarisk shrub (faray). Eysenhareitia adenostylis (R);

Mimosa sp. (M); Caesalpina bonducella (M).

Taxisco. Perymenium turckheimu (V); P. t. Vatke (M).

Toronja. Citrus decumina (R).

Tziquinay (0'ikinay). Not identified.

Vegetable pear (giiisquii). Sechium edule Swartz (W,
M, V).

White sapodilla (matasano). Casimiroa edulis (Mc).

"White soap" (saqcupaq). Not identified.

Willow (sauce). Satix sp. (M); S. alba (M).

Yucca tree (izote). Yucca guatemaleusis (R); Y. elephan-

tipes Regel (W); }'. gloriosa (V, M).

Zacatinta. Fuchsia parviflora (R) ; Jacobina tincloria

Hemls. (M).

ANIMALS

Armadillo (Armado). Talusian novencienta (M, V).

Buzzard (zopilote.) Catharista atrata, Lawr. (M, V).

Coati (pizote). Nasia nasica L. (M, V); Nasua narica

(Zoo).

Coxpin (kospin). An unidentified bee or wasp.
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Coyote (coyote). Canis letrans, Say (M, V).

Deer (venado). Cariacus virginianus Brok (M, V).

Crackle (sanate). Quiscalus macrurus, Scl (P, M, V).

"Honey-bear" (oso colmenero). Myrmecophaga jubata

M. tetradactyla Sim.

Hummingbird (gorri6n). Many species.

"Lazy bird" (pfijaro haragan). Not identified.

Mojarra. Cichlasoma gutiulatum, Gunther (Mc, P).

Opossum (tecnacin.) Didelphys virginiana, Kn. (M,
V, P).

Porcupine (puerco espin). Synlheris puntacta (M, V).

Rabbit (conejo). Lepus palustris (M, V).

Raccoon (mapache). Procyon lolor (P, zoo); P. I. Allen

(M, V).

Skunk (zorillo). Mephitis mephitica, Baird (M, V);

M, pulorius, Cones (V) ; Conepatus niapurilo, Cones

(V).

Taltuza. Geomys hispidus (M, V, P) ; G. mexicanus (P).

Tepescuintle. Caelogenya paca, Sim (M, V); C. p. (zoo);

Geomys p. (P).

Weasel (comadreja). Muslela brasiliensis, Sew. (M, W).
Widgeon (gallareta). Mareca americana, Scl. (M, V).

Wildcat (gato de monte). Vulpes virginianus, Baird

(M, V, zoo).
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Adobe making, 93, 96, 134, 145, 147
Agriculture, temperate, 2

tropical, 1-2
See also Crops.

Agua Escondida, 62, 139
Alta Vera Paz, 144 fn.

Animals, see Domesticated animals; Fauna, wild.
Artisans, 96, 97, 121, 134, 183, 191, 194

See also Adobe-maker; Carpenter; Mason.
Atiteco, 31, 96, 122, 128

Atitecos, 6 fn., 135, 136 fn., 140, 152
Atitlin, 1, 2, 6 fn., 11, 14, 30, 31, 96, 106, 119, 123, 126,

127, 151, 159, 160, 185

Baker, 96, 134, 164, 175
Balance of payments, 183-184
Baptism, 178
Barbering, 96, 181
Bargaining, 136, 136 fn.

Beliefs, about animals, 32
as distinct from "foreign" Indians,
ill omens, 32
impeding economic judgment, 16
on electricity, 20
toward nature, 29
toward supernatural, 29, 130

Births, 87, 98, 178
rate of, 6

Blacksmith, 23, 27, 134
Bloodletter, 95, 98
Bunzel, Ruth, 137
Butcher, 22-23, 96, 119, 122 fn., 123 fn., 134, 142, 164,

175, 191
Buying for consumption, 133-136

Cabrera, Manuel Estrada, President, 106
Canoe, manufacture of, 31

renting, 96, 97
transportation, 126, 127
use in hunting, 32

Cantel, 20, 26
Capitalism, ix, 13 fn.

Caponizer, 95, 98, 164
Carnegie Institution of Washington, x, 163
Carpenter, 27, 95, 96, 134, 145, 146, 175
Ceremonies, 177-181

governmental, 86, 177
rehgious, 86
See also Fiestas; Births; Funerals; Harvesting rites.

Cerro de Oro, 105, 133 fn., 136, 139
Chiapas, 8
Chicacao, 2, 123, 127
Chichicastenango, 6 fn., 11, 14, 35, 100 fn., 107, 119 fn.,

122, 123, 133, 135, 136, 144 fn., 145, 150, 151, 158,
160, 185, 206-207

MaxeiSo, 6 fn., 133 fn., 135, 136
Children, providing for, 206

See also Labor, division of.

Chimente, 25 fn., 26
Church, 57, 83, 85, 103, 178, 204
Classes, economic, 181, 184, 190

social, 7, 206-207
See also Wealth groups.

Chmate, 4, 29-30
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Clothing, 30, 136, 205
cost, 153-154, 184

See also table 63, 161-163.
manufacture, 93-94, 133, 151-154
men's, 150-151
women's, 151
See also Costumes.

Community service, 86, 103, 181
See also Political-religious hierarchy: Officials.

Comparison with neighboring communities, 11
Competition, ix, 15, 19, 27-28

effect on prices, 137, 186
in clothing, 202
in selling, 133 fn.

Concepci6n, 99, 107, 123, 127, 133, 145, 152, 159, 160, 163,
186

Concepciofieros, 133 fn., 145, 163
Consumer goods, 133-154

See also Commodity index. Appendix 2, 210-216.
Contractors, 96

See also Adobe-making; Carpenter; Mason.
Costs, agricultural, 109-117

animal husbandry, 117-121
clothing 153-154, 160-163
food, 168-169, 174
houses, 146-147

Costumes, distinction from Ladinos and "foreign" Indians, 8
foreign, 160
men's and boys', 158-159
wealth differences, 187-188
women's and girls', 159

Credit, ix, 13-14
See also Land, pawned.

Crops, combinations, 46-47
determination of choice, 128, 129
innovations, 128, 130-131, 186
value, 184
yield, beans, squash, 52, 113

coffee, 56, 131
corn, 49-52, 108-110
garUc, 54, 113
herbs, 55
measuring, 190
onions, 53-54, 110-112, 130
pepinos, 114, 131
possibilities of increasing, 128
tabWn, 110-116

fruit, 56, 115
vegetables, 114

tubers, 55, 114
Cubulco, 135
Cult of the Saints, 177
Curers, 95, 96, 98, 180, 195

curing ritual, 177

Dances, 163, 177, 183
Death, 178-180, 193

mortality rates, 6, 28, 30
Diet, 9 fn., 24, 28, 129, 163-174, 185, 200-201
Domestic production, see Houses, building; Furniture;

Clothing, manufacture.
Domestic servants, 99, 101 fn.

Domesticated animals, pre-Conquest, 22
animal husbandry, 93, 117-121
value of produce, 108, 131, 142, 190-191

See also Commodity index. Appendix 2, 210-
216.

for fertilizer, 128
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Drugs, 28, 177
Drunkenness, 12, 85, 97, 180, 181, 182 fn., 204

Dry goods, 134, 135
See also Furniture; Tools; Commodity index, Appen-

dix 2, 210-216.

Economic judgment, 128-131
Economic specialization, 1

See also Special occupations.

Economy, characterized, ix, 13-18, 187

Efficiency of use of time, 85
See also Technology, efficiency of.

Entrepreneurs, ix, 12, 18, 122

See also Merchants.
Ethics, 12, 18-19, 205
Experimental milpa, 4 fn., 50, 100, 128-129, 189

Families, as economic unit, 6, 13, 17, 19, 128, 195-196

See also Labor, communal, familv.

as wealth unit, 189, 199-200, 206, 207
census, 9-10, 11

in the market, 123, 125
housing of, 144-145
routine of living, 148-150
sample in food survey, 163-174

Fauna, wild, 29, 32-33
Fertilizer, 12, 24, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 56, 92, 111, 114, 116,

116 fn., 128, 129, 131

Fiestas, 10, 12, 93, 97, 103, 125, 125 fn., 132, 138, 177, 178,

181
Fines, 182
Firth, Raymond, x
Fishing, 31
Fish-net making, 93, 96, 164

Flora, wild, 29, 33-35, 131

Food, 98, 133, 163-174, 185, 205
differences in consumption correlated with wealth,

200-201
value, 183

See also Diet; Commodity index, Appendix 2,

210-216.

Folklore, 18
Fruit, consumption, 173-174

production of, 27, 56-57, 93
profit, 116
sale of, 12, 122, 123, 126, 127, 134, 138, 143
yield, 56. 115
value, 191
wild, 33

Fuente, Julio de la, 185 fn.

Funerals, 87, 179-180
Furniture, 11, 133, 134, 147-148, 154-158, 174, 191

Genealogies, 188-189
Geography, 1-2, 4

See also Climate.
Gifts, at marriage, 179

for favors, 180, 183
occasions, 171, 181
orientation toward, 17

to godparents, 180
to practitioners, 98

Godines, 127
Godparents, 159, 178, 180
Goubaud Carrera, Antonio, 163
Government regulations, abolition of debt peonage, 107

in the market, 15-16
identification papers, 182
law of vagrancy, 105, 107
on housing, 145
on inheritance, 80
on labor, 103, 105-108

See also Mandamicntos.
See also Taxes.

Guatemala, 1, 2, 8, 10, 25, 26, 28, 29, 55, 105, 106, 131, 136,
139 fn.

Guatemala City, 2, 4, 20, 24, 62, 69, 122, 123, 126, 127, 128,
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Habilitadores, 106
Harvesting, ceremonial costs, 109

hiring labor, 99, 102, 198
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Herskovitz, Melville, x
Holy Week, 23, 56, 96, 101, 104, 125, and 125 fn., 127, 130,

134, 141, 170, 171, 172, 175, 178 fn.

Hoselitz, Burt, 13 fn.

Household goods, 11, 174-176, 183
See also Commodity index. Appendix 2, 210-216.

Housekeeping, 21, 30, 87-88, 90, 94, 148-150
Houses, building, 93, 104, 105, 145-147

cost, 146-147, 184
comparison with those of the United States, 185
differences because of wealth, 199-200
kinds, 143-145
Ladinos, 188 '

pre-Contact, 21, 24
values, 147-148, 154-158, 191

niegitimate children, 203
Illiteracy, 7, 15, 107, 176
Inheritance, houses, 143

land, 72
case histories, 72-80

personal property, 79
rules, 79

Innovation, 12, 28-29, 128, 130, 186
Irrigation, 6, 30, 39, 52, 57, 59, 98, 103, 113, 129, 149

.Taibal, Delia, 1

Jones, Chester Lloyd, 105-106

Kidder, A. V., x

Labor:
agricultural, 98-100, 116-117, 190

beans, 113
coffee, 114-115
onions, 53, 110-111
on milpa, 92, 99, 109
truck, 99

See also Truck Farming,
on hiU land, 109
on old land, 109
on the tabl6n, 110-116

communal, 1

community, see Community service,

family, 103-104
work exchange, 104

foreign, 99, 117
hired, 12, 17, 91 fn., 98-105, 109, 121, 128, 148, 195-

199, 205

Labor, division of, by sex and age, 90-95
in pottery making, 25-26, 27 fn.

Labor practices, 100-105
hours, 100, 101, 109

Labor unions, 28
Ladinos:

as consumers, 32, 34, 93 fn., 122, 133, 139-140, 141, 148

as employers, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 103, 104, 106, 107,

108, 197
as entrepreneurs, 122

as godparents, 159, 178

census, 26-27
contributions from, 178 fn.

costumes, 151, 159, 160
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Ladinos—Continued
culture of, 4, 11, 20, 22, 23, 27, 31, 187-188
diet, 201 fn.

distinction from Indians, 8, 10, 21
homes, 200
in special occupations, 14, 17, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

97, 98, 133, 134
relations with Indians, 203
Ladinoized, 24, 25, 126 fn.. 166

See also Land ownership, Ladinos; Land use by
Ladinos; Land, renting; Land values; Land
pawned.

Lake Atitbin, 1-2, 30-32, 57
Land, as collateral, see Land, pawned.

pawned. 68. 71, 80-81. 83, 84, 182, 190, 192-193
renting, 81-82. 104, 110. 111-112, 113, 114. 120, 190.

192-194
restrictions, 69
transfer of. 65. 68-72
use, 35-47, 36 (map 4). 55, 128

bv Ladinos, 39-47
coffee or truck. 36 (map 4), 39, 40-44, 84, 190
corn, 36, 37, 39, 40, 44
delta, 2, 4, 38-40, 48, 82, 129, 190
hill, 2, 4. 35-38. 82. 108. 109, 190
lake shore, 57, 69, 70. 82
truck. 44-47, 82. 83
unutilizable. 38. 39

values, 82-84, 108, 110
as community wealth. 182-183
differences in value, 189-190
Indian-Ladino differences, 82, 83
in pawning, 193

Land ownership, and hiring labor. 198-199
and wealth, 189-190. 191, 192, 194-195, 205
common land, 45, 57-59
Indian, 59, 60, 63, 6.5-6

absentee, 59, 62, 65-66
resident. 59, 60, 61, 63, 66-68

Ladino, 39-44, 45, 62-65
absentee, 59. 60, 62, 63
resident, 59, 61

Landless, 65
Language, 7, 11, 187
Law, see Government regulations.
Lawyers, 182
Learned. Jean, x
Legal title (land). 69. 71-72
Lemoa, 151
Life crises. 177-180

See also Birth; Marriage; Death.

McBrvde, F. W., 1. 2. 4 fn.. 14. 37 fn.. 38 fn., 51, 59. 126

fn.. 127 fn.. 135
Mandamientos , 10.5-107
Market, ix. 11-12. 13. 14-15. 16-17, 122-123, 132, 133.

134-139
local. 123-125, 186
outside. 2. 125-128. 132
fiesta. 135
See also towns, listed separately.

Marketing. 88, 94. 116. 121-128. 131-132. 186, 190
Marriage. 1. 9. 178-179. 202-203. 204. 207

to Ladinos, 188
Mason. 27, 95, 96, 134, 145, 175
Masseur, 95
Maudslay [Mrs. Anne Carry and Alfred Percival]. 4fn.,61 fn.

Mazatenango. 2
Meat, 131, 138, 141-142
Messenger, 97
Merchants, 2. 13. 14, 15, 16-17, 30, 123-128. 133, 135, 136.

137, 183. 187. 191

Metals, see Tools.
Methods of field study, ix, x, 186-191

defining community, 187-189
establishing wealth differences, 189-191

Midwife, 95, 98, 195
Militarv service, 95, 96, 105, 201
Milpa, 47-48, 108-110, 129, 131

See also Corn, Commodity index. Appendix 2,

210-216; Land use. corn.

Mixco. 12. 96, 122, 127. 143
Momostenango, 133. 150
Money, attitude toward, 18. 19

cash on hand. US. 121, 183
kinds. 18
money economy. 13
See also Prices; Wages, payment.

Monterrey, 6
Mozos, see Labor, hired.

Musicians, 96-97, 164, 178

Xahuald. 97, 127, 150, 158. 159. 160
Nahualefios. 123. 133 fn., 152

Ocana. Diego de. 66 fn.

Officials, attaining community respect. 12, 205
comparison with Chichicastenango, 206-207
drinking, 181
fees, 178
functions. 86, 99. 103
governmental. 10. 99. 103. 177-178. 204
religious. 10. 103. 177-178. 205
See also Communitv service.

Ogburn. W. F.. x

O'Xeale. Lila. 152 fn.

Panajachcl River. 2. 4. 30. 57
Panimache. 145
Patanatic. 6. 133, 136, 139, 145
Patulul, 2, 123, 127
Patziin, 7, 34, 123. 125, 127, 134. 181 fn.

Paul. Benjamin, 185 fn.

Peonage, debt, 105-106, 107
Personal activities, 87. 95
Phipard. Esther F., see Stiebeling. Hazel Katherine.
Plantations. 2. 6. 16. 105-107, 127. 205
Planting, 49. 51, 55
Political-religious organization, 7, 12, 19, 86. 158. 177-178.

188. 204. 205
Population. Panajachcl, 6

Indian, 6-9
Ladino, 6-7
significance, 206
taking a census, 188

Potterv making, 25-26, 27
Practitioners, 97-98, 121

See also Shamans; Midwives; Curers.

Prices, clothing, 152
comparison with those of United States, 185

effect on crops. 46
food. 111. 113, 136-143

See also Commodity index, Appendix 2, pp.
210-216.

determinants of, 137
Government interference, 16
interest in, 17, 132, 133
movements, 138, 139

setting, 14-15
store, 134

Professionals, 121, 183, 191. 194-195

See also Shamans; Midwife; Bloodletter; Caponizer;

Masseur.
Profits, agriculture, 110-117

animal husbandry, 117-121
Protestants, 19, 181

Puerto Barrios, 50, 51

Quetzaltenango, 2, 62, 123, 127, 136, 151

Quichd, 151
Quixcap River, 1
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Rationality, economic, 1,'j, 10, 17

Recomendado, 128, 143 fn.

Redfield, Robert, n, 8

Reh, Emma, 185 fn., 200 fn.

Religion, 9.5, 177
. . ^a; ,

See also Political-reliKious organization; Ofbcials,

religious.

Renting, hou.se,'!, 81, fee Land renting.

Restaurateurs, 97, 123

Resales, Juan de Dios, x, 68, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 107,

108, 119, 122, 123 fn,, 129 fn., 133 fn., 137 fn., 139,

140, 143 fn., 148 fn., 163, 169, 174, 185, 206.

Sale of prodiice, 121-123
See also Market: Merchants.

San .\ndr6s, 7 fn„ 38, 62, 63, 66, 94, 106, 107, 122, 123,

125, 126, 128, 134, 136, 145, 151, 159, 160, 166, 202

Andresaijos, 122, 136 fn., 145

San Antonio Palapo, 2, 6 fn,, 11, 19, 31, 83, 127, 130, 131,

136
Antoiieros, 6 fn,, 107, 130

San Buenaventura, 2

San Cristobal, 136

San .Jorge la Laguna, 1, 2, 41, 45, 65, 99, 100, 107, HI,
125 133 159

Jorgefios, 45, 46, 63, 65, 111, 130, 1.52

San Jos6 Chacavii, 62
San Lucas, 1, 2,' 30, 104, 123, 126-127, 128, 136, 151

Taiqaenos, 122, 136

San Marcos, 26, 128
San Martin Jilotepeque, 4 fn.

San Pablo, 26, 31, 136
Pablefios, 136 fn.

San Pedro la Laguna, 11, 30, 31, 68, 123, 151, 158, 159,

160, 185
Pedranos, 31, 96, 145, 152

San Pedro Sacatepequez, 26 fn.

San Pedro Volcano, 1

Santa Apolonia, 136 fn.

Santa Catarina, 2 fn., 18-19, 30, 31, 34, 38. 51, 83, 84, 98.

99, 127, 131, 133, 136, 144 fn., 152, 159, 160, 185, 198
Catarinecos, 133 fn,

Santa Cruz, 31. 128, 136
Cruzeiios, 136 fn.

Santa Lucia Utatliin, 7 fn., 102, 136 fn.

Santander, 6
Santiago Chimaltenango, 185
Savings, 183
Security, economic, 204, 206
Shamans, 95, 97-98, 177, 180, 183, 191, 195

rites, 97, 98, 180
Sharecropper, 110

See nlso I^and, pawned.
Shopping, 133-154

See (ilso Commoditv index, Appendix 2, 210-216.
Sickness, 4, 12, 29, 30, 138, 180, 193, 196, 205
Sklow, Isobel, 188
Smith, Adam, 18, 27
Social relations, 19
Soils, 129
Solold, 2, 4, 12, 14 fn., 20, 24, 31, 34, 44, 50, 56, 62, 63, 66,

69, 85, 93 fn., 94, 96, 97, 98, 99, 104, 107, 108, HI,
123, 125, 126, 127, 128, 132, 133, 134, 136, 140, 142,

143, 151, 152, 159, 160, 182, 183, 185, 180
Sololatecos, 102, 122, 163

Special occupations, 95, 98, 194-195
See also Butcher; Baker; Curers; Musicians; Shamans;

Masseur; Bloodletter; Caponizer.
Spices, 11, 133 fn., 134, 171
Standard of Uving, 12, 28, 35, 108, 154-186 (esp. 183-184),

196, 204-205
comparisons, 184-186

Storage, 129, 144
Stores, 14, 133-134, 136, 137, 188
Stiebcling, Hazel Katheriiie, ami Phipard, Esther F., 164
Superstitions, .?ee Beliefs, toward supernatural,

Tabl6n, 110-116
Tax, Sol, 1, 8
Taxes, export, 16

liquor and tobacco, 16
market, 16, 116, 133 fn.

ornato, 182
real estate, 182, 185

Technology, 19, 29, 35
agricultural, 27, 128

See also Milpa; Truck farming.
assessment of level, 128-129
effieiencv of, 24-27
European, 20-21, 22, 23, 25, 20-27
modern industrial, 20
pre-C'olunibian, 21, 27

Tecpdn, 2, 14. 31, 34, 99, 104, 122, 123, 125, 125 fn., 127,

134, 136, 150
Tepanecos, 122, 136 fn., 143, 158

Textiles, 151-154
'

Tolimdn, volcano, 1

Tools, 11, 21, 27, 33, 48, 53, 116, 148, 175
See also Commodity index, A[)pendix 210-216,

Totonioapdn, 2, 0, 25 fii,, 26, 123, 136, 151, 152, 159, 160,

163, 201
Totonicapenos, 94 fn., 96, 122, 137 fn., 145, 151, 160,

170 fn., 188

Tourists, 96, 134, 186
Tovs, 33, 148, 175 fn.

Trade, ix, 1

world, 13, 138, 186
Transportation, 126, 127, 127 fn., 186
Truck farming, 60

crops, 52-53
labor, 92-99
lands, 39, 40-47

Tzanjuyu, 0, 100
Tzunund, 130

Vdsquez, 1

Vegetables, 27, 41, 54, 55, 114, 122, 123, 120, 127, 128, 129,

134, 142-143
See also Commodity index. Appendix 2, 210-216.

Villa Rojas, Alfonso, 8

Way of hfe, 11-13
Wages, basic rates, 101

comparison with nearby communities, 104
factors affecting, 103
payment, 88, 101-103
piece work, 102-103
special occupations, 96-98, 138, 147 fn., 190

Wagley, Charles, 185 fn.

Waucliope, Robert, 144 fn., 145, 145 fn.

Wealth, attitude toward, 18, 19
mobility, 193-204
significance of, 48, 126, 129-130, 186-207
wealthy class, 99, 184

determining rank, 189—191
See also Appendix 3, 217-219.

Weaving, 11, 18, 21, 23, 26, 27, 91, 93, 94, 90, 97, 151-154

176, 194. 195
Weber, Max, 17
World view, ix, 13, IS fn.

Yields, see Crops.















Map 3.— PaiiBJachol: the area of the study (3Cale= 1:3.192).
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